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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the traditional health culture of the Zoque-Popoluca. dwellers 

of the Sierra Santa Marta in Veracruz. Mexico. The study is an exploration into native 

symbolisrn concemed with illness, healing, and preventive practices. It contributes to the 

scant health literatwe on the Zoque-Popoluca and an old debate on the relative influence of 

prehispanic and colonial medical knowledge in contemporary folk medicine of Mexico. The 

study contends that ancient Mesoamerican concepts continue to shape local beliefs and 

practices. Rather than an exception to the rule. this finding is presented as a challenge to the 

strongly held views of some researchers who see the humoral medicine of 16" Century 

Spain as the foundation of popular medicine in Latin America. Two diseases, Fright and 

Love Sickness, are used to illustrate how preColonia1 concepts remain coherent and 

interco~ected with present health beliefs and the native worid view in this corner of 

Southem Mexico. 
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Chapter 1: The Research Thesis 

1.1 Evolution of Research Topic 

1 went to the Sierra Santa Marta in Febniary of 1994 with the intention of studying 

beliefs and practices of the local people that affect the transmission of diarrhoeal and 

parasitic infections. I left Canada armed with a Western epidemiologicai mode1 of disease 

transmission to guide me in the collection of field data, canying dong a set of interview and 

observation guides. My plan was to fine-tune these tools once settled in a Zoque-Popoluca 

community. Before the end of March had mived, however. 1 was busy re-thinking my 

overall approach to data collection and the research itsel f. 

lndigenous people in this corner of Southem Mexico spoke about dimhoea being 

caused by envy. anger, or the smell of the earth as the Sun dnes the light rains of July and 

August. Mothers talked about the dangers of breast-feeding their babies when their bodies 

were hot. Elders described a cold debilitating condition suffered by those whose sou1 had 

been snatched by mischievous supematural dwarfs, diarrhoea being one of the symptoms 

that typically accompanied the poor state of these soul-less individuals. In the minds of 

many, stomach woms came from eating green mangoes, or were the result of magic spells 

sent by angry neighbours. Many people also spoke of dirt, microbes and even vimses. But 

these were other causes of disease among many, no more important than the rest. 

Around that time, 1 came across the influential work of George Foster on folk 
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medical systems of Mexico. His latest publication. "Hippocrates' Latin Amencan Legacy" 

(1 994). provides a detailed synthesis of his theories. in particular with respect to the ongins 

of hot-cold beliefs in contemporary popular medicine. According to his theory, it was the 

humoral medicine of 16th Century Spain that gave rise to the hotîold polarity so 

characteristic of popular medical beliefs in Latin America today. For him, the influence of 

this European medical system was profound. Existing prehispanic medical theories vanished 

during the Colony. Many beliefs and customs were absorbed one way or another into a 

medical humoral framework. Some were lefi behind, but isolated and marginalized. The 

legacy of an ancient Mesoamerican body of knowledge on health and medicine is reduced 

by Foster to "specific remedies, the names of a few culture-bound illnesses, and the like." 

(1994: 186-7). In other words, indigenous health traditions were not able to withstand the 

onslaught of European medical science. 

Foster goes as far as to suggest that curreni indigenous medical practices are largely 

deprived of spirinial grounding, and supports his position with selected studies noting that: 

The many straight forward ethnographic accounts of humoral medicine in the 
New World (the basis for any comparative and historical analysis) deal with 
food and diet, maintenance of health, causes of illness and therapies. But 
we do not read about heavenly bodies, days of the week, months. 
supematural beings, and the Iike in this context. The remarkable thing about 
contemporary humoral medicine, whatever the ethnic of its 
practitioners, is - as was mie of classical humoral medicine - its naturalistic 
base and its focus on health and illness, to the near exclusion of other 
matters. Humoral medicine is as secular as contemporary biomedicine. 
(P. 1 76) 

Could Foster's assertions be valid in lhis corner of Southem Veracruz? My impression after 
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one month in the field was completely opposed to his. But. could 1 have been mistakenly 

interpreting people's explanations? Were their references to spiritual elements in our 

conversations about health a product of my imagination? M e r  all, Foster himself carried 

out his doctoral research fifty years earlier in these same villages and towns of the Sierra 

Santa Marta. His work raised fundamental questions that 1 needed to answer before 1 could 

pretend to interpret and understand people's beliefs and practices associated with the 

transmission of diarrhoea. At issue was the relevance (or dominance, according to him) of 

humoral rnedicine in the interpretation of ethnographie data. My original focus on 

diarrhoeal diseases was there fore expanded, making the overall objective of my research 

the study of traditional health concepts of the Zoque-Popoluca. 

1.2 Research Tbemes and Structure 

Foster's humoral theories are based on the premise that popuiar medicine is the 

product of a historical process. This study is based on the same premise. However, Foster 

chooses to emphasize the influence of the Spanish Conquest to the near exclusion of the 

millenary legacy of ancient Mesoamerican cultures. A different approach is used in this 

research. The profound impact of the Conquest is not denied, but prominence is given to 

the exploration of prehispanic concepts and practices, tracing their influence and relevance 

today . 

The thesis is divided into 6 chapters. This first introductory chapter presents 

theoretical and practical considerations that guided the research process. Chapter two 



provides background histoncal information on the Zoque-Popoluca and the Sierra Santa 

Marta as the area of study. Three main research themes follow. The first one deals with the 

manifestation of prehispanic spintual' elements in contemporary beliefs and practices 

surrounding health and healing. This theme is expounded in Chapter 3. Conternporary ideas 

about disease in the Sierra sre shown to be associated with the transgression of Natural. 

social and religious laws. Contrary to Foster's assertion about the dominance of a "secular" 

humoral medicine, it was ofien impossible to see how several healing traditions could be 

denied a spintual grounding. The influence of ancient native ethics is traced for a number 

of health related practices. Chapter 4 deds with two key elements of Foster's humoral 

theories: the origin and relevance of hot-cold beliefs in contemporary popular medical 

concepts. The prehispanic underpinnings of such beliefs are explored and the proposition 

of an European origin is challenged. Chapter 5 presents an investigation into how people 

think about health matters. how they make choices affecting their health and the meanings 

they attribute to illness in their explanaiions. Two particular diseases are used to illustrate 

important similarities between current indigenous health traditions with those of prehispanic 

times. One disease is Espanto (fnght) which has been amply reported among several 

cultures of Mesoamerica; the other is Mal .4mor (or "love sickness"), an illness very 

particular to the Zoque-Popoluca. The main findings of the research are then synthesised in 

the last Chapter. 

' "Spirituality" is used in this thesis in its broadest sense. It tefers to the inner dimension 
of the penon (called in some traditions "the spirit"). It encompasses the precepts and subjective 
undentandings of practitioners and believers regarding their world view, their cosmology, and their 
spiritual quest (what people believe they are achieving for themselves and their community thmugh 
their faith) - See Gossen, 1993 : xii & 1 7. 



1.3 Theoretical Considerations and Researc b Methods 

Health and Culture 

People's ideas and practices related to health and disease in the Sierra reveal two 

distinct but CO-existing health cultures. One cm be called "indigenous" or "folk". It is based 

on old concepts and practices particular to the native view. The other is founded on Westem 

biomedical sciences. By "hedth culture" is meant the intercomected set of cognitive and 

social-organization elernents that are involved in achieving and maintaining health in the 

individual and the cornrnunity. The cognitive dimension includes concepts, values. 

attitudes. and beiiefs that guide health action. This c m  range from peoples' ideas of what 

is good food. to their explanations of causes of disease or the workings of healing practices. 

The social-organization dimension encompasses the different institutionai and organizational 

aspects of treatment and health care delivery in the communities. Exarnples include the 

various cornmunity programs of local health clinics. but also the healing rituals of snake-bite 

healers, and the l i  ke. 

Practices and beliefs tbat constitute the traditional health knowledge reflect people's 

interactions with their natural, social, economic and political environments that are 

centuries old. They are maintained and transrnitted from eldea to Young, and through 

various traditional specialists, including spinnial healen, herbalists, traditional midwives 

and other health experts such as bonesetters and snake-bite healers. As for Westem 
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medicine, its inroads into the Siern began only in the rnid 1940s'. Today, its presence is 

rnediated though the government health ch ic ,  a private medical doctor, the sale of patent 

drugs in local stores, and the health education curriculum in government primary schools. 

In a typical pluralistic health setting such as this, a given illness is considered the 

result of a variety of causal factors, ofien associated simultaneously with both indigenous 

and Western health concepts. Accordingly, people oflen follow parallel treatment methods. 

For example, It is not uncornmon for a mother to take her child to the govemment health 

clinic to treat a bad cut or wound, and then complement the treatment with the services of 

a salmera, a traditionai healer that will reuieve the "soul" of the chiid lost at the time of the 

accident. Both health cultures co-exist in a constant process of negotiation. rejection. 

synthesis and accommodation within and between individuals, health practitioners, political 

factions and religious groups. 

One cm suspect that similar interactions, now blurred by the passage of time, were 

very much at play during the Colonial and Post-Colonial periods. The major confionthg 

influences then were prehispanic health traditions and the Hippocratic Humoral medicine 

brought in by the Spaniards. From these interactions, coupled with the more ment  influence 

of Wester medicine, derive what we can characterize today as the indigenous health culture 

Missionaries of the Linguistic Summer Institute began to work in Zoque-Popoluca 
communities in the mid 40s, introducing basic concepts of western medicine. Baét-Jorge notes 
however that people in the Sierra remained very mismistful of outsiders and that communications 
with sunounding urban centres remained very limited until the construction of the road to the town 
of Soteapan in the mid 60s. With this road came the school. the health clinic and an array of public 
services. 



of the Zoque- Po poluca. 

This thesis seeks to validate two hypotheses. The first concems the relative 

influence of prehispanic and Colonial health beliefs. The following chapters will argue that 

European humoral medicine did not have an ovemding influence in the traditional health 

culture of the Zoque-Popohca. At least not to the extent that Foster claims did happen in 

most of Mexico and Latin America. This hypothesis in tum, supports a prehispanic origin 

of a hot-cold belief system and questions the "filtering down" of humoral medicine as 

purported by Foster (1 994: 1 53). 

The second hypothesis concems curent health traditions of the Zoque-Popoluca. The 

thesis will contend that several ancient Mesoarnencan concepts still survive today and 

continue to shape popuiar health beliefs and heaiing practices. This does not minirnize the 

influence of Western biomedicine, nor that of 16th century Europe. Their impact in today's 

hedth beliek and practices is questionable. The thesis simply draws attention to several 

manifestations of ancient cultural elements on cunent matters related to health and healing, 

and shows how these remain coherent and intercomected with the native world view. 

A Mesoa~crican Heritage 

Reference has been made a number of times to the idea of a Mesoamerican culture. 

To be more precise, Mesoamenca is a large geographicd area in which Peoples of diverse 

physical featiires and linguistic families were in active contact for many centuries, exerting 
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important mutual influences between each other. Numeral systems. calendnc systems. 

religious ideas and agricultural practices travelled dong commerce routes and banle fields. 

Sorne of the main groups the Spaniards encountered in the Amencas of the XVI century 

included the Mayas, Nahuas, Mixtecos, Zapotecos, Huastecos, Totonacos, and 

Purépechas. At the time of the conquest. this region covered most of what is today Mexico 

(see f igw 1.1). It was bounded on the North by the Sinaloa, Mayo and Yaqui rivers and 

in the East by the Phuco river. On the South. the region included what is now Belize. 

Guatemala and El Slavador. as well as Western parts of Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa 

Rica (Lopez Austin, 1975: 7- 12). 

Figure 1.1: Map of Mesoamerica in the XVI Century (Mer Kirchoff, 1943). 



Research Strategy 

The approach used in this thesis can be broadly described as an interpretative exercise 

involving mapping and decoding of people's explanations about particular matters related to 

health. It bonows several elements frorn the field of applied semiotics (Chevalier, 1994, 

 NO.^), and fiom ethnomedical research on the cultural construction of illness, as discussed 

by Weiss (1988546) and Kendall (1990: 173-953. 

To begin with, the research avoids using a priori universal h e s  of reference for the 

interpretation of ethnographie data collected in the Sierra de Santa Marta. For this reason, 

the dominance of humoral medicine is not treated as a given. Instead. careful attention is 

paid to the study of prehispanic hot-cold belief systems and their interrelationship with health 

rnatters. This is one of two parallel lines of inquiry that accompany the central theme of 

health. The aim here is to explore people's expinnations and the relevance of a rather 

complex code reflecting the indigenous worldviews of Mesoamerican cultures. that of 

equilibriurn and the cyclic movernent between hot and cold (see Chevalier, 1994, No.2). 

As noted earlier, health is a subsystem of culture, with expected connections to 

ethics and religion. This is to Say that no arbi trq separation should be expected a prion 

between indigenous medicine, native morals. and spiritual traditions, as Foster suggests. 

Rather than neglecting possible interrelations between hem, this study looks for their 

manifestation in contemporary beliefs and practices of the Zoque-Popoluca This second line 

of research requires a bnef exploration of native ethics based on the moral of self-sacrifice, 
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a logic of self-mastery and abnegation that applies to al1 fonns of life and that differs from 

Christian ascetic values in ways that have yet to be better understood (Chevalier. 1994. 

No. 1 ). 

The preceding lines of inquiry provide a culturally-relevant grounding for the 

examination of ethnographic health data collected in the field. The data in question were 

gathered through a series of interviews that sought the following four types of information 

(see Weiss, l!N8:5- 16): 

Patterns of distress: the way s people perceive or experience the symptoms resulting 

from an illness. an accident, the transgression of moral rules, or the violation of 

preventive measures that guard against disease or misfortune. 

Ex~ianatorv models: the rneanings people attribute to an illness or h m ,  including 

causes, mechanisms. and entities involved (ie.. the who, how, why, where and when 

of a given illness or injury). 

Patterns of help seekinq: people's account of the choice of treatrnent(s) and the 

source(s) of help (eg., family memben, specialized heaiers, medical doctors. and 

others). 

Treatment ~ractices: information was also collected on indigenous health treatrnents 

and preventive measures, paying attention to the materials used, the sequence of 

events. and people's explanations of how the various elements involved work 

together to achieve the desired outcornes. 

The analysis of ethnographic data in this thesis is largely an exercise in interpretive 

anthropology. An exploration of native beliefs and symbols is followed, based on the 

premise that health beliefs, just as ethics and worldviews, are coded through sign systems 
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and practices. People's narratives about health are used in conj unction with myths. rituals. 

and other manifestations of culture, to decode native symbolism. Effort is made to give as 

much attention as possible to the particular language used in people's narrations and 

descriptions of healing rituals. The idioms used are viewed as key ingredients of health 

codes. Whenever possible, interviews were tape recorded and then transcribed word by 

word for analysis. In addition, possible meanings and connotations of key words (in Zoque- 

Popoluca or Spanish, as the case may be) were explored with infonnants, as well as with 

the help of Ben Elson's Popoluca Dictionary of the Sierra (1995). Finally, the thesis also 

draws on historical and ethnographie studies of different Mesoarnencan cuitures to highlight 

possible connections with other comparable symbolic systems. 

Data Collection 

The field work was canied out mainly in two Zoque-Popoluca communities of the 

Sierra Santa Marta over a one year period, spending about seven months in the Sierra, 

spread out over the dry and rainy seasons. The following sections discuss the techniques used 

for collecting field data and also some explanations about the process. 

Partic@uni Observation. The basic approach was to spend time living in the communities, 

talking to people, and making observations related to health rnatters. Talks ranged fiom 

informal conversations or keeping up on town gossip, to serni-smictured taped interviews 

with selected key informants. Being there for extended periods of t h e ,  and throughout the 

lerigth of the year, also allowed for serendipity to work. This included for example, 
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listening to old stones or anecdoies during informal chitchat which pointed to important 

elements of study. or witnessing particular occurrences of disease which allowed direct 

observation and conversations with people during or just after the episodes. The latter 

includes an instance where 1 became il1 with haemorrhagic dengue fever and went through 

the process of diagnosis and cure by a traditional healer. 

Quantitative data was also collected during the field work. This was done by visiting 

the health clinic to copy their records on disease incidence. as well as through collaboration 

in two surveys canied out by an NGO working in the Sierra: one on the socio-economic 

status of households; and a second on women's health. The first survey was conducted at 

the b e g i ~ i n g  of the field work. It ûllowed me to meet people and be seen in the 

communities. in addition to giving me experience in interviewing and becoming familiar 

with the ways people use the Spanish language in these parts of the Siem. 

The second s w r y  was done towards the end of my stay in the field. This survey on 

women's health was carried out by a woman anihropologist and a woman biologist. They 

took specid care to avoid interviewing women in the presence of men, because the men 

tend to respond for the women. even when discussing experiences about pregnancies and 

childbirth. Even though 1 was now familiar with the area and knew many people, 1 did not 

attempt to do any interviewing for this s w e y .  Instead, I negotiated with the NGO and 

helped them translate a report into English. In r e m ,  I got access to the data of this survey. 

My reluctance to participate in the interviewing was due to recent experiences in the field. 
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1 had tried months earlier to pretest a questionnaire by randomly selecting households and 

got very poor results when women were alone in their house. They became very 

uncornfortable being questioned by a male outsider in the absence of their husbands or a 

male relative, even though 1 was being accompanied by a wornan translator that was well 

respected in the communities. Fortunately, I had bener luck interviewing elder midwives, 

women community workers and healers for rny own research. Their statu in the 

communities and the nature of their work probably made them less reluctant to speak with 

me. 

During rny stay in the field. 1 also helped organize a couple of nutrition workshops, 

one in each of the study communities. This came at the request of a local community 

worker. She was rny translator and facilitator in interviews with women. She was also 

responsible for promoting a community project on vegetable gardrns. and wanted my help 

in preparing two workshops on nutrition and health care of children. Not being an expert 

on either subject. 1 enlisted in  un the help of a fiend, Juana Sandoval. Juana is a 

nutritionist with many years of experience working with wornen's groups in rural Mexico. 

She assisted us both in organizing the workshops and acted as the facilitator. 1 did use the 

occasion to obtain some data for rny research. Things went very well. Each workshop lasted 

three half days. Both turned out to be the largest women's meeting in the communities that 

people could recall. Anthropometric measurements were taken on about 200 children. 

Juana took the time to give each mother the results for her children and talked with each and 

everyone, on an individual bais, about the meaning of the measurements. 
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Each workshop had also two group sessions where a number of topics were discussed. 

including: infant feeding practices, child nutrition practices, prevalence of diarrhoeal and 

parasitic diseases, and traditional herbal remedies of the region. 1 did not tape the 

workshops but took notes whenever possible. Women in these two communities are not used 

to attending women's meetings. 1 did not think it would be very usehl as a man to be there 

with a tape recorder. Being the only man in these meetings, 1 attempted to fade into the 

background except for assisting with the anthropometric measurements of children. 

Interviews. A three-level approach for collecting data on health belief systems was 

developed by trial and error. These three levels of data collection were carried out more or 

less sequentially. The process was repeated. however, for various diseases and concepts 

reiated to health. becoming an iterative tool. as elements encountered in the examination 

of a particular disease or preventive health measure became the focus of a subsequent 

investigation round. For example, in discussing one type of diarrhoea associated with susro 

Wight), the issue of anemia surfaced in the conversations. More in-depth information on 

unemia was then sought with the sarne and other infamants. This in tum brought up 

people's associations between work and a healthy body, which lead to more specific 

research on both concepts. The approach can be described as one of mapping, as alluded 

earlier, where different elements brought up by the interviewees are fint recorded and the 

interconnections to other elements are foilowed in the same or subsequent interviews. 

In this process of data collection, the first level of information gathering consisted 



of informal open-ended 

diarrhoea and parasites, 
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interviews (conversations) with various people on the topic of 

as this had been the initial focus of my study. 1 began to develop 

an exhaustive list on "types of diarrhoea" and stomach worms, their narnes in Zoque- 

Popoluca features and elements associated with them (how ofien they occur, when, why. 

who gets them, what do people do). Both. stomach woms and diarrhoea were often seen 

as syrnptorns of other ills, as the previous example on susîo shows. This lead to an 

increasing mapping of elements and relationships (eg.. diarrhoea, anemia, work, healthy 

body, red blood, etc ...) for which interview guides were developed and semi-stnictured 

interviews with key informants were carried out to obtain as much information as possible 

on as many aspects of the illnesses that were brought up (including explanatory models of 

causes. patterns of distress, treatment. and help seeking) and the reiationships between 

codes involved in these. The intervals between field visits allowed the partial analysis of 

information which in mm, facilitated the developrnent of more specific interview guides for 

a third round of interviews. These 1s t  ones tried to address sorne rnissing links or confirm 

the existence of others. 

A total of forty taped semi-structured interviews, of 1 to 2 hours in duration, were 

carried out with twelve key informants (six frorn each of two cornmunities). About half of 

the interviews were done with the help of a translater (between Zoque-Popoluca and 

Spanish). I later transcribed al1 tape recordings, word by word, for purposes of analysis. 

Over 400 pages of tape transcriptions were obtained. This time-consuming task had to be 

performed by me as 1 had become farniliar with the spoken accent and many idioms used by 
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Zoque-Popoluca people. The accuncy of the transcription is considered essential for the 

interpretative analyses that were performed on this material. An attempt was also made 

during the interviews to write down the use of key words in Zoque-Popoluca and their 

translation and rneaning given by the informants during our discussions. 

Informana. The informants for the taped interviews were not selected at random. but were 

chosen according to the following criteria: acceptance to participate in the research: 

specialized knowledge on traditional health andor knowledge of folk tales, myths and 

traditions; and willingness to talk (talk profusely and to a man). These criteria were very 

important due to the nature of the study. It was felt necessary to interview people that would 

be willing to talk about specific topics related to health and with linle prompting (i.e.. 

without putting words in their mouths). Within this biased sarnple. considerable variation 

occurred. Five informants were male: a "natwal" community leader, an articulate 

campesino and storyteller, a respected elder health worker, a traditional healer Qerbatero). 

and a traditional snake-healer (culebrero). The remaining seven informants were women: 

three elderly and well respected midwives (one of them also a well respected traditional 

healer); one cornmunity worker and social activist; onepight healer (salmera); one elderly 

. and respected ex-religious worker; and one articulate campesina. Of the twelve. four of 

hem were professed Protestant and the other 8 professed to be Catholic. Ali attended their 

churc h regularly. Eleven of them were Zoque-Popoluca. The twelveth was an elder women 

who came fiom a neighbouring state as a young child over sixty years ago (she spoke perfect 

Popoluca). Two of the idormants were of relatively high socio-economic status, owned 
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a television. a radio and their houses had concrete floors and tin roofs. Nine of them lived 

in traditional houses with din fioon. wood walls and thatched roofs. Eight of them owned 

a radio. Although half of the informants were interviewed with the help of a translater (a 

woman herself), extensive translation of questions and answers was necessary with only 

three of the informants (the three midwives). 

Issues of VaIidity. The focus on in-depth qualitative interviews, and the bias introduced 

with the conscious selection of key informants limits any daim that the information is 

representative of the overall population in the communities, or the Sierra. This bias was 

controlled somewhat by choosing as many different types of informants as possible within 

the selection criteria stipulated (ie.. people from different communities, men and women; 

Catholic and Protestant; of higher and lower socio-economic statu; and of varied expertise: 

a snake-bite healer, a medicinal-plant healer, a fnght healer, rnidwives, a health worker, 

and non-health "experts"). 

Additional steps were also taken during field work to check the intemal validity of 

the data collected. Visits were made to three surrounding villages that were within one to 

two hours of walking distance from the study communities. Pieces of information obtained 

dunng interviews in one village were checked by asking single questions in casual 

conversations with people in other villages, and agreement or disagreement noted. The 

correspondence of different pieces of information was also checked agahst past ethnographie 

studies of the region. 



Also. within the interpretive strategy used in the analysis of native symbolic systems. 

a number of measures were taken to ensure a minimum of intemal validity (Le.. the relevance 

of the data to the phenomena being analysed and the logic of the interpretations). For 

example. during the decoding process. the implications of each and every sign were 

explored by looking at sirnilar relationships between signs made explicit in other themes or 

in other manifestations of the Zoque-popoluca culture, such as: rituals, folklore, popular 

beliefs, or myths. Congruencies were also sought with ethnographie observations from 

fieldwork or from the work of other anthropologists, conceming practices. perceptions, and 

knowledge associated with speci fic illnesses or healing ntuals. 

Bibliographie Sources of Information 

References to ancient concepts of religion and rnedicine in Mexico were obtained 

mainly from the works of Klor de Alva (1 993). Lron Portilla (1983, 1 987% l98îb) . Lopez 

Austin (1  975. 1996) and Viesca Treviiio (1986). These authors based their historical 

analyses largely on texts from the XVI and XVII Centuries; texts which included 

testirnonies of elder indigenous informants still educated in the culture of their pre-conquest 

ancestors. Principal historical sources include: documents of fiay Bernardino de Sahagh 

first written in Nahuatl in W 7  and known as the "Primeros Mernoriales", and the later 

works known as "Codice Matritense" and "Codice Florentine"; an herbarium also in nahuatl 

written by Martin de la Cruz and later translated into latin by Juan Badiano, known as 

Libelius de medicinuiibus indorunt herbis (1552; which includes information on the 
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medicinal propenies of plants. animais and minerals); the Relaciones Geogruficas. a survey 

conducted in 1577. answered by priests. "principal indians" or "those who had an adequate 

knowiedge of the region". and which contained 50 points covenng issues related to the 

environment, economic resources, history, indigenous languages and culture (including also 

a request for information on diseases, types of treatment and medicinal plants); indigenous 

incantations, many related to health. collected by Hemando Ruiz de Alarcon in 1629; and 

the nahuatl language "Vocabulario" of fray Alonso de Molina (first published in 1555 and 

revised by Sahagiin in 157 1 ) . 

Contemporary ethnographic studies from the Sierra Santa Marta and los Tuxtlas 

include: BLz-Jorge (1973) on the Zoque-Popoluca; Chevalier and Buckles (1 996) on the 

neighbouring GulfNahuas; Foster (1 94 1) on the Zoque-Popoluca; and, Olavarrieta ( 1977) 

and Guido Münch (1983), both on the encompassing Tuxtlas region. A number of 

contemporary ethnographic studies From different Mesoamerican cultures are also used 

through out the thesis and are duly acknowledged. 

E tbical Considerations 

The research did not involve any human experimentation. In terms of informrd 

consent, I always explained to people, during our first meetings and again before each 

interview. that 1 was a student doing field work towards a Master's degree. I explained the 

type of information 1 was trying to collect and its use for my thesis. 1 always tned to meet 

potential informants one or two days beforehand to give these explanations and asked 
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permission for an eventual interview session. Six or seven people tumed down my request 

and were not asked again. Two of them (both curanderos) wanted to be interviewed only 

if they were paid. 1 politely replied that 1 had no budget for that type ofexpense. Before each 

interview, I asked for people's permission to use a tape recorder and offered to give them 

back a copy of the tape-recordings of the sessions. 1 also explained to them that they did not 

need to answer any questions they did not like. Some of the informants had a radio-tape 

recorder. Al1 knew of someone that owned one and that they could use. Four of the 

informants did request and got copies of their own interview sessions. 

The thesis does not identi& at any time specific individuals or households in the 

study communities, with the exception of two people. One of hem is Juana Sandoval, the 

nutritionist who assisted us in planning and implementing the nutrition workshops. She is 

not only a professional, but aiso received per diern and travel expenses from my research 

grant to help cover her participation in the workshops. Both workshops were organized with 

the permission of the municipality, and as mrntioned earlier, al1 mothen who took their 

c hildren for anthropometric measurements. received individuall y a written summary of 

their children's results and were explained their significance. In some cases, the mothers 

were advised to take their children to the local govenunent health c h i c  for a more thorough 

assessrnent. The children's information was kept confidentid. Information of these two 

workshops has ken used in some reports but only in aggregated form. The other person 

who is identified in the thesis is Pedro Gonsalez Santiago, a Zoque-Popoluca campesino 

with extensive knowledge of local folk stories and myths. He is acknowledged as the 
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narrator of several passages transcnbed for this thesis. I obtained his permission to 

reproduced them here and to identify him as the narrator. 1 also decided not to identify 

either of the two study communities where 1 conducted most of my research. This is due to 

rxisting rivalries between and within them dong religious lines and political parties. Some 

people professing conversion to Protestantism are not supposed to believe nor take part in 

rituals associated with those "cosas viejas ... de los abuelos" (old things ... from our 

grandparents), at least not in the presence of outsiders. Relatives and neighbom can become 

upset with them. In other instances. some of the informants were very candid about 

personal matters dunng our discussions. My promise not to reveal their identity is best 

safeguarded by keeping the names of the communities anonymous. Finally, informed 

consent was sought from the heads of households interviewed in the two surveys in which 

1 collaborated. The data was also kept confidential and has k e n  published only in 

aggregated form. Al1 sources of secondary data used in the thesis have been also clearly 

identi fied. 



Cbapter 2: The Zoque-Popoluca of the Sierra Santa Marta 

The following sections give a sketch in space and time of the area of study and its 

people. The presentation is not exhaustive. Highlighted are key ecological. social. political 

and cultural influences that shape the compiex reality of this corner of Southern Veracruz. 

More detailed analyses on theses topics can be found in the studies by Foster ( 194 1 ), Baez- 

Jorge (1 973), Guido Münch (1983), Chevalier and Buckles (1 996) and PSSM et al. (1996). 

2.1 Geographic and Ecological Context 

The Difiappearing Forests of Mexico 

Mexico's remaining forests amount today to about 50 million hectares. covering 

25% of the national territory. These ecosystems have suffered relentless degradation over 

the last five decades. The government's own estimates put the level of deforestation at 17 

million hectares between 1970 & 1990. or 30% of the forest çover that existed in 1970. 

Present deforestation rates are not any better. Curwnt estimates found in the literature range 

from 700.000 to 1 million hectares per year (or 1.4 to 2% per year). The forests that are lefi 

share two impo-t and unique features: fint, they are inhabited forests, with an estimated 

population of 18 million mostly indigenous people; and second, most are ejido3 lands (70 

3 The ejl'do (or "agrarian reform community") is a fonn of land tenure that was granted by 
the nation to groups of peasants that solicited land through the agrarian refonn laws. The ejido could 
be either parcelled into individual plots to be worked individwlly by a fmily or hourhold (this is 
the most common case) or it could remain undivided and worked collectively by a group commonly 
belonging to a same community. 
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local populations are 

will be explored later. 

They typically depend on agriculture and the forests For their subsistence and incorne 

generating activities. In addition to commercial logging, non-timber products have always 

helped support local economies. Commercial products include: palms. pine resins. honey. 

wild anirnals. Subsistence products include medicinal plants. edible plants. animal meat. 

fbel wood. and various construction materials for hou se^.^ 

Los Tuxtlas and Santa Marta 

The area of study is a mountain forest that shares many of the characteristics just 

described. Foster cailed it "the Sierra Popoliica" during his visit in 1941. It foms part of 

the Sierra de Santa Marra, which in turn belongs to a cluster of volcanos known as Los 

Tudus (see figure 2. 1). These old mountains border the coast of the Gulf of Mexico in the 

South of Veracruz. Three volcanos dominate the landscape: San Martin Tuxtla to the North. 

foilowed by Santa Marta and San Martin Pajapan heading South along the coast. The 

Sierra's forests have undergone very similar degradation processes to those in the rest of the 

country, albeit the rate of deforestation has exceeded the national average. Between 1967 

and 1 99 1, a total of 59,000 ha of tree cover disappeared, representing a loss of 6 1 % of 

forest cover in just 24 years (PSSM et al., 1996:M). Today, only some 30,000 ha of 

forest and selvas remain in los Tuxtlas, counting various treed areas that have been 

4 The statistical information presented was obtained from: L.K Snook (1997); D.B. Bray 
( 1997); and, L. Merino Pérez ( 1997) 
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fragmented into discontinuous forest islands. Most of the standing forest (about 27.000 ha) 

is located in the Sierra Santa Marta- 

SIERRA DE SANTA MARTA 

lcgend: Municipios: 

- 1. Catemaco 
, - Republic of Mexico 2. Soteapan 

-. t - F - 
State of  Veracnu 4. Pajapan 

- ,  
'-' - 

- Lake Caternaco - S m  boundaries 

Figure 2.1: Location of Study k a  (der PSSM, 1996). 
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The Sierras are of great ecological and hydrological importance. niey form the only 

high rnountain range rising directly From the East shore of the Atlantic in North Amenca. 

This topography creates very unique conditions. A continuous rainforest existed until not 

too long ago comecting the rnountain peaks al1 the way down to the ocean. The altitudinal 

profile, ranging fiom sea level to 1,750 meters above, produces a wide variety of climates 

and ecosystems which sustain an impressive diversity of life foms. Over 1,300 plant species 

have been registered in the region, out of an estimated total of 2.000 species. More than JO0 

bird species inhabit the area (about JO% of the total species of the country), along with an 

estimated 1.015 animal species. 157 of which are currently endangered (PSSM et al.: 2-3 

to 2-6). 

In addition to its important biodiversity. the area is also critical to the water resources 

of the region. The volcano forests feed lake Catemaco and the lagunas de Sontecomapan 

and Ostion. They also supply about 80% of the water to the urban and petrochemical 

comdor of Coatzacoalcos, Minatitlin, Jaltipan and Acayucan, making the protection of this 

water supply a key element for regional devrloprnent5. The Sierra is also home to about 

60,000 dwellea who depend on these mountains for their livelihood. 

Source: Gobiemo del esiado de Veracruz ( 1992), "Los Tuxtla: plan para su conservacion 
y desarrlollo integral". Programa de Desarrolio Integral de los Tuxtlas. Universidad Veracnuana, 
Jalapa. Mexico; cited in J.L. Blanco Rosas ( 1997), "El Proyecto Santa Marta - Experimentacion 
participativa para el uso adecuado de recursos genéricos maiceros", Red de Gestion de Recursos 
Naturales, Fundacion Rockefeller, México. 



A Special Biosphere Reserve 

The Mexican governent declared in the early 1980's the Sierra de Santa Marta as 

a Zona de Proteccibn Forestal y Rej@ de la Fauna Silvestre (Forest and Wildlife Protected 

Zone). In 1988 it was reclassified as a Reserva Especial de la Biosfea (Special Biosphere 

Reserve) by the Ministry of the Environment. Neither decrees, however. were 

accompanied by a management plan to guide productive activities in the protected zones, 

nor even by the provision of basic information to explain the significance of the 

pronouncements to local communities. People in 1980 believed the governrnent was about 

to expropriate al1 remaining standing forests of the Sierra. Many campesinos reacted initially 

by clearing more forest in an effort to protect their access to future agricultural land. The 

more organized ejidos also sought to block the decree in the courts (PSSM et al., 1996: 3-2). 

In the end. the conservation proclamations have done little to safeguard the environment 

over the last two decades. Deforestation rates have decreased lately, but this is due mainly 

to the steeper slopes and harder access that limits the use of land in the remaining forests. as 

opposed to the implementation of any conservation rneasures. There is perhaps one 

exception: a tire prevention campaign carried out by the PSSM, a Mexican NGO that has 

been working in the Sierra since the early 1990s. 

The Dwellers of the Sierra 

Like most forests in the country, the Sierra de Santa Marta is a populated forest. In 

the period between 1980 to 1995, its population increased fiom 29,000 to 58.000 

inhabitants. The average growih rate in the first half of the decade was estimated as 5.3%, 

more than twice the rate for the country. The population density also increased dramatically. 
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from an average of 2 1.5 persons/km2 in 1980. to 42.5 penons/km2 in 1995. The inhabitants 

are mainly indigenous (80%) of Nahua and Zoque-Popoluca origins. The rest are rnestizos 

of different backgrounds. The indigenous communities are located primarily in the southem 

part of the Sierra: the Nahuas in the South-East, in the municipalities of Pajapan, 

Mecayapan and Tatahuicapan; and the Popolucas in the South-West, rnainly in the 

municipality of Soteapan (see map in fig. 2.1). Both arrived in the area over one thousand 

years ago. Mesriso populations settled initially around Catemaco (to the North and West of 

the Sierra) early in this century, and fiom there, they have expanded towards Soteapan and 

Mecayapan (PSSM et al.. 1996: 3-3). The relatively recent meztiso zone in the North is of 

cattle ranching tradition. and is characterized by private ownership of large land surfaces. 

The growth rate for this sector of the population is closer to the country's average. The 

indigenous population in the South. on the other hand, has a much higher annual growth 

rate (5 to 8%) and is of a strong agricultural tradition. People practice slash and burn 

cultivation of corn in small plots of land called milpus that are usually 1 to 3 ha in surface. 

Forest and Agricultural Ecosystems in Crisis 

The clearing of forests and selvas in Santa Marta was a direct result of an expansion 

in cattle ranching, as opposed to a high demand for forest products. A large part of the cut 

trees were burnt given the difficult access to the area. At the sarne time, logging bans 

favoured the illegal extraction of the more valuable species. As cattle ranc hing increased at 

the expense of the forest, it also began to compete with maize cultivation by reducing the 

areas of regrowth (agicultural resting lands called acahuales). Mezfiso ranc hers coming in 



from surrounding regions took cver these lands which had traditionally belonged to the 

indigenous peasants of the Sierra. forcing them higher into the mountains to open new 

cultivation plots. This expansion of cattle ranching was actively promoted by the 

govemment in two waves of colonization: in the 1950s by the Departamento de Asuntos 

Agrarios; and, in the 1970s by the Secretaria de Reforma Agraria (Chevalier and Buckles. 

1996; and PSSM et al., 1996: 3-38 103-42). From an ecological perspective, the destruction 

of forests and selvas for grazing purposes created particularly destructive problems. Ianto 

Evans explains: 

The selva of Los Tuxtlas is disappearing very fast. Main problems are fire 
and grazing, which are both destroying primary forest and preventing 
recolonization. The process of forest clearing for maize is structurally quite 
different fiom grazing in that maize cultivation by slash and burn leaves holes 
in a fabric of still-continuous forest, while grazing leaves forest islands in a 
rnatrix of grassiand. Grazing favours conditions which lead to catastrophic 
forest fires and prevents Forest regeneration. Grazing also destroys continuity 
of forest cover in a way that centuries of slash and bum have never done 
( 1992: 1). 

In addition to the relentless destruction of the wildlife's natural habitat, the fragmentation 

or loss of continuity of the forest cover has a more pronounced effect on the swival  of many 

species since it prevents their seasonal migration from high to low altitudes, including the 

feeding movements of large mamrnals. Grazing also creates ideal incendiary conditions. 

Cattle tend to avoid the coarser peremial grasses, favouring the build-up of a mat of dead 

grass in the high pastures against the edge of the selva or forest. Fires can easily spread to 

these dry zones and ont0 the treed areas when ranchers deliberately burn the Pasture fields 

to improve grazing. These mats of dry grass may also bum accidentally as campesinos burn 

their mi@ or acahuales before the planting of maize. Most wildfires in the selva spread 



uphiil fiom these bums (Evans: l%Q:J-l2). 

From a social and economic perspective. a number of factors combined to threaten 

the present and future livelihood of the indigenous communities. In addition to the 

destruction of forest ecosystems, other govemment policies also contributed to the 

degradation of agriculnuai soils. The Green Revolution for example, extended its ravaging 

effects into the milpas of the Sierra. It did succeed in disseminating a technological package 

that consisted in the intensive use of chemical fertilizers. pesticides, herbicides. and 

"improved" corn varieties. But it also left peasants more rnarginalized, as it lead to the loss 

of agricultural diversi ty, abuse of agrochemicals, increased de forestation, and a severe loss 

of soil fertiiity. Nigh and Salazar (199759) qualib the national application of this 

technological package as a resounding failure. The authors argue that this package (and 

policies for implementing it) failed to address the critical factors limiting production in most 

indigenous agricultural lands of the country. Traditional agricultural practices (bming, 

steep sloping furrows, exposed soil) favour erosion and compaction of the soil, reducing 

any benefits fiom the application of agrochemicals. In tems of costs, the authon 

summarize the situation as follows6: 

Conventional technology, in particular chemical fertilizen, pesticides and 
irrigation works, have a tendency to gradually increase the costs of 
production. Fertilizers maintain production over a cenain p e n d  of time 
without needing to worry about the organic matter content in the soil or 
protecting against erosion, but only for a limited time, aml with greater 
doses required year by year. Pesticides cause resistance and destroy nahird 

Ibid. p.59 (my own translation). 



enemies provoking the "necessity" to apply greater quantities of pesticides. 
that are more toxic and expensive. Because of deforestation. and also due 
to the neglect of erosion control ... [Ulnder this conventional system, costs 
of production tend to increase year by year. while yields and the quality of 
products tend to decrease as a consequence of ecological detenoration. 

Perhaps the most damaging effect of the Green Revolution and govemment policies 

was due to the neglect of soil conservation practices for the country in general, and the 

Sierra in particular. Estimates found in the literature on the extent and rate of soil 

degradation Vary from alarming to carastrophic. Expert studies in the mid seventies indicated 

that up to 80% of national soils were experiencing severe erosion7. By the early eighties. 

the figure had risen to 98%'. Even official figures given by the Secretaria de Agricultura y 

Recursos Hidraulicos (SARH) in the early ninetirs. report 86% of the national temtory as 

showing signs of soil erosion9. Yet this has been viewed mainly as a crop yield problem. 

and not as a problem of degradation of agriculiural ccosystems with important long t e n  

implications. The response has k e n  to promote the application of chemical fertilizers to 

rnaintain yields in the short term, while nrglecting investments in soil conservation and 

restoration of soil fertility. Policies to boost maize crops in the imrnediate future have been 

stemly followed at the expense of (and wi th a total disregard for) the long term emciency 

of sustainable agricultural production. 

Other cornpounding factors have contributed to the degradation spiral of the Sierra's 

' Andrade (1975:63) cited in Nigh and SaIazar ( 1997: 59). 

a Estrada and Oniz (1982:23-7) cited in Nigh and Salazar (1 997: 59). 

Mass and Garcia Oliva (1 99O:2 1 -36) cited in Nigh and Salazar (1 997: 59). 
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ecosysterns. A case in point is the impoverishment of the soi1 exacerbated by die shortage 

of fallow lands (acahuaies). The rapid growth of the indigenous population. the lack of 

productive alternatives. and limits on land available for milpas force campesinos to work 

their plots longer and reduce resting p40ds of acahuales. An imrnediate impact has been 

lower crop yields at higher costs of production. For instance, average maize yields of 3 

tonsha reported for the Sierra in the seventies had decreased to 1.4 tonsha by the rnid 80s 

in spite of the use of agrochemicals. Maize yields have continued to decline to below 1 

tonha in many milpas of the Sierra (PSSM, l996:3- 18). 

Less talked about is the loss of product diversity of the milpa and the impact on the 

nutritional status of peasant families. Yet, this is a problem facing many indigenous 

communities through out ml Mexico. Before the application of herbicides and the loss of 

soi1 fertility, the rnilpa was able to produce different h i t s  and vegetables that helped 

balance the diet of indigenous campesinos. Today this diversity has disappeared from both 

the milpa and the forest, and the impoverished diet is having its toll. The following 

example for Peiia Hermosa, Municipio de Pajapan. illustrates how severe the collapse in 

diversity of food staples has ken. M i l e  in 1976, 93% of campesinos cultivated beans for 

self consumption, ten years later only 8.4% were growing this plant. The same occurred for 

many other products of the milpa: for squash the decrease went from 68% to 3%; for yuca. 

7 1 % to 2%; for chayote, 46% to 1 -4%; and for banana, 93% to 1.5% (PSSM et oL, 1 996: 

3-40), 
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With the disappearance of the forest also disappeared many edible forest plants and 

animais that complemented the diet and/or income of campesinos, compounding even more 

the loss in diversity and availability of food products. With respect to the nutritional status 

of the population. again other factors magniQ the damaging effects. Poor sanitary 

conditions in the cornrnunities of the Sierra result in high incidence of parasitic infections. 

To this problem is added the young age of mothers who can become pregnant as early as 

13 years old, and can have two or three children before the age of 17. It is not rare to find 

young mothers overworked, with poor diets, breastfeeding children. and with both mother 

and child having stomach worm infections. In the Popoluca community of Marnaloya for 

example. 60% of children under the age of five showed signs of maln~trition'~. Our own 

research carried out in 1994 in two communities of Soteapan. corroborate the existence of 

a severe nutritional problem in the Sierra''. Anthropometric measurements (weight and size 

for age) indicated that over 90% of children presented signs of malnutrition. with about 

60% of thern showing acute signs (below 70% in weight and below 85% in size of the 

respective averages for the State of Veracruz). The measurements were carried out on 

children brought in by the mothers on a voluntary basis (96 children in a community of 120 

households and 125 children in the larger cornmunity of 670 households). No fim averages 

for the cornrnunities c m  be inferred fiom these numbers, since probably mothers that were 

concemed about the nutritional status of their children where those who brought them to be 

I O  Interview with community health worker, Soteapan (Nov. 9, 1997). 

1 1  Source: Juana Sandoval, " E l  Estado Nutricional en dos comamidades de la Sierra de los 
Tuxtla, Proyecto S m  Marta", unpublished report, apri1 1994. 
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weighed and measured. Nonetheless. the results obtained do indicate a nutritional status 

well below the average for the State of Veracruz. 

2.2 The Sierra Popoluca 

Popuiation and Habitat 

The Zoque-Popoluca are concentrated in the Municipio of Soteapan, bounded by the 

Gulf of Mexico's Coast to the North, by the iblunicipio of Catemaco to the North-West. 

Hueyapan to the West, Acayucan and Chinarneca to the South, and Mecayapan and Pajapan 

to the East. As Foster noted. "The area is in the fom of an oval. extending from 18' to 

18'20' N. Lat., and from 9J04O' to 95'15'W Long." (1941:4). It covers 525 km2. The 

population of the municipio has been steadily doubling every twenty years since the 1 WOsl'. 

It was estimated at Z , l 8  1 in 1990. of which 20,183 (87%) were indigenous inhabitants. 

mostly Popoluca (PSSM et al., 1996: 4-25). 

Little change in the ethnic make up of the population appears to have occurred during 

this century. Baez-Jorge reports for 1960 that 35.4% were unilingual Spanish speakers. 

15.5% unilingual Zoque-Popoluca speakers. and the majority (49%) were bilingual. Of the 

bilingual population, most spoke Zoque-Popolucaand Spanish, a minority spoke Nahuaand 

Spanish, while only a handful of farnilies spoke Zapoteco and Spanish. Women and 

" Demographic figures reported from 1930 to 1990 are: 3,496 in 1930; 6,266 in 1950; 
12,224 in 1970; and. 23,18 1 in I W O .  Sources: Baez-Iorge ( 1  973: 46) for 1930-70 values; and for 
1990: Indicadores socioeconômicm de los pueblos indigenas de México, 1990. p. 198, NI. 
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children under school age were the unilingual Zoque-Popoluca speakers. Perdes (1 992: 29) 

reports that ten years later this percentage of unilingual speakers had decreased to 2% but that 

most people in the municipio spoke Spanish and Popoluca. In terms of literacy rates, data 

for 1990 indicated that 85% of men and women above 15 years of age never completed 

primary school. Over half of hem (56%) considered themselves illiterate (PSSM et al.. 

1996: 4-29). A survey done for the town of San Pedro Soteapan in 1993 reported an 

illiteracy rate of 18% for men and 24% for women (Jiménez Lopez, 1993 : 33). This is the 

cabecem municipal or head town of the municipio where the administrative offices reside. 

It is also the largest Popoluca town. In the surrounding smaller villases, the illiteracy rates 

for both sexes tend to be much higher. 

The population is presently distributed over 25 communities that range frorn 10 to 

700 households. The latter number corresponds to the town of Soteapan. the largest 

Popoluca community. There are four other large communities with 200 to 450 households. 

The rest are small villages having between 20 to 60 households. There is also a small 

nwnber of caserios with less than 10 bouses eacb. 

When the ancient Popoluca arrived in the region, they found a lush vegetation and 

rich wildlife in the mountains and streams. Eldea today still talk of not long ago when 

caracoles (shellfish) were plentifil in the pools of waterfalls. This image of natural 

abundance gave the region its name, Soteapan, the "motherland of the carc?col". The word 
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derives from the Popoluca xgqui" (curacol) and op<i (madre or mother). The oldest 

settlements in the Sierra Popoluca are ~ f e b e t "  (today San Pedro Soteapan). Cuilonia" and 

Ocotal Grande16 (Baez-Jorge, 1973:47). People refer to Areber as "the community. there 

[that place] where there is a municipal president". probably reflecting the presence of a 

goveming body in this community for many centuries. 

A paved road 43 km long connects this town with the main highway (Veracruz- 

Coatzacoalcos). The road was finished only in 1964 and allows rapid communication ( 1  to 

2 hours, depending on its upkeep) with the city of Minatitlan. A regular bus service operates 

throughout the week. Intemal communications within the villages of the rnunicipio are in 

" In this thesis, ternis in Spanish will be wriîten in italics. those in Nahua will be in italics 
and underlined. and those in Zoque-Popoluca wi l l  be in bold and italics. For the latter. spelling 
conventions ofthe Sierra Popoluca developed by Ben Elson wil l  be used according to the dictionary 
prepared by Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1995). From t his dictionary: XgquI-caraco&, p. 10 1 ,  and 
opu-madre (mother), p.9. Several campesinos intewiewed confimed the origin of the word. 
Jiménez Lopez also reports the same origin ( 1993 :J ). 

II Elson and Gutiérrez (l995)also translate wbet as "pueb~o" (town), p. 34. 

I 5  Perdes ( l992:Z) gives an interesting reference for Cuilona, attesting to the fightingspirit 
o f  the Popoluca and their independence frorn the Anec empire. Here are some words from the 
Spanish Conquistador and chronicler, Bemal Diaz del Castillo, refemng to an incident that took 
place in this community before the arriva1 o f  the Spaniards:" ... that in Guazacualco, his reign did 
not reach [that o f  Moctezuma], and that they were very daring ... [the locals] ... and that they came 
from his garrîson to lament to Montezuma, that it was not long ago that they had a battle with them 
and that close to a village with few houses those o f  that province killed many ofthe mexican people, 
and that for that cause they cal1 today where that war happened Cuylonemiquis, which in their 
tongue means where they killed the f @utos) mexicanos ..." (cited in Ramirez L., 1971 :9) - my 
own translation. 

l6 Baez-Jorge gives the Popoluca name for Ocotal Grande as "Wichin Kan" (1973:47). 
Using B. Elson's spelling conventions, the name is: ~ f f c h i @ ~  = Ocotal Grande, p. 99; with. 
c h i ~ u y  = ocote (pine)-; ui = bueno (good), p.99; cuy =polo, Orbol (tree), modera (wood), 
p. 19 - Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1995). 
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contrast very poor. They consist of dirt roads impassable dunng the rainy season. and a web 

of small mils through ravines and mountain crests that link the various Popoluca villages. 

The highest peaks in this part of the Sierra are the volcanos of Santa Marta ( 1  550 m) 

and San Martin Pajapan (1270 m). Both peaks are considered sacred places where humans 

should not venture. They are believed to be inhabited by chaneques, supernatural beings 

also referred to as the "kings of the Earth" (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 50). Most of the popoluca 

villages are dispersed around the foothills of both volcanos at elevations ranging fiom I30 

to 1.000 m above sea level. Atebet is located at an elevation of about 490 m. on the 

Southem side of Santa Marta. 

The climate in the iower zone is hot and humid. Atebet is cooler due to its altitude. 

Its average temperature during the months of June to September is 26'C. The dry season 

[puior cdor (heat)] lasts between March and June. Temperatures during this time nse above 

30°C. Foster in 194 1 reported that the fint rains came in iate May or early June. Now they 

arrive iater in the second month. The rest of the year is rainy, with its peak in September. 

Around Aiebe!, Perdes (1992: 2 1) estimates an average precipitation between 2,000 to 

2,500 mm per year. A clirnatic phenornenon known as the canicula occurs between July and 

August. The rains decrease and the temperature increases during this time. As one 

campesino Popoluca describes it: "It's cold and hot in the sarne day, chipichipi (drizzie) and 

sun." It is a tirne of fever and diarrhea". The cold season [sucsuc =fiio (cold)] begins in 

" Interview with Popoluca campesino: i 1903an.94: I 
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November and ends in February. Temperatures in Areber can go d o m  to IOaC at night. In 

the higher villages temperatures will be sornewhat lower. Nortes, heavy rainstotms 

accompanied by high winds. can occur between September and March, and are strongest in 

November and December. 

The soils of the area are classified by the Popoluca as either tierras negras (black 

soils) and rierras coloradus (red soils). Black soils (vertisols) are good for agriculture. Red 

soils (luvisols reach in chromiurn and iron) have a poor fertility. Both types are found 

around dtebet (Perdes, 1992: 2 1). The original vegetation in the flat lands of the area were 

encinales (gras and oak woodlands). Most have been replaced by agnculniral land. Many 

campesinos still remember when they first cleved these lands to make rnilpa. The only 

encinales lefi these days are close to the Huanintlan river on lands considered too poor for 

agricultural purposes (1 9922 1). Trees still found in the area include palma real, palma 

coyol. a variety of oaks (black, white. and yellow) and cedar, among others. Above 500 

m are pine woods (Pinus oocarpa) associated in some areas with oak trees. There are also 

many varieties of h i t  trees. Some are planted and tended, others are native to the region 

and grow wild. They include nuranja (orange), mango, limon dulce (Citrus limeita), limdn 

agrio (Citrus limonia), chicozapote (Achras zapota), tamarindo ( Tamarindus indicus), 

guanabana (Annona), and aguacate (Peresa mericana). 

The fauna is also varied, although many species are in danger of extinction. Some 

of the more common species includes deer, rabbits, racoons, annadillos, squinels, rats, 
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a large variety of snakes [coralillo (Elaps caralinirs). nauyaca (Butropus utrex). cascabel 

(CrotaZos horridus). to name a few], parrots, woodpeckers. toucans. quails, partridges, 

herons, doves and many other birds. Threatened species include (PSSM et al., 1996:2-26): 

jaguar (Felis onca). puma (Fe I is concolor), jabalin ( Tayasu tajacu). ocelote (Felis 

paradalis), mono arafiu or spider monkey (Ateles geofjioyi), tepescuintle (Agooiti paca), 

faisan real (Crca rubra), ciguila de cresta (Spimetus ornatus), and aguila arpia (Harpya 

harpva). Water courses have bobos, Xotes (smail shellfish), shnmps and other crustaceans. 

albeit also in decreasing numbers. 

Cultural Characteristics 

Popoluca and Nahua cultures have lived side by side in the Sierra Santa Marta for 

over one thousand years. Their histones are closely entwined. They also share many cultural 

elements notwithstanding their different languages. The commonalities between both 

groups are so striking that Münch considen they forrn a single cultural area in the Nonhem 

isthmus of Veracniz (1 983: 10). Important cultural aspects of ancient Mesoarnerican 

tradition subsist in both, enmeshed with Spanish and more recent Western influences. 

The main productive unit for the Popoluca is the household. Baez-Jorge (1 973: 143- 

84) notes traces of an ancient patrilineal pattern of decent that was t r a n s b e d  into a 

bilateral type through Spanish evangelization. Postmarital residence tends to be initially 

patrilocal and neolocal in later years. When a son marries, he remains with his new wife in 

his father's home until the young couple is ready to build their own dwelling in a nearby 
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location. Houses of male relatives are close to each other. Sons work the land of their father 

with their spouses and children. Monogarny predominates but polygyny is still socially 

acceptable. The multiple wives of a man can be sisters. Voluntary CO-operative work was 

quite common a few years back. The practice has been slowly dying with the introduction 

of individualistic forms of production and land tenure. Mano vuelta (dar la mano or 

"lending a hand") incurs a reciprocal obligation. During the clearing and buming of fields, 

or if extra help is required during the harvest, a group of people will corne together to help 

the campesino in need. Helpers expect in retum a similar arnount of work at a later date, but 

not necessarily of the same type. Those who fail to repay the favour will find it difficult to 

get help in their own time of need. hfano vuelta remains cornmonplace in the building of 

houses. This is a social activity oAen filled with a festive atmosphere and accompanied by 

food and drink. The Popoluca word for ayudar (to help) is CU!&&". Its root t>jp& means 

"to have a house". A related word is t&kum which means asociurse (to associate) as in 

"getting together for a comrnon purpose", in this case (as the name irnplies), to help build 

a house. 

Most dwellen of the Sierra are agricultural people that use slash-and-burn techniques 

for the cultivation of maize. As noted eariier. milpa agriculture was traditionally diversified. 

Early in this century, maize was cultivated along with beans, squash, chayote, pineapple. 

carnote, mangoes, bananas, jicama and sweet manioc. People also complemented their 

l 8  Also from Elson and G u t i e m f s  dictionary ( 19995): tk = c m  (house); tk + & = r&& 
(tener cusa or "to have a house", p. 10 & 90; another word for the verb "help" is: ygxpcir = ayudar, 
p.6; y- = trabujar (to wrork), p. 102; and ygxacuy = trabajo (work), p. 103. 
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diets with hunting. fishing. and gathering of various foodstuffs from the forest. Maize 

nonetheless remained the most important food in the Popoluca and Nahua diet. It is 

considered the only "real" food. A stomach s i I l  not be full unless maize is consumed in 

some form (tortillas, totopos. or atoles)19. The cultivation of maize was surrounded by 

elaborate rituals in both cultures. It involved fasting. sexual abstinence prior to sowing, 

prayers to the corn god, and the burning of copal (incense). Both groups also made offerings 

to the chaneques, the masters of al1 animals. prior to hunting or fishing. These and other 

cultural elements (including rituals related to childbirth. wakes. and healing) are discussed 

in some detail in coming chapters. 

2.3 Early History 

The old volcanoes of Los Tuxtlas stand abruptly against the Coast of the Gulf of 

Mexico. They are surrounded inland by a large alluvial plain formed over thousands of years 

with the silt deposited by large nvers that descend from fa away mountain ranges to the 

West and South. It is here, in these plains. whrre the Olmec culture flourished for more 

than one thousand years before the Christian era. The name Olmeca is actually a word in 

Nahuatl (a language not spoken at that early time) meaning "the dwellen in the land of 

rubber" (Villegas et al., 1975: 13). It is believed that up to 350,000 Olrnec people lived once 

in these vast plains. It was an enormous agricultural population for the time. The early 

l 9  Totopos are dried andfor toasted tortillas. commonly eaten when stomach is upset; otole 
is a drink made of corn flour or corn dough. 
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Olmec developed slash-and-bum cultivation techniques. clearing new plots of forests as 

their agncultural fields becarne unproductive. With the passing of centuries, their culture 

and society grew in complexity. They resorted to trade to support their increasing needs. and 

in the process. spread their influence over a vast area that we cal1 today Mesoarnerica. 

Later cultures like those of the Mayas, Zapotecs, Mixtecs, Huaxtecs, Toltecs and the later 

Aztecs inherited many aspects of their culture and science. Olmec influence is seen most 

notably in Stone relief carvings, the design of hurnan settlements and pyrarnids. their 

numerical systems, and glyphic scripts. Part of their pantheon (including Xioe Totec and 

Quetzalcoatr) was also taken up by many of these cultures. Between 500 to 200 B.C. the 

Olmec civilization rntered a long penod of decline, gradually losing its preponderant 

position. and was never able to recover @id. 1 - 19). 

Seven hundred yean later (around 500 A.D.) we find the Zoque-Popoluca living in 

one part of this ancient Olmec temtory. This fact and some linguistic links are the only 

pieces of evidence of a possible ancestral relationship. The narne "Popoluca" stems also 

fro m the Nahuatl and means "extranjero ( foreigner), barbaro (bar barian) or ininteligible. 

a termed applied to those Peoples that spoke a language other than Nahuatl (Perales, 1992: 

23). Al1 three connotations probably reflect the image that the ancient Mexica had of the 

Popoluca, given the tierce resistance the Aztec warrion encountered when attempts to 

conquer them failed in the years preceding the arriva1 of the Spaniards. 
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Fostrr noted in 194 1 that the Popoluca spoke a language related to Mixe and Zoque2'. 

He identified four linguistic variants in the region. calling them the Sierra Popoluca, 

Texistepec Popoluca, Oluta Popoluca and Sayula Popoluca (see figure 2.2). The Sierra 

Popoluca was the most important and was found in the Siena mountains described in the 

preceding sections. The last three variants were limited to the Southem towns of the sarne 

name. just outside of the volcano foothills (1 94 1 : 4). Münch concluded 42 years later that 

the Popoluca spoken in Texistepec and San Pedro Soteapan is very similar to the Zoque, 

while that spoken in Sayula and Oluta is very similar to Mixe (1983: 23). Dialect divergence 

patterns have been estimated as follows: between Zoque and Mixe begiming around 200 

B.C.; and. between Zoque and Popoluca of Soteapan (or Siena Popoluca) in 500 A.D.? 

This last date corresponds well to the estimates by Baez-Jorge (1973: 59) of the time of 

arriva1 of the Zoque-Popoluca into their present temtory. In surn, it appears that their 

presence in the Sierra dates back to at least 15 centuries ago. 

Their Nahua neighbours anived several centuries later. The first migrations into 

Veracruz began with the fail of Teotihuacan (around 650 A.D.) and later with the faIl of 

Tula (around 1,200 A.D.), continuing up to the Spanish Conquest. Estimates of their first 

arriva1 in the Sierra Santa Marta range fiom 700 AD. (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 62) to 900 A.D. 

(Chevalier and Buckles, 1992). In the years before the Conquest, Zoque-Popoluca and 

'O Both, Mixes and Zoques are believed to be descendants of the ancient Olmecs (Bkz -  
lorge, l973:57-6 1 ). 

" Jesus Morales Femandez, "El Popoluca de Veracruz", tesis para optar al titulo de maestro 
de la Univenidad Veracwana, Jalapa, 197 1 ,  p. 18 - cited in Münch (1 983:23). 
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Nahua sealements formed the Sefiorios de Coatzacoaico and Tuxtla. Villages in these 

Sefiorios paid tribute to their military rulers in the form of cacao. Cotton cloth. maize. and 

an array of other products in exchange for protection against outside enemies. Both Sefiorios 

had managed to maintain their political independence fiom the expanding Aztec empire. But 

the Aztecs remained a constant threat. 

This led Coatzacoalcos to make alliances with the Conquistadors Som afier their mival". 

Hemh Cortés met the cacique Tochel of Coatzacoalcos in 1519. It was to be a very 

important meeting for Cortés. He leamed much about the Aztecs and their enemies. and was 

given as a gesture of good will the services of doiia Marina or Malitzin (bener known in 

modem days as the Malinche). Malitzin knew the language of "Guatzacualco" (Nahuatl) and 

that of Tabasco (probably Zoque). She became the rnistress of Cortés and acted as his 

interpreter. guide and counsel in his conquest of these foreign lands (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 64). 

The years that followed brought misery and disease to the native populations. Garcia 

de Léon estimates that the Sefiorio o/Coatzucualco comprised 76 villages and about 50.000 

inhabitants at the time of arriva1 of the Spaniards. 

39 - These types ofalliances were strategically sought by the Spaniards in their plan to conquer 
the Mexica tenitory. They were successful. If we are to believe Cortés, the siege of Tenochriflan 
(the capital of the Aztec Empire) a couple of years later was canied out by one thousand Spaniards 
supported by fifty thousand indigenous allies. When the Spaniards arrived in 1519, bareiy a 
generation separated many indigenous nations from their former condition of independence. Many 
regarded Moctezuma as a tyrant and saw in the Spaniards a possibility of freeing themselves from 
the Aztec yoke (Villegas et al., 1975: 49). 
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Figure 2.2: The Peoples of Southem Veracruz (after Munch, 1983: 17). 



In a period ofjust twenty years. the population declined dramatically to about 3.00O3. It had 

not increased much forty years later (in 1580). Suero de Cangas y Quifiones wrote in his 

Relacibn de ln Viila del Espiritu ~anto'~ that the Province contained various villages, 

including among them Xoteapa (Soteapan), Olutla, Tezistepeque. Zayoltepeque and others. 

He noted that: "... in dl of it there are about 3 thousand indians ... [many] have died Crom 

disease, for the most part smallpox and measles." (cited in Baez-Jorge, 19973: 70). 

After taking control of the region. the conquistadors divided the wealth of the new 

land among them and subjugated its people. first through slavery and later through 

encorniendas (entnistments) that included the distribution of land among the Spanish by 

means of royal gants? Native populations were allowed to remain in their villages and 

work their plots of land. but they now had to pay tribute to the "legal" owners and the 

Crown. For example, Xoteapa (Soteapan) in 1554 paid the following tribute to its 

" Garcia de Léon ( 1969: I 1- 12). cited in Biez-Jorge ( 1973: 64-5). One condition that 
characterize the entire colonial period was the signi tÏcant decline in the native population due mostly 
to disease. Villegas et al. ( 1975: 58) notes that the total population of what was then the New Spain 
did not retum to its pre-Hispanic levels until the second half of the eighteenth century. 

This was a report written by the author on a Spanish settlement founded in 1522 at the side 
of ind igenous Coatzacoalcos. 

The Spanish Crown, short on financial resources, resorted to a system of private 
enterprise to conduct the discovery and conquest of the New World. It gtanted the conquistadors 
certain rights in the exploitation of the conquered territories in exchange for recognition of its 
sovereignty and a portion of the revenues generated. This reward included a certain number of 
"Indians" to serve them, tributes, encornienda and grants of land. The conquistadon were anxious 
to recuperate their expenses and reward their efforts at the expense of the native populations. The 
proportions of their rewards were fixed by them since there was no one e lx  to ovenee them. Th is  
meant that during the initial years ai least, they used and abused their rights without any control, 
paying no heed to orden issued by the Crown against the mistreatrnent of natives (Villegas et al.. 
1975:45-7). 
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encornendadero Juan Martin de Valencia. every 60 days: 4 rabla?' of coaon cloth. 4 

thousand beans of cacao. five hens and one jug of honey. In addition. it had to pay on a 

yearly basis: 8 funegu?' of maize and 2 and a half fanegas of beans (Baez-Jorge. 1973: 69). 

By the later part of the XVI Century, the Crown began to exert greater control on the 

conquistadors and their abuses. It centralized political decision and moved to displace the 

old conquerors fiom their privileged positions. These political events, however. benefited 

linle the swiving native populations. Instead, another wave of land grabbings began. 

m e r  eroding the communal properties still held by the indigenous communities. It was 

during these times that the hacienda established itself as the main unit of production in the 

colonial economy. Wealthy f m e r s  zealously followed their quest to accumulate as much 

land as possible to make their enterprise econornically viable. Moreno Toscano explains: 

An hacienda could not operate economically unless it controlled large 
extensions of land that could be used for various crops in addition to stands 
of trees for firewood and charcoal and fields for grazing ... Some owners had 
sufficient land to grow crops of both temperate and tropical climates, so that 
the incorne of the hacienda did not depend on a single crop. These secondary 
crops ensured the hacienda a small but stable income throughout the year and 
a larger profit margin in good harvest years (Villegas et al., 1975: 57-8). 

The accumulation of land by the hacienda served different purposes. As large 

extensions of land were appropriated by the Spanish, more and more indigenous peasants 

'6 A tubla is a unit of measure which typicaily vaiied not only fiom place to place, but also 
in the sarne place according to the commodity in question. It is difficult for this reason to ascertain 
the quantity involved. 

" A fmego is a Spanish grain measure equivalent to about 1.5 bushels or about 12 gallons. 
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lost any possibility of having land of their own. In this way, the hacienda not only 

monopolized production. but forced landless peasants into the same haciendas as 

agricultural workers, or into towns and cities as consumers of its products. A reliable supply 

of farm labour was essential to the hacendudos. Yet, as was noted earlier, the native 

population had k e n  decimated by disease, or had scattered and retreated into the forests 

away from the colonial d e n .  Faced with this shortage of working hands. the haciendas 

began to use every possible means to secure the labour force needed. The most effective 

method was to pay peasant workers very low wages. forcing (hem to become indebted to the 

hacienda when faced with extra expenses. such as a family celebration (a wedding for 

example) or illness. Hacienda owners were quick to provide the necessary loans, knowing 

full well that they could not be repaid and that the debt would bind the worken to the 

hacienda forever. Later on. perpetual foms of indebtedness were institutionalized through 

the tiendas de raya or "hacienda stores" (ibid. 58-9). The hacienda also provided peasant 

families with some financial security that could not otherwise be assured on community land 

in years when the corps were poor. The option ofabandoning community land to find work 

in the hacienda becarne al1 the more attractive to many peasants as the best agricultural fields 

were appropriated by the terratenientes (landholders). 

In the region of Los Tuxtla the hacendados began to despoil indigenous communities 

of their communal lands dong this same general pattern. Baez-Jorge gives an example of 

the process (1 973 : 72-30). In November of 178 1, Jose Quintero, owner of Cuatotolapan 

(Corral Nuevo), was accused before the Viceroy of moving fonvard the limits of his 
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hacienda. encroaching on three [eguas (leagues) of land that belonged to the village of 

..\cayucan. Past govemors. mayors and aldermen were summoned to testify in support of 

Quintero. The proceedings concluded that the three il1 iterate native plainti ffs had been 

"duped" by the person who wrote the cornplaint presented to the Viceroy. The hacienda 

boundaties were deciared legal. One year later, Quintero would request and obtain from the 

government confirmation of ail of the hacienda's limits. His claim encornpassed much of 

what is now the municipios of Acayucan, Hueyapan de Ocampo, San Juan Evangelista and 

Soteapan - an enormous land estate comprising some 1 18.000 hectares. 

By 183 1, the population in the Canton of Acayucan had risen back to 20.400 

inhabitants. Acayucan itself had 1.902; Sauy ltepeque (Sayula), 1.206: Tejistepeque. 2.132: 

San Juan Aluta (Oluta), 639; San Pedm Joteapa (Soteapan), 1.665; Santiago Mecayapa, 

736; and, Paso de San Juna 264? In theory, the indigenous communities in the canton 

had 236.853 ha. The subdeiegacion of Soteapan "owned" the largest extension. totalling 

about 173.805 ha while the more mestizo Acayucan had only 1,115 ha. In reality, most of 

the land was in the hands of Spanish and mestizo hocendados. Their combined land 

holdings exceeded at the time 263,000 ha (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 76). 

Andrés Iglesias visited Soteapan in 1850. He wrote an article for a newspaper of 

Veracruz describing the way of life of the native inhabitants in this part of the Sierra. In this 

" Relacibn of José Maria Iglesias, Acayucan en l . W ,  "Sumu 
HistoriogrûJica, México, pp. 35-7 - cited in Baez-Jorge (1973: 75-6). 



article he notes with dismay the resilience of the Popoluca to influences from the outside: 

Of the sixteen [types ofl indigenous Peoples in that department. only 
Soteapan differs from the rest in habits and customs, and rigorously 
speaking, even in language, conserving their natural ones, still without 
alterations. the grossest superstitions oftheir grandparents. superstitions that 
have not managed to be destroyed by neither the fiequent contact that trade 
forces them to have with those that they cal1 people of reason. nor the 
judicial and persuasive exhortations of the well intentioned sacerdotals who 
serve them (Iglesias, in Pasquel, 1973 : 4 - my own translation). 

We find another reference to the area a couple of years later which pomys the Popoluca in 

1853 as being hungry and without land, now openly confronting the hacendados and 

political rulers. plundering and buming properties (Baez-Jorge. 1973: 77). 

According to Foster. there were two "chance" events that impacted on the lives of 

the Popoluca at the tum of the centuy. Without them. the author believes. life might have 

continued "relatively unchanged since pre-Conquest dûys, for an indefinite penod" ( 1941 : 

14). The first influence was the introduction of coffee plantations into the Sierra. Coffee had 

been cultivated in neighbouring Acayucan since the early 1 800s but production never 

became important until Mexico's coffee boom of 1888. The boom brought the Cia. de los 

Andes into the Sierra Popoluca. The firstflnca (estate) in the area. with large plantations and 

expensive processing machinery, was established a mile above Buena Vista (just to the 

South West of Soteapan). The terrain there offered a suitable combination of Sun, altitude, 

min and shade for the crop. Foster writes: 

Men who had never worked in other than their own milpas were forced or 
cajoled into planting and pic king coffee, and as a result found themselves in 
possession of silver money with which to buy all manner of new and exciting 
things ( 194 1 : 14). 
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The second major influence was the Mexican revolution that would soon reach the Sierra. 

The seeds of this momentous event occurred during the Portinan regimeZ9 in the last quarter 

of the XIX century. Mexico's ovedl economy deveioped at an unprecedented Pace during 

this time. The country progressed from a single railway of 287 miles in 1877 to a complete 

railway grid of almost 12,000 miles. Postal. telegraph and even telephone communications 

expanded to cover a large portion of the national temtory. The trade ports of Veracruz, 

Tampico, and Salina Cruz were improved. Banks were created to facilitate the expansion 

of agriculture, mining, commerce and industry. However, this economic boom was also 

accompanied by the steady increase in power of Diaz and his use of oppression and 

corruption to get his way (Villegas et al.. 1975: i 15). Diaz never hesitated in feeding the 

insatiable appetite of the rich to become richer. a trait that was very characteristic of the 

niling class at the time. 

With a total lack of concem for the grievances of indigenous populations. he 

expropriated in 1886 almost al1 of  the Popoluca land (encroached or not by the haciendas) 

and gave it to Manuel Romero Rubio, his father-in-law. Soon after. in May 1888, natives 

of Soteapan, some wearing rnasks made of animal furs, others with their faces blackened 

with soot, took over the municipal palace of the canton. They killed the goveming oficials 

who were of Spanish decent. The army was sent in a couple of days later. Twelve Popoluca 

rebels were killed and 31 were taken to prison (Münch, 1983: 38). Before the end of the 

29 This period takes its name after Porfirio Diaz who in 1876 overthrew pmident Lerdo de 
Tejada, taking the presidency himself the following year. Dias held this post for al1 but four of the 
next 35 years. 



century there were more violent altercations between the Popoluca and descendants of 

Romero Rubio and other large landholders of the area. The govemor of the State at one 

point had to intervene. He irnposed a settlement that saw the Popoluca land officially shrink 

to 19,476 ha (about 1 I % of the temtory it once had claimed as ancestral land)". 

2.4 The Last 100 Years in the Sierra 

Early in the century, political events of a national scale began to impact the Sierra 

Popoluca with increasing intensity and fiequency. In particular. governrnent policies and 

programs related to land tenure and land use wouid bring about. in less than 100 years. the 

general erosion of the once rich Popoluca's habitat, leaving people at the close of the 

millennium with a degraded resource base and one of the poorest standards of living in the 

country. 

We cm divide the century into four main periods. Each is characterized by different 

types of influences on the health of the Sierra's ecosystems and its people. The first period 

can be called the "destructive" stage of the Mexican Revolution. It includes the fa11 of the 

old Portinan regime and the protracted armed struggles between revolutionary factions, 

ending with the creation of the Mexican Constitution of 1917. The second, fiom 1921 to 

1940 has been called by several historians the "refomist" period. It was marked by a general 

'O Source: Ramirez L.. 197 1 - cited in Perales (1 992: 27). 
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retum to peace in the country. the implementation of the agrarian refotm. and the setting 

of foundations ofthe new political order. The third period. b e g i ~ i n g  in the evly 1940s saw 

the "consolidation"of the post-revolutionary modem state (Villegas et al., 1975: 15 1 ). A 

fourth and final period begins in the early 1980s with the incursion of the neoliberal mode1 

into the political and economic systems of the country. 

The Mexican Revolution 

The revolution arrived early to Soteapan. This is not surprising given the conflict 

over land tenure in the Sierra It was 1906. four years ahead of the rest of the country. 

Hilario C. Salas, an opposition leader to the porfiristas in the South of Veracurz, mobilized 

the Popoluca into the rebellion of September 30. Landless and angered by the recurrent 

abuses of the hacendados and the government, many campesinos followed Salas into 

Acayucan. The insurrectionists were defeated. Salas was injured and retreated to Ocotal 

Grande in the interior of the Sierra. He left a group of loyal followen near the town of 

Soteapan. There, they faced the federal troops of the 25th battalion who came in punuit. 

Many were killed. Surviving rebels and natives escaped into the mountains while a large part 

of the town bunit to the ground (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 81). For the next two decades the 

people of the Sierra would be caught up in the fighting. Soteapan was bumt nvice, once 

around 19 13 and once again afier 1920. By 1925, no more than 20 families inhabited 

Alebel (Foster, 194 1 : 1 5). Salas died in 19 1 4 and the general Miguel Alemiin Gonzales, 

a native of Sayula, took over the leadership of the revolutionary movement in this part of 

Veracruz. The new leader fought against the m i e s  of Porfirio Diaz and called for the 
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restitution of indigenous lands. He later supported the revolutionary Venustiano Carranza 

and for a while Alvaro Obregon. He was betrayed and died in 1929 (Münch. 1983: 39). His 

son would later become president of the republic. 

Foster assess the impact of the revolution in Popoluca life: 

... A large percentage of the men leamed to speak Spanish. and many served 
in various armed forces. When not robbed they had greater incentive to sel1 
produce, especially beans, for which the soi1 is particularly adapted, and the 
use of money became general. Various tools became cornmon. and 
knowledge of the outside world became more diffised. During this time the 
ownen of the Cia. de los Andes gave up, and the expensive machines soon 
turned into rusted masses of scrap. Gradually peace again came to the 
country, but not before the old pattern of life had been irreparably altered 
(1941:15). 

For centuries, the Zoque-Popoluca faced a relentless fight to keep control of their 

land and its products. They fought the kfe...icas before the mival of the Spaniards. They 

survived the Conquistadon and confronted the encomendaderos. the hacendados and the 

federal troops of Porfirio Diaz, never giving up their daim to their ancestral lands. But the 

Mexican revolution would profoundly change the character of their stniggle in years to corne. 

Roots of Power and the Agrariaa Refonn 

With the Constitution of 1917 and the agrarian reforrn that followed, indigenous 

villages were no longer able to reclaim land on the bais of customary rights. Article 27 of 

the new Constitution made land the property of the nation, to be regulated by the state in 

accordance with the public interest. Campesions had now to petition the State for a piece of 
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land. The State used this control over access to the land to expand its own power and base 

of suppon in the country. The agrarian refom thus served as one of the foundations for 

consolidating the pst-revolutionary state (Paré, 1990: 80). Political power became finnly 

centralized in the presidency. Its authority over the land and its resources gave it the 

flexibility to develop a system of political rule that would ensure the hegemony of the 

goveming party for over six decades. 

Controi over rural Mexico was articulated through a network of regional "bosses" 

or caciques - political intermediaries who monopolized the distribution of public resources 

in the countryside3'. These individuals c m  be characterized as rnediaton between the 

community and the national power structure. Caciques are able to manipulate political 

processes in accordance with their own interests. They have been able on occasion to rely 

even on the support of military (and para-military) forces in order to impose their dominance 

against any form of opposition. They often control agriculniral inputs (including the 

distribution of credits), as well as the transport and commercialization of agricultural 

products3?. 

This system also included a number of codederations that organized and controlled 

" As Paré (1990: 82) explains, the distribution of public goods and sewices is conditioned 
upon the relationships of penonal and political loyalty to the cacique. It is a system of interpersonal 
and patronage relationships. Rural caciques corne from many places: some have been local leaders 
in the agrarian refom process, others were members of the old pre-revolutionary rural bourgeoisie. 
revolutionary military leaders and their descendants, or mem ben o f  the new commercial 
bourgeoisie. 

'' See Nigh and Ozuna Salazar ( 1997: 62-63) 
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civil society. In rural México, the Codedencion Nacional de Campesinos (CNC or National 

Peasant Confederation) served this purpose. It was established in 193 8 as a sector of the new 

Party of the Mexican Revolution (PRM) which later reconstituted as the PM (Institutional 

Revolutionary Party). The CNC successfully limited social conflict in the countryside until 

the 1970s. Access to credit, for exampie, was conditioned to the affiliation with either the 

CNC or with another corporate group affiliated to the Pm. By using the allocation of land, 

credit and social services as a mechanism to maintain clientelist3' and paternalistic relations 

with rural comrnunities, the peasant movement was largeiy demobilized and depoliticized. 

For many decades, the official peasant organizations never opposed the state's overall 

policies in the countryside. nor did they articulate any alternative political or economic 

strategies (ibid, p.81) . 

The resulting power structure allowed a strong central authority to extend its political 

and economic control through this network of patronage relationships d o m  to the municipal 

and local governrnents. It was a way of dealing with the country's dispersed and culnirally 

diverse niral population, and the difficult access and communications between the tens of 

" By "clientelist relations" 1 refer to the structuring of political power through networks of 
informal relations that link individuals of unequal power in relationships of exchange. In clientelist 
structures, power and authority are vested in the top individual (president, cacique or head of a 
community) who penonally decides how to distribute resources and subordinate political authority 
according to persona1 preferences. See Brachet-Marquez, Viviane (1992) "Explaining 
Sociopolitical Change in Latin America: The Case of Mexico". Latin Americun Resemch Review. 
Vo1.27, No 3. University of New Mexico. (pp. 9 1 - 1 22). 



thousands of rural communities'". It also bred inefficiency and corruption into an important 

portion of the bureaucracy and private sector. Prionty was always given to ensuring the 

continuity of power through any means necessary, even if it meant compromising the well- 

being of large sections of the population for generations to corne. 

It was against this background that the Popoluca renewed their efforts to regain 

possession of their ancestral temtory. Now they had to petition the State for plots of land 

through the agrarian reform; which they did. trying to form ejidos over ancient communal 

lands3'. In 193 1, Ocoxotepec, Cuilonia, San Fernando, San Pedro Soteapan and Ocotal 

Grande solicited 1 1,926 hectares (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 84). Other Popoluca communities 

followed in later years, including : Ocotal Chico (1937); Piedra Labrada Mirador Pilapa 

and Morelos ( 1944); Benito .luirez ( 1946); Vigia, Magallanes and Zapoapan ( 1 960). 

But the new rules on land tenure would bnng in years to follow new types of 

34 Human settlements in Mexico are divided in two extrernes: a highly concentrated urban 
sector and a widel y dispersed rural population. Wh ile 20 to 25 percent of the country's inhabi tan ts 
are concentrated in Mexico City, the rural population is dispened literally into tens of thousands 
of srnall rural villages and towns. In 1978, a rural population of 23 million lived in 95,356 different 
settlements (SAHOP, 1978). 

" AAer the agrarian reform of 191 7, two foms of land tenure existed in Mexico: private 
land and propiedcd social ("social property"). The latter is what we defined earlier as an ejido. 
Ejidos could be either parcelled into individual plots @orcela ejidol) or could remain undivided as 
communal land (cornunidad agraria). In either case, cornmunities also retained collective use of 
water sources and "monte" (treed areas) if available. Communal access to land meant that any 
person bom or living (mecindado) in the community could occupy a plot of land for agricultural 
purposes. Its use could be individuai, but access to land was communal in the sense that any 
campesino residing in the community couid request to work a piece of land within the boundaries 
of the ejido. In the early nineties, the so called propiedad social in the country amounted to 
106,520,833 ha. This represented 54.1 % of the national land, where some 30 million people lived 
(Concheiro and Baltasar, 1995: 6 - cited in PSSM et al., 1996: 3- 16.) 
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relationships with the government and with private interests from outside the Sierra. 

Government programs linked to the ejido began to erode traditional community institutions 

during the second half of the century and caused havoc in the Sierra's ecosystems. 

The Consolidation of the Modern State 

The 1940s brought with them political stability and economic growth to the country 

but at the expense of social justice. Once again, the development of the nation would widen 

the gap between rich and poor. The agrarian reform that had flourished in the previous 

decade was slowed down dunng the presidencies of Avila Camacho (1940-6) and Migule 

~ l e rn id '  (1 946-52). Worker movements were brutally suppressed, and many leaders of 

both rural and urban organizations were bought off in a systematic policy of coercion and 

comption (Villegas et ai., 1975: 148). Political stability was secured through the 

consolidation of the PR1 and its network of caciques. For the next four decades federal and 

state govemments would increase their political control of the municipios through the 

manipulation of econornic development programs and the political electoral process. 

By the late 40s, the last vestiges of traditional forms of local governrnent in the 

Sierra Popoluca had disappeared. Municipal authorities in earlier years were elected by a 

general assembly with the endorsement of a council of elders. Political and religious spheres 

were closely intertwined (Münch, 1983: 1 10). Every year, for example, al1 municipal 

" Pressident Aleman was the son of the old revolutionary from Sayula of the same narne. 
Under his administration this region of Veracruz did receive some economic benefits but little 
trickled down to the Popoluca of the Sierra. 
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authorities [including the municipal president. the secretary. the judge. regidor (alderman). 

and sindicos (trustees)] were expected to participate in the Carnaval and its preparatory rites. 

The latter included extended periods of sexual abstinence. fasting and vigil which became 

more demanding with increasing levels of authority. The purpose of the celebrations was to 

bnng a good harvest of maize and good health for the Popoluca communities during the year 

(Baez-Jorge, 1 973: 205-7). 

These traditional forms of govemance were replaced through new federal and state 

electoral rnechanisms that selected and imposed municipal authorities on the indigenous 

communities. Noms of reciprocity between leaders and their people. once rooted in the 

local culture. gave way to clirntelist relationships between local and regional cliques 

subordinated to the PRI. Opposition to the rule of the party was counteracted by means of 

electoral fraud and the use of assistance prograrns to minimize dissent and convince people 

of the benefits to acquiesce. An may of methods were used. including arnong others: 

stuffing illegal ballots during elections or stealing ballot boxes altogether; veiled threats of 

being denied access to credit programs; improving services (eg. road, water) or roads in 

comrnunities backing the mling party ahead of elections; or distributing government 

dispensas (food hampers) on behalf of the party. 

The degradation in the Sierra's ecosystems during the last half of the century cm be 

traced to the weakening of traditionai foms of indigenous govemance. Their disappearance 

fiom the neighbouring Nahua municipios of Mecayapan and Pajapan allowed outside cade 



ranchers to strengthen their economic clout and political control in the region. It was in the 

carly 1950s when mestizo ranchers from Coatzacoalcos began to rent the natural savannas 

sumounding the Laguna del Ostion. As their need for land increased, they convinced Nahua 

carnpesinos from the agrarian community of Pajapan to become medieros. Under this 

arrangement, the local campesinos provided land for pasturing in exchange for half of the 

cattle offspnng. Some saw a good opportunity for income generation, and since nobody in 

the community had exclusive rights to the communal land, the new group of indigenous 

ranchers began to clear and fence as much land as possible for grazing purposes. The 

cultivation of corn was first displaced to the higher forests of the municipio and then out of 

it altogether. In less than a decade almost al1 the agncultural land in Pajapan and San Juan 

Volador had been converted into pastures". A glimpse of the process is provided in the 

following synthesis of conversations with carnpesinos from Pajapan: 

... the campesinos now tumed cattle ranchers bribed municipal authorities 
into establishing a tax of five pesos per year for each hectare of land used. 
In this way the ranchers secured the use of a good share of the land since 
almost no one but them were able to pay this amount. Those campesinos that 
were able to get money to cover the tax only had enough to pay for the plots 
that they were cultivating at the tirne but not for the resting lands to which 
they traditionally had rights to use as they forrned pari of their slash-and-bum 
cultivation system. In this way, the [indigenous] cattle ranchers took over 
the acahuales. that is, those fallow lands also destined to the cultivation of 
maize (PSSM et al., 19963-6 - my own translation). 

Many families, unable or unwilling to participate in this new productive activity lost 

their access to rnilpa land. Some eventually became wage labouren of the ranchers. Others 

migrated to the cities of Coatzacoalcos or Minatitlan as unskilled labour. Yet othen 

" Buckles (19893, cited in PSSM et al.. 1996: 3-5 to 3-7. 
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petitioned the governrnent for new ejido lands deeper into the Sierra's remaining forests. The 

expansion of cattle ranching into neighbouring Tatahuicapan followed a very similar process 

during the 1960s . Communal ejido lands were again hoarded and parcelled by a new breed 

of indigenous ranchen pushing traditional maize growers out. A first wave of colonization 

into the higher forests of the Sierra occurred as a result. Landless farnilies from Pajapan 

founded the new ejido of Santanon Rodriguez. Many from Tatahuicapan helped establish 

La Valentina. Pefia Hermosa and Pilapillo. As they moved North, they took with them their 

traditional slash-and-burn agriculture techniques into the higher and steeper slopes of the 

mountain forests (ibid, pp. 3-5 to 3-8). 

Cattle ranching made only limited incursions into Popoluca ejidos. A combination 

of factors probably contributed to limit its advance. including the existence of coffee 

growing as a means of income generation. and a higher resistance fiom individual Popoluca 

families to the hording of lands by any one group in their communities. But what happened 

in the neighbouring Nahua lands did impact the Popoluca in a number of ways. First, the 

resulting deforestation of the area affected the migration patterns of the Sierra's fama, 

contribut h g  to its general dec line. During this sarne period, traditional Popoiuca temtory 

in the North of the Sierra was encroached by mestizo ranchers and peasants attracted by this 

agricultural mode1 based on income generation. The newcomea founded the community of 

La Perla del Golfo, and the ejidos of Venustiano Carrama, Ursulo Galvh, Benigno 

Mendoza, El Vigia, San Fransisco Agua Fria and Francisco Lopez Arias. Most of the new 

settlements are located in the Northem part of the municipio of Soteapan, and a couple in 
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neighbouring Mecayapan (ibid. 3-8). The third major impact came from the easier 

articulation of power by outside interests that accompanied the introduction of cattle in the 

Sierra. The new breed of small indigenous cattie ranchers remained closely associated to 

their mestizo counterparts since it was the latter who controlled the regional market. 

Indigenous ranchea formed the Asociuciones Ganaderas (cattl e ranching associations) of 

Soteapan, Paj apan and Mecayapan, al1 linked to the Union Ganadera Regional del Sur de 

Veracruz (Regional Cattle Ranching Union of the South of Veracruz). These were important 

groups with close ties to the ruling party and with considerable economic clout in the region. 

They did not have much dificulty during the 60s and 70s in subordinating and controlling 

the municipal governments of the area3'. 

The Agrarian Refonn also affected the Sierra Popoluca in different ways. Even 

though it was intended to redress some of the abuses of the old haciendas. it took away from 

indigenous communities any possibility of control over their ancestral territory A slow and 

complex bureaucratie apparatus took over the redistribution of land and its Pace of 

implementation. The granting ofeven provisional titles to campesinos took on average more 

than 18 years to process. Some took more than thirty. The municipio of Soteapan was able 

to receive 25,563 ha over a period lasting 39 years (1 93 1 - 1 WO), benefiting some 1 -02 1 

heads of households witii an average allocation of 20 ha each (Baez-Jorge, 1973: 84-6). 

Land distribution under the agrarian reform was not only complex and slow, but also 

'' Chevalier & Buckles (1994) and Velasquez (1992), cited in PSSM et al., 1996: 4- 15. 



non-transparent and riddled with irregularities. Many land petitions were subject to abuse. 

In Soteapan. for example, people complained that the censo ejidol (claimants registration) 

allowed mestizo merchants to be included in the allocation ofparcelas. Scarce land was 

taken away from indigenous Popoluca claimants and was then rented back to them by the 

same merchants (Baez-Jorge, 1975: 87). This slow and cumbersome reform also gave the 

State the ability to legally grant plots of land to others, on what once had been traditional 

Popoluca temtory. It did this, for example, with mestizo ranchers on the Northem part of 

the Sierra. Another il1 consequence of the reform was to make it impossible for local 

communities to cope with population growth and the increasing shortage of land dong 

traditional noms or with any sort of coherence. Baez-lorge explains the problem: 

When after 18 yean and 6 months (as an average, we repeat) land is granted 
to the petitioning group, the children of these (who were still young children 
or not yet borne ai the time of the request) are now grown-up, generally 
married and possess agrarian rights. Once the land is granted, they become 
marginalized from its distribution and ready to promote a new request that 
will be delayed, denied, or in the best of cases accepted; but with limitations 
in extension or agncultural quality. This situation is a direct cause of 
migrations away from Soteapan and Ocotal Grande, among other settlements 
( 1 973 : 86-7, my own translation). 

In surn. the redistribution of land was typically done with little foresight, linle logic and no 

planning. The quality of the granted land varied considerably. Sorne was excellent for 

agriculture; some had almady k e n  exhausted from years of work with little or no rest; some 

was very poor, with thin soils and/or very steep slopes. 

This situation led in the 1960s to a migration of Zoque-Popoluca into the interior of 

the Sierra, in parallel with the migrations of iandless Nahua campesinos driven away by 
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cattle ranchers. Groups of young families from Soteapan. Ocotal Grande and Ocotal Chico 

moved into the Northem forests to establish the villages of Magallanes. Pilapillo. Zapoapan. 

Plan Agrano, Manniapan Chico, and Santa Marta (PSSM et al.. 1996: 3-7 to 3-8). And 

just as their Nahua counterparts, these traditional maize growers took with them their slash- 

and-bum agricultural techniques into the steeper slopes of the Sierra. A dramatic increase in 

deforestation and soi[ erosion would soon follow. Based on aerial photographs from 1967 

and 1976. Ramirez (1993) estimates a decrease in forest cover from 96,640 ha to 60.857 ha 

for the Sierra Santa Marta as a whole. This represents a loss of 35,783 ha of forest (37%) 

over that ten-year periodJ9. 

Within the next two decades another 30.000 ha of forest would disappear. but this 

time caused in part by a second expansion wave ofcattle ranching that began in the mid 

seventies. again in the neighbouring Nahua municipios of Pajapan and Mecayapan. 

Government agencies responsible for rural development were very active during that time 

in pushing an agricultural mode1 based on extensive cade ranching in the region, facilitating 

the availability of credit to campesinos. This second wave differed in many aspects from the 

first. The earlier accumulation of communal land by a small group of indigenous campesinos 

had created strong tensions within the communities of Pajapan and Mecayapan. These 

tensions eventually lead to the parcelumiento (division and distribution) of land into 

individual plots for each ejidatorio. The measure ended the hoat-ding of land by a handful 

of ejidatarios and led to the emergence of a new and more numerous group of small 

j9 cited in PSSM et al., 1996:3-11. 
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indigenous cattle ranchen that were now able to get credit from the government. However. 

campesinos with no agrarian rights lost al1 possibilities of access to agricultural land - access 

which they traditionally had before the parcelamiento. Another consequence was the 

distribution of al1 the land in the ejido, including many communal plots with standing forests 

that would soon be turned into Pasture. Even though more ejidaiarios benefited form these 

events. the end result was a m e r  increase in deforestation, further decrease in fauna, less 

milpa land, less resting land (acahual), more migrations of campesinos into the forest. and 

a new class of small indigenous cattle ranchers with individual land holdings and now 

dependent on government credits for their livelihood. 

The Sierra Popoluca was again less affected than the neighbouring Nahua 

communities by this second expansion of cattle ranching. The main reason c m  be traced 

to a competing govemment program that prevented the advance of ranching activities into 

the Popoluca's forests. During the seventies and most of the eighties, the govemment 

provided credit. technical advice, and support in the cornmercialization of coffee. It 

promoted new hi&-yield varieties of plants. introduced the use of agrochemicals. and helped 

break a regional monopoly on commercialization. High pnces for coffee bans  in the 

international market during these years produced a boom in many Popoluca communities 

(ibid, 3- 12). With the success of this income generating alternative, cattle ranching never 

had the sarne appeal amongst the Popoluca as it did with their Nahua neighbours. In a way, 

coffee growing protected the deforestation of the Popoluca forests by m i n i d n g  the cleuing 

of land for pasturing purposes. But it also had some negative influences. It accustomed 
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campesinos to the use of agrochemicals. which they then began to apply in their milpas with 

little or no concern for soi1 conservation. It also made them dependent of the boom and bust 

cycles of international markets. 

in surnmary, from the Agrarian Reform up to the end of the 1 980s, a millenary form 

of subsistence based on the milpa and forest resources was gradualiy replaced by cattle 

ranching and coffee growing. During this same period. most of the forest and its fauna 

disappeared from the Sierra Santa Marta. The mifpa was pushed to less fertile lands more 

prone to erosion. and resting (fallow) lands becarne scarce. With their subsistence base 

eroded and their populations increasing in number. the people ofthe Sierra were il1 prepared 

for the drying up of nual credits and the faIl of international market prices of coffee and 

cattle that would accompany the dawn of neolibrralism in the country. 

The Neoliberal Era 

Mexico began a structural reform of its çconomy in the early 1980s under president 

Miguel de la Madrid. A development model baxd  on import-substitution and strong State 

intervention in the economy and social welfare was replaced with a neoliberal model bent 

on privatintion, open economic borders. and less government. The impact of the 

structural changes were soon felt in the Sierra Santa Marta. They resulted in less subsidies, 

less credit, higher interest rates, and less technical support to campesinos at a time when 

they had become more dependent than ever on al1 of these. 
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Small indigenous ranchers. once specifically targeted by subsidized credit prograrns. 

were now abandoned to their own fate. Many find themselves today heavily indebted or 

bankrupt. At least for the time being, this productive activity has ceased its advance on the 

Sierra. The coffee growers of Soteapan did not fair much better. The State's divestrnent of 

support programs for coffee producers coincided with a worldwide overproduction of beans 

and with the faIl of international and national prices. In the Sierra Popoluca cash advances 

on fbture crops came to an end; so did govemment prograrns to improve yields and control 

pests. The pice of coffee plummeted to such a low level that at one point a kilogram of 

maize fetched a higher pnce when only a couple of years earlier coffee bans  were worth ten 

times more than rnaize. Many growers did not bother to harvest the beans. Others abandoned 

their plants altogether for a number of semons. It is only with the increase in international 

priceç in recent years that coffee production began to pick up once again. Some campesinos. 

now a bit wiser, are looking at ways to diversifi their productive activities and are beginning 

to re-assess their neglect of subsistence agriculture. 

Numerous references have been made in the chapter to the detrimental consequences 

of govemment programs on milpu agriculture. It is not surprising then to find that by the 

early 1980s the region was no longer self-sufficient in maize production and consumption. 

In the Sierra Popoluca 25 out of the 39 communities experienced a deficit. Maize or corn 

flour, an essential ingredient of campesino subsistence, had to be brought in from the outside 

to meet the local demand (PSSM et al., 1996: 3-1 9). The govemment reacted by providing 

fresh cash incentives and credit prograrns for corn production in spite of general cuts in 
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spending. This was unfortunate in many ways. Poor planning, execution and supervision 

of poorly budgeted programs led once more to increased deforestation and M e r  loss of 

divenity in the milpa. One program, for exarnple, tied the level of assistance to the number 

of hectares being cultivated with maize, penalizing campesinos for portions of milpas with 

other crops such as k i t  trees. Another program pushed the use of agrochernicals, still with 

little concem for erosion control or soi1 re-building. An increase in maize production was 

achieved, but only through larger amounts of land cultivation, a higher workload for 

campesino families and less returns for their efforts. as opposed to better yields. This type 

of government incentive prograrns also made the work of non-governmental organizations 

like the PSSM much harder. Their efforts to promote sustainable agroforestry and 

agricultural alternatives in the Sierra are constantly being challenged by deficient govemment 

programs that offer quick access to money or credit but that leave campesinos in the end with 

a more degraded resource base. 

But perhaps the most important govemment reforms of the period were the changes 

to Article 27 of the Mexican ConstitutionM. The new legislation brought to an end the 

Agrarian Refom of the Revolution. It capitalized ejido lands, making them dienable. At 

the request of the majority of its members, an ejido can now be divided and individual 

property titles granted to each ejidatario for both agriculniral plots and urban plots (house 

and yard in the community). Individual certificates are also granted for the right to use 

' The following discussion is largely based on the work by Paré (1996) and PSSM et al. 
( 1  996: 3- 16, 3- 17,447 to 4-89). 
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communal lands. Land can now be sold or used as collateral for credit. It c m  also be seized 

on default of paymcnt. A new governrnent institution. the Procicradirria Agraria (Agrarian 

Commission) was created to implement the new legislation through the program PROCEDE 

(program for the certification of ejido rights and provision of titles for urban plots or 

solares). 

The recent refons bnng back the possibility for rich landholden to despoil 

indigenous campesinos of their newly acquired properties, but this time within a legal 

framework. ~ l ready  during the fint year of PROCEDE, a cattle rancher from Coatzacoalcos 

had bought five parcelas of 20 ha each in neighbouring Tatahuicapan. This happened at a 

time when less than one percent of the land had been processed by the new agrarian 

authorities. The seeds have been sown for the emergence of a new wave of landless 

campesinos that will put more pressure on the remaining forests. 

Other dangers also loom ahead. Reminiscent of the old agrarian reform. the process 

so far has proved pmne to abuse. Areas with standing trees have k e n  parcelled out even 

within the boundaries of the Biosphere Reserve. in total contravention of the new agrarian 

laws that prohibit the granting of land titles in forests or tropical selvas. In some instances, 

the illegal parcelling was first carried out under the oId agrarian regirne and is now being 

recognized and certified as legal. In spite of these irregularities, some ejidos are showing 

so far some cornmon sense by conserving many treed areas as communal lands when they 

involve the top of mountains, very steep slopes, or sunound water sources - places that are 
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believed by tradition to be inhabited and protected by the chaneqrres. However these 

remaining patches of forest (critical to the survival of the remaining fauna) have now become 

alienable, subject to be cleared or sold to meet the pressing needs of individuals living 

through an economic crisis of unprecedented scope and depth. The forests and biodiversity 

that sustained the dwellen of the Sierra for thousands of years rnay in the end continue their 

rapid decay. 

Problems don? stop here. The division of land into individual properties is M e r  

eroding the social fabric of Popoluca and Nahua communities, pining neighbour against 

neighbour, and sibling against sibling. Under the previous agrarian regime. not every child 

of an ejidutario nor every person residing- in the comrnunity had a right to ejido land. 

Nonetheless. most were able to work a plot of land through a flexible system of reciprocity 

between ejidmrios, derechosos and mtecindadus4'. This O ften involved some sort of 

payment in kind (in labour or produce). Within the family. siblings are now forced to 

compete and even fight for the nghts to the best plots of land. During my field work. 1 

witnessed a violent machete confrontation between two brothers that resulted in severe 

wounds and the loss of several fingers of the hand. Conflicts between ejidatarios and 

mecindados are also on the rise. The latter have lost their traditionai access to the land. 

Some have been warned by the new owners that they will have to leave their milpu at the end 

of the harvest. Others have k e n  asked to pay rent. The extent of the problem is not small. 

'" Derechosos are the children of  ejidatarios that will inherit the rîght to the pmcelo (land 
plot) then becoming ejidatarios themelves. Avecnidodos are those penons that have no possibility 
of becoming ejiduturios and that do not own any land. Some rent plots of land, others work together 
with some relative that has ejido rights and share part of  the harvest. 
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In Soteapan for example. there are only 120 ejidatarios but over 700 avecindados. In 

Ocozotepec. 58% are avecindados, 67% in Buena Vista. 66% in Tatahuicapan. 35% in La 

Valentina. and 32 % in Pilapillo, to n m e  a few. 

The new fom of land tenure interferes with traditional systems of distribution and 

exchange at other levels as well. The individualisiic character of the legislation compels 

ejidatarios to divide and control the whole land in the ejido. Access to common resources 

(firewood, medicinal plants, fodder for anirnals. or different construction matenals for 

houses) is now restricted since these resources have become the exclusive property of the 

individual parce1 owners. 

2.5 A Last Word 

The b e g i ~ i n g  of the chapter described the current crises of the Sierra's forest and 

agricultural ecosystems, and their consequences on the nutritional status of the people. 

These 1st sections gave a more detailed account of the processes responsible for these 

crises. The last 100 years in particular brought radical changes into the campesinos' way of 

Iife and transformed the Sierra for ever. For the first time in the history of the Popoluca, 

outside economic interests and the State became actively involved in shaping people's modes 

of production. Campesino practices shified from the communal use of land and resources 

to individualistic ownenhip; fiom a diversified subsistence based on the forest and 

agriculture to single cash crops and cattle ranching; from diveaified milpas to monocultures 
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of maize. Better yields. higher productivity. better income, and better standards of living 

never materialized. Instead. the rich biodiversity of the old mountains dwindled. most of 

the forests disappeared and people's agncultural lands becarne tired and eroded. The 

essential character of their fight for land and survival was also profoundly altered. Five 

hundred years of struggle as a People came to an end with the coming and going of the 

Agrarian Refonn. If cornmunities before fought together against the encroachrnent of their 

traditional temtory. now they stand divided, as individuals before the State and crediton. 

each campesino/n battling alone to maintain possession of an alienable piece of land. 

The challenges ahead are great. Today the people of the Sierra find themselves 

vuinerable. misguided by a litany of failed and failing government programs. with high 

population growth and high illiteracy rates, a degraded resource base for subsistence. and 

a protracted economic crisis in the country. Many, however, remain proud of their ancestral 

heritage and are not ready to give up. When the agncultural sector stagnated in the mid 

1970s, the cfientelist system of political control began to erode. A nurnber of more 

independent peasant organizations began to multiply and coordinate their activities at the 

national level, slowly breaking the monopoly of the official rural organizations as the only 

legitimate vehicles for the representation of campesino interests. These organizations have 

been evolving over the last two decades in their knowledge, thinking, and approaches. They 

emphasize more and more the absolute necessity to address the Iack of accountability of 

present govemments and programs, and the reconstruction of the n a t d  resource base in 



order to stop and redress rural poverty4'. 

Today two democratization projects are in competition in rural México: a grass- 

roots movement fiom below and the state's project from above. The state's project is 

prirnarily concemed with recovering lost legitimacy and buffering the militancy of the 

opposition. This officia1 project is riddled with contradictions, as the mling Party is very 

much dependent on the entrenched, anti-democratic faction (caciques) that deliven the vote 

and organizes the electoral fraud in the countryside. Yet, the neoliberal policies of the 

present administration subordinate the Mexican economy to multinational firms, making the 

state feei compelled to challenge the caciques in its drive to improve "efficiency" in 

production (Paré. 1990:92). In doing so,.it opens more spaces for the civil society to 

organize and demand better govemance. A key demand of more and more campesinos. one 

which is seen as a necessary condition for development. is the establishment of tnily 

democratic and accountable govemments. from the federal down io the municipal level. 

" For a more detailed discussion on independent rural organizations see Bray ( 1  997). 



Chapter 3: Mythical Elements in Health Beliefs 

The Spaniards encountered in the XVI century a Mesoamerican culture formed over 

many centuries and containing concepts inhented from many indigenous societies. Then, 

just as today. beliefs and practices, old and new. some widely dispersed, others particular 

to local environrnents, CO-existed in variegated processes of accommodation and 

redefinition. The Conquistadors and missionaries undoubtedly exerted a profound influence 

in a11 cultural domains of the peoples they conquered, health included. But just as with 

religion, it is not weasonable to assume that many old beliefs and practices were 

re-integrated in some form or another into people's new realities, rather than k ing  simply 

abandoned. This must have been particularly true during the early years of colonization. 

a period in which missionaries and scholars of the Spanish Crown endeavoured to record 

many indigenous ideas about spiritual beliefs. health, disease and rnedical practices. Many 

other existing concepts probably passed unperceived or unrecorded due to disapproval by the 

Spaniards, or simply due to a lack of interest or understanding of their significance. There 

are nonetheless suficient historical records to be able to discem basic elements of pre- 

Hispanic Mesoamerican thought concerning religion and health. Our understanding of these 

elements has also been e ~ c h e d  through numerous ethnographie investigations carried out 

during this c e n w  which have recaptured many ancient beliefs passed on fiom generation 

to generation by word of mouthi. 

' A brief review of bibliographie sources is presented in Chapter 1. 
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The following chapter draws extensively from studies of prehispanic rnedicine and 

spiritual beliefs in Mexico. This information is used to provide a historical grounding, a 

culturalIy relevant reference of past beliefs and practices for the analysis of field data. The 

chapter examines fundamental relationships of exchange between hurnan beings and the 

spiritual world that underlie autochthonous concepts of heaith and disease in the Sierra 

today. It begins with a brief look at two ancient myths: the Nahuatl "Legend of the Suns" 

conceming the creation of human beings; and the Popoluca story of "Homshuk", the Com- 

God-Child. Both myths reflect on the mutual dependencies and power stmggles that 

permeate relations between humans and gods. They bring to the fore a central element of 

Mesoamencan pre-Hispanic culture. the moral of self-sacrifice. which delineates 

obligations of reciprocity that must be shared by humans and gods alike'. A review then 

follows on contemporary beliefs among the Zoque-Popoluca concerning the powers vested 

in the chaneques. These are spirits that live in Nature and which have become the agents 

mediating reciprocai exchanges between hurnans and gods. The chapter ends with the 

analysis of my own field data to illustrate how ancient notions of self-sacrifice. exchange 

and reciprocity remain present today, becoming explicit in particular beliefs and practices 

related to health and the cure of disease. 

' See Chevalier and Buckles ( 1996: 26 1 ) 



3.1 A Morality of Sacrifice 

Leon-Portilla describes the Nahuatl concept of riumucehud as a divine-human 

covenant that forms the nucleus of prehispanic thought. Hurnan beings were narned and 

granted existence in terms of this bond. Tlnrnacehua embodies two distinct and interrelated 

meanings: to do penance; and to be deserving or worthy of something. Both elements 

denote the primeval relationship between human beings and their gods: the gods, through 

their own penance and sacrifice "came to deserve". thus bnnging human beings into 

existence ( 1 993 :42). 

According to the ancient Nahua Legend of the Suns (Leyendade los Soles4). the gods 

got together and asked Quetzalcoatl, the Feathered Serpent god, symbol of divine wisdom, 

to go to ,Llictian, the Place of the Dead. to recover the bones of hurnan beings that had 

existed in the four earlier ages (or Suns). With these bones, the Gods would restore 

humanity in the new age of the Fifth Sun (Qirinro Son. In his journey to retrieve the precious 

bones, Quetzulcoatl had to overcome many obstacles, including death in a ûap set by the 

Lord of Mictlan. Afier resurrection, he is able to retrieve the bones and take them to 

Tamonchan, the Place of Ongin where the most ancient and suprerne Dual God, "Lord and 

Lady of Duality" resides. There, Ouilaztli, the goddess of fecundity and matemity took the 

' The speiling conventions for nahuatl words will be those used by the authors from which 
the material is k ing  referenced (ie., rnostly by Leon-Ponilla and Lopez Austin). 

4 The Leyenda de los Soles forms part of the Codice ChimaIpopoa. It is  an anonymous 
manuscript wtitten in nahuatl, dated as 1558. I t  was fint translated into Spanish by Francisco del 
Paso y Troncoso and published in Florence in 1903 (Leon-Portilla 1987: 167). 



bones to gnnd and placed them in a precious vessel in which Quetzalcoati bled his peniss. 

He and the other gods at once did penance. and sought to be worthy of (~lumacehuavah) 

what they desired. (Acosta Julih, 1979: 18-2 1 ; Leon Portilla, 1993:43). 

From that dough. made of blood and ground bones, were borne the new human 

beings, through the sacrifice and penance of the gods. There were now new human beings 

on earth, but there was still darkness. The sun had not risen. There was not yet dawn. 

Further sacrifice was needed. The gods agreed then to reestablish the sun and the moon by 

offering themselves. 

In order to achieve this they "did penance'' and "sought to deserve [their 
goal)" (tiamacehtcayah) for four days. At the end of this period, they cast 
themseives into an enorrnous fire, the teotexcalli, or "divine hearth." Their 
bodies crackled noisily, but with their sacrifice they deserved or became 
worthy of what they wanted to achieve: the sun and the moon were restored. 
Nevertheless, it happened that neither the sun nor the moon could move. 
Once more al1 the other gods "did penance'' and "sought to deserve" 
(tiamacehuuyah) the desired goal. And thus it happened: the two celestial 
bodies began to move. (Leon Portilla, 1993:43). 

This legend tells how a new age, the age of the F i f i  Sun, was reestablished. and 

with it, the earth, the celestial bodies and human beings were brought back to life. 

According to Leon Portilla, the word macehualtin ("that which is deserved by the gods' 

penance") becarne synonymous with "hurnan king1', not only in Nahuatl but even in other 

Mesoamencan languages (1993: 43). The sacrificial actions of the gods were necessary 

because they needed people to woahip them and provide for their needs. A reciprocal 

Leon Portilla refers to this vessel as a "burreh precioso" or a "precious earthen pan" 
(1987: 21). 
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obligation between gods and humanity was needed. Human beings had to perform 

tlamacehualiztli, the penitential act of deserving through sacrifice. to provide the gods with 

sustenance. so they could. in tum, continue to foster life on eanh. This penitential act 

included the sacri ficiai O tTering of human beings. 

Gods and humans were thus envisioned as two parties in a process of exchange, a 

relationship of reciprocity between unequals which was nonetheless necessary to both. 

Humans feared and envied their gods, yet these gods were also conceived as entities that 

lacked and desired things that hurnans possessed. The relationship remained vertical. 

Human beings could not escape the covenant. People were destined to deserve and be 

wonhy of their own being by worshipping and satisfiing the gods. Everything in life had 

to be deserved ihrough penance and sacrifice: life itself, marriage and children, gaining 

possession of land, the fmits of labour, a victory in war, to be niled by worthy leaders 

(Leon Portilla, 1993: 44-48). Individually, people had to perform sacrifices, giving 

offerings to the gods. Numerous references exist about the frequent, ofien painfbl and 

varied forms of mortification practised by the ancient Nahuas. The most common forms 

included: the piercing of different parts of the body to produce bleeding; fasting; semai 

abstinence; prolonged penods of vigil; cold baths; and abstinence fiom pulque6. Adults. 

for example, pierced their tongues to produce blood as an offering. The offering sought a 

specific benefit, such as the prevention of disease in the home, the purification of 

Pulque is a traditional fermented drink made fiom the Sap of the maguey (an American 
agave plant). 



individual sins. or improving particular abilities related to people's own roie in society 

(artistic skills, warrior skills. etc..). Fasting and abstinence from sex or pulque were forms 

of participation in various types of rimals. Failure to follow them provoked the anger and 

punishment of the gods (Lopez Austin, 1996: 43 8-9). Other O fferings included an assortment 

of foods, burning of incense. or the killing of srnail animals such as quails. 

The offering of human beings in sacrifice was the exclusive privilege of the ruling 

class. According to Gonzalez Torres, no other culture in the world perfomed so many 

human sacrifices and with such fiequency as the Mexicas' (1 992: 301). Estimates range from 

an average of 15,000 human sacrifices per year to over ten times this amount (1 992: 79.82). 

In spite of the large discrepancy between estimates, it is generally accepted that thousands 

of people were sacrificed in any one year during the century preceding the arriva1 of the 

Spaniards. Gondlez Torres describes how the evolution of this practice parallelled the 

transformation of the Mexica State. He distinguishes between two main traditions of human 

sacrifice which CO-existed in Mesoamenca since very ancient times. Each took different 

levels of cornplexity and importance as the State became more despotic and expansionist8. 

7 The Mexicas are the Nahuatl speaking people generally known as the Aztecs. the dominant 
civilization that was in power in the Mexican central plateau at the time of the conques!. Their 
forebears included the mnowned Toltecs, followers of QuetralcoatI, the Feathered Serpent, the 
religious leader who lived in Tulo in the ninth century and who took himself the name of the 
Mesoarnerican deity QuetzaIcoatl, symbol of wisdom of ancient Mexico. As described earlier, this 
god was the one who accepted the task of restoring humanity in the age of the Fifth Sun (Leon 
Portilla, 1993: 4 1-42), 

î7acaelel around the year 1427 began his quest to transfonn the Aztecs into a warrior 
People. He was then a young advisor to king ItrcoafI. He initiated and supervised the buming of 
manuscripts in existence at the time, and ordered the recording of a new history of his People and 
the Mexica Gods. A new vision was implanted which ponrayed the age of the Fifth Sun as k i n g  



He refers to them as "sacrifices for the community" and "sacrifices for individuals". 

The first ones were offered by the community as a whole. Their purpose was to seek 

the well-being of the entire cornmunity, to maintain harmony with the gods and the universe. 

These hurnan sacrifices had a prophylactic character and were associated to the agricultural 

cycle, fertility rites, the changing of seasons, the stars, or particular moments of crisis. 

Exarnples include the annual sacrifice of women offered by healers to Toci in the month 

of ochouni~tli'~; or the offering of children to the gods associated with corn (Cinteoti, 

,Yilonen)". Many children were sacrificed for the latter ai different tirnes of year. The age 

threatened by the possibility of cataclysm. The Mexicas were to becorne the chosen people. and 
their mission: to help the sun-god H ~ i f ~ l f ~ ~ ~ C h t f i  survive with the offering of human sacrifices. it 
was this new vision, immersed in mysticism and war that propelled the i k i c u s  into their conquests 
from sea CO sea, and as far South as Chiapas and Guatemala. T ' e l e l  never wanted to be king 
(he was offered twice this position) but preferred to act as the power behind the throne. He 
remained as an adviser, tint to king i..zcoud, and then to his two successors, Morecukoma 
Ilhuîcamina and rlwvacatl. His orders were always diligently followed during these three reigns. 
He died around 1480 (Leon Portilla, 1987: 92- 105). 

9 Toci was also known as Teteontnon Tonantzin, "mother of al1 gods and heart of the earth, - 
Our divine grandmother". She was the goddess of m idwives and healen. She was also probabl y the 
goddess of the cultivators of flowen and medicinal plants. The trade of yerbero (medicinal plant 
healer) was inherited from the Toltecs, which were regarded by the Mexicas as the inventors of 
rnedicine (Gonzalet Torres, 1992: 1 45; Fernandez, 1992: 1 59). 

'O Och~uniztii meaning "barrimiento de caminos" (the sweeping of roads or paths), was the 
eleventh month of the Aaec year in which the celebration to Toci took place. A month preceding 
this celebration, a women was selected to represent the goddess. During the ceremony this "figure 
of the goddess" was dressed as Toc& with a headdress consisting of long locks made of conon and 
ears of corn decorated with Cotton yam. In one hand she carried a broorn. Her destiny was to be 
sacrificed the day of the celebration. AAer this sacrifice, a wat simulation was perfonned in which 
the warriors in the end put aside their weapons, exchanging hem for brooms. Before dawn, a11 the 
main streets and temples of the city were swept. The mucehuui~i (common folk) also swept their 
houses. This ritual was linked to the concept of purification. It concluded with b a h  or washing 
of people (Femandez, 1992: 84 & 159). 

" Cinreotl (god of corn), Xilonen "espiga, muzorca tiema" (young ear of corn), these 
deities belong to a group of gods assofiated with maize. Sacrificial offerings to Xilonen marked the 
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of the children sacrificed increased in accordance with the development of the corn plant 

dunng the growing season (1992: 194-95). 

Human sacrifices on behalf of individuais, on the other hand, sought personal 

benefits such as higher prestige, status and power. These sacrifices were also closely 

regulated and managed by the State. In Mexica society, the offering of human beings by 

individuals was restricted to two pnvileged groups: warriors and merchants (1992: 2 1 1 ). 

The niling ideology exalted prowess in war. Such prowess became equated with the 

capturing of enemies for the purpose of offenng them to the gods in sacrifice. 

The importance of this practice reached its peak in Mesoarnerica during the century 

preceding the Conquest. It was justified as the fulfilment of a divine-hurnan covenant, the 

sacrifice of human beings for the sustenance of life on e h .  People had the example of the 

god Quctzalcoatl who died in his quest to restore hurnanity, and that of Nanahuatzin and 

Teccistecatl, the deities who cast themselves into the fire to restorc the sun and the moon 

(Gomilez Torres, 1 992: 19 1 ; Femindez, 1 992: 77). Gods gave their lives in order to 

restore humanity. In so doing, they regenerated and remained gods in the age of the Fifih 

Sun. Human beings needed to offer human lives in retm. Pnsoners of w u  thus became a 

divine tribute for the sustenance of the gods and humanity. The act of capturing and offering 

hem becarne a proof of loyalty and submission to the State. In exchange, warriors acquired 

prestige, wealth and power (GonZalez Torres, 1992: 306). 

end of prohibition to eat young ears of corn (Gonziilez Torres, 1992: 148; Femindez, 1992: 37 
& 170). 



Merchants, the second priviieged group in iLIexica society. made both cornmunity and 

individual offerings. Human sacrifices on behalf of the community were offered to their god 

Yacaiecuhtli in the month of xocotl hue-. Individual offering of human lives were made 

in the temple of Huifzilopchili in the month of pan~uetza1iztIi" (Gonzalez Torres, 1992: 

228). Slaves were bought specifically for both types of offerings. They were sold by 

merchants speciaiized in the trade of sacrificial slaves. But the act of sacrificing was 

restricted to priests and kings, for they were the only ones that could withstand the energy 

emanations generated during the killing of the hurnan O fferings. Priests enjoyed several 

pnvileges. They were payed in tribute the fmits of the land belonging to the temple in which 

they served. They had the right to eat specific body paris of the sacri ficed victims. and also 

received different fonns of remuneration from merchants and waniors as payment for the 

sacri ficial services rendered on their behalf (Gonzilez Torres. 1992: 18 1). 

In spite of its religious essence, sacrifice in pre-colonial times can be cornpared to 

an economic transaction: an exchange that involved the transfer of O mer s  hip of something 

valued (a person, a prisoner, a slave, an animal, self-comfort or pieasure) - from the 

" PanaurtzaIiztIi was the fifieenth month of the Aztec year. During the first days of this 
month the celebration marking the divine binh of Huitdo~ochf~i twk place. This was also the 
occasion when the greatest number of human sacrifices offered by warriors and merchants took 
place. Figures (idols) were made of dough from rroalli or wild amaranth (Arnarmthus hibridus) 
and blood from sacrificed children, with branches from acacia simulating the bones. These figures 
were then worshipped, and after the sacrifice of numerous slaves, the king and priests sacrificed 
the god figures, using a dari to break them, extracting the hem to feed the god, and distributing 
the remains to the priest class. This is when Huitziio~ochtii is given the name of Teocualo or "dim 
comido" (eaten god), (Gonziilez Torres, 1992: 134,200-02; Femandez, 1992: 96-7). 
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community or individual offenng the sacrifice - to the benefit of the divine. Benefits to 

humans were expected in r e m .  These could be benefits for the community as a whole or 

for the individuals making the offenngs. Lopez Austin remarks how sacrifice in 

Mesoarnerica took on this trade characteristic (1996182-83). Human beings received water, 

crops, prestige or the ridding of pests and illness in exchange for human blood, hearts. fire, 

and different products such as incense or quails. The author notes how this notion of trade 

was explicit in the language itself. For example, a sacrifice to the gods was called 

ne.rtilahuali=lli, meaning literally "the act of payment". and the offering of fire was named 

tienamuca, meaning "to sel1 the tirenJ3. He compares the earth to "the marketplace of the 

greater and lesser gods", the place where converged "al1 the types of [cosnic] energy in the 

body of human beings" (1 996: 83). 

The notion of sacrifice as an economic transaction between humans and gods seems 

to have survived over the centuries and will be encountered in later parts of our study. It is 

a notion that is markedly different h m  the catholic teachings brought in by the Spaniards. 

The ultimate end of Christian asceticism was and remains today etemal salvation. 

Missionaries conceived the self as an autonomous entity capable of rnapping its own path. 

For them. the self was composed of two antagonistic parts, the body and the soul. The soul. 

through ascetic practices, had to eradicate the sinful desires of the body in order to reach 

salvation in the afterlife. An individuai was therefore able to accept the Christian ways or 

l 3  Similarly, the individual offering of blood by the common folk received the name of 
nexrIuhuaiIi or "paymentn, just as the people sacrificed for the purpose of obtaining min, security 
or health were called nePrtlahuaItin or "the payments" (Lopez Austin (1996: 434 & 438). 



reject them, albeit the latter rneant certain damnation of the soul. The choice was 

nonetheless ihat of the individual. Sharply at odds were pre-Hispanic conceptions. For the 

Nahuas. their multidimensional self'" was considered an integral pan of their body and the 

spiritual and physical world around them. This self was susceptible to influences and forces 

over which it had little control, but with which it had to engage in relationships of exchange. 

Rather than etemal salvation, the end of pre-Hispanic asceticism was to equi librate worldly 

desires in the immediate present and promote harmony between opposing influences of 

14 The pre-fiispanic self was conceived as consisting of three main animistic forces: the 
ronalli, the tevolia, and the ihivorl. The tonalli was considered the key link between the individuat 
and the gods. It was sent from the most sacred of places. the Omevocan, "Place of Duality", and 
imbued into the child at birth during a name-giving cerernony (Klor de Alva, 1993: 184). Being of 
divine solar origin, it was considered hot (Viezca Treviiio. 1986: 65). The tonalli was situated in 
the head. probably in the brain, and was responsi ble for each person's vital power and the energy 
transmitted through peoples' sight ("la miradu'3. From the head, the tonalli irradiated its energy 
to the rest of the body, and was regulated by the other rwo animistic forces. The tonalli could Ieave 
the body for short periods of tirne, such as during coitus or periods of unconsciousness due to 
drunkenness or sleep (Viezca Treviiio, 1986: 65). It  wns also subject to king scared off, by a 
sudden fright or a disturbing experience (Klor de Alva. 1993: 185). 

The second animistic force, or tevolia, was located in the heart. Its first characteristic was its 
vivify ing force. Life was not possible without it. V iezca Treviiio suggests this to be the reason why 
the Aaecs considered the heart and the blood contained within it to be the indispensable 
nourishment needed to keep the gods alive ( 1  986: 66). The tevolia was of celestial origin and 
therefore also hot in nature. This anirnistic entity would tum cold afier the death of its possessor. 
beginning thereafter its peregrination to the place o f  the death. According to Klor de Alva, this 
anirnistic force was commonly identified with the "soul" by the Conquistadors in the sixteenth 
century ( 1993: L 85). 

The ihbotl was centred in the liver, where passion. sentiment and vigour reside. If the liver was 
not able to control and guide it. it could escape the body and cause h m  to people that came in 
contact with it (Viezca Treviilo, 1986: 66). Klor de Alva states that during the colonial period, the 
ihivotl was thought of as a luminous gas that could emanate from living and dead bodies. It was 
considered dangerous because it could ovetstimulate thmugh its power of attraction. The author 
cites Fray Alonso de Molina (1 57 1) as defining nitlaihima as "to attract something toward itseff 
with the breath, respiration". Indeed, the ihivod had the capacity to draw to the individual. 
independent of one's will, strong desires such as jealousy. anger, and hatred, ail strong emotions 
which caused illness ( 1993: 1 86). 



extemal and internai forces. Self-control and discipline were seen as prerequisites needed 

to manipulate such influences. People sought to make themselves worthy through the 

performance of public and private acts of penitence and sacrifice. The ultimate goal was not 

salvation of the sou1 in a distant hiture. but rather to have as good and healthy life as 

possible in this world as the gods pennitted (Klor de Alva, 1 993 : 1 73- 197). 

The following excerpt, recorded in 1564 by Sahagh and his Nahua assistants. 

captures the essence of these indigenous thoughts. It is a response to Franciscan missionaries 

fiom Nahua elders that are k ing  challenged on the reiigious beliefs of their anceston": 

You tell [us] that our gods are not real gods. It is a new word, this one you 
tell [us], and because of it we are bewildered, we are extremely fnghtened. 
Our makers [ancestors], those who came to live on the earth, did not speak 
this way. They gave us their law. They believed, served, honored the gods. 
They taught us al1 the [ways] of serving them, of hononng them. Thus, 
before them we eat earthi6 [humble ounelvesl, we bleed ourselves, we 
discharge the debt ourselves, we bum copal [incense], and, thus, we make 
sacrifices ["cause something to be killed"]. 

They used to Say that, tnily, they, the gods, through whorn living goes on. 
they merited us. When? Where? While it was still Nght [in the mythical 
past]. And they used to Say they give us our supper, our breakfast [our 
sustenance], and al1 that is drinkable, edible, our meat, the corn. the bean, 
the wild amaranth, the lime-leaved sage. They are those from whom we 
request the water, the rain, by which things are made on the earth. 

Furthemore, they themselves are rich, happy, possessors of goods, owners 
of goods, by which always, forever, it germinates, it grows green, there in 
their h o w .  Where? What kind of place is the place of Tlaloc [the heaven 
of the god of rain]? Hunger never occurs there, no disease, no poverty. And 

I5 Cited in Klor de Alva, 1993: 18 1 (author's translation). 

l6 Leon Portilla associates this reference to the rituals accompanying the taking of oaths 
which Sahagiin described: " and then [he] would touch the earth with the fingers taking them to 
the mouth and licking them in this way eating the soi1 [while] making an oath" (1983: 130). 



also they give to the people manly prowess. courage. the chase, the lip plug, 
the ornament by which [the hair] is bound, the loincloth. the mantle, the 
flowers. the tobacco, the precious green Stones. the fine plumes, the gold .... 

Everywhere in the world, in various places they spread out their mat, their 
seat [their dominion]. They gave to the people lordship, dominion. fame, 
glory. And now, perhaps, are we the ones who will destroy the ancient 
law? ... Already our heart is this way : in [the law] people iive, one is given 
birth, one is made to grow, one is made to mature, by calling to them, by 
praying to them. 

The passage confirms, now in the words of ancient Nahua elders. the mythical teachings of 

their ancestors and their notion of exchange between humans and gods. The gods had 

"merited" human beings through their own sacrifice at the begiming of this new age. Now, 

people had to "discharge the debt" to hem through their own sacrifices, in return for food, 

health. power, wealth and al1 that was coveted. Sacrifice involved a more materialistic 

ba is  of exchange. but one that was not deprived any less of spiritual value. It was simply 

different, grounded in a very explicit relationship of reciprocity between people and their 

gods. a reciprocity that was rooted in the need to survive in the present, as opposed to the 

distant Catholic notion of an etemal afterli fe. The next section will explore the same notions 

of sacrifice and exchange, but now through mythical passages and testirnonies that belong 

to the geographical area and culture of study. 

3.2 Homshuk: the Corn-God-Cbild 

The following myth originated in the Sierra and has k e n  recorded in several 



contemporary ethnographie investigations". It is the story of the corn-god child known to 

the Zoque-Popolucas as Homshirk or jonrrucl" and to the Nahuas as Sintiooiitsin. Maize 

was to both Peoples the great benefactor of humanit.. It symbolized strength, vitality and 

the power of resurrection. Guido Münch sumrnarizes how this deity was conceived in this 

corner of Southern Veracruz: 

Maize is linked to the Sun, he is the symbol of the resurrection and 
immortality. He is the food of man and some animais. He is considered to 
be the flesh. the blood, and the vital impulse of human beings. He is also 
the creator of man, the myth States that he rescued the bones of his father 
fiom the underworld so that men would become imrnortal, but he did not 
succeed. Maize is the defeater of the Old Lightning from the South whom he 
convened into an ally in order to kill the serpent of seven heads fiom the 
underworld. His noble mission is to be devoured by man in order for 
hurnanity to subsist till the end of tirne (1 983: 189. my own translation). 

According to Ben Elson, the story of Homshuk forms the core of Popoluca 

mythology and is a key to religious beliefs of earlier times. Elson reported in 1947 that older 

people in the Sierra still retained knowledge of specitic prayers to this corn god, some firmly 

believing that it existed as a spiritual entity at the time. Homshuk was described as: 

... a dwarf or child probably less than three feet high. His hair is of corn silk. 
M e n  corn is first planted the Homshuk is young and childlike; as the corn 
grows he also grows older until when the corn is dry and the stalk is dead. 
the Homshuk appears aged, withered and parched ( 1947: 1 93 ). 

Over 400 years separate the first written transcriptions of the Legend of the Suns and 

17 See for example, Elson ( 1947: 193-2 14); Foster (1  945: 177-250); Lope2 (1983:6- 
23); Münch ( 1983: 163- 169); Chevalier and Buckles ( 1996: 255-3 16). 

18 The spelling "Homshuk" was the first fom used by Ben Elson in 1947, many years before 
developing his orthographic conventions and Dictionary of "Popoluca from the Sierra" of Veracruz. 
"Jonuuc" is the current spelling according to his current conventions in Elson and Gutiérrez, 1995. 
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contemporary Popoluca narrations of the com-god myth. In spite of the passage of time and 

its oral transmission fiom generation to generation. this myth retains many basic elements 

found in Mesoarnerican mythical thought. The story of Homshuk illustrates traditional 

moral teachings of self-sacrifice and obligations of reciprocity that applied to al1 relations 

between people, N a m  and their gods in the Sierra Santa Marta. 

Many variants of this myth have k e n  collected in Popoluca and Nahuatl cornmunities 

of Southem Veracruz. The actual origin of the myth is uncertain. although Chevalier and 

Buckles suggest that it is of Zoque-Popoluca origin. being borrowed by the Gulf Nahuas 

following their migration from the Central Plateau in the 9th century (1 996:258). The reader 

is referred to Foster ( 1 945) and Elson ( 1947) for two detaiied transcriptions of the Zoque- 

Popoluca variants. Chevalier and Buckles present an in-depth analysis of a Nahuatl version 

transcribed by Garcia de Leon (1995). Even though the many existing renditions share the 

same theme and many comrnon elements, the difference in detail from version to version 

c m  be significant. Different transcriptions contain different incidents and even different 

treatrnents of the sarne incidents. The discussion belo w centen main1 y on Zoque-Popoluca 

transcriptions. The myth as recorded by Elson (1947) is summarized in the following 

sections. 

The story of Homshuk deals with the ongin of corn and other things in Nature. 

including: how al1 bad animals and insects came into being, where the deer got its homs and 

the rabbit its long ears, where the toad got his burnpy skin, the liard its split tongue, and 



how the lighuiing became the announcer of min. A brief summary follows: 

The story revolves around the corn-child's joumey to the burial ground of his 

father and his quest for irnmortality. It begins with an old women and her 

husband discovering an egg hanging fiom a tree above a watering place. The 

couple decides not to eat the egg but to keep it. A young boy is bom from the 

egg and grows up to become the corn-god master. 

One day, the child goes to fetch water and meets several lizards and 

mimows who mock him and hurt him causing a sore in his foot. The boy 

eventually catches both lizards and fish and takes them to the old wornan for 

her to cook. She tells him to set them free. The young boy obeys her. As the 

child grows, the old man ("a fat snake") and old women decide it is tirne to 

eat the boy. They prepare a trap to ki ll  him. Our hero becomes aware of the 

plot and readies himself. The old man is killed during the child's escape and 

the old wornan is later burned in a trap set by the child. 

Homshuk gathers the ashes of the old womrn into a sack and asks a toad to 

go and throw them into the ocean. He wams the toad not to open the sack but 

the toad will disobey him. Before reaching the ocean, the toad opens the 

sack. Many harmhil animals jump out of it. There were snakes, wasps. 

scorpions, rnosquitos, black-ants and mûny othen. 

The child decides to go and find his real mother. When he finds her, she 

confuses hirn at first with her husband. She then tells the boy that his father 

is dead. He left many years ago to get corn fiom the land "where the 

lightning lives". He never came back. The boy decides to go and look for his 



father". In his joumey. he crosses the ocean on the back of a turtle and 

mives io the land of lightning. There he is forced to conquer snakes. tigers 

and arrows sent by the great lightning to kill him. He eventually confronts 

the lightning himself and after defeating him spares his life, on condition that 

he resurrects the boy's father. The lightning agrees. He revives our hero's 

father and promises Hornshuk that he will come fiom this day fonvard to wet 

the corn's head when the sun's heat is high. 

The old father retums home. Homshuk sends ahead of him a lizard to warn 

his mother not to cry, but to be happy and laugh when she first sees her 

retuming husband. The lizard passes on the message to a second lizard. but 

this one delivers the opposite instructions to Homshuk's mother. When she 

first sees her husband. she begins to cry. The old husband is instantly 

destroyed. Only his bones rernain behind. 

The story ends with Homshuk splitting the lizard's tongue in two. in 

punishment for delivering the wrong message. 

Just as in the Nahua venions anaiysed by Chevalier (1994). the story depicts a boy 

growing up. asserting himself, and becoming his own master. Homshuk conquers his 

enemies and achieves autonomy and even superiority over his adoptive parents. He ends up 

reviving his real father, inverting the relationship to the man who gave him life. In the end. 

however, human beings will not succeed in becoming inmortal. 

The vertical relationship of exchange and reciprocity between the corn-god and nature 

l9 In the GulfNahua version of this myth, described by Chevalier and Buckles (1996: 255- 
3 1 S), the mocking iguanas at the watering place are the ones that tell the boy where his real father 
is: "the place where men are dry". 
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(human beings included) is a theme that recurs throughout the myth. Homshukrewards those 

who help him. He punishes and even kills those who disobey or threaten hirn. Yet, he is 

dependent on different characters he encounten during his joumey in order to fulfill his 

destiny in life. He kills the old man and old women when they decide it is time to eat the 

young corn-boy. Our hero then punishes the toad when he disobeys his orders not to open 

the sack with the ashes of the old woman. The toad is sning by the anirnals coming out of 

the sack. Its skin will remain bumpy forever. Later in his joumey. Homshuk requests the 

help of a nirtle to help him cross the ocean. The turtle breaks its chest in the process. The 

corn god scolds the tude for offering to do a task that it could not fulfill. Yet he does not 

punish it in this case. Because of its obedience, they both corne back to shore and Homshuk 

asks the rabbit to heal the broken turtle. He then rewards the rabbit for his deed. He gives 

him a pair of homs as "payment" for the "healing" and the "medicinal plants" used by the 

rabbit. Homshuk then succeeds in crossing the ocean on the back of a second turtle. In 

return, he decorates the turtle's shell. 

Many other encounters occur in the myth involving such exchanges. One of them is 

his encounter with the old lightning. The corn god spares his life in exchange for the life of 

his own father. The lightning submissively resunects the father by jumping seven times 

across the ocean. As part of this transaction to secure his own life and powers. the lightning 

agrees to retum and wet the head of our corn hero when the sun is hot. 

A traditional heaier fiom Soteapan comments on this last scene and the mutual 



dependency between both character~'~: 

Homshuk told the thunderbolt [rayo] that he is going to take away his 
powers. The thunderbolt replies:"Donlt take them away because 1 also have 
powers that you need." The thunderbolt has as powers the cloud, the wind 
and the thunder [tronido]. Homshuk agrees not to take away his powers if he 
promises to help him. And he tests him. When he is small, standing in the 
rnilpa he calls the thunder: "Thunder corne. let me see if it's true that you are 
going to help me." The thunder cornes and with the cioud gives rain to 
Homshuk. Homshuk says: "Now I do believe you. 1 shall never take away 
your powers." [my own translation] 

There are two important scenes missing fiom Ben Elson's account that were collected 

during my own filed work in the Sierra ~opoluca" and which bnng to the fore a key element 

in the teachings fiom HomshuKs life: Our corn Master will Iive as a god for ever, as long 

as he dies to reproduce his seed and serve as food for human beings. The first scene is 

actually the begiming of the myth and depicts Homshuk as a crying baby in his parents house 

before he was transformed into an egg. Elson only refers to this passage indirectly in a 

footnote (1947: 204). The second missing scene descnbes HomshuKs gift of corn to human 

beings. a gifi produced when 

below. They were narrated by 

he was bathed by his mother. Both scenes are presented 

Pedro Gonsalez Santiago (P). 

" Anonymous heaier, interview: i0304je.94. p. I 

" A third missing scene. also collected during my tield work, describes the discovery of 
maize stored inside a hill (monte or ceno). This scene is remarkable in that it shares many striking 
parallels with the Nahua myth on the discovery of maize by Otretzaicoad in the "Legend of the Suns" 
which was transcribed into Spanish in 1558. The excerpt is not presented here as it would detract 
from our central themes of the chapter(the inheritance of a Mesoamerican morality of sacrifice, and 
the characteristics of reciprocity relationships between hurnans and spirits). This scene gives 
nevenheless a vivid example of the robustness of oral tradition arnong the Popoluca, and reinforces 
Our premiss of a cornmon cultural Mesoamerican heritage between the Nahuas and Popolucas of the 
Sierra. For these reasons, this third scene and the ancient Nahua myth are presented in the 
Appendix. 



Excerpts from filed notes: 08-06-91 
[File: i0806pe.94. taped interview, my own translation] 

P: ... It [the story] says that Homshuk was a child that cned a lot. He 
cried a lot that chiid! His mother became angry. She beciune angry. 
She put hirn on top of the metate" to grind him! He was ground in 
the metate because she was angry that he cried a lot. There! She 
tumed hirn into dough. She then cleaned the metate, and [the story] 
says that she looked for a chical [a container made frorn a gourd]. 
There she put everything, everything, the flesh, the blood, 
everything there. And then, there was an arriero" ant hi11 near there. 
Do you know the arrieros? 

A: Yes. 
P: ïhey raise the soil, raise the soil [into a mound]. The arriero had 

worked there for some time now. It had a house there. 
A: Yes, the ant? 
P: Yes. the hole. She went to throw it there. He was inside, then he 

spoke. [The story] says that he said: "Hi. what are you dl doing? 
My mother came to throw me in here. but 1 must get out". The ants 
answered: "How will you do that?" He replied: "You will take me 
out." Because it [the story] says that Homshuk was senior to all. So 
the ants replied: "Yes uncle. what ever you order we have to do." So 
they took hirn up. They took the egg up. He was already an egg. So 
then, first he was crushed, then he was thrown into the ant's hole. 
of the arriera ant. So he was inside, and when he turned into ;in egg. 
he left from there. He said:"Now. take me out ofhere". So they took 
hirn out. "Now what do we do?" the ants said. "Now, you take me 
there, to the well." There were some rocks there, so they put hirn on 
top of them. There he was, but as ordered by him. And there it was 
where the chichimisies came to fetch water. 

A: What is a chichimiste? 
P: A chichimiste is an old woman ...... 

This first scene describes a crying child ground on the stone by his mother into a 

17 -- The metate is a grinding stone used to g h d  corn by hand when preparing the dough to 
rnake tortillas. 

An orrieru ant is a large red harvester ant. These ants can attack maize plants h m  the 
moment of sprouting to the appemnce of cars, two months afler planting. It is  from these creatures 
that Quetolcoatl obtained the gift of maize (Chevalier and Buckles, 1996: 299; Leon Portilla, 
1987: 167-171). 
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dough of flesh. bones and blood. The mother then puts the dough into a gourd fiom which 

the corn god will ernerge2". Our narrator is very explicit about the meaning of this image. 

He will later reveal Homshuk S own explanation to his mother: 

"This means that corn must be ground! And you cmshed me in the grinding 
stone. This means that 1 am your god. I am corn! Mother I am your god." 

The images are reminiscent of those in ancient Nahua passages describing the restoration of 

humanity in the Legend of the Suns. There. Oiretzalcoatrl dies and comes back to life again 

while in his quest to retrieve the bones of earlier human beings in his jomey to Mictlan, 

the place of death. He then gives the bones to Quikuzfli, goddess of fecundity and matemity. 

The maternai goddess gnnds them and rnakes hem into a dough with blood from 

Oiretzalcoatfs penis inside a precious earthen vessrl. From this earthen vessel will emerge 

the new human beings. The sexual reproduction imagery is clear. In the corn myth. the 

imagery is more subtle. The dough is placed by HornshuKs mother in a gourd, a womb like 

vessel. This dough comes fiom the blood, flrsh and bones of the child, the fmit of sexual 

intercourse between the husband and wife. The association of the gourd with fernale 

reproductive organs is explicit in the corn myth variants described by Münch ( 1983: 166) and 

Lopez Arias (in Culturas Populares: 1983: 6). In thrse vuiants, the ashes from the genitals 

of the old women chichiman are sown by the corn master to produce calabash and chuyute. 

The dough in the gourd is also the fhit of the mother's labour (the grinding in the stone) and 

the father's labour (he died when he weni to get corn. the food of life, to the land of thunder). 

Lopez Arias does begin with a similar passage but in his version, the mother puts the 
ground remains o f  the child inside a cloth ("rebozo" shawl or head covering) and throws it into the 
river. God theii transforms the child's remains into an egg and puts it on a liana above a watering 
place (in Lopez Arias, 1983: 6). 



The dough and gourd are placed inside the ant hole. an earth m o u d  where the corn-god- 

child will gestate to eventually emerge, carried out by the arriera ants in the form of a 

fertilized egg. 

The scene also announces the destiny assigned to our hero in the myth. In his journey 

through life. the corn-child will have to confront and conquer temptations of the good life 

through self-mastery. In the end, he will grow and achieve the power to regenerate his seed 

only by accepting the ultimate sacrifice of reproduction: to die. offering himself as food for 

people (Chevalier. 1994: 7-8). Just as with the Aztec myth of "The Legend of the Suns". 

the regeneration of life was conceived to be intrinsically linked to sacrifice and death? 

Our narrator continues his story with scenes similar to those described by Elson 

(1947). until the following moment where HomshuKs gifk to hurnanity is disclosed. 

Excerpts from filed notes: 08-06-94 
[File: i0806pe.94, taped interview, my own translation] 

P: In order for corn to be, the one we have now. that's why the bath took 
place. He bathed. 

A: How? 
P: He took a bath. [The story says] that when he was now a man, he 

retumed to his mother's home. He arrived into his mother's house and 
covered her eyes with his hand. He asked his rnother: "Tell me who 
am I?" And the mother replied: "My husband!" "No, I am not your 
husband." "Then, who are you?" He answered: "Don't you remember 
that you crushed me in the metate [grinding stone]? Do you 
remember?" "Ah!" She exclaimed. "My son! But you have grown up! 

'' Dough made of ground seeds and blood from children is an eiement that was 
encountered earlier and which is also associated with sacrifice, death and the regeneration of life. 
Thex were the images of gob  that were sacrificed and eaten duringpmuetzaIiztIi to celebrate the 
birth of the sun god HuitziIo~ochfli. 



Where did you grow up?" "Ah! 1 was raised in the hand of an old 
women and an old man." "But how? How? If you ... if you died!" 
He replied: "No, 1 was not dead, rather it was you. you who crushed 
me in the grînding stone. This rneans that 1 will become the corn god. 
This means that corn must be ground! And you cmshed me in the 
grinding stone. This means that 1 am your god. 1 am corn! Corn 
must be crushed in the stone. Mother 1 am your god." "Well. and 
now what do you want?" "1 want you to give me a bath." She 
answen: "That's fine". He asks: "And my father?" "It's k e n  
sometime since your father died. Your father was the lightning, He 
was the thunder." The story tells that he [Homshuk] replied: " Well, 
1 have the power to bnng back my father." "But how?" her mother 
asked ... He said: "1 want you to give me a bath." The mother agreed: 
"If you ask me. 1 shall bath you." "Bath me now because 1 need to 
go." "1 shall bath you then." He said: "Under me put a washbowl, 
because this water we are not going to throw away." He was there, 
standing. She poured water over his head and it dripped down. He 
spoke: "Keep this [water], because black maize is going to come 
from it. From the first bath that you give me. black maize will come 
out." ... "The second bath [water] you should also keep. This one 
will come out yellow. Now in the third bath, it will come out the 
reddish one, red maize." He then said:ltIn the fourth bath, there it 
must come out white. pure white. This means that al1 the din has 
come off me, now 1 am white .... 

A: The water tumed into corn? 
P: Yes. it turned into corn, through his power. She kept the water, and 

it turned into corn. The next day when she went to see. it already had 
grains. Yes, already grains! 

The scene elucidates the offenng of the Corn-God to humans in a relationship of 

reciprocal exchange. It depicts a more mature corn master being cleansed by his obedirnt 

mother with water poured on his head. From this bath water will be produced the sacred 

nourishment for the sustenance of life. This is the contribution of the Corn god. Human 

beings in return mus: deserve this divine offenng through abnegation and self-sacrifice. 

They must toi1 the land under the sun and follow the rituais that will ensure the regeneration 

of the corn-god-child fiom cultivation cycle to cultivation cycle. Chevalier and Buckles 



surnmarize this sacrificial logic ( 1994: 26 1 ): 

Humans depend on the cyclical sacrifice of earth and maize for their own 
livelihood. While the earth must be reduced to ashes so as to produce food 
... the corn god must dry and die so as to feed pesants and the children who 
look after them in their old age. But god's sacrifice is also self-serving. If 
Sintiopiltsin [Homshuk for the Popoiuca] were io rehse to give himself to 
humans. presuming that it were in his power to do so. then there wouid be 
no one to attend to the needs of children of the corn god. sowing and 
cultivating the seed of the father plant. 

Corn plant and human beings are bound together in a cycle that brings both into renewed 

existence. But new life cari only corne from death. In both cases, the survival of the species 

requires the sacrifice of the individual. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

Homshuk dries up and dies to become food for humans 
Humans toi1 the land and make sacrificial offerings to the divine 

Death 

Regeneration /' 
Homshuk is rebom with each planting cycle 
Corn is the sustenance of humankind (allows CO maintain and 
reproduce the species) 

Figure 3.1 The regeneration of life 



3.3 Lords of the Earth 

The ancient Nahua believed the earth was inhabited by entities other than people, 

plants and animals. These other beings were capable of providing assistance to humans or 

of causing hem h m .  Among them were the ohuicun chuneque, jealous owners of water 

sources and forests (Lopez Austin, 1996: 64 Br 27 1-275). Today, the great gods of ancient 

times have faded away, diffising into the Christian Trinity and Saints of the Conquistadors. 

Yet, the chaneques have endured the centuries unconcealed. Contemporary people of the 

Sierra continue to be fearful of these spiritual entities, attributing to hem many mis fortunes 

of rveryday life. Some elders still make offerhgs to them and the divine in order to deserve 

good health and sustenance in this world. 

Chaneques (also called chanecos or chane") are seen by campesinos and campesi~ias 

of Santa Marta as spirits that live in Nature. They are associated with freshness and water. 

Chaneques dwell in the top of rnountains, undemeath uniate trees located near springs. or 

in caves. water cavems and waterfalls. Al1 these places are sacred to the people of the 

sierra2' (Rarnirez in Culturas Populares. 198 1 : 38; Münch, 1983: 1 73). The chaneques 

'6 Münch describes the Chane or El chmeco as the "King of the Earth", god of water, of 
plants and animals. He resides in the "tulogan", the undenvorld or paradise when Nature is  lavish. 
He is also the king of junior choneques who take care of al1 that exists on earth, including human 
society. Al1 the animals are at their service (1 983: 173-79). 

'' These were also sacred places to the ancient Nahuas, points of communication beîween 
the world of humans and the undenvorld known as the ï7aIocan, an edenic paradise inhabited by 
the ancient Nahua god of min ï 7ak  Spring was etemal in this place and the fruits of the earth were 
always plentifil. Spirits who inhabited it lived in a permanent state of bliss (Lbpez Austin, 1996: 
64 & 383). Among them were subordinate gods or spirits of the winds and of waters. the ehecame 



embody the good life. They are the owners and guardians of animals. They can assist 

human beings in satisfjhg their sustenance. They also castigate the greedy who kill more 

than what they need, or those who fail to take good care of their milpus. The actions of the 

guardian chaneques go beyond what could be termed " indigenous environmental wisdom". 

They are grounded in ancient precepts conceming the reciprocal relationship between nature 

and culture. between the divine and people. JosC. a Popoluca healer. explains'': 

The Chaneco is the owner of fish, of shrimp, of the animals, of the 
rnountain .... for example, of deer, for example the tepesqüite, for exarnple, 
the armadillo. They are the owners. So they manage al1 the animals. and 
this is why when hunten go from here. they take with hem copal [to offer], 
they begin to suhumar"[perfume with incense], they begin to talk [in 
prayer]: "Lord Chaneco 1 would like you to give me one ihing which 1 came 
to look for. 1 am paying you for it in this manner." And then. one begins 
to walk. and you need not walk too far. and what you went there for ... there 
is the animal! [my own translation]. 

and rlu/oaue3 respectively. These spirits dweiled in rnountains, caves or water sources. The close 
association between the Chme king and the ancien t god TMoc is evidenced in this and the previous 
footnote. 

'' Anonymous healei (pseudonym used). interview: JSP: 15-06-94, p. 9. Present in this 
healer's statements are previous elements that ue encountered in our review of pre-colonial 
sacrificial offerings conceming relationships of enchange between humans and the spiritual world. 
This relationship parallels that of an economic transaction. José very explicitly uses the word 
"payment" to characterize the offering of incense in retum for the life of the hunter's prey. Baez- 
Jorge recorded the following hunting prayer to the chaneque which also uses the notion of 
"payment" to refer to the offering of copal: "Lets bum copal with the wick of seven masses. 
Grandfather chane, give me a wild boar that you have there. Here 1 give you a present. I will pay 
for your animals. When 1 corne back 1 will brinp you more copal as a present." (1 973: 104 - my own 
translation). 

" Sahumar with copal (to perfume by buming copIIi - a pine m i n  used as incense) was 
a common offering to the divine in pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica. Gondlez Toms characterizes 
co~ahemalitli as one of the most common forms of ri tual expression among the Mexicas ( 1 985 : 
102). See also Lopez Austin 1975: 145-146. In Popoluca of the Siem, sahmar with copal is 
cudmtijr - B. Elson, 1996: grni= dueiio (owner); prefix and suffix pair: cr*..rj = toâo (everything) 
[the components of the word suggest the idea of an offering to the owner of everything]". 



But these offerings to chaneques are carried out less and less by hunters these days. 

except perhaps by the older people. The practice remains in the minds of most since it was 

very cornmon one or two generations ago. The same can be said of offerings related to the 

cultivation of corn. Foster reported the observance of planting and hunting ntuals to be 

widespread in 1941 (1 942: 42-43)", By 1983, Münch (1 983: 152-3) noted a rapid process 

of cultural change and abandonment of many traditional practices, fuelled arnong other 

things by the arriva1 of the road to Soteapan in the 1960s. the intervention of the State. and 

credit programs in agriculture which promote market foms of production. These processes 

were discussed in some detail in the preceding chapter. 

Also gone is the Carnuval of San Pedro Soteapan. This was the most imponant 

celebration of the Zoque-Popoluca. As we noted before, its purpose was to secure a good 

harvest of maize and the prevention of disease in the community. The celebration 

exemplified the intimate relationship that existed in earlier times between religious and 

jo Fosterdescribes elaborate rituals perfonned by the Popolucas nurrounding the cultivation 

of corn. He writes: "Continence and smoking with buming copal are the main ritual forms. For 
seven nights before planting a man must not sleep with his wife. Rats and racoons are believed to 
eat the seeds if the taboo is violated. Before breakfast the day of sowing, al1 seed is smoked with 
copal and a prayer made to the Virgen Carmen of Catemaco, or to mok santü (maize saint), the 
maize god. The sown field is then smoked by walking thmugh it with a small clay pot containing 
burning copal. Smoking is again done when the corn is knee high, and when the tassel and tiny ears 
appear. When roasting ears are ready a man and his wife go to the field before sunrise, smoke 
copal, cut seven ears, retum home and make tamales. and eat them about midnight. Frorn then on 
ears can be cut as needed. When the grains are hard, seven ears are brought home, smoked with 
copal and placed beside buming candles. This is believed to prevent attacks by inscft pests and 
mou id. A final smoking occurs in the spring when al1 the harvest is in." (1 942 : 42). 

In terms of offerings by hunters, the author writes: "Before hunting deet a man invariably 
burns copal and makes a prayer to the chunekos - mountain dwads believed to be masters of all 
game. Fish nets are simiiarty smoked before k i n g  used." (1942: 43). 
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political spheres. Municipal authorities, healers, wizards. local religious authorities and 

dancers. al1 had to endure long penods of sexual abstinence, and acts of vigil and fasting 

in prepantion for the festivities. The municipal president, for example, had to follow "la 

diera" (sexual abstinence) for 157 days prior to the Carnaval. Lower ranking officials 

followed shorter penods (53 or 28 days) and the rest of community participants only seven 

days. Celebration rituals included the offering of copai to the chaneques by community 

authorities and also individually by people in their homes. In the words of a Popoluca healer, 

offerings were done to these spirits because "it is them that give protection against 

diseases"". The CurnuvaI was last held in 195 1 (Perdes, 1992: 57). Municipal authonties 

banned it because of the "severe duties" dernanded of them. and the belief by many that not 

following them properly could bnng h m  to the community (Baez-leorge, 1973: 206-7). 

The acculturation process that Münch cites is still on-going in the Sierra 15 years 

later. In spite of this. numerous cultural elements of prehispanic ongin have proved very 

resilient and continue to influence beliefs and practices today even though some of the rituals 

or parts of them have disappeared. Perales noted in 1991, during his field work in the Sierra 

Popoluca, that many informants did not perfonn traditional rituals because some were 

thought to be too harsh and others had been forgotten, as opposed to dismissing them as 

ineffective. People continued to observe certain ritual elements in maize cultivation. For 

example, they avoided specific foods or did noi use soap in bath for seven days prior to the 

sowing. But sexud abstinence, prayen to Homshuk or the buming ofcopal were now things 

" Interview with anonyrnous curundero (healer), JSP: i 5-06-94, p.6-8. 
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of' the past. Many argued that it is better not to do them at al1 rather than not doing them 

right. The latter could bring poor crops for many years to corne. Sirnilarly. failing to follow 

al1 the requisites of the Carnaval could result in death. Al1 informants with whom he spoke 

about it knew of someone that had met with some type of bad fate3' (Perdes, 1992: 58-60). 

My own field work gave me the impression that the elderly have strong feelings about 

the consequences of abandoning the old ways. A typical reaction is captured in the following 

words of an old man that 1 met during one of rny walks about the Sierra. We were standing 

at the top of a hiil overlooking the town of Soteapan. 1 comrnented how beautiful the town 

looked from the distance. The old man replied that many people from the outside were 

coming to the region trying to stay and find a plot of land. He complained about the 

politicians of today: "The only thing they want is money. Before it was not like that." I 

asked him: "When? During the times of the Carnaval?". His answer to me was: "Yes, 

indeed! Then they were good! How beautiful the Carnaval! Then you did have fmit. 

without worms, people did not get iil, the harvest was good. Not any more!" He added: 

"My milpa doesn't produce like bef~re."'~ 

Old rituals may be waning but chaneques refuse to disappear, invoiving themselves 

through different means into the lives of younger generations. They continue to reinforce 

'' Baez-leorge also reports similar beliefs by contemporary Poplucas. He cites Juan Cruz, 
recalling that in 1938, "two authorities did not follow the dolgencia [sexual abstinence] and as the 
Carnaval came to an end, dysentery was let loose killing 180 people" (1973: 2067, my own 
translation). 

33 Field notes: 10-0 1-95, p. l (my own translation). 



moral conduct with their persistence in stories and traditional observances that subsist. Tales 

and anecdotes about them still illustrate the same ascetic teachings of ancient times: the 

good life will be granted to those who renounce it, while it will evade those who attempt to 

indulge in it (Chevalier, 1994: 8). An exarnple is found in stories about sexual morality. 

It is said that men and wornen who share the fruit of their labour with their adulterous iovers 

will provoke the anger of the spirits". This is the case of women who share their tortillas 

with their lovers. Stones wam of the danger they could face at the hand of flesh-eating 

beasts sent by the chaneques. Pedro Gonsalez Santiago fiom Ocotal Chico narrates: 

Field notes: 30-03-94 
[My own translation, story summarized from taped interview] 

This is a story told by my grandmother. She told me there was a man who 
rnarried a young maiden. She had a sister. This man made her his mistress. 
One day they decided to go to the river to collect molluscs. My mother told 
me that there was this cat of spells (gato del encanto). Xuno'ti, which did 
not permit to take the tortilla of the mistress [to the river]. The man could 
take his own tortilla, the one made by his wife, but not that of her mistress, 
otherwise the cat of spells would appear and eat them. This is the cat that 
comes out --. it cornes out and eats us. You know how he eats us? It has a 
virtue. If one wants to run away, al1 your flesh will fa11 from your body and 
only your skeleton will remain. Your flesh falls off and he comes and grabs 
it and eats it. So that's what the man planned. He took the tortilla from his 
mistress and went with her to the river. When they arrived there, they saw 
an old man. The man was prepared. He was carrying a trap for shrimp made 
of palm, some thread and a needle. When noon arrived the couple began to 
eat the tortilla, the tortilla of the mistress! The old man asked them: " What 
are you eating? Isn't that bad? Aren't you not doing something bad?" The 
couple answered: "No, how can we be bad?" They continued eating, and 
when they got ready to leave, the cat appeared. It was crying "Mau, miau". 
The old man exclaimed: "Look you Say that you are not doing wrong. Then 
why has this cat corne out? you will not be able to go back, the cat is going 

34 See also the stories of chmeques presented by Münch (1983: 279-293) and in Cuituras 
Populares ( 1983, Acayucan, No. 25). 



to eat you". The cat w u  following them. it was crying and they could not go 
back. they could not move [they were paralysed]. The old man said:"You 
should not have brought the tortillas of your mistress. That's why the cat 
came out. This one will follow you. when you are bad. Now go. you go 
ahead." [knowing that they had learned their lesson]. Then the old man staid 
there. He got the cat and put him inside the shrimp trap and sewed it with 
the thread and needle. This is how the man and woman were able to return 
home. [File: i3003pe.94: 4-51 

Münch descnbes a different version of the story involving a creature called 

"Shzinu'ti". It is a small cat that appears to womrn in their house when they have loves The 

cat is beautifid. makes a lot of caresses. then suddenl y begins to grow, and becomes a tiger 

who attacks and eats the adulterous woman. Just as in Pedro's stoiy, the choneco can 

appear at the moment the fierce creature is about to devour its victims, granting forgiveness 

to transgressors in exchange for a promise to be have properly in the hiture ( 1983 : 1 78)35. 

Similady, hunters and fishermen who give part of their catch to their mistresses, or who 

buy the sexvices of prostitutes with money from the sel1 of their produce. are warned of the 

dangers ahead. They will suffer persona1 accidents at the hands of the chaneques and face 

the possibility of never k ing  able to catch food again (Culturas Populares, 1 98 1 : 45.55). 

Despite forsaking many ancient rituals and customs, people have not so readily 

abandoned others. This is particularly true of maiters related to human suffering and death. 

conditions of heightened human vulnerability that give healers and the i!l less leeway to risk 

'' Münch also recorded beliefs on the Lupu'ti, a black and white spotted donkey which 
appean in the path of men that have a mistress. It has the power of blowing a frigid wind on men 
to benum them and immobilize them. Then, it takes their pants. undewear and shirt offthrough 
magic. Once naked, it begins to Iick hem, tearing off their flesh and devouring them in the end 
(1983: 178). B.Elson translates the word lupujti as lob0 (wolf), including the comment that this 
word is of  ancient use ( 1995: 68). 
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(or become indifferent to) the anger of the chaneques. This may explain in part the resilience 

of ancient traditions associated with health and illness. Their relevance in the Sierra 

Popoluca is examined in the following section. 

3.4 Sacrifice and Exchange in Health 

The rigorous demands for self-mastery and the profound devotion and fear of the 

gods behind the offering of human hearts have disappeared, but the essence of that divine- 

human covenant of prehispanic.times embodied in the riamacehua seems to survive. The 

chaneques have brought together and preserved many of the attributes of ancient gods. They 

are now the recipients of human offerings. the divine counterpart in relationships of 

exchange between human beings and the spiritual world. Chaneques can spare humans from 

disease and even death, or gant healers special powers provided that two essential 

requirements are followed: people must become deserving of what they wish io achieve 

through acts of rnortificati~n~~; and. they must make offenngs to the spirits in exchange for 

that which is desired. 

Both elements characterized the relationship of exchange between humans and gods 

in ancient Mesoamerica, as we saw earlier in the chapter. Similar acts of mortification are 

36 "Acts of mortificationl' refer in this document to acts of self-denial or discipline 
prescribed by custom to prepare the body and inner self to enter in a relationship of exchange with 
the spiritual world. 
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also followed today by healers and their patients, arnong hem sexual abstinence, vigil. and 

fasting. Offerings to the spirits continue to include copal, and the sunendenng of animal and 

human souls. In r e m ,  people of the Sierra continue to seek a better life in this world 

through the riddance of illness. Records that are centuries old provide us only with hints as 

to the purpose and Iogic of many ritual practices. In the remainder of this study. an attempt 

is made to explore them further as they reveal themselves in the actions and beliefs of 

conternporary Zoque-Popoluca. We begin by looking at acts of mortification. 

Sexual Abstinence, Vigil, and Fasting 

These acts of self-denial and discipline were commonly practised not too long ago 

by every campesino of the Sierra for seven days prior to the sowing of corn". They were 

also required of Zoque-Popoluca political and religious leaders in preparation for the 

Curnuvd as was described earlier. There are some clues in contemporary ethnographie 

studies and historical records that help us understand why these ritual acts were considered 

necessary. Münch reports. for exarnple, that sexual abstinence. vigil and fasting gave 

municipal authoritiea, wizards and dancers preparing for the Carnuval a strong supematural 

force required of them during the celebration. The author remarks of political leaders: "They 

could not touch others because they would die fiom heat, a simple greeting was enough to 

become contaminated and die" (1 983 : 247)". Lopez Austin describes similar ritual demands 

37 See earlier description by Foster, and also "fa siembrude siete di&" (the sowing of seven 
days) in Baez-leorge ( 197 1 : 98) and Perdes ( 1992: 58-59}. 

38 The next chapter will explore another layer of complexity in the web of associations 
between the human body, actions and things that are considered hot or cold. For now. relationships 



on ancient political Nahua leaden. and similar consequences of higher imer levels ofenergy 

reached by them. For example. the teclthtli, nilers of a given temtory. had to endure 

specific rites that would transfomi them into higher beings, charged with a powerful imer 

force harmhl  to the common folP9. These rites included four days and four nights of 

fasting, vigil and sexual abstinence ( 1996: 457). 

Coitus, for the ancient Nauha, involved the liberation of inner forces and therefore 

was considered a debilitating state. More specifically, the tondi,  that inner animistic force 

that inadiated energy to the rest of the body, was thought to leave the body temporaily 

during sexual intercourse (Lopez Austin. 1996: 333; Viesca Treviiio, 1986: 65). Today in 

the Sierra, sexual intercourse is believed to refresh the body while not having sex for long 

periods of tirne cm make a person il1 as heat builds up inside, causing headaches and pain 

in the eyesdO. One possible inference from these pieces of information is that sexual 

abstinence fulfills two things: first. it conserves energy in preparation for a ritual enercise. 

or at least ensures that the body is not in a debilitated or fngile state for the occasion; and 

secondly, it builds up this i ~ e r  energy (or heat) inside the body, a state that is closer to the 

are only broadly descri bed to delineate basic links beween contem porary and pre-Hispanic ideas. 

39 Lopez Austin notes that the word tlevutiu9 meaning to ennoble someone, can be 
translated literally as "to fil1 someone with fire"; and to become renowned, tlewhua, translates to 
"fill oneself with fire". The author also cites the contemporary belief by the tzotziles aftirming that 
a person destined to fulfill a public position will have a greater arnount of heat in his body 
( l996:46O). 

Interviews with AGS & PGS ( 1  1-06-94: 3 & 27-1 1-94: 3). In a similar way, Olavanieta 
reports that in los Tuxtlas women will suffer similar symptoms as a result of an "accumulated sexual 
energy" produced by prolonged sexual abstinence (1989: 66). 



divine. 

There is, however, another element implicit in this act of sel f-sacri fice. Deprived 

of its religious significance, the build up of heat through sexual abstinence will result in 

illness. But carried out within the context ofa ritual exercise, it will make the person worthy 

of what he or she wishes to accomplish. The idea of becoming worthy through acts of self- 

denial is succinctly captured in the following words of a Popoluca campesino. He is 

referring to the sexual abstinence (also called dieta) of political leaders preparing for the 

Yes. [sexual abstinence] was carried out so people would respect them. 
because if one goes to see those who are going to take charge [of public 
positions of leadership] and they do not diet, people will not give them 
respect. They are like youths! You c m  hit hem! You can kill them! Yes. 
but if one canies out the dieta, they Say that one will have a lot of power. 
a lot of maturity, yes. the spirit to face people [my own translation]. 

Vigil seerns to follow similar principles. To both, ancient Nahuas and contemporary 

Zoque-Popoluca work produces heat in the body, and rest (sleep included) refreshes it, 

retuming it to a healthy state of equilibrium". As an act of self-denial in preparation for a 

religious ceremony, vigil produces an increase of imer energy, and therefore an imer state 

closer to the divine. Outside of this spiritual context too much work with no rest produces 

-- 

*' Pedro in Interview with AGS & PGS (27-1 1-94: 5) .  

" Set Lopez Austin (1996: 291-2). Also interview with anonymous healer, JSP:03-04-94: 
2. The work-test relationship is analysed in greater detail in the next chapter. 

" Anonymous healer, intew iew: i 1 OO6je.94, p.9- 1 O 



Two elements are at play in both instances: a physical imer change erplained, in 

ancient times as well as today, in terms of an accumulation of energy in the body; and a 

higher spiritual state, making the person to be deserving or worthy of what is sought. In the 

case of govemance, the acts of self-denial wiil produce the authority to iead, provided that 

suitable offerings to the spirits are also made. Together they will give leaders the elements 

they need to govem, expressed by our narrator as: respect, power, maturity, and the inner 

strength of spirit to face othen. Only through self-sacrifice can leaders reach the same 

attributes Homshuk conquered in his joumey through li fe. 

Self-denial of sex and sleep are framed wi thin a vertical relationship of exchange 

between humans and the chaneques, the grantors of health. The conternporary relevance of 

this human-divine covenant and its rules becornes explicit in the ternis of exchange that 

concern healen and patients. Just as with the cuitivation of corn or the governing of people. 

healers and patients must become worthy of what they seek (the riddance of illness) and 

rnake the necessary offerings to the chaneqites to secure their goal. Here again, vigil and 

sexual abstinence are common practice among autochthonous healers. The following 

excerpt illustrates the link between hem and that what is wished to be accomplished. The 

excerpt is from an interview with Don Ma~ricio'~. a snakebite healer or culebrero, in which 

he talks about the collection of medicinal plants for treating bites fiom snakes and other 

" Anonymous heafer (pseudonym used), interview: iO2 l2ma.94: 9. Münch reports similar 
obligations of fasting and sexual abstinence before the collection of medicinal plants in order for ihe 
plants to have "curative virhtes" (1983: 206). 



poisonous animals. 

Field Note: (Interview 02-12-94) 
[Taped interview, my own translation] 

To go and get them [the medicinal plants] one has to be prepared ... 
then you will have them ready and [they will] be effective. As I was 
telling you a linle while ago. that night a women came to see me. A 
scorpion bit her. So 1 had to remain without sleep al1 that night. That 
is to have a good "posture1' @osturu) [refen to a proper mentai and 
spiritual condition]. So 1 am without sleep. in good time this got me 
to go and collect [medicinal plants]. 
Do you have to go without sleep? 
Yes, that's why ... you begin collecting fiom the 3 1 [of December] 
at night. once the new year has come in, and fiom then on, from the 
new year to the first of March. 
... You use them depending on how things come. as the animals bite 
and healings are made ... [the plants keep their strength] because that 
medicine was collected having lost sleep, and one is also in dieta 
[state of sexual abstinence]. 
For seven days? 
No, for 2 1 ... which could be increased to 37, and even to 57, but 
that is too ... it is already too strong. 
Could it h m  you so much, 5 1? 
Fifty seven? Well. yes it is harmful because one ... also within the 
family, one must keep a posture, if you dont keep a posture also. 
the woman cm fa11 il14'. 

In this passage we learn that vigil and sexual abstinence are necessary to give strength 

to the medicinal plants the healer utilizes. A spiritual element is introduced into the heaiing 

process even before a relationship between the healer and the patient is established. Once 

again, the acts of self-denial not only affect the imer energy state of the penon performing 

them, but are also required to achieve what is desired: medicine with the power to heai. 

" M is referring to the need for rnaintaining sexual relations with his wife. This statement 
also corroborates earlier references to the belief in the Sierra that women who go for extended 
periods of time without sexual relations are thought to get ill.  



If  don Mauricio had not been in this state of sacrificial readiness (which he describes as 

"good posture"), he would not have been fit to go and collect medicinal plants. Or if he had 

gone without preparing himself, the plants collected would have no curative power. 

Patients are required to follow similar acts of self-denial. At one level, these 

requirements can be deemed necessary given the weakened state of the il1 penon. Sexual 

intercourse, for exarnpie, can be thought to debilitate M e r  the patient since hislher imer 

energy leaves the body temporarily, allowing other ills to assail the convalescent during that 

time. But. as the following story will show. the act of abstinence goes beyond this 

safeguarding of internai energy. Pedro Gonsalez Santiago narrates: 

Filed notes: 27-1 1-94 
[My own translation, story summarized from taped interview] 

This man wanted to get married. but since he had no money. he couldn't. 
"Listen. 1 want to get manied now!" The women answered: "But we have 
no means to do it! .. we need to wait." So he went on thinking and thinking 
[worrying] and one day they went to cut wood to build their house when a 
mbo hueso bit him! [Pedro explains that a rab0 hueso is a small snake. about 
10 cm long, but whose bite can be fatal]. So he was asked "How did that 
happen to you?" The man answered: "1 was thinking about getting married 
but I cannot. so the animal stung me." They c w d  him with an ampoule 
[anti-venom serum]. He told me that about five days later he found a woman, 
and then he was delighted with the wornan and they went out all night 
partying. So, shonly afier, I think two or three months later, again the snake 
bit him! I said to hm: "Well, well, how did this happen to you?" And he 
answered: "It's because 1 did not dieted!" He said, "A wornan came and I was 
half drunk, in a little while 1 felt no pain in my leg, and went out partying, 
and the snake managed to bite me again!". Yes, he said again: "He who does 
not diet, it will be duplicated [repeated] again! " Yes, this happens to many. 
Also, many Say that if once you are bitten by a snake and you do the dieta, 
it will not bite you again, never! 
[File: i27 1 1 pe.94: 51 

The convalescent broke the rules. He succumbed to the pleasures of the flesh and in spite 



of his early recuperation from the life-threatening ordeal. failing to fulfill Za dieta made him 

unworthy of a healthy state. Angry spirits were to punished the violation by sending the 

snake to castigate the transgresser with a second bite". Whether modem medicine or 

traditional medicinal plants are used, people in convalescence cannot disregard the rules of 

the covenant with the spirinial world that sunounds them. 

Little has been said so far about fasting. There is some evidence that penods of total 

abstention from food were also endured by the Popoluca in preparation for specific religious 

events. Baez-Jeorge reports that the campesino's diet was very restricted for seven days prior 

to the first offering of copal that preceded the sowing of corn. This first offering was done 

at midnight in the middle of the miipa. And from that time till the next day. again at 

rnidnight, no ingestion of food was possible until the campesino sowed seven 'lean of corn" 

(in reality seven seeds), in seven different holes in the middle of the miipa (1973: 98). 

Another exarnple of complete fasting is found in the preparatory observances of Popoluca 

healers. Apprentices must abstain from al1 foods for an entire day before going to the 

chaneque to request the power to heal'17. Since eating is considered among the Popoluca as 

an act that refieshes the body4', total fasting may be interpreted as an act of self-sacrifice that 

46 Snakes in traditional beliefs of the Sierra are considered the "dogs that guard the interests 
of the chneque" (Munch 1983: 179), not unlike the ahuitzotl, a mythical aquatic animal at the 
service of Tlaloc. This mature resembled a dog, but possessed a hand at the end of its tail with 
which it could drown people bathing in a lake or river (Femandez, 1992: 18). Münch also notes that 
snake bites for the people of the Sierra are seen as a punishment sent by the chmeques prompted by 
the transgression of cultural norms ( 1983 : 204). 

" Anonymous healer, interview: i02 l2js.94. p.9 

48 Anonymous healer, interview: i0304js.94, p. l 
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prevents this cooling off process. building up an excess of intemal energy in the body, 

similar to vigil and sexual abstinence. 

Contemporary fasting rules, however. appear to be concemed mainly with avoiding 

specific foods in order to prevent possible il1 effects in the body. Again, the following 

chapters will explore in more detail the reasons and mechanics for avoiding specific foods 

at particular times. We shall see that foods are considered to have either "hot" or "cold" 

qualities. Depending on the illness or state of the body. different foods can dismpt the imer 

energy balance in both directions (hot or cold challenges) causing hami to the person. 

Naturalistic (as opposed to spiritual) principles appear at first glance to govem these eating 

precepts. Yet. there are indications that the spirits are not totally dissociated from the 

consequences of breaking dietary rules. Certain foods must be avoided because they can also 

affect "what one is wishing to achieve". An example is found in traditional agricultural rites 

related to the cultivation of corn. These included abstinence from particular foods prior to 

sowing. Most people remember them well as they saw their parents abide by them. 

Don José is a traditional healer and a peasantJ9. The following excerpt is from an 

interview in which he talks about the teachings of Homshuk. the Corn Master, on the sowing 

of corn. 

Field Note: (Interview 03-04-94) 
[Taped interview, my own translation] 

A: People have told me that you should not eat marney during seven days 

49 Anonymous healer (pseudonym used), interview: i0304je.94, p. 1 



before the sowing. 
J: Yes, this is true. 
A: Why? 
J: Becausemamey is hot. 
A: And what happens to the corn? 
J: Ifyoueatsome, thecomwillrot. 
A: Are rotten things hot? 
J: Yes. rotten things are hot. 
Don José explains that many things are hot and that these cannot be eaten 
during those seven days prior to the sowing. Things that are hot include: 
pineapple. egg (when eaten it provokes chahuistle in the corn), hot peppea, 
avocado, honey, etc. 

Breaking the dietary rules in this case will bring h m  to the maize crop and not to the 

campesino's body. Eating hot foods will makr the corn rot in the field. Chahuistle or 

chawis. according to Popoluca campesinos. is a disease that c m  affect corn and other plants 

(coffee and fmit trees included). It is produced by an excrss of humidity associated with the 

"buming" of the plant. causing it to dry up and die. ï h e  "cold" afTecting the plant is 

considered so extreme that the end result is a buming phenornenon described as "hot". 

There are two types of chawû that affect corn. The yellow one attacks corn when it 

is small. The plant tums yellow fiom top to bottom and does not produce any ears. With 

the ~ t h e r  affliction, a reddish or pinkish @inriio) colour invades the leaves and rots the ears 

of corn when they are Young. Chawis can be brought on by different forces, including: 

strong variations between hot days and cold humid nights; the occurrence of hail; or, a dense 

dark fog5'. Al1 of these are climatic events well within the influence of the chuneques, the 

servants of the Chane king (the "Tlalod'of the Zoque-Popoluca). Breaking dietary d e s  can 

50 Interviews with: JSP, i 17 1 Oje94: 1-3; ML. i 29 1 l m1.94: 1-3; and PGS, i2Oll pe.94: 4-5. 



elicit their punishment through any of these natural phenomena. 

Offerings to the Spirits 

Besides acts of mortification, humans are required to make offerings in exchange for 

that which is desired. This is the other obligation in their covenant with the divine. A 

number of references were made in earlier sections to offerings of copal. It was used as 

"payment" to the chaneques for the animals that were hunted or for the fish that were caught. 

We encountered it also during Carnuval celebrations as an offering to these same spirits in 

exchange for protection against disease. Another use of copal that remains widcspread in 

the Sierra is in exchange for the souls of people that have been snatched by these spirits5'. 

Copal continues to be used to this day in other ntuals related to health. It represents a form 

of payment to the spirits for protection against disease and the retum to a healthy state. 

The souk of animals and human beings constitute a second type of offeting. The 

following stories and anecdotes collected during field work illustrate how the exchange of 

souk forms part of sacrificial transactions related to health between humans and spirits. 

The Sacrificial Chicken (Pollo del Reempiu~o) 
[Conversation 1 5-06-94. reproduced fiom field notes] 

Dofia Estela began to talk about the binh of her last son (Juan). An elder 
midwife was taking care of her during her pregnancy. The midwife had then 
over forty years of experience. She h v e d  that evening. Estela was having 
strong contractions. The midwife began to give Estela a massage in order 

'' This phenornenon of sou1 snatching will be analysed in detail in the last chapter when 
speci fic il lnesses are examined. 



to put the baby into a good position for the delivery. Doiia Estela remembers 
this was very painful. Once done. the midwife turned to her and said: "Now 
my little mother. he is well placed. now make an effort. don? you go and kill 
this liale boy!". 

Estela was kneeling on the ground. her husband bent over behind her, 
holding her and massaging her stomach. When the baby was born, he was 
al1 black and was not breathing. The midwife quickly ran to cal1 her comadre 
who lived next door. telling EsteIa as she lefi: "Don't worry my litîle mother, 
we are going to revive your child in a moment". The midwife came back, 
took the baby and sucked out what he had inside the nose. "She would suck 
it out and spit it on the ground" Estela said. The comadre from next door 
quickly brought a little chick. The midwife p i  the baby upside down and 
slapped his back and bum. She then took the chick and placed the beak in the 
bum (near the anus) of the baby. Estela said the chick died at that moment 
and the baby. now dive. began to cry. 

I remember doctor Alicia (the doctor of the local ch ic )  telling me about 
an incident that happened to her last March. She was cailed to a village at the 
top of the mountain to assist in the delivery of a baby. The mother was il1 
and the delivery was not going well. When the baby came out, the 
traditional midwife tried to put the beak of a baby duckling in the anus of the 
newborn. Doctor Alicia would have none of that. She removed the duckling 
and scolded the midwife, much to the consternation of the farnily present in 
the room at the tirne''. [File: cl  506me.941 

'' The sacrifice of animais was reported earlier as common practice in Mesoamerica during 
prehispanic times. even though there is little information regarding the meanings beh ind such ritual 
offerings. In these contemporary anecdotes, a chick is sacrificed in exchange for the sou1 of the 
c hild. The reference in both instances to the anus of the baby suggests an earlier association (or 
influence) with ancient Nahua concepts of the multidimensional self, and in particular with the 
ihivotl. This essential animistic force was the "breath of life" granted by the divine duality 
Citlalicue and CitIaIIutonac and communicated by the dhuicac (celestial) chaneuire during the titual 
bath of the new boni at the moment in which the child was offered to the deities of water. It 
represented a second birth, now in a purified state that would allow the child to awake and to grow 
(Lopez Austin, 1996: 258-259). As we saw earlier. the ihiwtl was conceived as a luminous gas that 
gave energy to the body through respiration. Lopéz Austin translates it as "spirit or breath (soplo)". 
It was also associated with the anus and in particuiar with the fart (ihivotl was one of the names 
given to a fart), as well as with the exhalation or vapour that came out of the mouth (the same name 
was used for breath). The author also notes that the tojolabales consider this Iuminous gaseous fom 
of the spirit to have a bad smell[1996, Vol.1: 184, 186,Z 12,253,258-60; Vol. II: 1621. Ancient 
Nahua referred to body orifices (included the nasal cavities, pharynx, larynx and anus) as humeros 
(tlecallot~ or "cavities for the escape of warm gases" in metaphoric cornparison to a hole in the 
roof of houses that allows smoke to escape (Lopez Austin, 1996: 186). We see in these references 



The chick died suffocating at the hands of the midwife. Its sacrifice was necessary 

for the baby to live. When 1 recounied the second story of the duckling to a traditional snake 

healer (culebrero) and his wife. they both laughed and wondered if it could work. Their 

scepticism and amusement resided in that a duckling was used and not a chick. Don 

Mauricio explained that for a newbom, a baby chick had to be used. He agreed with his 

wife that the farnily probably did not have a chick at the time, prompting the midwife to use 

the duckling. When Don Maurîcio heals snake bites of mature men and women. he uses 

a hen or a rooster. depending of the sex of the penon bitten. The chicken is killed. cooked 

and eaten by the culebrero and the family. Al1 remains (including feathers and bones) are 

thrown during a midnight ceremony into a rive?'. The chicken is used as an offering to the 

chaneque in exchange for the soul of the injured (Field notes. interview 02-12-94. 

i02 1 2ma.94:9- l 1 ). 

Both Estela and Don Mauricio refened to the chick as the polio del reemplazo. 

which can be translated literally from Spanish as the "replacement chicken". A well 

then. associations between newboms, a second birth, the chneque, water. the granting of an 
animistic force (spirit) that produces the breath of respiration. the awakening of the child, and the 
anus. Given the close contact between Nahuas and Zoque Popolucas over many centuries. it is 
possible that midwives of the Sierra were aware of these associations since long ago. Their 
reaction in the face of the binh complications was to seek the exchange of souls to bring the breat h 
of life into the still newboms, to awake the children by directing the vivifiing forces of respiration 
that were traded with the chaneque through their anal cavities. 

'' The thmwing of ritual remains into the river is a common practice among the Popoluca 
of the Sierra. It is done by the culebrero during his healing ritual as described here, and as we shall 
see shonly. it will be done also by the fmily of the dying czuundero as relatives bade farewell to 
his soul. Hunters and fishermen also throw the remains of their catch to the river. In the words of 
a campesino from Ocotal Chico: "They dont give them to their dogs to eat because they would 
never be able to catch anything again, because the chuneqw does not want the dogs to eat [the 
remains], they want them thrown back into the water" [FGS, I 106fr.94: 61. 
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respected salrnera (fight healer) from Soteapan used the Popoluca word tancornica to refer 

to reemplazo. This can be translated in English as "our owner (or owning) of deathW5". The 

pollo cirl reernplaro represents a sacrificial offering to the beyond, to "our owner of death". 

It is a human-divine exchange of souls that maintains a reciprocal relationship involving 

worship and the granting of life. The concept is fmiliar to traditional midwives, snake 

healers and fnght healers aiike, from different villages of the Sierra. It is also compatible 

with the rnythical associations between sacrifice. death and the regeneration of life that have 

been discussed earlier. 

The next anecdote illustrates M e r  the nature of the reciprocal exchange between 

heaiers and spirits. It descnbes the death of Don Ingracio. a traditional healer (curandero) 

of renown in the region. He died nine years ago. at the age of 91. The story is told by 

Amparo. the daughter of Don Ingracio. She is a salmera who learned to cure susto ( fright) 

from her father. 

The Death of Don Ingracio 
[Field Note: Interview 1 1-0 1 -95, taped interview] 

I learned [to cure susto] because my father left behind ... 1 wonder 
where they lefl that paper ... where they wrote on about it. My father was 
agonizing, he was ready to die. and he [the chuneque] did not let him ... he 
did not let him. Then they began to ask my father why he could not die and 
findly he replied that because many had not paid him back, many were left 
owning him. "Now", he said, "1 want them to pay me, and they will allow 

'' Field notes, interview 1 1-0 1-95, i 1 1 O I ap.95: 3. Also, from B.Elson's dictionary, 19%: 
tan - referente pronominal dual de la persona (tu y yo) [meaning you and I - or "ouc"] gram. p.3; 
ami = duen'o(owner) . parrtjn (patron, boss) p.79; ca = morir (to die) p. 10. - 



me to be on my way". So my sister said then: "We have a chicken. let's kill 
it". They killed that chicken. then we smoked my father (sahitmar) with 
copaf (incense). Then we took the chicken and we ate it just like that. bits 
ofmeat. and then we went to throw it to the water [river], there it went with 
its copd. with its aguardiente [liquor], it went. Moments later my father 
died. He died and lefi the written paper. 
[My own translation; i 1 10 1 ap.94: 5-61 

The written paper contained a prayer that is recited during the ensafmo" and which 

Doaa Amparo uses to this date during her healing rituals. In the story she describes, the old 

curandero is in his death bed but unable to die. The chaneques are not allowing him to 

leave this world because the old healer was not properly paid by many people he cured 

during his lifetime. The farnily decides then to make an offering to the chaneques so they 

will allow him to depart to the afierlife. We see in the description many elements 

encountered earlier. including the offering of copol and the chicken, as well as the throwing 

of al1 sacrificial remains into the river. This time, however, the offerhgs are not to secure 

the life of the dying person. but to settle old debts between the curandero and the chaneques. 

These offenngs are to "pay" the chuneques back. in exchange for allowing the old man to 

die in peace. 

Traditional healea of the Sierra consider payment for their services of paramount 

importance in the relationship between the healer and the person being healed. The amount 

or type of payment is not as important zs the act itself and what it means to the convalescent. 

'' The word ensolmo is used here by the healer to refer to the prayen and tuilda (hand 
massage of the patient's am) perfonned as part of the healing ritual to retrieve the sou1 of the patient 
that was snatched by the chmeque. The process will be described in more detail in a later chapter 
where the iH of s u t 0  (fright) is examined. 
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In one of my conversations with Don Mauricio. the culebrero. he mentioned that ifhe does 

not get paid he does not fulfill his dieta (2 1 days of sexual abstinence) which means that the 

injured is destined to be bitten again by a snake. He did not mind how much he got paid as 

long as it meant an effort to the person paying. If a chicken is al1 that the family has. then 

it is suficient and he shares it with them. If the farnily is wealthy and a chicken would 

represent a pittance then it is unacceptables6. 

Payment is a matter thai involves more than an economic transaction between the 

curandero and his or her client. It goes beyond the simple remuneration for services 

rendered. forming part and parcel of the reciprocal relationships between humans and spirits 

in the healing process. The dl-powerful presence of the divine is very explicit in the dying 

words of the old healer. It becomes also manifest in the threats of the culebrero and the 

consequences that will ensue if he feels he was not properly remunerated and decides to 

break his dieta. The chaneques have the power to prevent a peaceful death or order the snake 

to strike again if the terms of exchange between healers and patients are not properly 

fulfilled. 

No one can escape the basic covenant between humans and the divine. Healers too 

must submit to al1 its terms. Their power to heal is a gifi fiom the spirits, a gifi that rnust 

be deserved not only with acts of penance, but also with sacrifice. The following passages 

j6 Field notes, file: i 1 10 1.94: 6. Munch also reports similar reactions of curanderos of the 
Sierra: patients who do not pay "can be threaten by the curundero that they will be binen again by 
snakes" ( 1  983: 205). 



disclose the nature of the sacrificial offerings that are demanded of them. 

The habats nus (red earth) 
Field Note: (0 1 - 1 2-94) 

In chatting with David I learned that Doiia Amparo's father had been a very 
respected curandero of the region. People from villages around the Sierra 
would corne to see him. It is said that he had gone to the monte de tierra roja 
(the mountain of "red earth"), or tsabats nus in Popoluca, and had entered 
the sacred cave. The place is a good JO min. walk away fiom here and can 
be seen from most of the town. It is a mount bue  from vegetation, with a 
red native soi1 exposed. It is stnking to ser because of its large surface area 
with no vegetation. As the story goes, every June 24 a cave opens 
somewhere in that hi11 and only the "real" citranderos can go in. Doiia Estela 
had told me earlier during one of our breakfast chats, that as long as she can 
remember (and she has lived in town for more than 50 years) people have 
told her stories about a large cave with a city inside of it. 1 asked her if this 
could be the city of chaneqties that people talk about. She answered "Yes, 
that's what people say". 1 made a note to talk to José the curandero about it 
next time 1 visited him. 

Before meeting José, I asked several people about the tsabats nus. I had first corne 

to the Sierra over a year ago and was only leaming now the secret of this site: it is the place 

where curanderos go and make a pact with the chuneques in exchange for their healing 

powen. José would now reveal to me the ternis of the exchange. 

In Exchange for a Sou1 
Interview: 02- 12-94 [Taped interview. rny own translation] 

J: One has to go there [to the tsabaa n a ]  well prepared, having lost 
sleep [in vigil], very complete. There. one must go with no food for 
a day, in fast ... you go there. You leave your house knowing what 
you are going there for, to contract yourself out, but then they ask for 
reernpIazo! 

A: What are reemplazos? 
J: Reempluzo means that you are going to propose whom you are gohg 

to swrender so you cm remain a long time in that job. 
A: You have to surrender a ... 



J : A sou1 ... yes, a person. The thing there is that if you are going to 
surrender fint your father. if you do not have compassion for him. 
you are then going to surrender your father. They will tell you "Lets 
see! Whom do you wish to give up? The big finger or the little 
finger?" There it begins for you, and then you make a choice in your 
mind about whom you are going to send, either your father, either 
your mother or either your son .. the oldest ! He takes away your 
oldest son for you to becorne a healer. In tnith, that is why some are 
scared to get into theses matters of k ing  a healer because ... only 
because you are going to enter into ... it is not just because you know. 
but you must now surrender something so that the chuneque can 
improve you, so you can work better .... 

So you must go and speak with the real boss, to discuss what you 
want, what is needed, how do you want to work. For example, 1 am 
going there to contract myself out. 1 am going to ask how much time 
1 am going to work [as a healer], 10 years.. 15 years.. 20 years. But 
who am 1 going to surrender? As 1 explain to you again, for 
example, if 1 have the will to work, of having the interest ... well. 
if 1 do not like my father or my mother, 1'11 Say that 1 will give you 
my mother or 1'11 give you my father, one of the two. Because there 
are some people here, where the rnother does not like the son. or the 
father does not like the son, or the son does not like the mother. 
Those are the ones that Say then "1'11 give you my rnother. take her 
now". Soon after, the mother will fa11 ill, or the father, or the one 
they surrender. they fa11 il1 and.. prrarnm! They die! That was the 
pact! It was then a reempluzo .... 

Now then, that's why many ... are not complete healen because 
they do not want to surrender anybody. You must give someone up 
in order that you be a better healer. And if for a long tirne. you are 
working and working and do not surrender any reemplaro. the only 
thing you are doing is surrendering yourself? Pau! And until there you 
reached! Al1 of a sudden you have an attack or a dizzy spell and ... 
pau! You surrender yourself and you are dead. [i02 12je.94: 8- 1 O] 

We find in this narration farniliar elements of the human-divine covenant: fasting 

and vigil as acts of selfdenial; and the notion of reemplo~o (tancomica), the exchange of 

souk. But this tirne it is a human soul thai the chaneques demand in r e m  for the 

knowledge and gift to heai. José refers to this exchange as a "contract", not unlike the trade 
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charactenstic that Lopez Austin associates with human sacrifice in ancient Mesoamerica. 

The fundamental importance of payment is also present. We l e m  that healers who do not 

surrender a soul as part of the contract will end up Iosing their own. 

These sarne terms of exchange are found in a Zoque-Popoluca tale called La muerte 

de J w n  el bruju (The death of John the Wizard). Having finished his training in wizardry, 

John is asked by his mentor to surrender the spirit [soul] of a "christian" that same night. 

His teacher warns him: "if you cannot deliver it to me, I will keep your spirit". John does 

not succeed. The man he was afier dupes hirn and escapes. John's spirit was devoured that 

sarne night near the river by his mentor and fellow wizards. while his body died back in his 

own house (Lopez Arias. in Culturas Populares #25. 1983: 30-1). 

That same day 1 spoke to José. 1 went to see don Mauricio. the culebrero, to quit 

him about the tsabats nes and the "contract" with the spirits. His story corroborated José's 

account but from a different perspective. that of a scared child coming face to face with the 

power of the chaneques. Part of the conversation with him and his wife Adela follows: 

Field Note: (Interview 02-1 2-94) 
[Taped interview. my own translation] 

M: Yes, [one must go to the &abats nas ] prepared, otherwise we 
cannot go ... because first .. they Say that if you are studying [to 
become a curandero] you have to surrender something, might be 
your brother, your mother, your grandfather, your father .. you have 
to ... even yout own son, your wife you must surrender. 

Ad: bou mua] wait for them to ask you because you don't know. 
M: Yes, yes, because you have to arrive ... I'm telling you this because 

some time back when I was alone [not married], I was about 12 years 



Me: 

M: 

A: 
M: 

Me: 

M: 
A: 
M: 
A: 
M: 

old then and was studying that. that is white magic and red magic, 
it is very delicate ... 
The pact? [Me. was a friend of the couple and was present also dunng 
this conversation] 
Mhm ... a curandera had told me then ... because 1 had gone [to see 
her] to heal myself because I was feeling that they [the chaneques] 
were asking me [to give someone] from my family, and 1 was having 
dreams about a huge dog, one of those big ones, black! 
A black dog? 
1 was riding on it ... it meant that if I did not surrender someone frorn 
my family they were going to take me away, so 1 stopped ... 1 took 
that book and gave it away [he refers to a book of cures], and so it 
was. 1 was just a kid. 1 was taking it as a game. 
And in that door one can go in [Me refers to a door that opens every 
June 24 at the /sabats nus that allows you to enter inside the 
mountain] . 
Yes, yes, there is a big house inside. 
Are there chaneques inside? 
Yes, chuneques, many beauti ful women. there is money in that hi11 ... 
But to go in. do you need to give a reempfuzo [exchange a soul]? 
Yes, you have to be well studied .. that's what my uncle used to tell 
me, about my father ... he died about 1 5 years ago ... so the red earth 
felt very cold ... he was taking me there that tirne. That time there 
was a trench ... al1 of that was very ugly. 

[M was being taught at the time to be a healer by his uncle. After his fiightfi.11 
experience he stopped the apprenticeship until his grandrnother began to 
teach him again several years later]. Li02 12ma.94: 16- 1 81 

José and Mauricio do not speak much to each other. perhaps because of jealousy, 

perhaps because they associate themselves with opposing political parties. They are both 

traditional healers, but each has a different specialization. José is a yerbaero (rnedicinal 

plant healef), Mauricio is a culebrero (snakebite healer). Yet, their descriptions of the terms 

of exchange with the spirits are strikingiy similar. They both refer to the seriousness of the 

occasion, the need to be ready and determined to trade the sod of a close relative. They 

both also mention that the chaneques will take the healer's life if a soul is not surrendered. 
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In this last passage narrated by Mauricio we also find another element of ancient 

tradition. The 11 year-old boy is not ready to trade away the life of any member of his 

family so a warning is sent by the spirits. He dreams of a huge black dog and sees himself 

riding on its back. This is a waming that his own life will be taken away if he does not fulfill 

the covenant. Frightened, he abandons the apprenticeship for several years. The images in 

his drearns suggest an old belief in the Sierra about the dead. Black dogs are highly valued 

among the Popoluca because their souls will help their masters cross the river of blood in 

theirjoumey to the other worldJ7. The ancient Nahua believed in like rnanner. that the dead 

descended through a series of sacred places or levels of the underworld in their travel to the 

etemal resting place. Their joumey was filled with perils and obstacles. The first level they 

reached was known as Iccuintlan or "place of dogs" where the only way to get across a 

swi fi-moving river was on the back of a dog (Femindez 1 992:M. 70). 

In rny conversations with people about the tsabats nus, the date of June 14 came up 

many tirnes. This date marks the officia1 religious celebration of San Juan Bautista. 

considered by the Popoluca and Nahua as the great master of medicinal plants. Its 

association with traditional healers and exchanges with the divine is also reportrd by Münch. 

He noted fifieen years ago that curanderos go that night into sacred mountains to ask San 

Juan Bautista for the knowledge of medicinal plants and the giA to heal(1983: 207). Iune 

24 at midnight is also when "the snake cornes dancing out of the ant hole, transforming itsel f 

57 Several authors report similar beliefs about black dogs helping the souls of the dead cross 
a river of blood: Baez-Jorge, 1973: 103 & 1 14-5; Münch, 1983: 136, and also interview with 
PGS, 20- 1 1 -94:3. Baez-Jorge traces these beliefs to an influence from the Mexicm and their earl ier 
Toltec ancestors ( 1973 : 1 15). 



into a beautihl woman that delights snakebite healers and instructs them. granting the 

wisdom to cure" [1983: 190; rny own translation]. Many aspects of the narratives thus seem 

to confom to recorded beliefs and practices. Sacred mountains and caves. the colour red. 

the ant hole, the snake, the chaneqires, acts of penance and sacrifice - al1 of these are also 

powerful elements in Popoluca traditions that we have encountered before and we shall 

encounter them again in our exploration of native symbolism. 

A last point merits discussion before concluding this chapter. People in the Sierra 

talked about the trading of souls (animal or human) as a phenomenon common to traditional 

healing, not particularly linked to any one type of healer. These contractual exchanges with 

the chaneques were also described in simple trrms. with no biases nor connotations induced 

by Christian teachings. Yet, other researchers report transactions involving hurnan souk 

only within the realm of sorcery and Catholic notions of evil, Münch included. He writes 

for example: 

In popular tradition [of the Sierra]. it is taken for certain that wizards make 
a pact with the devil. To sign the pact. wizards draw blood from the tip of 
the right finger. In addition to giving away their sou1 when the wizards die, 
they must surrender the lives of seven people. arnong whom can be found 
loved family memben. When someone dies suddenly, it is believed that 
some wizard of the family surrendered the sou1 of the diseased to the devil. 
The people offered to the devil in the pact die a sudden death sometime afler" 
[l983: 2 10; my own translation]. 

Münch notes in his writings, however. an ambivalence in indigenous thought with 

its appropriation of Christian concepts of god and the devil. For him, people in the Sierra 



see them as brothers. not unlike the Anec Qtretzalcoari and Texarlir>ocds. In a similar 

vein. the Chane king and its servant chaneques seern to take on a dual association with good 

and evil. subverting the impositions of Chnstianity whiie at the same time subsuming their 

trading of souis with humans into accepted (or at least tolerated) practices. For example. 

in the preceding quote by the author, this ancient Chune, god of the earth and water. owner 

of the undenvorld and animals, loses its characteristic qualities and becomes "satanized by 

Christianity". reduced to the demon of the Occident. In a similar way, Klor de Alva argues 

that the chaneques have taken over the symbols of destruction and d l  that is evil in 

indigenous Nahua communities (1993: 194). Yet. at the same time San Juan Bautista 

appears in the Sierra Popolucaas the patron saint ofthe yerbateros (medicinal plant healers). 

Like the chonegues, this saint became the great master and owner of medicinal plants. 

having also the power to grant hurnans the knowledge and ability to hea1( 1 983 : 1 89). As 

in ancient times, sexual abstinence must be obsewed by his Catholic parochial guardians 

and followers in preparation for the festivities of the patron Saint (Münch. 1983: 189 and 

207). But just like the devil, San Juan is aiso known to grant the gifl of foretelling, as well 

as luck in gambling and in loves9. The ambivalence between ancient and Christian traditions 

is also found at other levels. It becarne obvious to me when Amparo, the suimera. 

" QuetzaIcoail is the great benefactor of humankind, symbol of wisdom and self-sacrifice 
whiIe Tezcatii~oca is the black Yavauhuui god, instigator of wars and hostility among people 
(Femandez, 1992: 13 7-8) 

' 9  Münch reports for exarnple that for the people of the Sierra, the devil is willing to take 
the souls of humans in exchange for granting thern the following four gifts while they are alive: to 
be a g d  wizard, a g d  horseman, accumulate wealth through gambling, and success in love 
conquests (1983: 18 1). He also notes in subsequent pages that in addition to granting cumderos 
the knowledge to heal, San Juan Bautista can also bestow the gifl of divination, and luck in 
garnbling and in love (ibid, p.207). 



announced she had just healed fiom susio the brother of a local Catholic n u .  Sister Teresa 

profited fmm her brother's visit to the Sierra to take him to Amparo. She asked for her help 

in retrieving his soul from the chaneques. He had Iost a lot of weight over the last year, ever 

since a car accident. He had no appetite, felt constantly weak and had insomnia. Arnparo, 

a devoted church-goer and friend of the n u T  was very happy to help. She performed the 

respecthl prayers and ritual offerings to the chaneques and in return secured the release of 

the soul from Sister Teresa's brother. 

Many examples given in the chapter illustrate several forms of exchange and 

reciprocity between humans and spirits that are fundamentally at odds with Christian 

teachings or health concepts brought in by the Spaniards. They vividly depict a covenant that 

more closely resembles the ancient tlamacehua of prehispanic Nahua civilizations: making 

oneself worthy of what is desired through acts of self-denial and sacrificial offerings. This 

human-divine covenant includes the vade of animal and human souls in people's quest for 

health. The chapter shows how ancient Mesoarnerican concepts of sacrifice and reciprocity 

have retained their significance and form an integral part of the traditional health culture of 

the Sierra. The main elements involved in healing traditions of the Popoluca are sumrnarized 

in figure 3.3. The next chapter will explore another aspect of traditional healing. It will 

look at local notions of "hot" and "cold", as well as concepts of equilibrium in the body and 

its implications on the causation and prevention of disease. 
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Figure 3.2 Health Covenant between People and Spirits. 



Chapter 4: The Hot-Cold Polarity of the Sierra 

Notions of Hot and Cold in prehispanic Mesoamerica pervaded the ways in which 

peopie thought about their relationship with the land and al1 entities that surrounded them. 

inciuding fellow human beings, plants, animals. and spirits. Used as the two poles of a 

continuum, the Hot-Cold pair gave priests, heaiers and the common folk a tooi to make 

sense of what occurred in their world, even when it was the work of a god. a spirit or a 

celestial body. The Hot-Cold dichotomy was particularly important in health beliefs and 

practices. Foods, plants and objects were classified according to their Hot or Cold nature; 

so were different organs of the body. Illness was generally interpreted and explained in 

terms of Hot or Cold dismptions to the body's normal condition. These disruptions could 

affect a particuiar limb or organ, or the whole body when the affliction was more severe and 

of greater consequence (Viesca Trevifio. 1986: 103- 104; Lopez Austin, 1975: 1 5-22). 

Today in the Sierra Santa Marta. ancient Mesoamerican notions of Hot and Cold 

continue to shape people's ideas about health and illness. This is the central hypothesis of 

the chapter and will be illustrated through the presentation of histoncal. mythical and 

ethnographie field data. The chapter first examines the efforts of different researchen in 

trying to uncover guiding principles people use in ascribing Hot and Cold values to things. 

Then follows a critical review of the on-going controversy that surrounds the origins of the 

Hot-Cold dichotomy in Mesoamerica. The end of the chapter focuses on Zoque-Popoluca 

beliefs and practices. Local ideas that involve cyclic phenomena in Nature and the human 

body are explored to reveal the links between notions of organic equilibriurn and health. 



4.1 Hot and Cold Categories 

The tems Hot (caliente) and Cold 0%) are cornplex. Among indigenous 

populations they cm denote abstract "qualities" of things in addition to physical thermal 

quantities. The coming sections will show how these tems have no strict relationship with 

temperature changes. at least not the sarne type of relationship that we know and associate 

with contemporary temperature scales (ie.. thermorneters). In the previous chapter we 

introduced a widely held belief in Mesoamerica about foods having inherent Hot or Cold 

values. We also noted how a particular Hot or Co ld food cm clash with the Hot or Cold state 

of the person that is eating it. The end result of this clash ranges from a failed crop in the 

milpa to poor health in the individual. The contlict goes beyond incompatible calonc 

contents of food and body. It is a confrontation between abstract values of Hot and Cold 

that determine what is accepted as appropriate behaviour under given circumstances. This 

c m  be illustrated by th- fim belief among the Zoque-Popoluca that women must not eat fish 

afier giving birth. An elder midwife explains: 

"Fish in earlier times, and also for us. fish ... since it is in the water, it is 
cold. So women can become swollen ..." ' 

Interview: i0906dj.94: 3. The midwi fe funher explained that to reduce the inflammation 
in the mother's utems after childbirth, she gives her to drink a medicinal potion that contains 
manzanilla (camomiie). Munamilla is a Hot plant and will clash with the Cold fish if eaten by the 
mother. This clash will produce the swelling of her bdy. The same holds üue with pork meat or 
with anything cooked with lard, as both pork meat and lard are considered Cold. Another Popoluca 
midwife noted that the mother must not take any food or drink that is  cold for a whole month after 
the delivery, not even water. Water must be drunk lukewarm, if not the woman will get dianhoea 
[interview: i 1506fe.94:3]. 
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These words depict an explicit link between fish, water and the ~ o l d '  quality of fish as food. 

The associations have little to do with the actual temperatures of the water or the cooked fish 

that is eaten. In like manner, women are thought to be in a Cold state following childbinh3. 

irrespective of body temperature readings with a themorneter. The notions of Hot and Cold 

serve here to explain and guide the diet of the new mother. Women are warned that if they 

violate the mle and eat fish or other Cold foods after giving birth, they will bnng h m  to 

their bodies. 

Researchers have dealt in many di fferent ways with this complex interaction between 

normative ideas and physical siates enclosed by the ternis Hot and Cold. Approaches range 

from developing simple listings of Hot and Cold categories of foods and rnedicinal plants 

(Mak. 1959) to exploring the basis of ascription of Hot and Cold values to things (Madsen. 

1955; Lopez Austin. 1975; Foster. 1994). Lopez Austin and Foster, in particular. have 

carried out extensive reviews and analyses on the topic and developed radically different 

theories not only about the origins of the Hot-Cold pair but also about the scope and even 

meaning of the ternis. We leave the debare on the origin of the Hot-Cold dichotomy for the 

moment, and begin with the question of meaning. 

' The terrns Hot and Cold will be capitalized throughout the document to highlight the 
complex cultural meanings of the words. 

William Madsen reports for a Nahua comrnunity of central Mexico that people consider 
the child in the womb to be Hot and to withdraw heat from the mother during delivery, producing 
a Cold state in her body just after childbirth ( 1960: 166-67). Foster also refen to the wide spread 
belief in Mexico about the Cold post-parturient state of a woman's body following the loss of blood 
and the hot foetus ( 1994: 1 05). 
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Foster creates two analytical constructs to distinguish between absuact qualities and 

physical heat quantities (1994: 22-30). He divides people's references to hot and cold into 

"thermal" and "metaphoric" domains of temperature. For the author, thermal temperatures 

" c m  be sensed and measured" ; their distinguishing characteristic is their continuous 

fluctuation. Metaphoric temperanires, on the other hand. are based on intrinsic 

characteristics of things and remain in general fixed and unchanging. Based on these 

principles. he ascribes the temperature of the human body to be thermal and restricts 

metaphoric temperatures (Hot and Cold values) to material items only, such as foods, herbs 

and remedies (1  994:23-30). 

The manipulation of historical and ethnographic data in this fashion is risky. The 

author is correct in recognizing that Hot and Cold values are more than simple expressions 

of empincal reality. Metaphoric temperanires, as the narne implies, denote for him a 

distinctive cultural tradition. However, he is less clear about the possible cultural rneanings 

concealed within his "thermal" category. He associates thermal temperatures pnmhly with 

the caloric content of things as perceived by our senses (like physical heat that we can feel). 

Yet, he leaves an opening for thermal temperatures to acquire also cultural (abstract) 

connotations. We read for example that a healthy body is characterized by an evenly 

disuibuted warmth. When this state of equiiibrium is disrupted, a person becomes more 

susceptible to illness. This condition of fragility can occur when for instance: 

A modest degree of physical exercise or exposure to the Sun, or 
consumption of metaphoncally Hot food or drink ... may have raised the 
temperature of al1 or part of his body to an above-normai Ieve1(1994:.33). 
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In other words, the temperature of the human body can also be affected by ingesting a 

metaphoric Hot or Cold food or drink. But, is this resulting body temperature an actual 

change that could be measured with a thermometer? Or, is the change dictated by cultural 

principles, and actual temperature readings of the body are irrelevant? The issue is never 

addressed directly. The reader is lefi to wonder why the two categories (thermal and 

metaphoric) are necessary if indeed thermal temperatures can acquire abstract cultural 

meanings. The approach presents other problerns. One is Foster's presurnption that a 

tesearcher can dissect people's ideas about Hot and Cold and assign them to a metaphoric or 

thermal category during analysis; another is the implicit assumption chat people do make 

clear and neat distinctions between "thermal" and "metaphoric" values. Both are far from 

O bvious. 

Take our earlier example of childbirth. 1s the Cold state of the new mother a thermal 

or metaphoric reference to temperature? According to Foster's definitions, any reference to 

body ternperature is "thermal". However, according to several investigations (including his), 

al1 new mothers are considered to be in a Cold state following childbirth. In this respect one 

could argue that people are making a "rnetaphoric" statement given the characteristically 

Cold condition of the body for al1 new mothers. The problem recurs in many different ways. 

as in the case of a body that becomes swollen from eating Cold fish. We will discover in 

the next chapter that swelling is thought to deveiop fiom the intemal accumulation of water, 

and is a characteristic of a Cold pathological condition. Here again we are at a loss trying 

to discem between "metaphoric" and "thermal" meanings. Cm this Cold condition of the 
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body be called a thermal state when i t  is ais0 common to most cases of swelling (and 

therefore a metaphoric value)? These examples highlight the limitations of Foster's 

anal ytical model. 

By trying to differentiate between physical and cultural meanings along his own 

constmcts, the author is attempting to find a universai M e  of reference from which to 

analyse local beliefs surrounding the Hot-Cold pair. He equates at several points in his work: 

"thermal temperature" to "real heat" or "actual physical" heat; and "metaphoric temperature" 

to "humoral" qualities (eg. 1994: 3,36&43). These associations reflect his central thesis 

that the Hot-Cold dichotomy is derived from the Humoral medical system of the ancient 

Greek. brought into the Amencas by the Spaniards during colonization. Here lies the most 

problematic aspect of Foster's propositions. According to him. peoples' use of the terms hot 

or cold must be humoral in nature unless they refer to caloric contents. There is little room, 

if any. for Hot or Cold designations inherited from pre hispanic times. The approach risks 

imposing arbitrary relationships between the elemeiits of study as it decrees, from the onset, 

the dominance of the European culture on local health beliefs and practices. 4 more cautious 

approach is folIowed in this thesis. We look instead for a h i m e  of reference grounded in 

the exploration of local cultures and resort again to the analysis of mythical elements with 

reference to historieal and ethnographie studies on ancient and contemporary Mesoamencan 

Peoples. The approach is more compatible with the work of Lopez Austin. It will be 

validated in the following sections by examining fint the cnteria people use in assigning 

Hot and Coid values to things. 



Aseription Criteria 

Srveral researchen, including Foster and Lopez Austin, note a large variability in 

Hot or Cold values given to foods and remedies. The variability can be very significant 

between and within communities. Foster reports that even at the level of the individual, 

people sometimes give different answers for the same item on different occasions 

(1 994: 100). The magnitude of inter and intra community variation is what prompted both 

authors to examine the di fferent ways in whic h people scribe these values. Not surprisingly, 

despite several common observations, both researchers draw very different conclusions. We 

highlight first the findings from Foster. Based on his own field work and a review of the 

literature, he identified four main categories of ascription criteria (1 994: 10 1 -06): 

Sensory effects. These refer to Hot or Cold feelings a person believes to experience. 

According to Foster, this is the most cornmonly cited explanation for assigning Hot or Cold 

valus. Body sensations can be direct feelings of Hot or Cold, but may also include other 

sensory perceptions such as odow and taste. or even reactions felt in the stomach from 

foods. He quotes a nurnber of researchers who reached similar conclusions from their own 

field studies: 

Messer in Mitla, Oaxaca4: "Certain items are perceived to 'warm' the body 
and therefore are classified as 'hot', e g .  mescal and spearmint tea. Beer and 
sofl dnnks are 'cool' or 'cold' because they are felt to refiesh the body". 

Messer ( 198 1 : 136), cited in Foster ( 1994: 1 O 1 ) 



McCullough in Yucatan5: "Reasons for a particular categorization rest upon 
individual perception ... of how a particular food 'feels' in the body. Tubors 
are 'cold' foods because they feel 'cold' ...". 

Neunswander and Souder, for the Quichés of Joyabaj in Guatemala6: 
"Spices uid drinks that have a penetrating odour or that produce a piquant 
sensation - such as garlic, coffee, liquor, honey, cacao, dried chile and 
other condiments are classified as hot; the onion and green chile are 
exceptions. Things that are bland like rice and pasta are "cold" ...". 

Foster, for the town of Tzintnintzan in Michoach: ... foods that produce 
belching and eructations usually are classified as Hot, while those that 
produce a sensation of surfeit or pressure in the stomach usually are classified 
as Cold (1 994: 102). 

Tedlock, for the Quiché Maya of Momostenango in Guatemala: Generally 
speaking, plants that give off a strong pungent odour or have a biner or 
astringent taste are classified as warm. Thus. peppermint (Mentha piperifa 
L.. yerba buenu S. ,  k'ebun Q.) is warm because of its biting aroma and bitter 
taste. Vervain (Verbena @cinalis L.. verbena S. ,  chalchalbe Q.) is also 
'warm' although it is odourless, because of its bitter astringent taste 
( 1 987: 1 075). 

In Foster's eyes, these associations are naturally humoral. He notes ( 1994: 1 O I ): 

In emphasizing sensory effect on the human body, anthropologists and their 
informants are simply following the logic of the ancients, the bais  of 
classical humoral medicine, from the time of Galen7 onward. 

This comment is punling in two ways. First, there is no reason to imagine why the 

importance of "sensory" feelings to a Nahua or Mixe campesino/a would be an inheritance 

' McCullough ( 1973:33), cited in Foster ( 1994: 1 O 1) 

Neuenswander and Souder ( 1977: 1 OS), cited in Foster ( 1 994: 1 0 1 ) 

7 Galen (AD 12% 199) was a Greek physician from Asia Minor who became court-physician 
in Rome. He was a slcilled writer who authored numerous influential works that attempted to 
systematize the whole o f  medicine. His theories were founded on Hippocrates' doctrine of the four 
humours (Hawkins and Allen, t 99 1 : 575). 



coming more likely from the Greek han from any of his/her Mesoamerican ancestors. 

Secondly. Foster himself is forced to acknowledge a couple of paragraphs later the influence 

of autochthonous cultures in shaping Hot and Cold "feelings". He recognizes that sometimes 

what is accepted as a straightforward physiological sensory experience can represent in fact 

"the sensation people have leamed to expect." He came to this conclusion after comparing 

his data from Ttintzuntzan with that of Holly Mathews from Oaxaca8. The author refen 

specifically to Hot and Cold values assigned by people to salt, broad beans, tomatoes and 

mangoes. Given that these items have a pronounced and distinctive taste, it is reasonable 

to expect that they elicit similar sensory responses. In fact. both authors report that it is m. 

In each community, al1 four items gave near unanimous Hot or Cold designations. But to 

Foster's surprise, people in Oaxaca consider salt, broad beans and tomatoes to be Hot while 

in Tzintzuntzan they are Cold. Similady, mangoes are Cold in Oaxaca and Hot in 

Tzintmntzan. The author can only surmise that: 

Culture serves as a filter: as a part of inherited knowledge Oaxaqueiios have 
leamed that the sensory experience imparted by sait, broad beans and 
tomatoes is Hot, while Tzintzuntzefios have learnd [sic] it is Coid. And 
Oaxaquefios have learned that the mango taste has a Cooling effect, while 
Tzintzuntzefios have learned to expect a Heating sensation. 

While the argument seems logical in principle. perhaps there are other reasons equally 

related to culture that could account for these differences. We examine this possibility later 

in the chapter. 

' Mathews H. (1 983:83O), cited in Foster ( 1994: 102) 



Environmental exposure. This is Foster's second main category. It refers to the rationale 

people give researchers when it includes environmental factors to which the item in question 

has been exposed. Association with water is frequently cited as the explanation for a Cold 

value. while diings that are exposed to the sun tend to be associated with Hot values. Basic 

climatic factors for a region are also reported as criteria, as well as the cooking and 

processing of foods, since they involve in most instances exposure to heat. Foster presents 

the following examples fiom the literature: 

Redfield, for the Mayas in Yucatan9: "The plants that are "cold' are, in some 
cases, the plants that grow near the cenote [natural well] and that are used in 
the rain ceremony". 

Madsen in San Francisco Tecospa. Valley of ~exico": "Animais which 
spend al1 or most of their tirne in water are cold. Such animals are fish. 
axolotl [salamanders], frogs, turtles. ducks. and geese. ... Plants which 
grown [sic] in very wet ground derive coidness from the water. ... Cooking 
usualiy changes the extreme ratings of very cold, very fresh. and very hot to 
cold, Fresh and hot. Raw garlic is very hot, but cooked garlic is hot. 
Chilacayote changes fiom very fresh to fresh when cooked ... Young squash 
changes from very ffesh to temperate when cooked." 

Cosminsky, for a Quiché comrnunity in Guatemala": "The sun is hot; 
therefore things exposed to the sun become hot or less cold. Water is cold; 
fish are cold as they live in water. Green or fresh corn is cold since it 
contains the rain water (as contrasted to dned corn). The ground is cold; 
potatoes are cold because they grow underground." 

Foster, for the town of Tzintzuntzan in Michoacin: ... in Tzintzuntzan, 
2,000 meters high, in one of the few generaiizaùons people make, a majonty 
of the herbs from the tierra caliente [the low lands, or "hot lands"] are said 

Red fi led (1 94 1 : 1 D), cited in Foster ( 1994; 1 02) 

'O Madsen (1 955: 125-27), cited in Foster ( 1994: 102-3) 

" Cosminsky (1 975: l84), cited in Foster (1994: 103) 



to be Hot ( 1994: 103). 

Currier, in comparing Mexican and Spanish Amencan beliefs": "A given 
foodstuff is ofien both hot and cold. depending upon whether and how it is 
cooked. Examples of foods that c m  be either hot or cold are beans, rice. 
wheat. pork, and peaches". 

Interestingly, Foster makes no specific reference to the fieshness of the earth in this 

section (we oniy read in Cosminsky's quote that "the ground is cold"). Yet. this association 

is one of the stronger and most sipnificant cnteria advanced by Lopez Austin. and one that 

has been noted by other authors". The omission is significant since Foster refen to the work 

of Redfield and Villa Rojas with the Mayas of Chan Kom14. They report that al1 foods 

cooked in an earth oven, whatever their initial value. become Cold - an observation that 

Foster only relates to cooking as the criteria being used. and qualifies it as "odd". Lopez 

Austin sees nothing odd about it. for in the same study, Redfield and Villa Rojas also note 

that foods cooked in pots or over a brazier (cornai) are believed to becorne Hot. Contrary to 

Foster, Lopez Austin interprets cooking results as a difference in environmental rxposure. 

The pot and the brazier cook foods in the open and are thus linked to the sky; while foods 

cooked in an earth oven are king cooked underground and are therefore associated to the 

"cold and humid world of the earth" (1 975:3O). We see in this example how the 

" Currier ( l966:256), cited in Foster ( 1 994: 1 03) 

'' We expand on this association later on in the chapter, oddly enough, based on an 
obse~ation made by Foster while doing his Doctoral research among the Zogue-Popoluca. He 
recorded then the local custom of buiying the placenta of the newbom to avoid excessive sweating 
of the child in Iater years ( 1942:43). 

'" Redfield and Villa Rojas ( 1  934: l3O), cited in Foster (1 994: 103) and in Lopez Austin 
( I975:3O) 



interpretetion of ascri pion critena may also depend on the biases of researchers. 

Therapeutic use. Foster's third category deals with the use of herbs and other plants in 

traditional healing practices when explaining why certain things have a Hot or Cold value. 

Foster, for the t o m  of Tzintzuntzan in Michoacin: ... If the informant 
remembers that a particular herb is used to treat an illness that cornes fiom 
cold, she reasons that it must be Hot: if to treat an illness that cornes from 
heat. it must be Cold (1  994: 104). 

Orso. for the Island of Chira. Costa Rica": "A person decides the 
classification of an herb on the ba i s  of what sickness it is supposed to cure". 

Logan for Guatemala": "Dietary items traditionally consurned to treat a cold 
ailment are typically hot; and those used to treat a hot ailment are typically 
cold". 

This form of ascription ofien gives conflicting answers simply because a number of illnesses 

are considered to have multiple casualty. Foster wites: 

If the anthropologist asks about the humoral quality of leaves of the castor 
bean plant (higueriih), as a poultice - a common stomach ache remedy - the 
answer rnay be "Hot" if the informant is thinking of cold as a cause. or 
"Cold" if she is thinking of heat as the cause ( 1994: 104). 

Similarly, he cites the work of Mathews in Oa~aca" to note that same rernedies are often 

used to treat more than one set of symptoms. so the attribution of Hot or Cold to these 

symptoms c m  produce contrasting answers for the same remedy. Mint, for exarnple can be 

classified as Hot when used for a cold condition such as coughs, and as Cold when used to 

l5 Ors0 ( l970:5O), cited in Foster (1994: 104) 

" Logan ( lW3:39O), cited in Foster ( 1994: 1 04) 

" Mathews H. ( 1  983:835), cited in Foster ( 1994: 104) 
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ireat Hot bilis. This is an important admission that circumstances surrounding the 

classification do have importance. Up to now. Hot or Cold values have been largely 

presented as fixed or static properties of things, with the exception of values derived form 

cooking criteria. We l e m  here that the same item can take different values, depending on 

its use, the illness in question and its causes. 

Rote learning. This is the last of the four main categories identified by Foster. and the 

most important to him. People assign Hot or Cold values to specific items through their 

basic enculturation. In other words, they leam these values from parents. relatives. or 

friends. Foster explains: 

When in Tzintzuntzan 1 find more than 50 foods. spices and medicinal herbs 
classified as Hot by 90% to 100% of a satnple of from a dozen to 30 
infornianis, and more than 40 items classified as Cold in the same proportion 
by the same sample, it is dificuit to avoid the conclusion that they have been 
exposed to a comrnon learning process ... Other explanations - perceived 
effect on the body, place of growth, use in curing - could not produce such 
unanirnity ( 1994: 106). 

Even though enculturation is certainly involved, his last statement is groundless, for al1 

criteria (including "rote learning") would be part of this common learning process. In other 

words, unanirnity is not less likely if people leam that "a fish is Cold because it lives in 

. water" as opposed to just learning the simpler statement "a fish is Cold". What Foster is 

trying to argue is that the most important process for ascribing "humoral" values to things 

is "rote learning", since according to him, things were assigned their Hot or Cold values in 

another culture (Spain) and with theoretical principles that were also foreign to 

Mesoarnerican people. The author is adamant about this, to the point of stating: 



Further. insofar as [Hot or Cold] qualities of New World products are 
concemed, many of them certainly re~resent. not local ascriptions based on 
sensory effect, environrnental factors and the like. but rather learned values 
assigned by early Spanish classifiers, also becorne [sic] pogular knowledge 
(p. 106). 

According to his theory, aiready-made humoral ascriptions were brought to the 

Amencas by specialists (botanists, medical doctors, members of religious orders) and were 

ultimately transrnitted "fiom an elite-scientific to a popular level" (p. 153). Even items that 

were new to the Conquistadon were assigned their Hot or Cold value on-site by these 

outsiders. With this insistence in denying an autochthonous cultural grounding, the only 

means of classification that one is lefi with is "rote learning". But even if this is accepted, 

it cannot of itsel f explain unanimity within the same cornmunity . His earlier example about 

salt. broad beans. tomatoes and mangoes proves the point. Both have high unanimity in 

each community. but values in Oaxaca are the opposite to those in Tzintzuntzan. Of course, 

it could be argued that this discrepancy may be due to some Spaniards teaching the local 

natives the wong values for some common items while nobody else paid any attention or 

bothered to set them straight for centuries. But this would be a rather weak argument. Be 

it of Humoral or prehispanic inclination, the unanimity in each community is likely to reside 

in the common learning processes of its members; processes particular to each community 

that also involve "local ascriptions based on sensory effect, environrnental factors and the 

like", in addition to the new ideas brought in by outsiders. 

There are three other types of ascription critena reported by Foster which he qualifies 

as "minor" and groups together as "loose ends". These include colour, sex of a food animal, 



and domestication of the food animal". None were significant in his area of study 

(Tzintnintzan). Of the three. however. colour stands out as an important criterion reported 

in other studies. For example. in Maya cornmunities of Guatemala, dark foods are 

considered Hot while light-coloured foods are Cold19. In Nahua cornmunities of Mexico. 

the colour red is Hot and white is Cool 'O. And, among the Quichés in the highlands of 

Guatemala, green vegetables tend to be Cold and yellow foods HO? 

Lopez Austin used many of the same studies cited already and came up with many 

of the same criteria that have been presented. albeit giving thern different levels of relevance 

and different meanings. The coming sections will expand on this, but for the sake of 

completeness, other elements identified by Lopez Austin that have not been mentioned yet 

are summarized below. 

Fire. Things associated with fire are considered Hot. For example, in a Nahua community 

of the Ajusco, thunderbolts are Hot because they are made of fire. so are cornets. stars and 

the .FUI! itself." 

'' Foster writes that the sex of an animal is described in some studies as an occasional aid 
in determining the Hot or Cold value of the animal as food. He finds linle consistency with this type 
of ascription. The exception is hen's meat which is classified as more Hot than rooster meat because 
it is female. Also, Neuenswander and Souder report for the Quichés of loyabaj that meat from 
domesticated animals is considered Hot while that of wiId garne is Cold (1994: 105). 

'9 see Tedlock (1987: 1057) and Logan( I973:NO). 

" Madsen (1955: 126) and Messer (1978: 142), cited in Foster (1994: 105). 

" Neuenswander and Souder ( 1977: 1 M), cited in Foster ( 1994: 105). 

17 -- Madsen (1960: 167-71 ), cited in Lopez Austin (1975: 19) 
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Day and Night. Days are Hot and nights are Cold. The moon is Cold because it cornes out 

at night. Witches and nagzrales (people with the power to transfom themselves into 

animals) are also very Cold because of their noctumal powers." 

The Supernatural World. Activities associated with supematural powen tend to be Hot, 

while mythical beings such as the dwarfs of the tain are Cold due to their association with 

the aquatic world." 

Manifestations of Illness. The fonn in which an illness expresses itself in the body is also 

used to determine its Hot or Cold value. For example. Currier notes that in Mexican folk 

medicine, Cold diseases are characterized by foms of incapacity (weakness, tiredness. lac k 

of appetite), with little or no extemal symptoms. and become manifest mainly through 

pain or immobility (paralysis). Hot diseases manifest themselves by the surfacing of intemal 

heat in the form of skin emptions or irritations2'. 

Mood. A person's mood can also be another reason people give to explain why a body can 

become Hot. Ire or annoyance also extemalizes the heat from the body to the skin surface, 

leaving the inside Co1d26. This heat can in turn, affect the health of other people. For 

'3 Ibid 

'4 Ibid, 

'' Currier (1966: 154-55), cited in Lopez Austin ( 1975: 18). 

'6 See Madsen (1960: 166-67), cited in Lopez Austin (1 9752 1 ). 
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example. it can make the milk of the breastfeeding mother Hot and cause diarrhoea in the 

chi ld? 

Vaüdating Variation 

In advancing his humoral theory for the Americas. Foster feels a need to justify the 

variation of Hot and Cold values assigned to the same items. He does this by arguing that 

humoral theory validates rather than prescribes empincal therapeutic practices. He notes that 

people's use of traditional remedies stem from habit and custom rather than adherence to 

dictates of a particular theory based on Hot and Cold categories. As the argument goes, a 

certain degree of flexibility is therefore needed to allow people to assign Hot or Coid values 

according to the peculiarities of the illness and its treatment (1 994: 129-47). In other words. 

variability in ascribing Hot and Cold values is not only to be expected. but is required. 

People assign one value over another as needed when rationalizing about treatment practices 

that were followed, as opposed to using established Hot and Cold precepts to determine the 

humoral theory, as it allows him to claiü 

traditional healing practices afler the arriva 

humoral principles in their explanations. 

practices that must be followed. This is an important argument Foster uses to defend his 

1 ihat people continued to use many of the same 

1 of the Spaniards while adopting at the same time 

In this way, Hot and Cold values that are 

associated with healing practices of prehispanic origin can still be claimed to be humoral in 

nature. 

" This belief, common arnong the Zoque-Popoluca will be examined in more detail in the 
next chapter. 



The argument may have some ment. but of itself, it is not a sufficient condition to 

accept the preeminence of humoral medicine in our area of study to the point of dismissing 

traditional indigenous beliefs. This validating role cannot explain or account for the 

magnitude of variation in Hot and Cold attributions within and between communities 

recorded by so many researchers. One thing is to have a flexible system, another is to try 

to justify al1 variation on the "flexibility" of the system. Foster's own examination of 

ascription cnteria revealed other factors that are just as important. The most salient one is 

the cornmanding importance of culture. Another source of variation can be attributed to 

differences in circumstances that guide people's seelection of one value over the other. The 

multi-causality of certain illnesses or the multiple use of same remedies in treating different 

Hot or Cold symptoms are two examples. Cultural elements that mediate the attribution of 

Hot and Cold values will be explored in more detail in later sections. We conclude first the 

critique of Foster's humoral theory by exarnining the debate surrounding the origin of the 

Hot-CoId pair. 

Filtering Down Problems 

Almost half a century ago, Foster postulated that the Hot-Cold dichotorny had an 

European rather than Native American origin? Lopez Austin began to challenge Foster on 

this point a couple of decades later, arguing for a prehispanic origin. The debate has 

lingered on for thirty years, with both researchers attempting to synthesize each other's 

" See Foster and Rowe ( 195 1 ), cited in Foster (1994: 147). 
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critiques and presenting arguments and counter-arguments in a senes of publications; the 

last one offered by Foster in 199419. These two contradictory positions raise a fundamental 

problem in trying to understand past and present health beliefs associated with the Hot-Cold 

pair. In question is whether these beliefs corne from the degeneration of the Hippocratic 

Humoral medicine brought by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century, or indicate the 

penistence of fundamental elements in ancient Mesoamerican thought. The debate is not 

trivial. It goes beyond an academic interest of understanding peoples' thoughts and 

behaviour. At stake is the recognition - or denial - of an indigenous cultural legacy which 

continues to guide many beliefs and practices associated with the prevention and treatrnent 

of disease. 

According to Foster, humoral rnedical theory was brought to the New World by the 

Spanish elite and was taught in medical schools until the early 19th century. It reached the 

Amerkas only at this sophisticated and intellectual level. The four qualities (Hot. Cold. Wet 

and Dry) that characterized body fluids (or humon) appear never to have been significant 

elements of popular medical beliefs and practices in Spain. So diffision was not to happen 

from the lower ranks of the Conquistadors. Instead, humoral theory remained confined to 

the educated classes in the New World, above al1 the clergy and physicians (1994: 15 1). As 

the arguments go, it was the interaction between the New World elite and the common folk 

which allowed humoral pnnciples to filter down via missionary activities, hospitals, home 

remedy books and pharmacies. In the process, humoral pnnciples became simplified at the 

" See Foster (1978, 1986, 1994) and Lopet Austin ( 1969, 1975, 1980, 1986). 
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popular level. losing the Wet-Dry dimension of classical theory ( 1994: 153-8). This 

simplification is thought to have corne about given the high complexity that a system with 

four qualities presented to illiterate indigenous populations. Rather than disappearing, the 

Wet-Dry dimension was "collapsed" into the Hot-Cold pair. This was possible given that 

Wet items tended to be Cold while Dry items tended to be Hot in Latin America (pp. 18 1-4). 

Many reservations about Foster's premises have been presented in previous sections. 

His "filtenng down" mode1 raises other problems. These stem pnncipally fiom his 

insistence in disavowing any relevance of prehispanic Hot and Cold concepts in popular 

medical practices of today. The rigidity of his position is remarkable. For him. it was 

humoral rnedicine in Mexico which "incorporated into its conceptual system, many pre- 

Hispanic beliefs and customs" (1994: 186) and not the other way around - or even something 

in between. As will be shown, no evidence was found in the Sierra Popoluca to suggest an 

overwhelming influence of classic humoral theory that would have made irrelevant 

prehispanic notions of health and disease. On the contrary, the analysis of field data 

suggests a process in which new medical pnnciples and practices brought in by the Spanish 

became incorporated into a Hot-Cold binary world view in existence at the time. 

Incorporating the new into the old is not only more logical but also a widespread 

phenornenon. A case in point is the following conception of anaemia recorded in the Sierra 

Popoluca during field work. 

Juan was the son of the village health worker, a knowledgeable and respected 
man in the community. Through his father's teachings, he had ken exposed 



for t h e  decades to the germ theory of disease transmission. We talked one 
day about stomach worms and their effect on people. In his view. the cause 
of anaemia was indeed related to stomach worms and diet, He believed that 
people got worms because they followed poor hygiene practices. But. the 
role of the worms was to elicit a craving on women for eating soil. This in 
tum. affected the diet of women by suppressing their desire to eat tortilla. 
Without this essential food. women were bound to become lethargic and pale 
(conditions considered Cold). If they did not begin to eat maize again, their 
blood would eventually turn into water (another Cold symbol) and by then 
it would be too late to Save them. 

The links to the Hot-Cold pair and belief systems of long ago will be established in a later 

analysis of this exarnple. The important thing to note for the moment is the interaction 

between new and old concepts. The campesino is hlly bilingual (Spanish and Popoluca). 

He knows how to read and write. having completed primary school. The level of exposure 

to "modem" health principles and the quality and means of health communications are 

probably much better. more intense. and more accessible than they were for most non- 

Spanish indigenous populations many hundred years ago. In spite of al1 this, Juan does not 

abandon his old beliefs but combines the new ideas on g e n s  and transmission of diseases 

into an old logic that he stills holds to be valid. This is a good illustration of how the 

integration of new health concepts into old ones can happen. There is no reason to assume 

or expect that it did not happen in past centuries. Yet, this is precisely what Foster is 

proposing . 

One of the strongest critiques by Lopez Austin deals with Foster's simplification 

processes of humoral medicine in the New World. Lopez Austin finds impossible to 

conceive that the loss of a Wet-Dry dichotomy could be so perfect and homogeneous in 

passing fiom Europe to Amenca under the terms proposed (l980:309-10). Foster's latest 
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explmations remain very unconvincing. It is well recognized that the four humours did not 

survive as distinct and fundamental elements in traditional medical beiiefs of today. There 

are only scant references to the importance of the Wet-Dry pair anywhere in Latin Amenca. 

It is also likely that this pair was "collapsed" into a Hot [Sun]-Cold [Water] association that 

was common at the time, as suggested by many researchers. Foster included. The problem 

lies in his presurnption that existing Hot-Cold associations did not have any relevance in 

popular medical thought until the arriva1 of humoral theory, and yet they guided the 

simplification of the theory and disappearance of the Wet-Dry dimension. Again, a more 

rational proposition would be to assume an exisring bipolar world view in prehispanic times 

that included the Hot-Cold dichotomy in heal th bel ir fs and which facilitated the acceptance 

and simplification of humoral principles by indigenous Peoples. Rather than the inability 

of "illiterate" populations to handle four distinct and fundamental elements, people did not 

adopt the Wet-Dry pair as presented in classic humoral theory because they did not need the 

added complexity to explain sornething they already understood. This is a point that Foster 

never addresses and is very relevant to the discussion. 

Then there are the contradictions. Foster's suggestions about the collapsing of the 

Dry quality with the Hot-Sun pair, and Wrt with the Cold-Water pair, ran against basic 

principles of classic humoral medicine. According to the same author, the gate keepen of 

humoral medicine during t!e colony remained the educated elite (univenities, priests, 

doctors, phamüicists). This elite, and the popular medical guides available during the three 

centuries that followed, not only preserved the Wet-Dry dimensions (1994:157), but 
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considered the four qualities Hot, Cold. Wei. and Dry as independent elements that could 

combine with each other to characterize a particular state or component of the body. For 

instance. blood was purported to be Hot and Hurnid. and the bile Cold and Dry. Similady. 

the three most important organs of the human body - the heart, the brain and the liver - were 

considered to be respectively : Dry and Hot, Hurnid and Cold and Humid and Hot. A healthy 

human body had a complexion described as "mostly Hot and Humid" (Foster. 1986:63). 

These classic humoral reiationships are incompatibie with the purported "collapsed" Hot- 

Dry and Cold-Wet categones of the common folk. It is very difficult therefore to envision 

a process in which the gate keepers and disseminaton of classic humoral medicine would 

accept simplifications that contradict basic tenets of the theories they are trying to 

comrnunicate, or that the common folk canied out such contradicting simplifications on a 

knowledge vacuum, wichout a strong heaith theory of their own in which the Hot [Suni- 

Cold [Water] pair played a fundamental role. 

Finally, no matter how strong the influence of Hippocntic humoral medicine in the 

Amencas might have been, it cannot of itself be a reason for claiming that a prehispanic 

Hot-Cold polarity did not exist and/or did not guide health and medical thought before the 

arriva1 of the Spanish. The bulk of Fosterls ethnographic data on this issue cornes from 

Tzintzuntzan, the capital of the Tarascans, the most powerful political and cultural polity 

in West central Mexico at the time of the Conquea. This capital was occupied by the 

Spaniards in 1522, and in the words of Foster, since then "the community has been subject 

to substantiai and continuing Hispanic influence" (1994: 17). It is not surpiising then to find 



in Tzintzuntzm strong rernains of classical humoral theory. But it is very unlikely that this 

eclipsing influence could happen so homogeneously throughout Mesoarnenca. A case in 

point is the Siena Santa Marta where Foster himself carried out field research for his 

Doctoral thesis in 1940. He made the following remarks 54 years later in the introduction 

to his last publication: 

M i l e  doing doctoral research among the Popoluca Indians of Southem 
Veracruz State in 1940 and 1 94 1, 1 noted tfiat some foods were considered 
to be. metaphorically speaking, "hot" or "cold." but 1 gave no thought to the 
matter. Had 1 remernbered the appropriate pages from Redfield and Villa 
Rojas I would have known to enquire further (1994:xiiLxiv). 

It is unfortunate that he did not explore the matter M e r  at that time. He would have 

found very different concepts of hedth and disease than in Tzintzuntzan. In a way. he is 

right in stating that swiving prehispanic theories are not humoral. We find among the 

Popoluca of the Siem a strong spiritual essence in health beliefs and complex preventive 

and therapeutic practices that do not follow the ancient European "principie of opposites". 

We also find strong evidence of a binary world view based on the Hot-Cold pair which has 

little to do wi th the classical humoral medicine described by Foster. We now tum our 

attention to the analysis of these indigenous elements. 

4.2 Autochthonous Underpinnings 

Olavarrieta makes an insightful observation about the ascription of Hot and Cold 

values in her own search for guiding principles. She writes: 



...[ People] classi@ using di fferent criteria each time, depending on the 
context. through diverse selections of the mentioned traits. This causes a 
situation where the same plant can be classified at the same time as Hot and 
Cdd. depending on one or another of its traits (1977: 70, my own 
translation). 

The statement reminds us not to lose sight of the forest when looking at mes. It tells us that 

sources of variation may lie outside the needed flexibility of explanatory systems, beyond 

the multiple causes of illness or the multiple uses of an item in healing practices. People in 

general have an array of physical traits and environmental characteristics to choose from 

when ascribing either a Hot or Cold value to any one food, herb or thing. And indeed, the 

choices avaiiable are fùrther expanded when ascription critena related to therapeutic use are 

considered. Given this array of possibilities, what are the pnnciples that guide the selection 

of one value over another? Obviously a random process is not involved as it would obviate 

any usefulness of the concepts. Olavarrietta provides us with an important clue: people use 

different criteria depending on the context. 

This fundamental importance given to the context of an occurrence or phenornenon 

is a cultural characteristic that we encounter among many Mesoamerican civilizations. We 

find it, for example, in the way the ancient Nahua referred to their prehispanic gods and 

goddesses. Different names and images were used depending on the particular actions that 

the deities were performing, or in order to emphasize a particular divine characteristic which 

becarne relevant at a particular point in time and space. It is not surprising then to find that 

things, just as gods, can acquire their dominant traits depending on the particular 

circumstances surrounding an act or event. 



Soustelle makes the following statement about two contextual elements, time and 

space, that are fundamental in ancient Mesoarnerican thought: 

Natural phenornena and human acts submerge thernselves and become 
imprepated with qualities peculiar to each place and each instant. Each 
'place-instant', a complex of location and tirne, determines in an irresistible 
and foreseeable way (through the Tonakimatr), everything that happens to 
exist within ieo. 

In other words, the conjugation of space and time is what gave meaning to an occurrence. 

A disease, an accident, a failed crop could not be understood outside the spatial and 

temporal interactions in which they occurred. It was through this "place-instant" complex 

where the divine expressed itself in the lives of people, through the book of destiny or 

TonalamatP'. It is not unreasonable to expect or dnd that these two elements (space and 

time) became also very important to the Zoque-Popoluca in providing meaning to a human 

act or event. whether in myth or tradition. 

A nurnber of conclusions can be drawn from these rnany observations. First, simple 

listings of items classified into Hot and Cold categories are of lirnited usefulness. These 

lists not only isolate the items from the contextual elements that determined the category in 

Soustelle, Jacques, "La Pensée Cosmologique des Anciens Mexicains" Hermann et Cie. 
Ed.., Paris 1940: 85. Cited in Leon-Portilla (1983: 122) - my own translation. 

" The Tonalamotl was the book of destiny, strips of amate paper (lieus petioluris). in 
which were drawn diverse signs of the divination calendar of 260 days. The calendar was divided 
into 20 signs of 13 numerals (days) each. In it were registered the celebration dates for the different 
gods, experts also consulted it to determine the destiny that awaited every newbom child. 
According to mythology, this calendar was invented by Cllromoco and Ciwcronal, the fint human 
couple created by the gods (Femandez, 1992: 16 1 ). Lopez Austin also notes that this divine calendar 
determined the arriva1 of illnesses and their cures, in a succession of favourable and unfavourable 
periods dominated by different divine influences (1975: 32). 
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which they were assigned. they also give the erroneous impression that a Hot or Cold value 

is a static. objective property of the item itself. Listings of attribution criteria provide more 

usehl information only if presented along with exarnples of Hot and Cold assignations to 

cornmon items in the culture of study. Even then. it must be remembered that a value cm 

lose its validity outside the circumstances in which it was defined. 

For example. if we take colour as an attribution. we can repori that the contemporary 

Zoque-Popoluca associate red with Hot3'. Yet. red streaked corn is not considered Hot. As 

a food. corn is considered neutral ("nifrio. ni  calienfet'- neither Hot, nor Cold); while red 

potions made from grains and hairs of red or black corn are used to replenish lost blood (Hot) 

or treat Hot ailments when combined with Cold ingrediend3. We are back to the 

" For example. the following quote is from a Popoiuca culebrero (snakebite healer). He is 
talking about the diet chat should be followed by a person under his care when bitten by a poisonous 
animal: "... He cannot eat chile because of the burning (ardor). He can't eat tomatoes either, 
because of the red, he would become hotter (se culiunlu mus). With that one he can get disipela 
[erysipelas]." [my own translation, interview: i 1 306ma.94: 41. A campesina from the same town on 
the colour red: ".... people Say that the red is very srrong. the colour, and repels al1 those things. 
the Hot (lo calienre)." [ i  19 IOme.94 : 3-41. She made this comment to explain why people put red 
pieces of cloth in their mi@ or fruit trees to protect thrm from the heat of pregnant women. or why 
pregnant women put a piece of red cloth in their gaments to pmtect their child in the womb from 
an eclipse. The Zoque-Popoluca also consider blood to be Hot this is examined later in the section. 
when discussing the heat of the dead. 

'3 A Zoque-Popoluca campesino on milpu foods: what is sown in the miIpa, maize or beans, 
is nourishment and is neither Cold nor Hot "... because those are harvested" [i l  106an.94: 31. 
According to a campesina from a neigh bouring vil lage. the tsabats mok (red corn) or nucn&i~rnoc 
("blood" or red streaked corn) is used to treat people "... that bleeds a lot from the nose ... you make 
like a coffee with that grain and a dark colour tums out ... that one is good to replenish the blood 
chat the il1 has lost." [i 1910me.94: 141. Also, one of the causes of malde orin (an urinary infection) 
is eating pineapple in the mi@ after work (Hot state) and under the sun. To treat it, an infusion is 
made with either leaves and hais from red or black corn, or with cana momda (purple cane) which 
was lefi outside ovemight to be refmhed by the moming dew. Mal de orin is considered a Hot 
ailment while the red potions refksh the body [Interviews: i 1006je.94 : 4; and i2711 pe.94 : 15-61. 
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commanding role played by the context and the idea that people's choice of what is relevant 

derives fiom it j4. 

Based on this last point, we take our analysis on the Hot-Cold pair into the realms 

of space and time. The analysis will remain circumscribed to health and illness. Spatial 

elements (eg., the heavens, the Earth, the hurnan body, the home, the river or waterfall) 

and temporal elements (the movement of the moon, the Sun. and the stars; as  well as the 

cycles in the lives of plants and humans) will be s h o w  to guide common associations of 

Hot and Cold values to things. Interactions between Hot and Cold influences and their 

impact on living things (the body, a plant, an animal) are also exarnined in t e m s  of these 

temporal and spatial elements. 

1.3 Heaven and Earth 

Contradicting Foster's humoral theories, the historical analyses of Lopez Austin and 

Viesca Treviiio indicate that particular entities and things in ancient Mesoarnerica were 

inherently associated with either a Hot or Cold nature; while others, along with most objects. 

acquired their Hot or Cold value depending on their relationship and interaction with 

different parts of the world, the body, or spirinial and divine beings. Lopez Austin ( 1 975: 

" In a similar way, we noted earlier that Cosminsky, for a Quiché community in 
Guatemala reported green or fwsh corn to be Cold "since it contains the min water" while dried corn 
is not [(1975: 184), cited in Foster (1994: 103)]; or Mathews who reported that in Oaxaca, mint can 
be classified as Hot when used for a cold condition such as coughs, and as Cold when used to treat 
Hot b i h  [cited in Foster, 1994: 1041. 
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16-3 1 ; 1996:58-6 1 ) traces the basis of classification to an ancient division of the universe 

into pain of opposites (or poles) to explain its diversity, order and movement. He 

attributes this bipolar vision to the Chichimecos who wonhipped the heavens and the earth. 

conceiving them as the Great Father and Great Mother, respectively3'. The Heavens or "sky 

of the blue fire" were ruled by the Great Father and were considered inherently Hot. In 

opposition to it was the Earth, "our Great Mother", who gave origin in mountains and caves 

to rivers. streams, winds and clouds. The author suggests that this Male-Heaven-Hot and 

Female-Earth-Cold binary set may in fact be of a very remote origin, possibly found among 

the early ancestors that preceded the great agricultural societies of Mesaoamenca in the 

Classic Period (200 B.C.-800 A.C.). Based on this ancient division of the universe, the 

author identifies a cross-cuaing rneans of classification: the amount of solar heat (or 

hurnidity) each thing acquires by exposureJ6. 

The prime example linking solar heat and "Kot" as a cultural category is found in the 

ronalli. This life-giving energy was granted by the supreme dual god Ometeotl and was 

" The term Chichimeca refers to nornadic and semi-nomadic Peoples of different linguistic 
affiliations that began to arrive from the North into the Mesoamerican region as early as the VI 
Century. Between 700 and 900 A.D. they made significant intrusions into the South as the great 
political and cuiturai centres of Theotihuacan, Cholulo. Monte Albon. el Tujin, and Bonampak 
declined. During this period, the newcomen from the Nonh occupied vast zones of Mesoamerica, 
making rheir own many of the beliefs and practices of the existing agricultural societies. Among the 
Chichimecm were the Nahua ancestors of the Toltecs and the later Aztecs (Leon Portilla, 1987:32-4; 
Lopez Austin, 197k7-L 2). 

j6 As noted earlier, Foster recognizes this type of ascription criteria but considers it to be 
just one among others, and circumscribed, as the rest, to medical practices. For Lopez Austin, it 
is a fundamental element in ancient thought, an expression of the cultures and worldviews of 
prehispanic Peoples, and one which transcends the realrn of healing. 
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considered by the ancient Nahua to be of a Hot nature, irndiating its warmth from the head 

of the person to the rest ofthe body. Linguistically. the word t o i l l i  is derived from the verb 

ton% ("to be warm, for the sun to shine"). Metaphorically, it took many meanings, 

including: to radiate, inadiate, solar heat, day. sou1 or spirit. or penond destiny 

determined by the day of birth (Klor de Alva, 1993: 184). This solar heat can accumulate in 

the body during ritual observances to the point of becoming potentially harrnful to others3'. 

Lopez Austin also reports two basic iconographic representations for the ancient Nahua. Hot 

was represented as a gush of blood. while Cold as a gush of water, shells or water drops 

(1996: 67). The associations between Hot, blood and the colow red are common among 

many Mesoamencan cultures. We encountered it before and will encounter it again in 

sections to follow. 

In terrns of the Cold category, its association with humidity (water) is evident in the 

various iconographic representations just outlined. Another example among ancient Nahua 

is found in diseases caused by the god of rain, Tlaloc, and his subordinate gods, the 

" In the previous chapter reference was made to the strong internai energy acquired by 
Zoque-Popoluca leaders that followed the ritual preparations for the Curnmai. This inner energy 
couid become so great at a given point during the preparatory rituals as to be able to contaminate 
unprepared common folk, killing them from "heat". We encounier a similar idea arnong the ancient 
Nahua. The Conquistadon recorded with admiration the great respect subjects showed toward 
Moctezuma, always bowing in his presence, never daring to raise their sight. But what the 
Spaniards interpreted as respect went much funher. A divine force (Hot in nature) was believed to 
emanate from the tlatoanc's eyes, a force so powerful that could kill those common subjects that 
dared look hirn in the eyes (Viesca Trevido. 1986: 89). Gutienes-Holmes also rernarks how the 
Tzotziles of Chiapas associate heat with physical strength, age, masculinity and socio-religious 
positions (1961,4: 306). For the region of los Tuxtla, Münch writes: "The spirit of man has a direct 
relaiionship with the sun, the moon, maize and the thunderbolt, which are hot and give him life" 
(own translation, 1983: 193). 
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tlafoqires. These deities were responsible for producing contagious diseases involving the 

accumulation of bodily fluids; diseases which Viesca Treviiio characterizes as Cold 

(1986:80, 104)'~. There is also the rain, the sacred liquid that impregnates the soi1 and 

allows the corn god to grow. As the Zoque-Popoluca myth relates, the thunderbolt itself 

pleaded with Homshuk in defeat: "Do not kill me and when the sun is hot. 1 will wet your 

head" 39. 

The pair of associations, [Hot-Heaven-Solar Heat (blood)] and [Cold-Earth- 

Humidity (water)], are unquestionably present in many beliefs of the Zoque-Popoluca 

recorded during field work. Their relevance today is captured in the following two examples 

at each end of the life cycle; one concems death and the other birth. 

Cdor de Muerto (the Heat of the Dead) 

The passage below is part of a discussion with a middle-aged Popoluca campesino, 

son of the village health worker. He was trying to explain the use of awrdiente (raw mm) 

during the heaiing of snake bites. He used the analogy below to illustrate the concept of 

"heat" (caliente) in human blood and the body as a whole. 

Excerpts from field notes: 0846-94, p.9 
[File: i0806pe.94, taped interview; my own translation] 

j8 In the example given at the beginning of the chapter, similar links (water-Cold-swollen 
body) were explicitly made by the elder Zoque-Popoluca midwife in her nference to the 
consequences of eating fish after childbinh. Munch also reports for our area of snidy: "... it is clear 
that cold elements like the earth, water, and the wind are the cause of ilInesses of the spirit of man 
given that it is considered hot" (my own translation, 1983: 19 1). 

39 "The Homshuk: A sierra Popoluca Text", B. Elson (N47:2 12). 



P: Many here. up to recently. but also previously, if a wornen becomes 
a widow. everybody is afraid of manying her [or having sexual 
relations with her] ... because they Say that you c m  die if you marry 
her. Also the wornen doesn't allow herself to marry. until seven 
years have passed. 

A: Why are people afraid before then? 
P: Because it is said that you die. Yes you c m  die from the heat [el 

cdor] .  
A: The heat of the husband? 
P: Yes, from the heat of the husband that died. The women kept the 

heat then [quedo rncalorada]. S he will cool down [se enfiia] f i e r  
seven years. 

This was our second discussion about the use of ag~ardiente'~ and also the second 

that he had broached the topic of heat emanations from dead bodies. Two months 

earlier the foilowing discussion took place: 

Excerpts from field notes: 30-03-94, pp.2-3 
[File: i3003pe.94, taped interview: my own translation] 

P: People believe that if you have a child in the house, lets Say ... if 1 
have my grandson or grand daughter and if 1 go to burry a cadaver. 
then ancient people would pour on them [children] a lot of 
uguardiente. You bathe them wi th agirordiente so they don't fa11 [ill] 
because they Say that the corpse has heat. there is heat [calor]. 

A: Could this [heat] be the spirit'? 
P: No, it is not the spirit, it is oniy heat ... people believe that when one 

dies and you go to the burial. if someone in your house is ill. then 
the sick person will wonen because they were burying the dead so 
illness strikes. ... 
Yes, they think that when they go b u r q  the dead, when they return 
home, they bring back with them the heat fiom the dead. 

1 had corne across these beliefs a week earlier in a different village. People had spoke 

to me then about diseases caused by the dead. 1 asked a campesina in her late thirties to 

Agumdiente is used in many healing rituals in the Sierra. It is ofken consideredfiesco 
("fresh" or Cold). It can be applied to various pans of the body to protect against the heat of the 
dead as described by the campesino (also in i0806pe.94:2) or to limbs swollen from a poisonous 
bite (i  l306ma.W). 



explain the dangers posed by corpses. 

Excerpts from field notes: 25-03-94, p.1 
[File: i2503me.94. my own translation] 

M: Yes. one c m  become il1 with fnght, of being scared. Also the heat 
of the dead will grab you. You get a fever or if you have a cut in your 
foot, it wilI become red. 

Q: And. how do you catch the heat? 
M: Heat will pass on [to you] just by coming close to the corpse. Your 

wound will worsen. A healer will sweep it [away] with some herbs 
that will take away the heat of the dead. he/she will sweep it 
[away]" . 

These dvee passages contain many elements that we have encountered previously. 

Al1 three speak of heat emanations from the body which can be transmitted ont0 others 

causing hem h m .  We saw the possibility of sirnilar ernanations from ancient Nahua and 

contemporary Zoque-Popoluca leaders. Their higher spiritual state was characterized by a 

higher level of energy endowed by the heavens. This energy could escape their bodies and 

'' The idea of sweeping away the heat of the dead appears also in house rituals followed 
afier the dead of a member of the household. The velorio or wake for the defunct is not carried out 
until2 1 days after his or her death. During this tirne. a number of observances are followed. The 
house is not swept because "the spirit of the dead is believed to be in the surroundings" and sweeping 
would scare it away. The widower cannot have a bath during this time because of the heat leFt 
behind. "The celebration is made at 21 days to remove the heat of the dead and not get il l f t  
(i28 1 Oes.94: 1). Munch describes very similar older traditions for the Zoque-Popolouca. He 
reports that a celebration was performed 40 days after the death of a person so that the "soul would 
not corne back to scare the relatives". During this celebration, the dance of the Malinche was 
carried out to remove the spirit of the dead away from the house. Two old people, a man and a 
women, swept the house with a broom and collected the sweepings in a basket while dancers acted 
out some of the practices of the person when he or she was alive (eg. hunting, sewing, etc..). The 
sweepings and some of the persona1 belongings of the dead were then thrown in the river or waterfall 
( 1983: 137). Baez-lorge reports that the velorio is carried out 2 1 days after the death, noting that 
this marks the time where the dead begins hisnier journey to the final resting place ( 1973: 135-6). 
Finally, we also encountered earlier among the ancient Nahua, a similar concept of sweeping to 
protect the health of people. This was Ochpanktli or "the sweeping of roads and pathsn. It was a 
celebration to Toci, the goddess of midwives and healen, in which streets, temples and houses were 
swept at the end of elaborate sacrificial rituals and dances. 
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harm weaker individuals in their vicinity. In the case of the dead. it is the residual heat from 

a corpse which cm be transmitted onto the living. Based on colonial records, both Klor de 

Alva (1993: 186) and Viesca Trevifio (1986:98) identifj similar beliefs arnong Nahua 

populations and associate the hamihl emanations from dead bodies to the ihivoti3 one of the 

three animistic forces essential to life. which was considered aiso of celestial origin. 

Another congruency between past and present beliefs is depicted in the first passage. 

The heat from the dead. now residing in the body of the widow. threatens those who engage 

in sexual relations with her. In our discussion of sexual abstinence, we referred to the 

possible debilitating state that occurred during coitus as the tonalli temporarily Ieaves the 

body. The proposition was then made that sexual abstinence was required of ancient Nahuas 

and Zoque-Popolucas in situations were their bodies were in a higher-than-normal Hot state 

or during a weakened condition. A sirnilar reasoning seems to apply in the present example. 

The widow's "cooling off' period of seven years prevents potential sexual partnen from 

becorning exposed to the harmful heat residual she carries during the Fragile moments of 

sexual intercourse. Likewise, the 0 t h  two passages confirm that hurnans in fragile 

conditions will be harrned by the heat of the dead. Children and people with wounds are 

particularly at risk. 

These conversations also dealt with the direct association between heat emanations 

and the colour red. The association was very explicit in the ancient Nahua iconographie 

representation of a gush of blood to describe that which is Hot. In our particular case, the 



mmpesino quoted in the first two passages talked during a subsequent visit about 

evsipelas4'. refemng to this red infection of the skin as tsuts tsubats nrasan. The narne 

translates literally as "dead red yolk". He explained that masan (the yolk of an egg) was a 

reference to "blond foreigners fiom  pain"". Tsabuts (red) referred to the colour of the rash 

or infected wound, and the word tsuts (dead) to the heat from the dead which causes the 

wound to wonen. Al1 translations and associations are in agreement with the entries of the 

Zoque-Popoluca dictionary prepared by Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1 9 9 7 ) ~ .  

The passages presented above also illustrate how elements of space and time frame 

people's reasoning regarding heat emanations From corpses. First. the heat of the dead is 

said to reside inside the human body. As the person dies. it cm become detached from the 

corpse and endanger other bodies. This solar heat endowed by the heavens will eventually 

leave the earth again as the spirit of the dead embarks on its joumey to the undenvorld. But 

while here, the heat will be transmitted ont0 the body of the widowler and ont0 any other 

person that cornes into close contact with himher or the corpse. Seven years must pass 

before the widow/er can have another sexual partner. People also speak of the home where 

'' Erysipelas is a streptococcal infection producing inflammation and a deep red colour on 
the skin. 

43 The campesino cited as an example the name of a hill around the town of Soteapan known 
as Masonpopsti [pogo=blanco (white). Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1997: 7 - pan 2 )]. This hi11 is known 
in Spanish as "El Espufiol" ("The Spaniard"). He was not sure if the association between Spaniards 
(or foreigners) and the disease was due to the particular vulnerability of outsiders to this type of 
red inflammation. 

II From Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1 997): tsuî~muerto. dijhto, caduver (dead, corpse), p.96 
tsabat~rojo (red), p.93; mgan= 1 . disIpeIa, erisipelo (ery si pelas); 2. gente gtiero (blond or "fair 
skin" people); 3. yema de huevo (egg yolk), p.69. 
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children or the injured can be put at risk by parents retuming From a burial; or the cut in the 

foot that will worsen if the person cornes close to a corpse. The corpse and its immediate 

surroundings, the body of the spouse. the wound in the limb, the home of the children, 

these are the spaces or locations in which the heat of the dead takes on its significance and 

meaning in people's explanations. In terms of time, we are told about the seven year cooling 

period, the r e m  from the burial, the moment of encounter with the corpse, and the wake 

celebrations after 2 1 (or JO) days to remove the heat from the house. 

To surn up, stories of emanations from dead bodies illustrate cultural notions of heat 

and associations to health which c m  be traced to ancient beliefs of pre-Hispanic origin. 

Peopies' explanations were always enveloped in contextual elements where space and tirne 

are prominent. They did not assign a Hot or Cold value to the corpse. What seemed to be 

more relevant was that heat could emanate from the corpse to h m  particular persons (a 

lover. children. the wounded) in particular circurnstances. We now turn to another 

example at the other side of the spectnim; this one dealing with the beginning of life and the 

freshness of the Earth. 

Bu ying the Placenta 

Foster recorded in 1941 the following custom arnong the Zoque-Popoluca: 

The placenta of a new bom child is buried. If this is not done it is thought he 
will peapire unduly while working in the rnilpa, thus making more 
unpleasant his work (1942: 43). 

The authot presented this note as part of a quick enmeration of "magical and religious rites" 
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found in the communities he was studying. He provides no further information on the topic. 

During my own field work five decades later, 1 made a point of pursuing his lead and asked 

several midwives and autochthonous healers about it. Several of the replies received are 

presented below. Each piece of conversation contributes particular elements ihat build in 

the end a more complete image of this old custom and its relevance to people's health. 

Field Note 1: Elder midwife, 09-06-94 
[File: i0906dj.94: 7- Taped interview. my own translation.] 

And what do you do with the placenta? 
It is buried- 
In the house or the milpa? 
Yes! In the house ... In the house is also buried the [umbilical] cord 
also. 
And does it have to be in the house? 
[DJ (midwife) and M (women tnnslator) talk in Popoluca] 
She says. there are some people that have another custom. for 
exarnple she was telling me that there are women that have another 
custom, they ... put fire [ponen lumbre] to the placenta and when they 
are now dry they keep it and take i t to the river [the ashes are taken to 
the river]. Also the navel [the cordj when it falls, they keep it. AAer 
15 days, she goes and sweeps where the women is, and that [the 
sweepings] and the placenta and the navel. she puts it inside a hole 
in a rock, or under somewhere. but in the river. 
I had been told that. for example. that if one did not bury the 
placenta of a man. he would sweat a lot in the milpa. Did the old 
people think like that? 
[H, the midwife's husband replies] 
This is me.  Yes you sweat a lot in the milpa when the placenta is 
burnt, the buniing. One will sweat like in these days, will sweat. 
Although this doesn't happen before [even in cooler weather], he 
will be sweaty. Now if that thing is buried, one will not sweat, 
because of the freshness of the earth [por elfiesco de la fierru]. 

Both, midwife and husband confïrmed Foster's report made over half a centwy ago. 

However, the couple explicitly linked the idea of burying the placenta to the freshness of the 
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Eanh. Another alternative was also offered: buming it and putting the ashes in the river. We 

noted earlier that for both ancient Nahuas and Zoque-Popolucas, water was believed to corne 

from inside the earih's mountains and caves. A hole in a rock of the river provides the 

placenta's ashes with a place of confinement that is at the sarne time fresh (Cold) and within 

the earth. But in spite of these associations. burning is not the preferred option because of 

the sweat it will produce as the child grows older. 

Before Runing our attention to this issue, we note a couple of elements that the 

midwife brings up in her answers and which we have encountered earlicr. She talks about 

the sweeping of the house; a fitual activity that we saw is related to the purification of the 

household and prevention of illness. She also throws the sweepings (and somctimes the 

ashes from the remains of childbirth) into the river. We also found this practice among 

hunters. healers. and in wakes. Münch ( 1  983: 179-80) cornments that "water" for the 

people of the Sierra is the symbol of renovation, the force of creation. Springs. rivers and 

waterfalls are therefore places of worship. lnto them are thrown sweepings. remains fiom 

the hunt or from healing rituals, and belongings of the dead. Al1 are acts that share a 

common idea of regeneration of life, king that of the species or of a renewed healthy body. 

The next passage sheds more light on the problems associated with burning. 

Field Note 2: Hierbatero (medicinal plant healer) in his mid forties 
File: i1006je.94: 20 - Taped interview, rny own translation] 

A: Another thing that [older people] did at birth, ... before 1 forget, the 



placenta .... what do they do with it? 
Well. the placenta here everybody have the custom that when they 
cut it [cornes out], they bury it. They bury it. Many bum it, but it is 
bad to bum it. That is why the person. sometimes for example. 
talking like we are now talking, you see the man, he sweats what 
enormi ty ! 
That is when they burn it ... 
That is when they bum it. He sweats a lot the man. or he is very hot 
[caliente]. For a little thing he is ... he becomes irritated [se altera], 
he becomes angry [se encoraja]. Why? Because he is hot in the brain 
[esta caliente del cerebro] because of buming it. Then that [shouid] 
not [bel. That [the placenta] should be taken and be buried, because 
the earth is fiesh [la rierra esfiescal. 
Where? In the milpa or .. 
Here in the house, in the house. And this is when the man will never 
get ill, because he is al1 the time fiesh. he is good, he is healthy . Of 
course, rnany of them dont take care of it. They take it and throw it 
there. 
Yes. what happens when they throw it? 
If they throw it, well that is the child that can never be well. that is 
always gening sick, because the placenta is blown onto by the wind 
["Io sopla el aire'l. You know that sometimes the wind is very 
contaminated, and some times the wind is well. it's normal. 

As in the previous conversation. the traditional healer makes a direct link between 

the burying of the placenta. the earth and its freshness. Moreover, this passage makes clear 

that it is the burning of the placenta in the tire that produces profuse sweating later in the 

person's life, and not the fact that it is not buried (as Foster's record might suggest). Not 

only the person will sweat, but he or she will be hot4'. The brain will also become hot and 

the penon will be prone to irritation and anger? We also l e m  that not burying the placenta 

''j The link between fire and solar heat is very direct in the ancient Nahua legend of the 
Suns. As we saw in the previous chaptet, the sun was created with the sacrifice of the gods who 
threw themselves into the teotexcalli, the great divine fire. 

Elmn (1960: 80) translates icgbacpijpo as "le faridia" (to become upset or imtated) 
which literally means "the head becomes heated". Similarly, Elson and Gutiérrez (1997: 12) 
translate cgbacp~i as "molestia" (bother, as in annoyance) or "head with heat" [cgbac=cabeza 



results in more than just discomfori. for the child will be condemned to a life of sickness. 

The healer rvokes the poor health that awaits those whose placenta is not handled properly. 

The link to illness was implicit before in the sweating of the person4'. Now we also discover 

that if not burnt nor buried. but thrown unprotected on the ground, the placenta will become 

pray to the il1 effects of the wind. Other dangers are described in the two following passages. 

Field Note 3: Elder midwife, I 1-06-94 
[File: i 1 1 O6ge.!M:3 - my own tran~lation~~] 

And what do you do with the placenta? 
The placenta is picked up and is buried. and the navel [umbilical 
cord] also. inside the house. 
What do you think will happen if it is thrown in the garbage? 
If it is thrown ... [the person] would be il1 with "ahogo" [suffocation 
or drowning], would become very ill. [He/She] would get many 
illnesses like fever, diarrheas. headaches. many things ail the tirne. 
And if they burn it? 
If it is burnt, [he/she] would sweat plenty, "ppijpa", in the night and 
in the day once old. 
Why is the placenta buried? 
Because the earth is fresh [esfiesca] and it [the placenta] is put there 
in the fresh [elfiescol. 

This passage corroborates many elernents encountered in previous conversations. It 

reveals that many afflictions are possible if the placenta is simply thrown away. Unprotected 

(head), p. 12 ; piPcaIentar (to heat something), p. 8; piji=color (heat), p.8 11. 

" To sweat (sudur) is translated in Zoque-Popoiuca as cupij and sweat (sudor) as cupiji 
(Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1  977: 6). Both words contain the root pu (calentur or to heat). When the 
placenta is bumt, the peson will sweat, becoming prone to illness from the heat and the loss of 
water [CUCF to dry up (secarse) as in a plant or bush, p. 38; c ~ r n o r i r  (to die),p. 10; 
cuacuy=enfermedad (illness) p. 10; "cuy" sufix transfoming the verb ca (rnorir) into a 
substantive, p. 9 of gramm. notes]. 

"' All questions and answen where translated by M to and from Popoluca durhg our 
conversation; notes taken during interview (not taped). 



outside an earth cavity. it will become exposed to a multitude of dangers and precipitate 

a variety of ills on the child. The alternative of burning is again associated with profuse 

sweating whic h the midwi fe directly links with pijpa (estar culentando), the act of heating; 

in this case "being heated" day and night. The most sensible pnctice is to put the placenta 

inside the freshness of the earth. an act that btings to mind the throwing of hunting remains 

into the nver. We noted earlier that the chuneque, master of al1 animals. requires hunters 

and fishennen to r e m  to the river al1 the lefiovers from their catch. This will allow the 

species to reproduce and be plentifil. The demand from the chaneque is associated to water, 

the symbol of freshness. fertility and the regeneration of life. All three elements are ais0 

present in the burial of the placenta. The latter element (regeneration of life). in particular. 

was vividly expressed in the mythical gestation of the corn child whose crushed flesh and 

blood placed in a gourd was put by his mother inside an ant hole from where he eventually 

emerged as the corn-god. But if a fertile freshness is what is sought. why not simply throw 

the placenta into the river? A snakebite healer gives us the answer. 

Field Note 4: Culebrero (snakebite healer) in his mid forties, 1 3-06-9JJ9. 

A: And what is done with the remains of the black chicken? 
M: " Well. not only the feathers of the chicken. but al1 that is used during 

the healing, the litde leaves for the vapours and bathlng of the 
wound, what remains of the bark [of the polo amargo], everything 
is kept in a bote [container], and then with the feathers and remains 
of the biack chicken, al1 that is thrown into the river d e r  the bath [of 
the convalescent] on the seventh day". 

A: #y is it thrown in the nver? to purifj ..? 
M: "No1', they are thrown into the river because it is "Frosh" msco]. 

49 File: i1306ma.94: 3 - Notes taken during interview and summary made right afier (not 
taped); my own translation. In this conversation we are talking about the p d o  del reemphzo, the 
sacrificial chicken offeted to the spirits in retum for the health of the injured. 



A: A midwife told me that she throws the ashes of the placenta in the 
river. Would it be the same. that of putting the remains in the fresh 
[Io fiesco]? 

M: "No! The placenta must be buried in the corner of the house". He 
has seen that some just throw it [the placenta and umbilicai cord - 
without burning] into the river but that is bad. 

A: "wy?" 
M: "Because the navel will become rotten [se pudrel, the child will not 

heal properly ". 

An interesting point is made by the snakebite healer. Even though the remains of 

healing materials are thrown into the river because of its freshness, the same cannot be done 

with the placenta or the umbilical cord. The freshness (Cold nature) of the river water is not 

the same as that of the e h .  Here, an unbumt placenta or cord thrown into the river will 

result in the rotting of the childs' navel. We encountered the concept of "rotting" when 

discussing crop damage if specific foods are not avoided phor to the sowing of corn. As we 

saw then. two foms of chahuisrle can affect eithrr the young plant or the young ears of corn. 

Both are associated with an excess of hurnidity and result in "buming" (se quemu!) - a 

phenomenon that people refer to as a rotting pro ces^'^. Sirnilar elements seem to be present 

in the reaction of the healer: the young age of the child. a high exposure to humidity (Cold 

river water), and the rotting of the child's navel that will ensue. The earth is considered 

"fresh" pesta), yet the passage implies that there are degrees of Cold, with water Frorn the 

'O From Elson and Gutiérrez ( 1995): p u ~ p o d r i r  (to rot),purru=sepudrio (became rotten). 
p.84; infietaor (become infected}=puc, p.23; c u p u ~  I ./ermentar. hacer pur (to ferment, make 
pus); 2. curtir (tan hides), p. 1 7. A traditionai healer direct ly links things that are rotting with Hot 
(interview: i0304je.94: 1) and with the heat ofthe Sun: "...pur cornes from the heat of the Sun. From 
the hot of the sun! Becuase sometimes one works too much" (interview: i 1006je.94: 15; my own 
translation) - meaning a cut or a wound will become infected with pus if the person works too long 
(Hot state) under the Sun (Hot) in the milpu. Rotting is therefore a Hot phenomenon proâuced by 
either Cold-Cold or Hot-Hot excesses. 



river being Colder than that of the earth inside the child's house. The placenta or urnbilical 

cord in contact with the river water will cause an excessive exposure to humidity (Cold) in 

the child, resulting in the rotting of his/her navel and possible deathsl. 

There is another element that appears in al1 conversations but which we have left so 

far unattended: the place of burial of the placenta. 

Field Note 5: Elder midwife, 15-06-94 
[File: i1506fe.945- Taped interview. my own translation; F speaks a very 
broken Spanish.] 

And what do you do with the placenta and the navel [cord]? 
That one when then ... once we cut it, then we look for the placenta 
and you throw it there in a hole, yes we bury it. yes. 
In the house. 
In the house. in the house. yes. 
I was told that it was in a comer [rincon]. 
No. there [painting to the comer], like there ... they do it [the hole] 
and take it to bury [the placenta]. 
In the comer [esquina]? 
Yes, and when the navel [cord] that remained [with the child] falls 
out. now dry, they go and throw it right there [it is buried in the 
same hole]. That's the way yes. 
And why in a comer? Why not in the middle? 
No. where the sun comes [rises]. From this side, there lpoints to the 
East]. 

[.. M and F speak in Popoluca, M translates:] 

M: She means that where the sun comes [out] is ... so that the baby does 
not die. So then they bury it like that, you know that always the 

'' Chevalier. in his ûnalysis of the Homshuk myth remarks how water in excess can destroy 
the life of plants in the sarne way as heat and fire do. Similarly, excess water in children can cause 
death. Plants and humans alike. must move away from the binh waters as they grow, and into "the 
earth where men go dry" if they want their seed to reproduce ( 1994,2: 5-6). Life and regeneration 
is therefore only assured by a movement away from water. In our particular exarnple, throwing the 
placenta or umbilical cord directly into the river contravenes this natural principle and endangers the 
life of the child. 



dead. I don't know what is your custom. they put the head of the 
dead when he dies. they put it ... 
where the sun goes [down] 
Yes, so that means that [he/she] is now dead. Because us. even to 
sieep ... 
It cannot go that way [sleep with the head pointing to the West] 
For example, if 1 put my bed here, and 1 put my head like this [to the 
West] then it is bad. 
Towards where the sun goes down? 
Yes, yes. 
So then you have to put your head towards where the sun cornes out? 
Or put your head this way Worth], or this way [South], except 
where the sun leaves. 

Not only the placenta must be buried inside the house, but this must be done on the 

corner facing East, the direction of the rising Sun - the beginning of life". A11 previous 

conversations are in agreement with the fact that it must be buried inside the house. But the 

agreement is not as unanimous if we look at other contemporary ethnographic records. Baez- 

Jorge reports that the placenta and umbilical cord "are buried, preferably. in the centre of 

the house or in any other place of the yard ..." (1  973: 1 15 - my own translation). Münch, on 

the other hand. explains that in some villages of the Sierra, the cord is buried beside the 

lumbre (house fire) if the child is a girl, and if a boy, it is hung from a tree until it rots. He 

writes: "This is done to symbolize that the man must go out to work and the woman will stay 

working in the house". He does note that in Tatahuicapan (a neighbouring Nahua village) 

the umbilical cord is cut afier childbirth with a knife over an ear of corn and is then buried 

in a corner of the house. The ear of corn is dso buried after 21 days inside the house (1983: 

125). The author does not mention the placenta. Olavmieta reports that in the towns 

" Leon-Portilla similarly notes that the ancient Nahua divided the univene into four 
directions or segments (with the world occupying the centre). The East was considered the direction 
of light, of fenility and life (1983: 124). 
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sunounding the Sierra. the placenta and cord are buried in the corner of the house "where 

no one will step on them". or in the yard of houses. She refers to a very well respected and 

elder midwife of San Andrés Tuxtla who wams that people will become increasingly weaker 

since nowadays in hospitals the placenta and cord are thrown to the garbage. Children are 

being condemned to have a "weak spirit" and become prone to illness (1977: 107)~'. Al1 

sources of information concur that the handling of the placenta will have a direct impact on 

the child's hiture health. And. despite sorne diffeiences in cpinion, the preferred custom 

is to bury it inside the house. 

The next passage puis forth the possibility that this practice is also the oldest one. The 

conversation took place in the most isolated Zoque-Popoluca village of the Sierra. 

Field Note 6: Elder midwife. 26- 1 1-94'! 

1 asked DI what people did with the placenta of the child. Her son replied on 
her behalf. Both spoke very broken Spanish. The more ancient custom is to 
bury the placenta in fresh earth [tierrafiesca]. We asked what happens if the 
house has a cernent floor. "Then in the kitchen. there you bury it". The son 
told us that there are some midwives that are used to burn the placenta and 
the "navel". These must be burnt in a fire that is kept going for 13 days. If 
the fire is put out before this time it rnay be dangerous for the child. The 
ashes of the fire are then thrown into the river after the 13 days. I asked DI 
again which of the two customs is older. She answered that of burying the 
placenta. This is what she does herself. "Burning it, that is not right". She 
explained that people will sweat a lot if their placenta is bumt, "with a bit of 

'' One midwife interviewed related an experience where a woman under her care was taken 
to the hospital because ofcomplications with the delivery. The midwife felt it was her responsibility 
to go to the hospital to retrieve the placenta and take it back to the woman's home for burial 
f i0906dj.94: 7-81. 

" File: n26 1 1.94:3; Conversation was not taped. summary below is from field notes made 
j tist afler the conversation. 



walking, you will sweat a lot". 

In addition to the tïrm belief that burying the placenta is the older tradition", we 

uncover in this passage a likely cause of variability in die place of buriai. The traditional 

Zoque-Popoluca house has a dirt fioor. Over the last few decades and as a "symbol of 

progress", the more affluent families have covered their house floors with cernent. But even 

when this is done, the house is oflen divided into two separate buildings, the sleeping 

quarters and the kitchen. The kitchen is then kept with a din floor. Thus the reply from the 

rnidwife: even if your house has a cernent floor. the placenta is buried in the din floor of the 

kitchen? In larger villages or towns where land is scarce and house propenies are smaller. 

it is not always possible to have two separate buildings. The kitchen and living area then 

share the sarne cernent tloor. It is probably under these circumstances where some famiiies 

began to bury the placenta in the yards7. 

Burying the placenta inside the house is indeed an oid custorn of profound 

j5 Ail the rnidwives interviewed recornmended the burial ofthe placenta. None ofthem bum 
it. They al1 said it was "othen" that did this. 1 never found out who these "othenl' where. It may 
be that the burning option was introduced by the Spanish, or mestizo priests or even health worken. 
dweilers or visiton from neighbouring villages. to the dismay of the Popoluca. 

I6 In the village where this conversation took place, only the schw l building and the caso 
ejidal(ejid0 house) have a cernent fioor. People's homes have eanhen floors. However, on the way 
to this village that sits at the top of the Sierra, one passes through another settlement where coffee 
growers made g d  money during the boom years for this crop and introduced cernent floors and 
tin roofs in their houses. 

57 Baez-Jorge succinctly remarks that dwellings among the Zoque-Popoluca are not a type 
of property that is sold or traded precisely because of the spiritual links that the farnily establishes 
with the land's dwelling through the burial of the umbilical cords and placentas of its memben. 
Even when empty, houses are seldom rented and only for short periods of tirne, until the newcomers 
build their own house (1973: 1 15). 



significance. for the practice was also found arnong the ancient Nahua. Femindez writes 

about Xantico or Chantico, the goddess of the house fire or hearth. and notes that it was 

beneath this fire where the placenta in ancient times was buried along with some objects that 

designated the activities children were destined to follow later in life (1 992: 47)". 

Perhaps not unrelated was the final resting place beneath the earth of skins from 

sacrificed women. Wearing the skins of sacrificed corpses was a rite particular to 

Mesoarnencan Peoples. Their use varied according to the origin of the skin itself (men or 

women. type of prisoner), the people who wore them (leaders. priests, beggars. owners 

of sacrificed slaves) and the final destination of the skin. Gomilez Torres distinguished 

between three main variants of their use ( 1992276): 

(1) Skins that could only be wom by priests - these skins convened the priests 

" Fernandez's note about the burial of objects along with the placenta brings back again the 
importance of the burying ritual in the child's future. These objects designated activities children 
were destined to follow in their adult life. Only one reference was found of a similar practice in the 
region: the burial of an ear of corn over which the umbilical cord was cut (Münch 1983: 125). 
However, there are parallel rituals among the Zoque-Popoluca which envelop a similar purpose. 
The midwives interviewed reported the following practices: cutting the cord over an ear of corn so 
the child will not lack this food later in life; hriving newbom boys touch a muchete so they will 
work in the milpa, while giving newbom girls u nietutu (grinding stone) and a needle to touch so 
they will work in the house (i0906dj.94: 6; i 1506fe.94: 4-5); cutting the umbilical cord in boys at 
about un cuarfo de largo ("one quarter of length" equal to about one hand), and in girls at about dos 
morios (two quariers) so the girls will 'hot suffer llater in life" (i0906dj.94: 6). On this last point. 
a comrnunity worker later explained to me that the size of the umbilical cord for the boy (w cuarto) 
is related to the size of his p i s  as an adult. lf the umbilical cord is cut longer than this. the p i s  
will be too big and will cause pain to the women during intercourse, especially since giris can get 
married at 13 yean of age or less. The woman noted that hospitals cut the cord too short and that 
this is also bad because the boy will suffer later in life [will have trouble engaging in serual 
relations]. Similady, the larger size of cord in the girl is for her reproductive cavities to become 
larger as she grows older so that child delivery becomes easier [i 1306me.94: 11. We c m  see from 
these examples the important cultural significance of the burial of objects and cord cutting ntuals. 
Just as with the placenta, both will have a life-long effect on the health and well-king of the child. 
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into drities for the purpose of a particular ntual: the skins were handled with 

great care and respect; al1 skins from sacrificed women belong to this group. 

(2) Skins of distinguished prisonen which could only be wom by their captors 

or ownen (people of the mling or wanior classes); ofien these skins were 

filled with straw and were conserved as trophies. 

(3) Skins of common sacrificed people - they were wom by people seeking a cure 

from certain diseases (typically diseases with skin pocks); or by beggars as 

the use of the skins prompted people to be generous to them. 

The first group is of particularly interest to the discussion at hand. The skins of 

women corpses were wom by priest in rituals associated with different goddesses. and 

included: Toc& mother of al1 gods and "heart of the earth". our divine grandmotheig: 

,Yochiauetzal. goddess of the flowen and of love. the one that performed the first sexual act 

and first binhbO ; ChicomecoatI? goddess of abundance and joy. linked to the growth of 

plants and flowers in spring6'; or Atlatonan, "our mother, the one that shines in the water"". 

Skins of sacrificed men belonging to this group were used in ceremonies related to the gods 

59 See Femandez ( 1 

See Femandez ( l 

6 1 See Femandez ( 1 

992: 159) and Gonzalez Torres ( 1992: 145-6 & 372). 

992: 173) and Gonzalez Torres ( l992:272). 

992:47) and Gonziilez Torres ( 1 992:269-70 & 272). 

6' Atiatonm was also a representation of Chafchiurhkue, the goddess of terrestrial waters 
and spouse of 77aIoc; and of Coarlicue, the goddess of the earth, "the geai birth giver, mother of 
ail go&, of creation and destruction, synthesis of life and death", she was the mother of 
! i ~ i f d o ~ o ~ h t f i ,  the sun god of the Aztecs. The association of Atlafonm with these goddesses 
appean when refemng to the relationship between nafm, the god of rain and the Earth during the 
germination of plants. See Fernandez (1992:27 & 42) and Gonzilez Torres (1992:271). 
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.Y&, "our skinned lord". the god of fertility. of spring and the re-birth of vegetation. the 

one that gave origin to w d 3 ;  and Xochipiili, spouse of ,Yochiauerzal, god of love and 

spring? Al1 these deities are associated with fenility and birth. The skins covered the 

priests elevating them to a divine status during ceremmies. All of them were eventually 

disposed with great care inside a special cave to prevent their "contamination" ( G o d e z  

Torres, 1992:74). Just as the placenta of a newbom6'. these skins of fertility and birth were 

destined to reside inside the protective fieshness of the earth. 

To summarize this section. we note that al1 conversations presented reafirm what 

appean to be a fundamental association between Coid. Earth and Humidity; an association 

grounded on cultural concepts of spacr (location) that go beyond the scope of an European 

humoral theory. The Earth with its mountains and caves that give origin to water. the 

earthen floor of the house, the corner facing East. the cernent floor. the river. the ground 

beneath the home fire, the outdoors or garbage dump, al1 are places that quali@ what 

practices should and should not be followed in handling the placenta of a newbom child. 

People were not asked if the placenta was Hot or Cold. Nobody volunteered an attribution 

either. As with the previous example on the Heat of the dead, what appeared to be most 

63 See Femandez ( 1992: 1 70- I ) and Gonzilez Torres ( 1992: 1 38-9 & 272). 

See Femandez ( 1992: 1 72-3) and Gonzilez Torres ( l992:X). 

6' Placenta in Zoque Popoluca is transiated to tnan&apa. People explaimd the meaning of 
the word as: "there where the child resides" [iî7 1 1 pe.94:28]; "there were the child is bom ... îapu 
because it was bom there ... there in the stomach of the mother, it remains there, that flesh that was 
fomed there ... like the head ... iupa, like a budding bush, where it began, it grows there ..." 
[iZOIOan.94: 1 1); From Elson and Gutiérrez dictionary (1995): man& = hijo (son) p.22; gpa = 
rnadre (mother), p.9; iinonkap = tener como hijo (have as a child), p.44. 
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relevant in people's minds was not the Hot or Cold value of the item (corpse or placenta) but 

rather how the item interacted with its surroundings in a particular time and place. There are 

differences however. People did not speak of energy emanations from the placenta. It is as 

if these skins that once housed the child in the womb of the mother retain a connection to the 

child for life. The proper resting place for the placenta is in a corner of the house. enclosed 

and protected within the freshness of the earth. If consumed by the fire it will heat the child. 

day and night, producing a profuse sweating for the rest of hidher life; if exposed to river 

water. it will make the c hild's navel rot and never heal; if exposed to the outdoors, the 

winds will inflict an assortment of illnesses throughout the child's life. In conclusion. we 

see how a bit of folklore reported by Foster half a century ago conceais multiple relationships 

between beliefs and practices that span across the realms of health. well-being. agriculture. 

and even notions of property - relationships that revolve around the Hot-Cold pair and whose 

existence cm be traced back for many centuries. 

4.4 Life and Movement 

We are now in the Age of the Fifth Sun. The ancient Nahua called it Ollintonatiuh, 

the sun of rn~vernent~~. The legend tells us that in this mythicai age, the sun and rnoon were 

Tonatiuh is translated by Leon Portilla as "the one that produces the heat and light". The 
Sun was the supreme divinity for the Aztecs, the centre of  religious life. Their mission as a People 
was to feed it with the b l d  of human sacrifices (I983:394). Oflin is movement. From it are 
derived the words: ydIot1, the human heart, literally rneaning "su movifidod" (its rnoving ability 
or essence) or " that which gives life and movement to someone"; and yoIiIiztIi or life, "the result 
of the inside movernent" ( l983:386). OIIintonatiuh is then the Sun of Movement. 
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created and began to move. marking the begiming of tirne: the time of human beings. The 

movement of celestial bodies also initiated the beginning of a new cycle of life and 

procreation. where maize would become the sustenance of the human species6'. This new 

beginning, this point of renewal and te-creation. happened because of the penance and 

sacrifice of the gods (see fig. 4.1). 

:-f Sacrifice of Gods 

-k Sacrifice of Hurnans 
i 

End Mivernent 
Death Darkness Light Life 

Stil lness Beginning 

Regeneration 

Figure 4.1 Beginning of a new cycle: the Sun of Movement 

or cycles 
primeval 

" The ancient Nahua believed the world had existed for four previous and consecutive ages 
that were called "Soles" (suns). Each of these ages had been dominated by one of the four 
forces - water, eah .  tire and wind; and each ended with a cataclysm. The present was 

the tifth age, an age of equilibrium between these forces. A process of evolution had occurred from 
age to age, with better forms of human beings, plants and foods appearing each time, culm inating 
in this fifth age with the re-creation of humans as we know them and the discovery of maize as the 
staple food (Leon Portilla 1987: 15-22; l984:98- 1 1 2). 



For it was i V a n ~ ~ ~ c i n  and Tec~tciztécatl who jumped into the teotexcalli, the divine fire or 

heanh. and with their death. the Sun and moon appeared. The other Gods gathered in the 

sacred city of Teotihuacan and then gave their blood and life in sacrifice so the two celestial 

bodies could begin to rnove. From this point fonvard. the blood and heaits of human beings 

were needed to maintain the divine movernent of the sun and moon across the sky. 

Not surprisingly, times associated with renewal retained through the centuries a 

profound ritual importance. They remained occasions consecrated with offenngs and 

sacrifices that made people worthy of the new begimings. h n y  of these rituai even:s were 

mentioned earlier. Among the ancient Nahua werr included: the celebration of the New Fire 

that marked the beginning of a new 52-year cycle"; pan~uetzafirtli, the main celebration 

commemorating the birth of the su-god Huisilo~ochtli, the national god of the Aztecs; or 

ochmizt l i  the celebration to Toci, the goddess of midwives and healers, a time of 

purification and renewal in health. We also referred to the initiation rites of rulers or tecuhrli. 

For the Zoque-Popoluca. we examined the curnuwl and its role in reaffirming the authonty 

of community leaders and protecting the new harvest and health of people. We discussed 

the agnculnual rituals for the sowing of corn. the b e g i ~ i n g  of the new agricdhxal cycle. 

68 Gontalez Torres calls this celebration the to.riuhrno!~i/ii( 1992: 123). It was a fragile time 
that required special ceremonies to prevent the end of the Fifth age. All the fires of the Aztec 
kingdom were eninguished the last night of a 52-year cycle, and people looked at the sky for the 
tianauiztii or Pleiades (the "Seven Sisters" in the constellation of Taurus). The movement of this 
cluster of stars at midnight brou@< the divine message. promising 52 more years of life. At this 
moment, the new fire was kindled on the chest of the most valiant prisoner. He was then sacrificed. 
His heart was removed and thrown into the fire. followed by his entire body. This new fire was used 
to kindle al1 tires in al1 temples and households of the kingdom (Leon Portilla, I984: 1 15; Gondlez 
Torres, 1 992: 123). 
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We also refened to healing rituais that mark the end of disease and beginning of renewed 

health; as well as the initiation of healers and their dealings with chuneque spirits: and, the 

vigils that sent the spirit of the dead into their final joumey, fkeeing households from the 

residual Heat they lefi behind. Ancien? Nahua rituais shared a number of comrnon 

elements with those of the Zoque Popoluca. The following tables illustrate similarities 

between them. The sections that foilow draw on these similarities to examine Hot and Cold 

associations invoived at times of renewal. 

Event Time 

Table 4.1 Rituals of renewal 

I 
End/ 
beginning 
of 52-year 
cycle, at 
midnight 

Fifteenth 
month of 
Aztec year; 
end of 
harvest and 
beginning 
of warring 
season 

Ancient Nahii 

Acts of 
Morit fication 

Fasting 
Sexual 
abstinence 
Mortifications 
of the flesh 

Fast ing 
Sexual 
abstinence 

Mortifications 
of the flesh 

Codornices 
(quaiis) 
Copal 
Human hearts 

Copal 
Human hearts 
Idols made of 
dough from 
amaranth and 
blood of 
children 

Hot-Cold Elements 

To renew the Age of the 
Fifih Sun, al1 fires were 
extinguished with water 
the last night of the cycle 
and a New Fire was 
kindled at rnidnight. 
bringing a new beginning 
to the Sun, its movement. 
and life on Earth with 
human sacrifices. 

Yearly celebration 
marked the birth of the 
Sun god, the god of war. 
Huit:i/o~ocht li. He was 
the god of that which is 
Hot, dry, hard, of light 
and of the goveming 
class. 

69 See Gonzhlez Toms ( 1992: 1 82 B 192). The author associates renewal and sacrifice to the ancient 
Mesoamerican beiief of the need to die for renovation to be possible. Fires in temples had to die every 52 
years, extinguished by water, in order to be bom again. 

'O See Gonziilez Toms ( 1992: 122 & 132). 
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ochpanérli7' 
(Yearl y 
celebration to 
Toci, mother of 
al1 gods and 
goddess of 
rnidwives and 
healers) 

Table 4.1 Rituals 

- -  

Initiation of 
recuhtli 
(territorial 

ru !ers)" 

of renewal: Ancient Nahu 

Ï Time 

Eleventh 
month of 
Aztec year 

Defined 
by the 
rottaho hu- 
ull i - 

Acts of 
Mortification 

- - 

Fasting 
Sexual 
abstinence 
Mortifications 
of the flesh 

Fast ing 
Sexual 
abstinence 
Vigil 
Mortifications 
of the flesh 

Offeriags Hot-Cold Elements 

- - - 

Copal 
Human hearts 
of women 
(beheaded & 
skinned) 

Dances 

.. - 

Mature women were 
sacrificed at dusk. Their 
skins were worn by 
priests who had to puri@ 
themselves beforehand to 
withstand the energy 
concentrated in them. 
After their use, they were 
deposited in a special 
cave. As part of  the 
celebration, ail the main 
streets, temples and 
houses were swept and 
people had ritual baths. 

Copal The elected candidate 
remained naked for two 
days in front of a fire 
dedicated to the god of 
fire and giver of life, 
.Yiuhtecuhtli. H is nasal 
septum was perforated 
with awls made from 
eagle c laws (sky) and 
tiger bones (earth) to 
carry a jewel 
corresponding to his title. 
He was then painted in 
black and endured four 
days of penance and 
mortifications. He later 
received a ritual bath in 
front Chalchiuhrlicue, 
goddess of tenestrial 
waters, marking his re- 
birth as a nifer, and filled 
with a higher inner energy 
of fire. 

" See Gonzilez Toms ( 1992: 267-76) and Ferniindu. 1992: 84 & 159) 

" See Ldpu Austin (1 996:456-9) 



Event 

Table 4.2 Rituals 

I 
Carnaval 
(Zoque 
Popoluca)~ 

- - -  -- 

Sowing of 7 
Days 
(Zoque 
Popo luca) 

- - 

Healing 
poisonous bites 
(Zoque 
Popoluca) 

Collection of 
medicinal plants 
by snakebite 
healer7' 
(Zoque 
Popoluca) 

Time Acts of 
Mortification 

End of 
Fe bruary 

Sexual 
abstinence 
Fasting 
Vigil 

New rnaize 
planting 
cycle 

Sexual 
abstinence 
Fasting 
Vigil 

End of 
treatment 
marking 
new health 

renewal: 

i 

Sexual 
abstinence 
Vigil 

Contemporar 

I 

m 

m 

3 1st of 
Decem ber 
to 1 st of 
March 

4- 

1 

Sexual 
abstinence 
Vigil 

Offe rings 
--- - -- 

Rot-Cold Elements 

Copal 
Dances 
Animals that 
eat maize 
crops 

New fire lit January first 
in the house of a leader. 
Authorities and dancers 
kept vigil in front of it for 
a whole night. The fire 
coutd not be put out until 
the Tuesday of carnaval 
celebrations. Acts of 
mortification gave leaders 
a high inner energy that 
could ki 1 l unprepared 
common folk "from Heat". 
The event ended with a 
feast and a ritual bath by 
the river or waterfall. 

Copal Hot foods must be 
avoided during 
mortifications lest the 
young maize crop will 
bum from excess Cold. 
See also cultivation cycle 
afier table. 

Copal 
Soul of a 
chicken in 
exchange for 
sou1 of 
convalescent 

Hot foods were avoided 
while in treatment; ritual 
bath by river marks new 
health; remains of 
chicken and healing items 
are thrown into the 
freshness of the river 
water. 

Copal 
Ce lebrat ion 
with food & 
drink on 
June 23 

Acts of mortification give 
healer a "good posture" 
(excess Heat in body ) to 
collect the plants and put 
them to dry under the Sun 
or by the fire. 



Event 

Wake (veiorio) 
(Zoque 
Popoluca) 

initiation rites 
of snake bite 
healers7' 
(Zoque 
Popo luca) 

Time Acts of 
Moritfication 

of  renewal: Contem ora 

l-7 
20 days 
a fter 
burial, 
marking 
departure 
of spirit 
into its 
final 
journey 

24 of June 
at midnight 

Sexual 
abstinence 
(w idow/er) 
Vigil 

Sexua l 
abstinence 
Fast in g 
Vigil 

Offerings Hot-Cold Elements 

Copal Celebration removes Heat 
of dead from the house; 
old couple (Hot state) 
sweep household; 
penonal belongings of 
dead, food remains from 
celebration and house 
sweepings are thrown into 
the river; widowler has 
bath, yet he/she will onIy 
cool off afier 7 yecirs; 
children are bathed with 
aguardiente to protect 
them against heat of the 
death. 

Copal 
Human souls 
Animal souls 

Acts of mortification give 
healers in training the 
required inner energy for 
the initiation. Retreats for 
learning and praying are 
done by the river and 
waterfalls. On the day of 
the initiation at midnight, 
the snake cornes out of an 
ant hole to instruct those 
who are prepared on the 
art of healing. The snake 
repments water. the 
symbol of annual 
renovation and fertility, 
of death and tesurrection. 

Traditions associated with the cultivation of corn are rich in ritual observances and 

moral teachings. They also offer a good example of how people's perceptions of temperature 

" See Munch ( 1983: 1 89-90 & 205-9) 
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acquire particular cultural rneanings. Slash-and-burn milpa agriculture has been practised 

by the Zoque-Popoluca and their Nahua neighbours for hundreds of years. For the 

campesinos/as of the Sierra, the fertility of the milpa and the health of the crop depend on 

a balanced application of Heat and Cold at appropriate times. The main maize crop in the 

Sierra Santa Marta is planted in June, at the beginning of the wet temporal season, and is 

harvested between November and January. The land itself must be prepared before planting 

through a process that involves drying and buming, just pnor to the rainy season. This 

happens during the dry months of Apnl or May. The secondary vegetation growing in the 

resting miipa is cut down and lefi to dry under the Sun. This tinder is then set on fire during 

the bum off (la quema). Not long afler. the thundrrbolt will announce the first rains, and 

with them the campesino/a will prepare for the sowing. This cycle of Heating and Cooling 

makes the land fertile. The ashes obtained from the dry k g  forces of the sun and the fire (la 

yuerna) combine with the rainwater to bring Iife into the corn seed. From these wet 

begimhgs. the corn plant wiil endure a progressive hardening and drying as it grows and 

matures. Its death, bent over in the rnilpa. produces new seeds needed to begin a new 

agricultural cycle76. In close agreement with this evolution of the corn plant, Homshuk, the 

corn-god is portrayed by elden as a young. childlike dwarf when maize is first planted. 

ageing in parallel with the corn plants in the miipa. and becoming withered and parched 

when the corn stands bent and dry in the field7'. 

76 See Chevalier (1994, #2) for a detailed analysis of maize cultivation and the Hot-Cold 
cycle. 

n See quote in previous chapter from B. Elson (1947: 193). 
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Figure 4.2 sumrnarizes the main Hot and Cold elements involved in maize 

cultivation. The cultivation cycle is portrayed here using the same basic structure of 

preceding figures to emphasise the logic of sacrifice inherited from early agîicultural 

societies of Mesoamerica. The need to balance Hot and Cold influences is also extended 

to the campesino/a. Helshe must follow speci fic acts of mortification preceding the sowing 

and must observe proper behaviours. For instance. we saw earlier how sexual abstinence 

was observed before the sowing and how consurning the wrong Hot food (eg. mamey) during 

this time may lead to an excess of Heat that will produce chahuistle (the Cold burning of 

young corn plants) in the milpa of the transgressor. If a careful Hot-Cold balance brings 

fertility and productivity, extremes of either Heat or Cold at the wrong tirne wili lead to 

destruction and death. 

Corn plant dies rrnder the sun to become 
food for hrrman beings 

Sacrifice of Corn Plant 
Hot ~ H o r n s h u k  (wirhered & parched) 

Dry ears of corn 
'End ofplont ! f i  

Death Li fe 
Dry Seeds Young Homshlrk 

Hot - Sun & Fire: (ch ildlike) 
Hear of season Beginning 

Cold - Water &Earth: Regeneration Coid 
Wet weather New plant life 

Figure 4.2 Maize Cycle and Müpcr 
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The milpa cycle and the various other exarnples presented in the table suggest that 

categories of Hot and Cold give a structure to ritual observances associated with times of 

renewal. General relationships and order of events are depicted in figure 4.3. Again the basic 

cyclic structure of previous figures is used. We highlight both the sacrificial nature of 

renewal and similarities in related observances from agriculture, govemance and health. 

The renewal of cycles are characterized by Hot endings and Cold begimings, mimicking 

the Cold (humid) birth and Hot (dry) death of Hornshuk, ûie corn god. In agreement with 

this order. acts of self-sacrifice precede the beginning of a new cycle. bringing the human 

body to the proper physical and spiritual state. We described in the previous chapter how 

vigil and acts of sexual abstinence and fasting produce an accumulation of inner energy, an 

excess of interna1 Heat that denotes a higher spiritual condition and makes a person worthy 

or deserving of what is being sought - a renewal or new begiming. Similarly, the initiation 

of the cycle itself is marked by rituals or festejos (celebrations) associated with water and the 

refieshrnents of eating and drinking. These include bathing and throwing al1 ritual remains 

(feathers and bones fiorn sacrificed chickens, leftovers from remedies and the like) into the 

river. Al1 are elements closely related to a Cold or refreshing condition". 

Hot and Cold poles seem to bind the cycle of life's renewal. New life begins in water. 

" The word fesfejm (celebrate) in Zoque Popoluca is n'>Cl which also means beber agua 
(to dn'nk water) or corner famales (to eat tamaies - a traditional food of seasoned meat and maize 
flour steamed or baked in maize husks) [Elson & Gutiérrez, 1995: 20,761. Fiesta. celebracion del 
pueblo (community celebration) is translated as s k h ~ ,  a word meaning also cielo (the sky) and 
alma (the sou1 or human spirit) [Elson & Gutiérrez, 1 WS:87]. 
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Its natural progression is a movement away from this life-giving liquidR. Yet life is also a 

gift from the heavens. From them cornes the solar warmth that gives growth. movement and 

strength to the human body and al1 forms of life. This energy increases in the campesinos/as 

as they age and dry up under the Sun, toilinp the land and giving their seed for procreation, 

while moving away fiom the leisure of a young wet life. 

Hot Mortifications: 
Sexual abstinence, vigil. Casting 
Oflerings: 
Copal. animai & human souls 

""p 
End 

Death 

Sacrifice 

Life 

Regeneration / C O M  
New 'lant L* Cold Celebratioas: 
New Health Bath in river 
Renewed Alrthoriw Food&drink 
of Leaders Ritual remains thrown in river 

Figure 4.3 Sacrifice and Renewal 

These are paradoxes that typify the sacri ficial logic of carnpeshoshs and milpa 

production, paradoxes that are also expressed in related sets of complementary opposites 

tied in a cyclic motion of renewal: a begiming fiom an end, life fiom death, well-king 

fiom sacrifice, reproduction fiom desmiction, fertility fiom dryness. 

See Chevalier (1994, #2: 1-2 & 7-8). 



1.5 Health and Equilibrium 

In addition to providing a structure to ntual observances. the Hot-Cold pair also 

gives people a means to conceptualize relationships between health. the human body, its 

soul, and gods and spirits. Rrlationships between them are cornplex. For example, Hot 

or Cold influxes cannot be classified as either harmhl or beneficial. We noted earlier how 

both types are needed to bring about the fertility and productivity of the land. With respect 

to health. they can change their role. behaving at times as aggressive agents, and at other 

times as therapeutic ones. Their impact on the human body rests on a multiplicity of 

factors. Much depends on the person who is being affected (eg. child or adult), hisher 

physical state (eg. fatigue), and the natural or spintual forces that rnay be interacting with 

the body and soul. This brings us back to the contextual elements of space (Iugar - place or 

location) and time. In the realm of health. both elements take on a particular significance. 

The human body is one of the primary spaces where Hot and Cold interactions occur. 

producing disease or its cure. as the case may be. Time manifests itself in the body in the 

form of nanirally changing physiological conditions in a person's life (e.g., rest-night 1 

exertion-day, menstruation, pregnancy, ageing, ...), in some cases predisposing and in 

others protecting a person from potential Hot or Cold threats. The interplay between these 

various factors will be examined in the next chapter. But first, we look at basic ideas 

concerning the human body and notions of equilibrium. 



Equilibrium Cycles 

Researchers generally agree that since pre-Colonial times health has been associated 

with a condition of equilibriurn within the body, and disease with its rupture. But this is as 

far as the consensus goes. Differing hypotheses about the meaning of the equilibrium 

concept itself results in disagreement and differences in interpretation of historical and 

ethnographic data. The problem begins with different inferences about what constitutes a 

healthy equilibtium state, and what constitutes a harmful disniption. Table 4.2 surnrnarizes 

four di fferent models of the equilibrium-disease cornplex. Three of these illustrate comrnon 

conceptual constructions reported in the litenture. The fourth is based on our own 

ethnographic work in the Sierra Santa Mana and the preceding observations conceming 

notions of cyclic movement in ancient Mesoamerican thought. The mode1 is presented here 

as an alternative interpretation of historical and ethnographic infoxmation related to 

Hot-Cold equilibrium conditions of the body. The following sections summarize the main 

concepts and interpretations contained in the four different models. 

Foster (1994): Humoral Equilibrium. Foster and other researchers who amibe a humoral 

Iogic to autochthonous forms of healing in Mesoamerica tend to characterize a healthy body 

as a homeostatic system balanced by the application of Hot and Cold opposites. In other 

words, a healthy body is believed to be in a relatively stable condition of equilibriurn, and 

Hot or Cold disruptions are counteracted with remedies of opposite value. This equilibrium 

condition is implicitly assumed to be static. marked by an optimum body temperature that 

nonetheless can be disrupted by extemal or intemal influences. When disruptions happen, 



the body becomes fragile. near or in a state of illness. Foster's definitions of "metaphoric" 

and "thermal" temperatures were discussed earlier. He uses these constructs to further define 

conditions of health and disease. According to the author, the healthy body is marked by 

"an evenly distributed thermal warmth. an equilibrium state somewhat closer to the hot pole 

than the cold pole" (1994:30). This warmth is defined as the normal or optimal body 

temperature, "a personal hot cold equilibrium representing health" (p.33). 

Although men, women, old and young can have different optimal body 

temperatures, they are al1 on the warm side. Any variation from this personal nom is 

considered to put the penon in what he designates as an "at risk state". Work or any other 

organic changes such as menstruation are interpreted as disruptions forrn the optimal body 

(thermal) temperature and therefore make a penon vulnerable to becorning ill. Foster notes 

for example that: 

"As a woman begins to menstniate. her body temperature is believed to fall. 
because of loss of warm blood. She remains in this cool state, "at nsk" but 
not ill, until she ceases to menstniate. If. while menstruating, she drinks 
cold water or eats Very Cold food, such as broad bean soup, she is believed 
likely to suffer menstnial crarnps known as dolor de wda. The combined 
effects of blood loss and cold water or Cold food, neither of which in 
moderate quantity threatens a woman at equilibrium, produces the critical 
temperature differential that leads to pain." ( 1 9943 5)m 

" This quote on menstruation for Tzintzuntzan diffen from the historical data reported for 
the Nahua by Lopez Austin (1996:297-B), from that of rural communities in Morelos reported by 
Castafieda et al. ( 1996: 137 ), from that of the Quiches of Guatemala reported by Neuenswander & 
Souder (1 980: 147); and, from our own ethnographie work with the Zoque- Popoluca of Southem 
Veracruz. Foster describes menstruation here as a Cold state, while the other authon report it as 
a Hot state. Foster gives rio indication if this belief in Tzintnintzan was near unanimous or if it 
differed within the community or between different types of people interviewed. He contradicts 
himself however, as he has stated in other publications that in Tzintzuntzan (1986:68): "The 
menstrual period, pregnancy, birth and the period following childbirth are also times of Heat above 
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His model is based on the existence of a fixed and optimal equilibrium condition in each 

individual. This optimum state is a reference level of thermal heat that can be upset by hot 

or cold insults. be they metaphoric or thermal. Any variation from the reference level puts 

a person "at risk". If the variation is too pronounced. h m  will follow. His model uses 

three di fferent consmicts: "thermal" and "metaphoric" temperatures, and the "at risk" state 

of health. These lead to problems in the model's intemal consistency. We expressed our 

concem earlier about the dificulty researchers face in distinguishing between thermal and 

metaphoric temperatures. Foster's own informants shared this dificulty . To put the problem 

in simple terms. Foster defines the optimum temperature of the body as "thermal warmth". 

People tell him that this warmth is due to the heat of the blood, but they are not sure if they 

can cal1 this heat "rnetaphoric" or "thermal". The split is 50-50 between informants 

(1994:32-33). One wonden if this split is simply due to infonnants not understanding the 

constructs that are being forced on them. The level of disagreement is significant given that 

it concems the core of his conceptual construction of equilibriurn and the "at risk state": the 

distinction between thermal and metaphoric heat on the element (blood) that defines his 

reference condition of a healthy body. 

the normal [level]." 



Table 3.2 Health and Equiiibrium Models 

Source: Foster (1994) 

Basic 
concepts: 

- - . .- - . . . 

Normal 
(bealt hy) 
re ference 
state of body: 

Changes in 
organic 
(body) state: 
(work, rest..) 

Healtb 
impact 
during 
different 
organic 
states: 

Health- 
Equilibtium 
relation~hip 

Two types of 
temperature: 
thermal & 
metaphoric. 

Hot & Cold 
insults 
(metaphoric & 
thermal) affect 
body 
temperature. 

Single optimum 
equilibriurn 
state for each 
person. 

Optimum body 
(t herma 1) 
temperature is 
closer to Hot 
pole. 

Non-equilibriurn 
conditions 

Condition of 
risk, vulnerable 
to disease when 
not in reference 
state 

Onset of disease 
due to 
cumulative or 
large single 
deviations From 
optimum state. 

Neuenswander & 
Souder ( 1980) 

Two Hot-Cold 
models: "Ideai 
model" justifies 
people's actions; 
"Real model" 
guides behaviour. 
Each model is 
described by a 
different and 
characteristic Hot- 
Cold condition of 
the body. 

ldeal model: 
single (absolute) 
equilibrium state 
for al1 people is 
temperate (not 
Hot-not Cotd). 

Real model: 
single healthy 
state of non- 
equilibrium is Hot 
for al1 people. 

Non-equi l i brium 
conditions 

Hot working body 
in healthy status 

Ideal equilibriurn 
state is lost during 
illness; normal 
healthy (Real) Hot 
state is maintained 
through Hot diet. 

Lopez Austin 
( 1 996) 

Excess energy is 
accumulated 
during certain 
organic states of 
the body, 
provoking 
disruption of 
equi t ibrium and 
possibility of 
emanations 
harmfùl to 
others. 

Implicit state of 
equilibrium, but 
Hot-Cold 
reference state 
not specified. 

Non-equilibrium 
conditions 

State of 
weakness and 
vulnerability to 
disease when not 
in state of 
equilibrium 

Onset of disease 
due to disruption 
of organic 
equilibrium state. 

Sanchez 
(t b is t hesis) 

Body follows 
normal healthy 
cycles, 
altemating 
between Hot 
and Cold states 
of equilibrium 
in each cycle. 

Multiple Hot 
& Cold 
reference states 
of equilibrium 
reac hed 
according to 
organ ic (body) 
condition (eg. 
exenion/ rest; 
menstruation, 
pregnancy ). 

Multiple 
equilibrium 
conditions 

Healthy status 

Vulnerability 
and disease 
result from 
disruption of 
Hot-Cold body 
cycles. 



Neuenswander & Souder (1980): Ideal & Real Organic States. The authors base their 

conceptual constructions on their ethnographie work with the Quichés of Joyabaj in 

Guatemala. They present two different models to describe the normal state of the body and 

how to keep it healthy. They label hem: "ideal" and "real" models. Both have a cognitive 

value and function, and operate simultaneously in peoples' everyday life. The "ideal" mode1 

is used to justiQ actions, while the "real" one guides behaviour. The authors define the 

"ideal model" as follows: 

According to Model 1 [the "ideal" model], the normal and healthy body of a 
Quiché should be in a state of equilibrium between m'an "hot" and hron 
"cold" ... This balance or equilibriurn is lost in case of disease and during 
transitory States such as menstruation, pregnancy and dnuikenness (which are 
classified as "hot"). In al1 these cases, the body assumes the quality of the 
state. or of the disease and transfers this quality to the blood (and to the milk 
of lactating mothen) - p. 146, my own translation. 

A healthy temperate state of equiiibriurn is achieved by carefully balancing the ingestion of 

Hot and Cold foods in people's normal diet and avoiding sudden encounters with extreme 

Hot or Cold influences fiom the environment. When ill, the Hot-Cold balance is re- 

established by ingesting foods or exposing the body to conditions that have the opposite Hot 

or Cold value of the disease (p. 162). In ternis of the "real" model, they write: 

The alternative point of view (Model II) is based in the concept that the 
normal state of the healthy body in a worker is hot (not cold, nor temperate) 
..... The quiché man that enjoys good health spends most of his life working 
in a hot environment. The exercise and the Sun, as well as activities carried 
out close to a fire (such as burning lime or making bricks) are al1 and each 
generators of heat. And the woman, outside al1 the chores she carries out 
using the fire to roast the corn and coffee, making tortillas, cooking, and 
ironing, is found in a hot state during most of her adult life due to 
menstruation, pregnancy and breast-feeding. Rest, shade, and the cold of 
the night refresh the body to a certain point, but do not make it cold. (p. 147, 
my own translation). 
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The diet of working people consists mainly of Hot foods "which provide strength". Cold 

foods are carefully combined with Hot foods or herbs to modim their impact on the body. 

In contrast with the "ideal model", diseases are not fought with Hot or Cold elernents of 

opposite value. Instead, people avoid "shocks" between Hot and Cold extremes (p. 162-3). 

There are a number of sirnilarities with Foster's model: both define an optimal and 

fixed equilibrium state; both give blood a particular importance in defining this state; both 

consider menstruation and pregnancy to be deviations from this optimum reference - a loss 

of balance, corporai conditions of non-equilibrium. However, there is a striking difference 

between both analytical approaches: Foster believes that work, pregnancy or menstruation 

produce a state of "risk" or vulnerability ; while the people of Joyabaj believe these lead to 

a Hot body condition that is normal and healthy. 

Neuenswander & Souder try to account for the conflict between the ideal state of 

balance (temperate and healthy) and the real (Hot and healthy) working body by assigning 

them different roles: one to explain, and the other to guide behaviour. Their analysis 

however does not examine how a person can cope wi th this ever-prexnt contradiction. Nor 

does it make clear if people consider a Hot and healthy working body to be in a state of 

balance or equilibrium. Their presentation implies that it is not the case, even when people 

seem to be reasoning in accordance to the "real model". 
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Lopez Austin (1996): Excess Energy States. The author's work is based on historicai 

records from the Colonial period and a review of a number of contemporary ethnographies. 

In direct opposition to Foster, Lopez Austin considers the Hot or Cold nature ascnbed to 

human and non- hurnan beings to be more than a thermic state of the body (p.286). Hot and 

Cold refer to qualities that are assigned according to acomplex set of criteria. Human beings 

in particular, experience changes in their Hot or Cold body condition throughout their liveç. 

For example, intemal Heat accumulates in the body with ageing and with the holding of 

public or political positions. According to km. ancient Nahuas M e r  believed that 

organic changes (menstruation, physical exertion due to work, hunger, pregnancy) 

provoked a disruption of equilibrium in the body. The resulting non-equilibrium state was 

not conceived strictly as a pathologic condition, but as a specific weakness that made people 

very vulnerable to disease during these times. He also concludes that historical and 

contemporary ethnographie records portray these organic states as an excess of Heat in the 

body with the potential of harming others (p.284-301). 

This mode1 agrees in some points and disagrees in others with the two previous ones. 

Al1 three models consider organic states (such as physical exertion or menstruation) to be 

deviations from some reference state of equilibriurn. Al1 three consider any deviation from 

this reference to put the person in a condition of wlnerability to disease. Unlike the previous 

models, Lopez Austin does not provide an explicit definition of the reference state, nor does 

he indicate if it is an ideal (unattainable) or optimal (attainable) condition of the human body. 

The reader must assume the existence of a reference level because he associates recurrent 
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organic changes in people's lives with a loss of equilibrium and the build up of heat in the 

body during these times. Yet, in his treatment of Hot and Cold changes within the body, 

there is nothing that woufd prevent this implicit reference to Vary fom individual to 

individual. and even within the same individual according to age, social and political 

position, or other possible factors. 

This Thesis: Multiple Equilibrium States. Al1 three previous models treat Hotter or 

Colder states of the body as a rupture of equilibrium. a loss of static balance or harmony that 

can lead to illness. But in this Age of the Fifth Sun, where life is synonymous with 

movement, why should balance or harmony be static? For the Zoque-Popoluca, just as it 

was for the ancient Nahuas, and probably for most Mesoamerican cultures past and present. 

life is associated with cyclic movement. The literature provides ample evidence on beliefs 

that see the hurnan body become Hotter or Colder at different times in a penon's life. 

Typically, we are in a Colder state when Young, and grow Hotter with age. A woman's 

menstruation cycle produces Hotter and Colder states. The pregnancy cycle is similar. Ideas 

about a day cycle also seem to have existed in pre-Colonial times and persisted through the 

centuries. We work during the day and become Hot; meals and the night's rest refiesh us. 

Existing evidence on these changing body conditions will be examined in sections to corne. 

For now, we focus on the notion of cyclic movement and its relation to a healthy body. 

We have seen how in ancient Mesoamerican thought, the celestial bodies, the 

growth of plants, the fertility of the land and life itself followed a cyclic movement between 
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death and regeneration. These cycles represented dy narnic processes in harmony , conditions 

of compromise and balance between the forces of the cosmos. There was nothing static in 

these ancient conceptions of equilibrium. The imer workings of the human body need not 

be an exception. It is possible to allow for Hotter or Colder states of equilibrium in the 

human body - organic conditions that are considered normal, hedthy, and provide a 

reference from which people can justify or guide behaviour. This is depicted in tigure 4.4. 

With this model, the body is characterized by a senes of natural cycles between Hotter and 

Colder conditions. These dynamic cycles are in themselves an expression of hannony and 

balance. A simple analogy can be made with the equilibrium temperature of water in a pot. 

M e n  left exposed to the outdoors, the sun will slowly warm the water over the course of 

the day. The coolness of the night will again make it colder. Differences in water 

iemperature between night and day correspond to different equilibrium conditions of the pot 

and water with their surroundings (ambient temperatures, cloud cover, solar energy reaching 

the pot). Wanner water at the zenith of a bright sunny day, and colder water at dawn are 

normal phenomena. Their non-occurrence would be considered abnormal. Similarly. there 

is evidence in the literature to suggest that organic changes (eg. ageing, menstruation, 

pregnancy, exertion, etc ... ) are considered normal or hedthy. The regeneration of life 

would be impossible if these natural cycles ceased to exist. 

It seems reasonable to associate "risk", or wlnerability to disease, with deviations 

from these normal body cycles and not fiom a fixed absolute state. In other words, what may 

be considered risky and potentially harmful are organic deviations fiom Hotter or Colder 
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equilibrium conditions that are normal at a particular point in time and space. as opposed 

to deviations frorn a fixed reference point that may or may not be attainable. Retuming to 

a previous example taken from the Zoque-Popoluca the Hot body of a campesino after 

working in the milpa al1 day under the sun is the expected natural condition of al1 

campesinos. This is the normal healthy body temperature under the circumstances. He will 

be more susceptible to Coid foods such as pineappie while in this state. but the vulnerability 

is not necessarily the result of a loss of equilibrium or harmony. It is rather a normal 

vulnerability to Cold foods if eaten right there under the sun given his Hot condition. There 

is no need here for the researcher to devise "an at risk state" or "ideal" versus "real" mental 

models when trying to grasp the logic behind people's explanations and actions. 

This alternative model minimizes the importance of a single reference or ideal 

equiiibrium condition in the way people think (or thought) about health and disease. The 

approach offcrs the possibility of examining illness as a dynarnic process in which di fferent 

contextual elements interact. Thinking in ternis of natural organic cycles in equilibrium. 

dong a Hot-Cold auis, allows for h m  or disease to occur in the event that a particular cycle 

is broken or disrupted. This is something that a single fixed reference model does not 

address. 
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Figure 4.4 Natural equilibrium cycles in the human body 

The preoccupation of Mesoarnerican ancestors for the maintenance of cyclic 

movement in life is unquestionable. Countless sacrifices, mortifications and offenngs to the 

gods stand as evidence. The next chapter will present different examples in which people 

associate illness with a series of symptoms that can be traced to disruptions of basic organic 

cycles. Anaemia is a case in point. It is considered a debilitating condition of the body that 

results fiom laziness or physical inactivity. But first, we examine existing historical and 

ethnographie data on organic changes in the life of a person. 



The Human Body and its Organic Changes 

Body Heat & Ageing. For the ancient Nahuas, the hurnan being was conceived as an entity 

at the centre of the cosmos. He/she was the macehualtin, the one deserved by the godsl 

penance. In h i d e r  converged ail the forces of the universe into a synthetical equiiibrium 

that made life possible. The body was a confluence of Hot and Cold elements. Some 

human organs were hotter than others: the brain, associated with the tonalli, was Hotter 

than the liver where the ihivotl resided; the te-volia was concentrated in the hem. giving it 

a Hot value, while the stornach was considered Cold (Viesca Treviiio, 1986: 103). The body 

as a whole was also associated with more or less Hot States. variations resulting fiom natural 

physiological processes or particular occurrences. We have already referred to the potential 

Heat emanations from leaders. These also occurred in Elders. Two of their animistic forces, 

the tonalli and tevoliaa increased in strength with the passing of yean, building up an 

excess energy inside the body that was considered Hot and potentially harmful to others. 

specially children (Lopez Austin, 1996:288-9). 

Contemporary Zoque Popoluca campesinos/us do not distinguish between parts of 

the body as king Hotter or Colder. They typically looked puvled when asked if some parts 

or organs were more or less Hot than othen. No natural differences are reported either in 

other ethnographie studies of the area. The head can become Hot but only as the result of 

anger. We noted earlier, for example, that icgbucpi~pa which means "to become upset or 

imtated" translates literally as "the head becomes heated". Similady, cgbacp@i, meaning 

"to be bothered" or annoyed also translates into "head with heat". The breast milk of a 



rnother can also become Hot as the result of an argument with her husband or neighbour, 

or because of hard work. The Hot milk will harm the feeding child. Vomiting or watery 

stools may follow, and in some extreme cases even death8'. Blood is also Hot when it is red 

and moving inside a healthy working body. But, as the reader will discover shonly. it can 

tum into water under certain illness conditions. When this happens, the body nims Cold, 

and by inference. so does this blood-tumed-water. In a sirnilar way. the spirit can be 

assigned a Hot value since the whole body will turn Cold when it is snatched away from the 

person by the chaneques. Münch reports that for the Nahuas and Popolucas of Southem 

Veracruz, the spirit is directly linked to the su, the thunderbolt, maize and the moon; al1 

of these are Hot elements that give "life" to the spirit. (1983: 193). 

The body as a whole will change in temperature with age. Young children are 

considered Colder than adults and elden. As a child grows (custam), he/she becomes ripe 

or mature (tsam or cumbmaJ, eventually tuming old (tsamirn) and wrinkled (xuchne, 

arrugado), hard (camam) and dry (cucady) like corn in the milpas'. Plants and humans alike 

need Heat and humidity. These are key ingredients of life that interact in a balanced and 

cyclic movement of growth and reproduction, marked by a Cold. humid beginning and a 

" interviews with elder midwives, i 1 1 O6ge.94:3; i 1506fe.94:6; i29 lOfe.94:3; & 
03 12in,94:4. 

" Excerpt of interview with Zoque Popoluca cmnpesino: "xuchng ... is when a penon is 
more older, it has now an age of 60-70 years, well ... you don't cal1 it in popoluca "dry", you say 
... xuchng ... it means since they are old, they are now dry ... they have turned very thin ... 
wrinkled", (my own translation), i20 1 Oan.94: 1 .  From Elson & Gutiérrez (1995): to ripen (madinar) 
= carnimu. tsurn (p.26); hard (duro, nrocizo) = cumam (p. 1 6 & 26); old person ( viejo) = tsgntim 
(p.44); carnamg = to become hard and ripe as in maize (endurecer, madurur -muu) (p. 1 0); CUCU& 

= secorse, morir (to become dry, to die), p. 14; ca = morir (to die), p. 10. 
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Hot. dry end. The waters of the uterus and of the phallus give origin to lifes3. but from this 

point onwards. a maturing and drying process will follow. It is a movement away from 

water that will produce the seeds of fùture generations. Becoming dry under the sun is a 

necessity of reproduction, an offer of sacrifice in the cycle of life and death on earth. This 

nom applies equally to human beings, the soi1 and plants. Human beings advance in age 

tuniing hard and thin, just as the dry and bent corn plants in the milpa from which the seeds 

of a new crop will corne. or the vegetation cover in the acahuai that must die under the sun 

and fire before the sowing, giving the land the matunty needed to reproduce life once moreM 

(Chevalier, 1994, #2: 1 - 1 1 ). 

Other evidence conceming these basic changes in life came up in excerpts of 

conversations presented earlier. We found it in discussions of the Heat of the dead. This 

Heat represents a threat to children precisely because of their Cold young bodies. At the other 

end of the spectrum is the Hot condition of old bodies. The reader may recall that an old 

man and woman are given the task of sweeping the house during wake celebrations to rid it 

fiom the Heat of the defunct. Their own intemal Heat accumulated through the years gives 

them protection and rnakes them well suited for the task. There was also an earlier reference. 

" semen = t-4 Iiterally "water from the penis" [i l  106an.94:2]. 

" Sexual reproduction is also a drying process. For the ancient Nahua, a man was 
conceived as having a limited amount of semen. and was destined to become exhausted and drained 
as he gave his virile liquid to the woman during intercourse (Lopez Austin. 1995335). A 
ZoquePopoluca campesino also noted that when in a young couple, the man "takes the women like 
a meal" and has sex very frequently, the man will begin to loose his strength, "he begins to dry, 
he tums dry" and will begin to have difficulties in walking and carrying out his work [iZOl Oan.94:JI. 
In a similar way, Zoque Popoluca women believe that "the baby will suck al1 the blood from the 
mother" when they become pregnant, interview i 19 1 Ome.94:2. 
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to the Hot eneqy that accumulates in the bodies of community leaders preparing for the 

carnaval. This interna1 Heat acquired through vigil, fasting and sexual abstinence gives them 

the respect. power and maturity they need to govem. As the campesino remarked, without 

these mortifications they would be treated like "youths", weak Colder bodies unworthy of 

the authonty to lead. 

Rest & Work. Both of these functions appear to have been related to changes in the Hot- 

Cold balance of the body since pre-Colonial times. Among the ancient Nahua, work 

produced fatigue and the increase of tonulli, with a corresponding increase in the overall Hot 

state of the body. Rest and recreation. on the other hand, were considered a cooling 

expenenceaJ. Lopez Austin cites several Nahuatl words in support of this point. including: 

tonalcehuia, which means "to cool one's ronalli", used dso to refer to "a rest for the one 

who walks": cehiria, meaning both. "to rest" and "to cool what is hot": and, mocelticlui, 

"the one who is cooling off' or "enjoying and relaxing oneself"(1996:292). 

The work-rest cycle plays a very important role for the Zoque Popoluca. Münch, for 

exarnple, characterizes the notion of health in the Sierra as "a balanced proportion between 

activity and rest" (1983: 192). This idea is captured very well in the following excerpt. lt is 

part of a conversation with a Zoque Popoluca medicinal plant healer in which he is 

discussing why people become pale or "ehipujo" : 

See Lopez Austin ( 1996:29 1-293). Similar associations are reported for example: among 
the quichés, Neuensweander and Souder ( 1980: 147); and, among the Nahuas of Hueyapan, 
Morelos, Alvarez Heydenreich (1 987: 1 1 3-4). 



Excerpt from field notes: 17-10-94, pp. 7-8 
[File: i 171 Oje.93. taped interview, my own translation] 

Je: Well ... he is very yellow ... for example. lets Say if a man comes now. 
a man in bad shape [jodido], ill. he is dl yellow. al1 decoioured, 
that is called cliipujo. And if you turn and see me on the other side, 
well, I am black. 1 am well. healthy. It means that al1 my blood is 
there ... because I work in the field. my blood is circulating. If 1 cut 
myself a bit, my blood is not .. red. but it's black, because my blood 
is strong [maciro - solidJ. And there are others, poor fellows, you 
see hem and their blood dnps very reddish like .. it is like water, and 
that is the person that is in bad shape. he is chipujo. 

A: And why does it happen? Because of many things? 
Je: It is because sometimes. some. because they don't move ... some 

because they don't move in the field .. some because they are in the 
house, the laziness. They only sleep and sleep. They dont do 
exercise. They have a lazy body and if a time comes when you take 
them to do a heavy job. they carmot stand it. they cannot do it 
because they don? have a pulse! They dont have strength! That man 
is discoloured! He is un-reared [descriado] ! ... and then like my own 
way of working, since 1 work in the field, with a machete, with an 
axe ... one makes strength. èxercise. Of course the body will be hard 
[macizo], it is in good answer [responds well], because one eats 
well, drinks well ... the blood circulates well, thus the apparatus 
[body] also works well. because one is tired. but what you have to 
take care of the most is the blood ... because it is the one that 
circulates, the one that gives you lire ... 

Not unlike the Quichés of Joyabaj in Guatemala. a healthy body for the Zoque Popoluca is 

a body that is working hard, where the blood is in strong circulation due to physical exertion. 

Blood in this state is considered Hot, just as the body. This is a healthy condition of a 

campesino and is the result of hard work in the field, cultivating corn under the s u .  The 

Iazy, on the other hand, will become dipujo, weak and pale - a condition of illness 

caused by the disruption of the work-rest cycle. This loss of equilibrium results £iom a iack 

of physical exertion. not fiom a Hot or Cold influx on the body. The blood becomes as thin 
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as waters6. It ceases to circulate. The lazy are like the dead, with no pulse. Their bodies 

become Cold. Their strength and health is lost. They are cu'tii, literaily "covered in 

e~crernent"~'. 

But to be healthy one must also rest and refiesh the blood. Rest is needed when the 

sun goes down at night to shine over the world of the death. Sleep will then refresh the 

body. When we are awake, blood circulates very rapidly, but when we sleep, "the blood 

does not circulate so much and can refresh i t~e l f "~ .  The natural cycle of the human body is. 

therefore, to work hard during the day and rest during the night. This will keep the blood and 

body healthy, oscillating between a Hotter-day and a Colder-night condition. Breaking this 

cycle brings sharne and disease to the person. It also makes the blood tum to water. The 

person loses hisher colour and becomes "descriudo", reverting to a child's condition of 

excess water. weakness and physical inactivity. 

" The idea of blood disappearing and tuming into water will be found in peoples' 
descriptions of the manifestations of different diseases. It is a symptom ofanaemia, sexual distress. 
and sou1 loss. These problems will be examined in detail in the next chapter. For now. we note the 
recurrence of the concept in varied circumstances. In the excerpt quoted. this idea is the reason why 
the healer States that "ail his b l d  is there" when healthy. He is referring to the fact that it has not 
disappeared. It is there circulating strong and red (so strong it even looks black). 

" From Elson & Gutiérrez (1995): 'tia = mierda (excrement), p. 93; eutria =&O (lazy). 
- p. 18; cuttinuJi =jlojero (laziness). p. 1 8. 

" These last staternents were made by the same healer in an earlier interview. when 
discussing traditions associated with the cultivat ion of maize, interview: i 0304je.94:2. On a third 
occasion, the healer noted that when we sleep, the blood is not working, "one temains absolutely 
dead", this state of non-movement allows the blood to refresh. "At the instant that you awake, 
everything begins to work", interview i1006je.94:lO. Lopez Austin notes that ancient and 
contemporary Nahua bel ieve that the tonafli leaves the body during sleep ( 1 WS:N3). The temporas. 
departure of this solar force fiom the body is likely to cause a Colder state in the penon during this 
time. 



Hunger & Food. When we eat we refresh the body. Eating and drinking are times of leisure 

and refreshment. We noted earlier that the Popoluca word n 'k means both. "to drink water" 

and "to celebrate and eat tamales". Fasting, on the other hand, is an act of mortification 

that will increase the inner energy of a person, making it Hot, in preparation for ritual 

ceremonies. Food and water provide strength to the blood and the semenag. They also give 

people the courage (valor) to workW and there fore play a very important role in maintaining 

the work-rest cycle. The importance of food is illustrated in the following conversation with 

a middle aged campesino, son of the village health worker. In this passage he is discussing 

one of three types of anaemia prevalent in the area: 

Excerpt from field notes: 04-04-94, p. 1 
[File: i0404an.94. reproduced from notes taken during interview. my own 
translation] 

An: There are people [women] that eat soil. "the hem asks for it", they 
begin to turn chipujo, white. because blood is disappearing, they are 
tming  white, pale. They tum huesudo [thin as bones]. 

A: What happens to the blood? 
An: "Because they do not eat tortilla. their blood is finishing [la sangre 

se le esta acabando]". 
A: Because they eat soil? 
An: Because they have a lot of worms or bichos [bugs]. The heart asks 

for it [to eat soil]. When the blood finishes, their feet become 
swollen. The quaiity of the blood changes, "it tums into water". 

People must not only work hard to maintain their blood and body healthy, they must also eat 

- -- - - 

89 Zoque Popoluca campesino, interview: i 1 1 O6an.94: 3. 

90 Zoque Popoluca medicinal plant healer, interview i 1 OO6je.94: 23. 
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tortilla. a food made of maize. the product of the work of men and women9'. Without this 

food. the blood will lose its strength, and just as before. the work-rest cycle will be 

interrupted. A person in this situation will become chipujo - weak, pale, with blood tumed 

into water. Stomach woms are present in the campesino's explanation. but their role is to 

elicit a craving for eating soil. This craving is expressed as the "asking of the heart". Related 

to this idea of "a hem yearning for something to eat" is a comrnon illness called dolor de 

corazbn (a  heart ache). Different people gave slightly different explmations of this illness. 

They ail associate it with a pain in the upper part of the stomach that results from a lack of 

food, be it because the penon is without food or because the med has k e n  delayed. 

Some campesinos explain the association of hem and stomach with an old belief that 

the hem resided in the mouth of the stomach (boca del estornago). Yet the following 

excerpt of a conversation with a poor and old villager suggests a strong emotional longing, 

an "asking of the hem'' that remains unfulfilled. 

'' Another campesino told of the death of his aunt. She was a widow and had to work at her 
milpa. Her family would help her with the hanest. They found her one day at home with a swol len 
face and feet. They asked her: " What's wrong?" She replied: "1 feel very tired, 1 have not eaten 
tortilla again. 1 eat very little." The nephew explained: "Then she went to the milpa, she hurt 
herself with a stick, instead of blood coming out, only water came out. Yes, only water. So my 
aunt died, she died of anaetnia." 1 asked why the body was swollen. His reply was: "It is swollen 
because she has no more blood, It is only water." [interview: iO806pe.94:7]. The tortilla appears 
again in these words as an essential f d  requirement to maintain the b l d  healthy. I asked this 
campesino in a subsequent visit 6 months later what would happen if one stops eating tortilla. He 
answered without hesitation: "One would die, one would die". Even mazeca, the industrial corn 
flour does not provide sufficient nourishment. People remain hungry. They need to eat 3 or 4 times 
more, they cannot stand hard work with this type of food and want to corne back from the field 
[interview: 27 1 1 pe.94:8]. For some, the fortiffa is a food that is neither Hot nor Cold because maize 
is grown in the m i l p .  For a traditional healer, maize is a fresh food Vkesco), when eaten it 
"refreshes, fills [the stomach] and the body rests" [intewiew: 1006je.94: 131. 



Excerpt from field notes: 25-03-94, p. I 
[File: fnotesE.wps. reproduced from notes taken during interview. rny own 
translation] 

A: Do you get diarrhoea with the ache of the hem? 
M: No. not diarrhoea but Heat [calor] yes. 
A: Why do you get an ache of the heart? 
M: "Because of thinking Ipensamiento]. because 1 have no money. What 

thing can 1 buy to eat? It was not enough". 

The old man is unable to buy enough food for him and his family. His worry causes the pain 

in the stomach. But unlike eating earth. his hunger is a Hot condition9'. just as with ritual 

fasting. Similar ideas can be found arnong the ancient Nahua. 

Historical records refemng to the ingestion of food and pulque" as means of 

tighting fatigue lead Lopez Austin to infer that hunger was considered a Hot state while 

meals and alcoholic beverages were considered Cold (1 996:294-5). He further supports this 

hypothesis with the following evidence: the verb tlehualani meant "experiencing great heat" 

as well as "becoming faint fiom hunger"; xiukfatia literally "to burn in the tire" was used 

to mean "to be hungry". He cites also the cooling power of grains of corn expressed in the 

fol lowing incantation: "mbtech nihivdcuiz, motech nicecévaz" , meaning " from you 1 wi Il 

take my breath. fiom you I will refiesh myself' ( 1  996:294). Similarly, to feed someone 

92 A medicinal plant healer also associated a condition of hunger with a Hot state [inteni iew 
i 1 006je.94: 61. 

93 Pulque is a traditional fennented drink made from the sap of the niaguey (agave plant). 
Records from the early XVII Century describe the Nahua practice of cooling the body by resting, 
and drinkingpulque prior to the performance of hard work. The tenn necehuilirili, meaning "rest" 
or "cooling off' was used to dexribe such a practice (Lopez Austin, 1996:292). The author also 
cites other evidence that pulque was considered a Cold beverage. It was necessary , for example. 
to avoid any form of sexual arousal for four days prior to the making ofpulque to prevent it from 
becoming mur and loosing its inebriating propenies (1996:295). 
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was to "refresh" that person. Here, the author cites a text describing the good omen of the 

women bom under the influence of the sign ce c i ~ a c t l i : ~ ~  

And if a women is bom in this [penod of thirteen days], she will also be 
prosperous, she will become rich. she will find what she needs to drink. 
what she needs to eat. She will feed people. she will enrich people; in her 
there will be access to the home; she will await for people with drink, with 
food; in her you will find your breath; because of her you will refiesh your 
heart, your body, the one that lives with effort on earth ..? 

Appeasing one's hunger was indeed a cooling rxperience even though individual food items 

could Vary in their Hot or Cold qualities. 

Menstruation & Pregaancy. Many contemporary ethnographie studies refer to the Hot 

state of pregnant and menstruating women. Women are believed to be particulariy 

winerable during this time to Cold influences. which instead of balancing the Hot state of 

the body may lead to di fferent types of h m u 6 .  This Hot state also produces emanations from 

94 Ci~uctli was a monstrous alligator that wandered the univene before the Gods gave it a 
structure. From the head of this monster were t'ormed the 13 skies, the earth was formed from its 
rniddle, and the nine planes or surfaces of the underworld from its tail. This creature symbolizes 
the beginning of things and is the name of the tirsr day of the month (20 day cycles). (Fernander 
l992:38). 

" Codice Florentino, IV-V, 2, Biblioteca Laurenziana, Florencia. (Microfilm), cited in 
Lopez Austin, 1996:294-5 (my own translation into English). 

% Viesca Treviiio (1986: 172) for example. refers to ancient nahua practices requiring 
women during pregnancy (a state considered Hot) to eat only Hot foods. Castaikda et al. (1 996: 1 37- 
8) report that Cold foods (watennelon, lime, tomatillos. plums, and unripe fniits) are believed to 
hurt women during menstruation, while Hot foods (black beans, guajiflo chile, broth) are 
considered good. See also Lopez Austin ( l996:ZlO): Mak ( 1959: 142); and, Neuenswander and 
Souder ( 1980: 147,16 1 ) 
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women's bodies that can h m  children. animals, plants. or cropsY7. Similar beliefs are 

found among the Zoque Popoluca. Menstruation. pregnancy and the post-partum penod are 

considered Hot  condition^^^ that warrant a number of preventive actions to protect the 

health of not only women but also of plants, crops and the wounded. 

A pregnant or menstruating woman endangers the life of the injured if coming close 

to them. Her Hot state, just as with the Heat of the dead, will make the wound worsen. 

even to the point of causing death? For exarnple, the wound of a snake bite will become 

swollen and the pain will increase. To guard against this. the injured must be taken as soon 

as possible to the safety of their home, avoiding any possible encounter on the way with 

a pregnant or rnenstruating woman. If a woman in the family or vicinity is in this condition. 

then the bitten person must be protected against the potential h m  by wearing a red ribbon 

which has the tail of a rattle snake attached'". Plants are also at risk. These include maize. 

beans. orange trees, calabash, chiles, papayas, watermelons, and melons. Again. a 

pregnant or menstruating woman will affect the plants just by passing near them. The Hot 

emanation from the woman will make flowen wither and the h i t  fa11 and rotto'. To protect 

- - - - - - - - - --- 

97 See for example: Lopez Austin (1996:297-8) and Castafieda et al. (1996: 137). 

Y8 Münch, for example, notes that: "It is thought that menstruation, pregnancy, sexual 
abstinence, the spint and the other world are Hot." [1983:200-1; my own translation]. 

99 Interview with traditional healer: i23 I Oje.94:9- 10; and traditional midwife: i l lO6ge.94: 4. 

Interview with snakebite healer: i 1306ma.94:4. 

'O '  Interviews with campesinos/us and traditional healers: i 1 1 O6ge.94:3; i 19 1 Ome.94:3; 
i 17 10je.94:5-6. 
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the plants. red nbbons are also used. tied around branches or in stakes around the parcel of 

land where they are growing. The red colour is used because "red is very strongl' (muy 

firerte) and cari reject the Heat (10 caliente). This colour "takes away al1 wickedness 

(maidades) l' Io'. 

We discussed earlier how Zoque-Popoluca women must follow specific diets after 

childbirth. Cold foods must be avoided, including pork meat, lard. and fish. New rnothen 

can eat Hot foods like chicken, chicken broth, rice, potators or egg. Midwives prepare 

a hot infusion containing carnomile for the new mothers to drink. This particular ingredient 

is considered very Hot and will help reduce the inflammation of the womb. It will also clash 

with any Cold food ingested by the mother. producing an inflammation of the body. Water 

drunk by new mothers must be lukewarm lest they get diarrh~ea'~'. Afier childbirth, the 

midwife heats some stones. wraps hem in special tree leafs and a cloth, and gives them to 

the new mother for her to apply on her stomach. This is done to dry the womb and retard the 

possibility of becoming pregnant in the near future. The drying process will delay the 

renewal of fenility in the womanIM. The hot stones are wrapped in leaves of nucutsoju 

(higueriliu), totso ay or pooircuy . These leafs are considered Cold and prevent the stones 

from buming the ~k in '~* .  

'O' Interviews with campesinos/as: i 19 1 Ome.94:4; i 17 1 Oje.94:5. 

'O3 Interviews with traditional midwives: i0906dj.94:3, and i 1 SO6fe.94:3. 

'O4 Interviews with traditionai midwives: i 1 1 O6ge.94: 1 ; i 1 SO6fe.94: 13; n26 1 1.94:2. 

'OJ Notes from interview with women of Santa Marta [tile: n26 1 1.94:2]. From Elson & 
Gutiérrez ( 1 995): nycul~dyoy = higueti i la (plantu), p. 77; tsoy = medicinu (medic ine), veneno 
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In sum. women must avoid Cold influences when their bodies are in a natural Hot 

state. Ingesting Hot foods and beverages or Hot medicinal plants is allowed. In like manner, 

h m  frorn Heat emanations of women is prevented with the colour red. a Hot colour 

associated with strength. Hot is counteracted with Hot. and Hot-Cold confrontations are 

avoided. These traditions are certainly not an application of the "principle of opposites" that 

characterizes Foster's humoral theory. 

We find similar reports in the literature of the dangers of Hot-Cold confrontations 

during menstruation. In their discussion of contemporary beliefs in rural communities of 

Morelos (Mexico), Castaiieda et a1.(1996:137-8) associate Cold influences on a Hot 

menstmating body with illnesses affecting the ovaries. womb and hips. These illnesses are 

also considered the main cause of sterility. Women may become Cold by eating Cold foods 

or by the work they do: 

Wornen become cold when while washing the laundry their clothes get wet 
and donPt dry out. then the pores of the stomach suck in (absorb) this 
dampness." (1996: 137) ... 
The cold rises, gets in and stops the bleeding, blood clots corne out and hurt, 
which is why you feel cramps. These clots get stuck together like balls of 
coagulated blood and can't get out. If women took more care in not getting 
wet and bathing with cold water, they could avoid these cramps". Likewise. 
eating cold and acidic foods "causes crarnps especially during menstruation. 
(19%: 138). 

(venom), remedio (remedy), p.95; oy = hoja ( Ieaf), p.9; nHcu = hormiga amiera (amieta ant), 
p.77; totso = lengua (tongue), p. 9 1 ; pwyix = mensnuor (menstruate). p. 83; cuy = pulo, arbol 
(stick, tree), p.19. 
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Menstruation is considered a Hot organic state. If disturbed with Cold influences h m  will 

follow. In these situations, the application of Hot substances will help bring back the body 

to its supposed normal Hot state, while Cold influxes would only make things worse. Also 

of interest in these passages is the association between Cold, humidity and water which is 

cornmon among the Zoque Popoluca and has been noted before. 

A women's nature. Castafieda et al. also report that the beginning of sexual rnaturity in 

nual communities of Morelos is associated with the "nature" of the woman ( 1996: 137): 

Wornen with a strong nature, will have their period early (9- 12 years). it 
will be abundant and it will last a few days, they are girls who will soon have 
the use of a man, they will get pregnant easily and their blood will be very 
red. Those who have a weak nature will take longer to have their period and 
in general will be anaemic. Their blood is thin. as if watered down, and it 
will take them a while to buy (have) children. 

A strong nature is considered Hot. while a weak one is associated with Cold ( 1996: i 37): 

A cold woman has her period for 3 days, every 30 or 3 1 days, with little 
blood, and they tell her she shouldn't eat acidic or cold things so the blood 
will not curdle. She shouldn't bathe with cold water, or the blood will 
stagnate and then she'll have crarnps ... 
A woman with a hot nature has her first period between 9 and 1 1 years of 
age, it lasa more or less 8 days and smells very bad. She has her period 
every 28 days, suffers because when it comes if feels like she is king 
emptied and that rnakes her feel bad. She uses many rags [cloths] and her 
body works very fast ... 
Women who have a heavy period have a strong nature, are hl1 of life and 
enjoy good health, so their stomach is cleaned and they will be able to 
become pregnant soon . 

Unfominately, this type of information was not sought during my field work in the Sierra. 

It is presented here given the compatibility with many ideas encountered before, in particular 

with the associations Hot-Strong-Red and Cold-Weak-Water. These associations are also 
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important in Zoqur-Popoluca concepts of disease. A healthy body. as noted earlier. is a 

strong body with strong blood that is red and Hot. Several illnesses (eg. anaemia, "sou1 

loss", or "love sickness") result in an oqanic irnbalance towards a Cold state characterized 

by weakness, lethargy, the transformation of blood into water, and a slow wastage of the 

body. We examine these illnesses next. 



Chapter 5: Quintessential 111s of Old 

The Popoluca of the Sierra consider Susto and 1tIa1 dmor two illnesses that lie outside 

the bounds of Western Medicine. People do not seek help from the local health clinic to deal 

with them. When asked why, they typically reply that doctors do not understand or know 

about them ("ellos no suben de eso") and cannot treat them. Many remark that %ese are not 

for doctors" ("esas no son de docror"). Diagnosis. cure and prevention closely follow 

traditions of a remote origin. 

5.1 Soul Snatching 

The local notion of espantc or susto (fnght) first came up during a conversation with 

Maria. a Popoluca cornmunity worker, while discussing people's beliefs on the causes of 

diarrhea. h excerpt of the conversation follows. 

Excerpt from field notes: 194334, pp. 1-2 
[File: i 1903mg.94, taped interview, my own translation] 

A: How about envy, can you get diarrhea because of envy? 
M: I've heard about that in smaller villages [rancherias]. My comadre 

Juanita [godmother of her child] got sick. She told me: " We bought 
a little cow, but someone put a spell on it. Someone paid a wizani 
[brujo], hechicero as they are called, and he put inside me a worm, a 
snake!" But I don't believe it ... But if you get tighten [si te da 
miedo], fiight attacks the body! Fright is indeed tme [el espanto es 
un cierto] ! It does make you ill. If you fa11 h m  a horse or into water, 
you stop eating, or else you get diarrhea at every moment, fever, 
headache, one becomes il1 with fnght [enfermo de espanto]. 

A: Howdoyoucureit? 
M: You go to a healer [curandero]. He takes your hand and checks your 

pulse. If he finds the pulse al1 the way up [the am], one is very 
fkighten. He cures people. He rubs the hand, [and then you] rest for 
7 days without making water. 



A: What do you mean "without making watef'? 
M: No bathing, no touching any water so it does not touch the hand .... 

M then recounted a case where a child had fallen into a river and the 
chunecos had him trapped [encarcelado]. The child was very thin and had 
diarrhea. 

The people of the Sierra use the Spanish words rniedo (fear), susto (fiight), or 

espanto (a sudden great fear or apprehension) to refer to the illness. Al1 three words convey 

the idea of an unpleasant emotion caused by an exposure to danger. This emotion in turn, 

causes a pathological condition. In the words of Maria fear "attacks the body". It takes 

away the appetite, produces diarrhea and fever. We also learn that the chaneques are 

somehow associated with the illness. In her example, these supernatural beings had 

captured the child that had fdlen into the river. The Popoluca word for susto is ts&a@eequi 

which is composed of the words a@éc, [to fnghten (espantar)] and && [be left behind 

(quedur)] ' . The word thus contains two ideas: that of a fnghtening event which then causes 

something to be lefi behind. As the reader will soon learn. what is left behind is the sou1 of 

the frightened penon. The word ts& is used to describe the common names given to the 

various types of  fright, namely: BURIS& or susto produced by the sight or bite of a snake 

[tsafi = vibora or culebra (snake)]; n h &  or sirsto produced by a fail in a river or other 

water body [n i=  agua (water)]; cawatsj or susto that occurs when a penon fdls fiom a 

horse [cawuj = caballo (horse)]. 

' Literal translations according to dictionary by Elson and Gutiérrez. The Popoluca 
healers interviewed also agreed in the use of the generic word && to refer to the illness. 



Conversations about fright with other healers and cmnpesinos/as were followed to 

explore the links between the various elements encountered in the short conversation with 

Maria. Remarkable agreement occurred in the way people described the multiple symptoms 

of this illness and the meanings they attributed to them. The conversation below. for 

example. took place in a different Popoluca village. Juliana, an elder woman who spoke 

broken Spanish, answers questions about the changes in a person's pulse caused by fright. 

Her repiy is aanslated nom Sierra Popoluca by Maria. 

Excerpt from field notes: 21-11-94, p. 8 
[File: i2 1 1 1 jc.94. taped interview. my own translation into English] 

M: She says that she has noticed that when one is frightened by an animal 
that scares. then al1 the energy [toda la energia ] sort of begins to 
throb [empieza a latir], al1 the hem and the head, one feels as if you 
have something sharp [aguJo] here ... [the neck] that pulsates a lot. 
you also feel it in the head and here in the heart. And one begins to 
feel strong pulsations with fiight [sustol. 

A: But did old people [los abuefos] Say that the chaneque stole the soul 
[espirif u]? 

J: Of course! Yes! 

[M and J talk in Popoluca for a couple of minutes.] 

M: [She says] that when she grew up with her grandmother, she was not 
allowed to throw a stone in the water because, if you throw a stone 
in the water, the chaneque will grab your soul [espiritu], or if not. it 
will pressure you then ... it grabs your soul. And she also says that 
she was told "don't be mischievous [no andes de trmiesa] because if 
you are, the chuneque will steal your soul and you will not able 
to] eat! And she thinks this is true. When the ... how do you Say it ... 
the soul is grabbed by the chuneque, one then has no more appetite 
[no tiene hambre], and you begin to thin d o m  [enficar], thin down. 

Juliana's recollection of her grandmother's admonitions makes clear the role of the 

chaneques. These supernaturai beings can snatch the "espiritu*' or soul of mischievous 
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children. But adults must also beware. Chaneqws have the power to bring accidents ont0 

the young and old alike. In that moment of weakness produced by fear. they will grab the 

person's soul and hold it captive. Accidents. in the eyes of the Popoluca are a form of 

punishment prompted by moral misconduct. Children that misbehave or disobey their 

mother nsk the retribution of the chaneques. Mis fortune will also follow those adults who 

fail to respect traditional noms. 

But what are the implications of soul loss to the human body? Both Juliana and 

Maria provide us with dues. Water. youth. and weakness are prominent elements in their 

conversations. To understand the associations between them we must recall that life is seen 

as begiming in water. The body gradually moves away from this tender or " u ~ p e "  stage 

of wetness or freshness towards a mature stage of reproductive dryness. The movement 

away from water is accompanied by a gradua1 increase in a person's inner solar force: the 

tonalli of the N a h a  or the soul (espiritu) of the Popoluca. Within this natural progression 

of aging (from Cold-Water-Young to Hot-DyOld). a healthy human body is continually 

cycling between a daylight (Hot) exertion of work and hunger, and a refreshed condition 

brought by eating, drinking and the night's resi. People must seek to maintain this balanced 

path of life, of production and reproduction. through proper behaviour. Those who go astray 

risk retribution at the hands of the chaneques who have it in their power to deprive human 

beings from their live-giving solar force. In so doing, a series of reactions are unleashed 

inside the body which break that harmony that produces the hedthy cycles of life. 
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The way people perceive and expenence this loss ofharmony. and the meanings they 

attribute to the illness are denved from two key ideas: one is the ability of a person's soul 

(espiritir or alma) to leave the body; the other is the ability of the chaneques to grab this soul 

until the proper treatment is foilowed and tributes for its release are paid. We will examine 

tirst the loss of a person's soul and the physical manifestations that ensue. People's 

explanations are guided by two sets of associations that complement each other. forming 

two opposite poles: Weak-Cold- Water-Young and Strong-Hot-Dry-Old. 

The Soul's Departure 

The belief that fiight could cause a person's anirnistic force to leave the body can be 

traced back to pre-Hispanic traditions. Lopez-Austin cites the definition that fray Alonso de 

Molina gave to the ancient Nahuatl word netonalcuhuuliztli as "espanto del que se cspunru 

de algo" (fnght of whom becomes fnghten by something). The literal translation is 

u'abandono del tonalfi" or abandonment of the tonalZi2. Beyond this condition. the tonalli 

was also thought to abandon the body on a regular basis during particular times; two 

examples king sleep and sexual intercourse (see Lopez-Austin, 1996: 244-6). These were 

considered times of leisure. It may be surmised that both were necessary penods which 

provided continuity to healthy body cycles: one balanced fatigue or physical exertion from 

work with rest; the other provided relief from sexual appetite, arousal and heat. 

' Set Lopez-Austin (1996: 246). Fray Alonso de Molina pubiished a book in 1555 about 
Spanish vocabulary in which he trartslated and explained words fiom Spanish into Nahuatl. His 
work was later revised by Bernardino de Sahagun, who in 1571 published a more complete 
version containing also translations from Nahuatl into Spanish. 



In the Siena Popoluca of today, the conversation excerpts with Maria and Juliana 

suggest that a time of fear (miedo or sirsro) is an instance where one's imer vital force also 

departs the body. Fear. however, is considered an unpleasant feeling of anxiety produced 

when a person is faced with danger. It is a time of weakness, not of leisure. As we shall see 

in later sections. this condition is caused by a moral transgression that leads to disturbances 

of body cycles and results in illness. In Juliana's explanations, the energy h m  within 

begins to throb with the onset of fear. Strong pulsations, normally found at the wrists, move 

upwards to the heart and the head as the soul departs the body. The ancient Nahua believed 

that the tonalli entered the body at birth, and left at the time of death, through the crown of 

the head (Lopez-Austin, 1996: 246). In the Sierra Popoluca. people in general could not 

pinpoint a particular part of the body from where the soul departs, with a couple of 

exceptions. Juliana was one of them. She explains: 

Excerpt from field notes: 21-1 1-94, p. 8-9 
[File: i2 1 1 1 jc.94, taped interview. my own translation] 

A: So the pulse moves upwards? 
1: Yes! 
A: It moves up, but 1 don't understand if when the chuneque grabs it [the 

soul], it comes out fiom the crown of the head ... How is it lost? 

M translates the question in Popoluca and J gives a long reply which is 
summarized by M. 

M: She says that when the puise is reaching here [above the shoulder] it 
... one is almost certain to die, then the spirit comes out of the mouth, 
then one dies. 

A story recorded the day before in another Popoluca village described a similar idea. 

A campesino narrated an incident involving a couple of men that went to catch crabs by the 
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sea side. On their way back home. one of them was grabbed by a sudden tiredness and asked 

his cornpanion to stop and have a rest. He soon fell asleep and while he laid there on the 

ground, his soul ' v a s  forced out of his mouth and [he] never woke up again. ever!"' In spite 

of differences in the exact point of departure between ancient Nahua beliefs and these two 

Popoluca examples, there is agreement on a general upward movernent of energy fiom the 

body into the head as the soul leaves the person. 

These two examples refer to terminal conditions where death is associated with the 

total departwe of the soul from the body. But while the soul is being held captive by the 

chaneques. and the body is still dive. a link between body and soul continues to exist. This 

link is complex and brings together multiple relationships between the spirit. blood and a 

person's pulse. The convalescent of espanto loses hisher pulse first ai the wrist. As time 

goes by. the pulse becomes fainter and can only be detected higher up at the elbow. or at the 

shouider in cases of extreme danger. The higher it is found. the more advanced the illness 

and the doser the person is to death4. 

Adela, an elder Popoluca fright healer, transiated for me the word "pulse" @ulso) 

as "*taanama". This is the sarne word she used to refer to the sou1 (espirilu). If one has no 

pulse at the wrist, "if it doesn't jurnp" (si no brinca), then the soul in al1 Iikelihood is king 

Interview with anonymous Popoluca campesino, ipg2O 1 1.94: 12 

4 Interviews with anonymous campesino (ipgZ00394:27), and firght healen 
(iapO 1 1 1.94: 1 ; and ijs 1006.9422) 



held captives. Elson and Gutierrez ( 1995: 4 & 19) translate gnamaj as corazh (heart) and 

espiritic (spirit). The neighbouring Nahua of the Sierra speak of the pulse in the palm ofthe 

hands and joints of the arms as the "linle hearts" of the spirit. And in close agreement with 

Popoluca beliefs, if these become faint or disappear, it means that the spirit of a child is 

becoming more sad and weak from king trapped by the chaneques (Rarnirez Hernhdez in 

Culturas Populares, 1983: 25). 

If a faint or disappearhg pulse is a sign of weakness, a healthy pulse is associated 

with strong blood. The relationship between blood and the sou1 is well summarized by José, 

another Popoluca firght healer: 

Excerpt from field notes: 10-06-94, pp. 22-3 
[File: i 100694js.94, taped interview, my own translation] 

A: Oh! When people talk about the spirit [espiritu] , it is the soul 
[alma]? 

J : Yes, it is the sou1 [alma], yes 
A: And it is then linked to the biood? 
J: It is in the blood, yes, because without blood the spirit [espiritu] 

couId not live. It must have .. it must have a certain environment. 
Because the soul [alma] is contained in the blood, without blood it 
can't. 

A: And when one dies, what happens to the spirit? 
J: Well, it Ieaves [the body] because the blood did not work anymore, 

it stayed still, the blood does not work anymore ... it is like a car, 
when you add some gasoline, it runs, it escapes, it goes as far as it 
c m .  When it finishes, prau! Up to there it went, and the engine 
works no more. It is like this, when one is well nourished, weli eaten, 
well everything, one has the courage [valor] to work. One has the 
desired to walk and everything. But when this is not [the case], well 
.. . you can't! One has no courage to work because one has not k e n  

Interview with anonymous healer (iap110 1.94:7-8). An identical translation (anama = 
pulse = spirit) was also given by a Popoluca campesino (i.pg20 1 1.94:6). 



nouns hed [no esta alimentado]. 

We encounter in these words the close association between work, health. and nounshment 

that was explored in the preceding chapter. The soul gives energy to the body but needs at 

the sarne time a "proper environment": a healthy blood in circulation which derives its 

strength fiom proper nourishment - the consumption of rnaize, the product of the 

campesinos ' labour. Maria and Juliana. just as José d id  stressed in their description of 

symptoms the loss of appetite and the resulting wi thering away of the body. Adela, in like 

manner. summarizes the consequences of soul loss as follows6: 

Yes. [you become] tired, chipujo. sleepy. you don't have the desire to walk, 
just tired, one fnghtens [easily]. and when asleep, one jurnps al1 the tirne as 
if grabbed by nightmares at night. 

The reader will recall that chipujo is a pathological condition associated with the 

disruption of the work-rest cycle. It can be caused by the lack of physical cxenion. It is the 

fate that awaits the l a y ,  for exarnple. The body becornes yellow (pale); the blood tums to 

water: the pulse disappears and the body loses i ts strength7. With susto or espanto . it is not 

surprising to find this general state of weakness and even the transformation of blood into 

water, given the loss of solar energy from the body. People's explmations contain direct 

associations between espanto, weakness. Cold and water that are centuries old. For example, 

Alonso de Molina summarized the meaning of the Nahuatl sentence "nimtonalcahualtia 

ttin atl nomn ~uiteca" with the word "espantarse" (to become frighten) which 

6 Interview with anonymous fright healer (iap 1 10 1.94: 1 1 ). Münch ( 1983: 199) al= 
reports very similar symptorns that the Popoluca of the Sierra associate with espmto. 

' See section on work-rest cycle in preceding chapter and interview: i1710je.94: 7-8 



transiates literally as "me abandona el tonnlli como si algzrien hirbieru echado a p a  sobre 

mi '  ('*the tonalfi abandons me as if someone had thrown water over me")'. A very similar 

idea is found today arnong the Nahuas of the Northem Sierra of Puebla. Aramoui reports: 

Now then. independently of the type of fright involved. the belief in 
Cuetzalan is that when sorneone becomes frighten. hisher blood will always 
grow cold. because it is the blood itself that becomes frighten, the one which 
"goes away with the fright" [se va con el susto] as people Say. It is believed 
that it becomes diluted until it is converted into a liquid without consistency 
or properties, despoiled of its energetic qualities [my own translation. 1980: 
791. 

The close Iink between blood and energy. and the changes that occur due to fright are 

also reported by Olavarietta (1977) and Kelly ( 1956) in neighbouring communities to the 

Sierra Popoluca. Olavarietta writes: 

It is believed that. as the subject receives the adverse impression that fnght 
[espanto] unleashes, whatever the specific agent that caused it, "the blood 
contracts and weakens", to such a degree that if a small arnount was 
extracted, it would present a pink colour, and its texture a thickness below 
that which is nomal, even to the point of appearing "thin" [deigudita]. 
Moreover: if the espanto is not taken care of on time and in an appropriate 
way, the blood stream will continue to diminish in volume (" the blood 
becomes exhausted") [se va agotundo b sangre] until it produces death [my 
own translation, 1977: 721 

Kelly, twenty years earlier noted remarkably consistent beliefs conceming bloodY: 

Blood is what 'fortifies' wrti/ica] the body. It is found present since birth 
but becomes stronger as the person grows. The blood can turn into water due 
to illness or vice; this is very dangerous. because the end result is death. 

Olavarietta also reports an interesting belief in los Tuxtlas closely related to espanto and 

Cited in Lopez Austin, 1996:237. 

9 isabe l Kelly ( 19%) Santiago Tuxtla, Veracruz. Culiura y Safud (Edici6n 
mimeografica). México. Cited in Olavarietta (1977: 72-31, my own translation. 
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S trong- Weak associations. She noted that people distinguish between the strength Vortaleza) 

and weakness (debilidad) of the spirit (espiriru) that a penon is endowed at birth. Those 

bom with a strong spirit (espiritu fùerte) have a lesser risk of falling prey of espnto, while 

those with weak spirits (espiritu debil) must take great precautions to safe guard against it 

since their "weak spirits" cannot withstand strong ernotions produced by fiight ( 1977:73). 

To sum up, very similar ideas survive today arnong the Sierra Popoluca, linking the 

spiritual world with traditional moral teachings and ancient conceptions about the inner 

workings of the human body. Figure 5.1 surnrnarizes the main associations encountered in 

peoples' accounts of the patterns of distress caused by fright and the meanings they attribute 

to them. The healthy progression of a person's life c m  be disrupted abruptly by a moral 

transgression. The chamques will respond by causing an accident that will frighten the 

transgressor and force the soul to flee the body. This energy-giving force from the heavens 

is then trapped by the guardian spirits. The body without its soul cannot continue its normal 

fùnctions. The Work-Rest cycle and Fasting-Eating cycle become disrupted. Health 

gradually fails and if the person's soul is not retrieved, death is sure to follow. The appetite 

is lost. Nightmares prevent a peacefid rest. The courage to work vanishes. Without food and 

physical exertion, the body and blood become weak. The pulse fades away. Maturation 

stops. An un-naturai reversion io a state of higher humidity and inactivity follows. The 

body becomes swollen, the blood tums to water. Like maize smick by chahuistle, a body 

deprived of its solar energy is destined to die of excess Cold and wetness. 



Hot - Sun -Heavens 

DEATH 

\\ w k  - Young 
(-1 O w :I rd I y 

Cold - Water -Earth 

Figure 5.1 Fright 



Guardians of Tradirion 

We noted earlier how the chaneques have inherited many of the attributes of ancient 

gods and continue to this day to uphold that ancient covenant of exchange and reciprocity 

between humans and the spiritual world. People's beliefs about these creatures are imbued 

with ambiguity . Not god, yet not human. the chaneques embody the good life without the 

need to work. Their world is filled with k h e s  but they demand of humans self-restraint and 

sacrifice. They are asexual, often described as dwarfs - not Young, nor old; mature but with 

childlike features. They bring on punishment to people but at the same time are capable of 

forgiveness. In a world of relentless change. they are the guardians of tradition. The 

huiction of these spiritual creatures is well summarized by Münch (1 983: 199). He writes: 

The chaneques provoke that people fa11 to the ground or into water so as to 
capture their sou1 and devour it. This happens for failing to observe the rules 
of hunting. of fishing, of collecting [medicinal] plants and of ail noms of 
conduct in general. Hurnans who do not have respect for customs are 
punished by the chaneques with frights fiom snakes, horses, from the wind 
or water. People are very afraid of falling because the chaneques trap the 
souls of their victims inside an eanhen pot before eating them. [my own 
translation] Io. 

As "Kings of the Eanh"", these supematural creatures who dwell in the freshness 

of the Earth, punish hurnans by snatching that inner solar force endowed to them by the 

heavens, trapping it inside an earthen pot. Their intention is to devour it - an act that would 

I o  ~t the tirne of my fieldwork in 1994 (a decade later), the same ideas were common in 
the Sierra. Breaking with traditions may bring h a m  to people, whether in hunting, fishing, 
collecting medicinal plants, or simply when proper healing prescriptions are not followed. We 
came across an example in an earlier chapter where the chaneques sent the snake to bite again 
the convalescent campesino who failed to follow the prescribed sexuai abstinence required of his 
injured state [interview with anonymous snakebite healer, iMR1306.94: 1 l - i  21. 

" Münch. 1983: 199. 
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be equivalent to cumpesinoshs devouring grains of corn with no intention of replanting the 

seeds that renew the cycle of the maize plant's life. It is a threat of total destruction of life - 

the severance of the human-divine covenant. Yet the chaneques are ready to forgive and 

trade the soul back to the trmsgressor provided that certain traditional rinials are followed. 

A rernedy to soul loss requires the services of a salmero/a, a specialized traditional 

healer (often an elder woman or man) who searches for the lost soul of a person and 

intercedes before the chaneques to retrieve it. Diagnosis of the illness begins at home, within 

the family. Through observation, a mother. for example. notes when a child becomes 

restless during the night. or if the appetite and desire to play have been Iost. If anyone in the 

Family (parents. grandparents, brothers or sisters) recalls an occurrence in the past that could 

have frighten the child, then the salmeru is cailed in. The healer queries the a i c t e d  and 

h e m  also the accounts from family members regarding possible causes. locations and times 

where fnghtening events could have occurred". The healer examines the colour of the skin 

(whether the person is chipujo or not) and proceeds to take the pulse. starting at the wrist 

and moving up the arm until it is fint detected. A weak pulse at the wrist indicates a slight 

state of danger. When it can only be found close to the shoulder, the person is nearing death. 

" According to various people in the Sierra, it is possible for a person to suffer from 
several types of fright at the same time. These could have occurred at different places and times 
in the pas& each contributing to the progressive deterioration of a penon's health. Among the 
neighbouring Nahua of the Sierra, the healer in hisher diagnosis asks for white copal and a 
gourd filled with water. Shehe then breaks with the teeth a piece of copal into seven smaller 
pieces and lets them faIl into the gourd. Some pieces will float and othea will sink to the 
boaom. The ones that sink indicate the number of different places where the person was 
frightened before becoming il1 [Ramirez Hemandez in Culrurus Populmes, 1983: 251. 
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[*)a estapara rnorir"]". Different accidents or occurrences have different degrees of gravity 

associated with the loss of the soul. Age and an innate strength of a person's soul also affect 

how bad the impact of a fright occurrence cm be. Children are more easily fnghtened than 

adults and the consequences are more threatening to their health. When a child falls into a 

river, his/her condition may become life-threatening if not healed from soul loss. A snake 

bite or a strike of lightening always produce dangerous conditions of fright for old and 

young ûlike, independently of the damaging effects of the poison or burns". 

Treatment involves different elements that overlap in tirne and complement each 

other. One is the ensalmo or "saying of incantations". In the words of Adelina, an elder 

Popoluca s ~ l m e r a ' ~ :  

Yes. to return it [the soul] you must pray to him [the chaneqzie] .... 
Yes you must pray. First to god, the holy ghost. al1 of them ... and you begin 
to cal1 his name and you Say to the chamco that he let your pulse go from 
where it has you trapped, where it has you hidden, where you got fnghten. 
You begin to talk to him. If it [the chuneque] is from here. then you talk to 
him in his language .... [my own translation From Spanish] 

The CO-existence of Catholic and ancient spiritual beliefs is evident in this passage. 

By way of introduction, the healer refers to the Holy Trinity (the Father. the Son and the Holy 

l 3  ~nterviews with elder safmeru: i 1 10 IAP.95:8; and elder campesino: i0806PGS.94:6 

'' A person bitten by a poisonous animal must be cured from both, fright and the effect 
of the poison. These are two separate ills that affect the person simultaneously. Each has its 
own healing procedures. Some snakebite healers of the Sierra prefer to treat only the poison 
aspect of the bite and then cal1 on a fright healer (sdmero/a) to complete the healing by 
retrieving the sou1 of the convalescent that is being held by the chmeque [interview with 
anonymous snakebite healer, iMR 1 306.94: 1 1 - 121 

' [nteniiew with anonymous fright healer: iAP I 10 1 -95: 6-7 
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Spirit) but her prayer will also include other Catholic divinities that have a following in the 

area: the Gïrgen del divino Verbo. San Juan Barttisra. Sdor  Salvador dei Monte (our Saviour 

of the Mountain). Then the narnes of the ancient Popoluca Spirits are invoked: chane chane, 

tsabartchane. t u ~ h a n e ,  t kchane, carreteruchane, etc. l6 The healer must identi the 

location where the hightening occurrence took place, and in the prayer intercede with the 

corresponding chaneque that guards that particular place. As Adelina notes, she must 

identib and contact the supematural creature responsible for snatching the soul. She does 

this in the language spoken in that location (eg.. Nahua Popoluca, Spanish or another)". 

The salrnera's comments attest to the power of the chaneques. The afflicted must 

acknowledge the existence of these ancient spirits and their role in depnving people from 

their health. Humans must pray to h e m  and, as we shall see shonly, both healea and 

l6 The prayer by the salmera was taped in the Popoluca language. Unfortunately, due to 
health reasons I was unable to return and work with her to translate this prayer into Spanish. 
Chang dane is a reference to the main chaneque. the one Münch refers to as the "Chanegue 
,bfqor". the "Owner of the House" or "King of the Earth, of water, plants and animais". 
Chaneques of fesser authority are under hidher command, watching over al1 living things on 
eanh. including human society (1983: 173-74). Tsubustchane (literally the red chmeque) refen 
to the chaneque of the Red Earth (Tsubuts Na), the guardian of the sacred place where the 
snake-bite healen make their initiation as discussed in Chapter 3. Tun&hane refers to the 
chaneques that prey on people that are frighten on the road [tug = camino (path or road)]. 
~kcliiune is the chaneque that dwells in the house [tk = house]; and catreterachane is a new 
term that refen to the chanques that steal your soul from being frighten when you are assaulted 
by thugs on the road (carrefera) to the Sierra. During the early 90s. a gang of bandits was 
operating in the area, assaulting vehicles on the main road to Soteapan. 

" Among the Nahua of Cuetzalan (State of Puebla, Mex.), healers must travel in their 
dreams to discover the places where their patients' where frightened and the spirits captured their 
souls (Aramoui, 1980:69). Similarly, among the Nahua of Hueyapan (State of Morelos, Mex.), 
when the state of fiight is coosidered dangerous, the afllicted and the healer must go to the place 
where the frightening occurrence took place to perfonn the healing rituals (Alvarez Heydenreich, 
1987: 188). 
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patients must make offerings and become deserving of what they seek. in this case to retrieve 

the trapped soul of the uansgressor. Only by subordinating oneself to this relationship of 

exchange with the spirits can health be recovered. Here lies the reason why doctors and 

Western medicine are considered impotent in dealing with the consequences of f'right. Their 

rejection of traditional spiritual beliefs disqualifies them before the people of the Sierra to 

have my sort of influence in the specifics of soul loss. 

While reciting the ensalmo. the healer carries out a tallada. This is a physical 

procedure in which the healer uses a piece of black or white copul and with it rubs the palms 

of the patient's hands with a slight pressure to encourage the pulse to return. If the pulse 

does not appear there, or is felt to be weak, shehe continues the rubbing with copal up the 

ml8. Some healers also take a small mouthfil of aguardiente and suck lightly in addition 

to the rubbing at the points in the hand and ami where a healthy pulse should existI9. 

'' Münch ( l983:ZOO) reports that for the Popoluca of the Sierra. the chonegues are 
believed to capture the person's sou1 from the five principal points of the body: the palrns of the 
hands, the soles of the feet, and the nape (upper back of the neck). 1 did not corne across these 
ideas during rny field work. However, other reports in the literature for different Mesoamerican 
Peoples do describe simi far beliefs. For example, Ramirez Hernandez reports for the 
neighbouring Nahua that healers fint search for the pulse of their patients in the palms of the 
hands and joints of the arms (wrists. elbows, and armpits), since according to the elder women, it 
is in these parts of the body where the "hearts of our spirit" are located [Culturas Populares, 
1983:25]. Alvarez Heydenreich ( 1  987: 186) reports for the Nahua of Hueyapan that the 
"sombrd' (shadow) or spirit of a penon is harmed (se daiia) by fright (susfo), leaving the wrists, 
up the a m  until it reaches the heart. The spirit or sombra of a person is thought to be located in 
the wrists, feet and heart. If a fright is slight, the spirit is affected in the arms and legs and the 
body loses its strength. When fright is strong, it may affect the spirit at the heart. If this one 
Ieaves the body, death is certain to follow. 

j9 Interviews with a Popoluca campesino (iO806PGS.94:6) and an elder healer 
(i  1 1 06FGS.94:4). Similarly, Olavarrieta ( l977:85-8) reports for the neighbouring communities 
of the Sierra a healing procedure for espanto de uguu, de chaneque y de mwrto (fight from 



Adelina referred to the tallada as lanc+bffpa which can be translated literally as *-we are 

healing your hand'*'O. Coals from thefigbn (house fire) may also be used to sahurnu$' or 

bum some copal during the ensalmo". When asked why copal and aguardiente are used, 

most people replied that both of these were the traditional offenngs". Indeed. we noted in 

Chapter 3 that copal was a common gifi to the Gods in pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica. The use 

of aguardiente seems to be more recent. perhaps substituting pulque, another type of 

femented drink from the agave plant used by the Nahua to fight fatigue at least since the 

XVII Cenniry. The rubbing with copal and the sucking with a mouthhil of aguardienle on 

the points where the sou1 of a person is normally manifest symbolize their offering to the 

chaneques in payment for the sou1 of the patient. These sarne gifts ( copal and aguardiente) 

are then thrown directly into the river during the ritual bath marking the end of healing and 

the begiming of a renewed healthy state. 

water. chaneque and death corpse) in which the 'lechnique of sucking" is used. n ie  healer 
sahuma with copal the patient, takes a mouthful of wine sherry and also introduces in his rnouth 
some grains of black corn (mai2 momdo) and proceeds to suck the "pulses" of the patient which 
are located in the wrists, temples, elbows, knees and ankles. 

" According to B. Elson's dictionary: ton- = dual reference pronoun (you and me), p.3: 
c i =  mono (hand), p. 1 1; w t =  bueno (good), p. 99: wffs'h = sonar (heal), p. IO; -pu = suffix of 
verb indicating that action is incomplete. 

'' Sahumar refen to the act of perfuming the penon and location of the healing by 
burning arornatic substances. In this case, black or white copal (pine m i n )  is used as incense. 

7 3  -- Interview with anonymous healer: i 1 10 1 AP.95:8. See also Gonilez in Culturas 
Populares, 1983 :3O- 1. 

23 A couple of healers noted that copal is what the chuneques eat [interview with 
anonymous healer: i 1 lOlAP.95:9; and interview with elder coinmunity leader [i 1 106FGS.9451. 
Münch (1983: 200) reports a Popoluca belief that copal is a Hot aroma which is transfonned into 
beautiful flowers that please the chonegues. 1 did not corne across similar beliefs during my own 
field work. 



The rnsalrno and ruliada are carried out on the convalescent for seven days. During 

this penod the patient must follow certain restrictions. In cases where the symptoms of fnght 

are considered advanced or dangerous, it is best for the afflicted not to leave the safety of 

hislher house. Visitors other than healers are also not allowed into the house since the soul 

of the person smick with fright is thought to be particularly weak and vulnerable to extemal 

influences? In addition of staying home and not talking to people, the patient must abstain 

from sex. otherwise he or she will not heal. The patient is not allowed to go to the river or 

water well to have a bath2' until the seventh day. when more offenngs to the chaneque are 

made in a ritual bath by the river in exchange for the trapped soul. These offenngs include 

copal. aguardiente, and a chicken in exchangç for the patient's soul. It is on this seventh day 

also that the house of the patient is swept. The sweepings, and al1 the remains of the 

treatment (including the coals used to bum the sopul in the sahumada) are thrown into the 

river dong with more copal, a bit of uguurdirnte and the sacrificial chicken". We 

'' According to an elder community leader. for seven days nobody must enter the house 
of the convalescent. He or she must see no one other than the healer (interview: i 1 106FGS.94:J). 
Münch sirnilarly recorded that for those 7 days. the convalescent cannot be visited. Only the 
mother or wife can corne into the room to bring food or to sahumur ( 1  983200). And, Santiago 
(1982) notes a very sirnilar prescription: while the person is receiving treatment from susfo. he or 
she is forbidden to greet or talk to others whether in the  Street or in the home (in Culluras 
Popuiures, 1983:3 1). 

'' Gonzilez notes that if a penon goes back to the river or well, the chaneques will 
again frighten himher and this tirne death is sure to follow (in Culturas Pupubes, 1983: 3 1). 
Münch ( 1983 : 199) also reports the need for patients and healers to fast during the seven-day 
period. Olavarrietta (1977:87-8) notes for neighbouring communities of the Sierra, ihat patients 
also have dietary restrictions. They must eat only atoles (liquid meals based on ground maize 
and water) and refmin from eating meat and chile. If this is not done, the body will become 
swollen due to "a terrible accumulation of water" with monal consequences. 

I6 Interview with anonymous healers (pseudonyms used): i l I O I AP.95: 3,809; 
i 1202JSP.94: 12- 13. 
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encountered al1 these elements (the sexual abstinence, the offenngs. the ritual bath. the 

sweeping of the house. the throwing of remains from healing rituals into the river) in 

previous chapters; al1 were associated with the renewal of health. 

There are a number of variants used by different heaiers. Some use the sucking 

technique with a mouthhl of aguardiente during the ensalmo, others do not. Some burn 

copal during every ensalmo, othen just sahuman the patient on the seventh day . When the 

condition of the fnghtened person is deemed not too fragile, he or she c m  go to the healer's 

house to receive treatment. In some circumstances, when the af'fiicted cannot leave the house 

and the healer is in a different village, part of the treatment afler a first personal encounter 

cm be carried out by the healer wit!! a piece of clothing from the patient (a shirt or dress for 

e~ample)'~. In this case, the ensalmo and tailuda are perfomed during the first visit. then 

the healer will do the sahumada on the piece of clothing every day for seven days. Some 

healers perform the ritual bath at a waterfall"; others do it anywhere along the river. as long 

as the water is flowing ["donde corre el agua" (where the water runs)lX. One healer noted 

that she only offen a sacrificial chicken (poilu del reemplaro) in cases where the illness is 

life threatening, as in the case of a snakebite or when a penon is stmck by lightningjO. 

'7 ibid, p.9. 

" Interview with anonymous healer: i 1202JSP.94: 12- 13. 

" Interview with anonymous: i 1 10 lAP.95:9 

'O ibid, pp.9-10. 
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Popoluca healen did not use an explicit Hot-Cold categorization in their explanations 

about "fright". its causes or possible remedies. Tedlock (1987) noted this same absence of 

explicit references to Hot and Cold categories in her research on healing traditions among 

the Quiché Maya of Guatemala. This absence of terms lead her to question the relevance of 

humoral theories in local medical beliefs and practices, and claim that humoral reasoning is 

oflen "blown out of proportion" by anthropologists who tend to use faulty interviewing 

techniques couched in humorai tenns. She concluded that healers in particular did not 

include a Hot-Cold categorization in their explanatory models of illness etiology, and that 

traditional medicinal treatrnents "are based on generations of expenmentation with specific 

plant substances rather than on humoral reasoning" (p. 1080). 

Our analyses presented in previous chapters support in some respects Tedlock's 

misgivings about the preeminence of humoral reasoning in Mesoamerican healing practices. 

However. the author seerns to have thrown out the baby with the bath water. A tenuous 

humoral influence does not mean that Hot-Cold concepts are in any way less relevant in 

health beliefs of traditional societies. Much to the contrary, our exploration of the cultural 

constniction of "fnght" (an illness common to many Measoamerican Peoples) demonstrates 

how the Hot-Cold axis in fact structures explanatory models of disease. We do not need to 

encounter the tenns "hot" or "cold" in people's accounts. These concepts are imbedded in 

native symbology and become manifest when indeed we take a comprehensive look at the 

symbolic meanings and relationships associated with beliefs on causation, distress patterns. 

and treatment of the illness. 
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Unlike Tedlock's conclusions, our analysis of this particular illness shows that 

traditional treatments are neither exclusively grounded on an empirical knowledge of 

medicinal plants. nor do they necessarily follow a humoral reasoning. Fright, for the 

Popoluca and Nahua of the Sierra, is seen as a condition in which a vital form of energy is 

taken away frorn the body. Without this energy, the body cannot function normally. Basic 

organic cycles become disrupted and lead to a series of pathological conditions. Treatment 

is logicaily guided, first and foremost, by procedures to restore the lost energy. But this is a 

feat that is not to be achieved with the application of herbal remedies alone. It requires 

rituals tied to transactions between the spiritual world and human beings. Through this 

phenornenon called "fiight". the spiritual world of ancient times remains ever present in the 

Sierra, for it is the chaneques alone who c m  castigate moral transgressions by depriving 

people of their souls. They alone can re tm these human souls, demanding in exchange 

penance and sacrifice. 

Copal, aguardiente and the soul of a chicken are paid to the chaneques in exchange 

for the soul and health of the convalescent. But proper procedures must be followed. The 

healer and patient must first become deserving of what they wish to achieve. They must fast 

and abstain fiom sex. They must pray to the gods and perform the tallada, sahumcida and 

ritual bath. During the healing penod of 7 days, there are prohibitions which provide 

protection against making things wone. Sexual intercourse, as we saw in Chapter 3, is a 

refieshing condition that debilitates the body. Spirituai meanings aside, it would be hardly 

advisable to engage in sex while the body has lost part of 3s solar energy and is threatened 
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by an excess of humidity. Avoiding a bath in this condition is also advisable since it 

prevents contact with water from wells and/or rivers where mischievous water chaneques 

roam. Seclusion avoids the possibility of an encounter with pregnant or menstruating 

wornen. those that may be carrying the "heat from the dead". or elder men and women with 

a high level of imer energy bestowed on hem by the passing of years. Heat emanations 

from al1 these persons are considered dangerous to the injured. the il1 and children. Finally, 

not sweeping the house during the healing process is reminiscent of the same prohibition 

during the 2 1 days following a death in the fmily.  As we noted in the last chapter, sweeping 

may scare away the spirit of the dead during this time of mouming. In the case of fiight, the 

soul that is vying to r e m  to the body of the afflicted may also be fnghtened away while the 

healing has not been completed. The sweepings from the house in both cases are taken to 

the ritual bath and are thrown into the moving waters of the river. the source of life and 

renewal. In sum. al1 these prohibitions do not follow a humoral logic but do involve, as we 

described in earlier chapters, the Hot- Cold, Heaven-Earth, Sun-Water divisions of the 

universe so characteristic of ancient Mesoamerican thought. Figure 5.2 summarizes the 

countering of soul loss. 
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5.2 Love Sickness (Mal A m r )  

In sharp contrast to Siîsto, an illness cornmon to rnany indigenous Peoples of 

Mexico. iblal Amor has virtually escaped un-recorded, confined within the cultural 

boundaries of the Sierra Popoluca. None of the contemporary ethnographies of the area 

including those about the neighbouring Nahua and mestizo communities of Los Tuxtla make 

mention of this illness. Yet, the stories heard fiom Popoluca villagers during field work are 

remarkably consistent. These stories were told by cumpesinos and campesinus fiom 

different villages. different religions (Protestant and Catholic), different occupations (healen 

and comrnon folk). Al1 narratives shared many common elements and contained beliefs and 

associations that were congruent with one another. More strikingly, the stones recorded 

were accounts of past lived expenences in the villages, ofien involving relatives or close 

acquaintances of the narraton. 

There is also an ancient story reproduced and translated into Spanish by Léon-Portilla 

(1987), first recorded in Nahuatl by Fray Bernardino de Sahagiin in the mid XVI century. 

Historians date its composition between the years 1430 and 15 19. It is believed to be one 

of those ancient stories that were memorized by students of the Calmécac, the pre-Hispanic 

Nahua centres of higher education. Its importance probably did not reside in the sexual 

content of some passages, but in its foreboding of the min of Tula in the yean that followed 

the events described. It is nonetheless the sexual content of the story that is relevant to our 

analysis of Md Amor. 



Léon-Portilla (1987: 374-6) notes that the main character in this ancient story. the 

Tohuenvo, was no other than Titfacuhuan-Tezcutifi~oco, one of three wizards and Gods that 

appeared one day to put an end to the glory of Quetzafcod. According to Me-xica tradition, 

TitIacahuun was an ally of Huitrilowchtfi and 7ïmuhuea~an ". Together, they succeeded in 

destroying the greatness of the toltecs, the nahuatl-speaking people who founded Tula and ruled 

Central Mexico between 900-1200. In the plot of the story, the Tohuenvo manages to many the 

beautiful maiden daughter of king Huémac by making her i l1 of desire for wanting to have his penis 

inside hei'. Below is a translation of the relevant parts of the story into English. 

The Story of the T ~ h u e n v $ ~  

And here is another thing 

that Titlacahuan undertoo k, 

he made something that resulted a portent'": 

he transformed himself, took face and figure of a Tohuenvo [foreigner]. 

Walking about naked, with the thing dangling, 

" Titlacahuan-Tezcatiii~oca is one of the names of the g d  of the night and of destiny. 
Huitziloaochtli was the solar god of war, and Tl~cuhuru~an was a "great man", a sorcerer 
follower of Tezcatifiooco . Quetzakoatl in this case ref& to the great priest of Tula, the symbol 
of knowledge and wisdom, son of MUcootl who lead the toltecs inttheirconquest of central 
Mexico. 

'' ibid, p.374. 

j3 The tert was translated into English by myself from Leon-Portilla's Spanish 
translation of the original nahuatl text recorded by Sahagun (1987: 377-382). The italicizing and 
underlining is my own. The author explains that Tohicenvo was a narne used to refer to a 
"foreigner", noting that "to-huen-vo" can be literally translated fmm the nahuatl as %at which is 
our offering", alluding to the fact that foreignen were commonly used as sacrificial offerings to 
the go& (p. 384) 

an omen 



he started to sel1 chile. 

he went to set himself up in the market. in front of the palace. 

Now then, the daughter of ~ u é m a c ?  

who was very fair [muy buena]j6 

many of the toltecs 

desired her and were after her. 

they had the intention of making her their bride. 

But to none Huémac made any concession. 

to none he gave her daughter. 

So that daughter of Huémac 

looked toward the market. 

and came to see the Tohuenvo: he is with the thing dangling. 

As soon as she saw him. 

she irnmediately went into the palace. 

Because of this the daughter of Huémac became il1 then, 

she becarne tense. she entered into a great fever kande  calentwa], 

as if feeling poor of [missing]" 

the bird - virile member - of the Tohuenvo. 

'' Huémac, according to Sahagun was the Lord of the toltecs at the time because 
Quetzalcoatl did not have any children and thus became a priest. Other sources place the reign of 
Huémac one century afker Quetzalcoatl was expelled from Tula (see Leon-Portilla., 1987: 383; 
and Sodi, 1987: 1 1 5). 

j6 "Muy buena" from the nahuatl text cenca aualli means literally "she was very go&". 
This is an expression that today in contemporary Mexico is also used to refer to a very attractive 
woman (Leon-Portilla, 1987: 383). 

" The text reads in Span ish: "corno sintiéndose pobre del p6jmo". Leon-Porti lla ( 1 987: 
383) notes the use of the nahuatl word itotuuh, meaning in the text: "his bird, his phallus". It is 
the possessive form of tdtol (=pajmo or bird). 



h d  Hrrérnac learned about it soon: 

her daughter is now ill. 

He then said to the women that were taking care of her: 

"What did she do, what is she doing? 

How did my daughter began to enter into a fever?" 

And the women that were carhg for her answered. 

"It is the Tohuenvo, who is selling chile: 

he hm put the fire into her. he has put the yeaming [el ansia] insideJ8. 

with that is how it began, with that is why she ended ill". 

[the next few verses describe how Huémac orders al1 his subjects to look for the Tohuenvo. 

But he was nowhere to be found. until he chose to corne back to the market, in fiont of the 

palace where he had first appeared. We return to the story when he is brought before the 

king.] 

And when he was brought before him [the King], 

immediately Huémac questioned him : 

"Where is your home?' 

The other one answered: 

'-1 am a Tohuenvo, 

1 am selling chilito." 

And Lord Huémac said to him: 

"Well. which is your life, Tohuenvo? 

Put the r n ~ x t l e ~ ~  back on, cover yourself." 

To this the Tohuenvo answered: 

j8 The text reads in Spanish: "le ha rnetido elfiego. le ha metido el ansia," 

'' iMmt/e or MCxrtiutl refers to a type of clothing used by males h m  the main indigenous 
groups of Mesornerka at the time. It consisted of a cloth that was wrapped around the waist 
and then between the legs, tying it at the front and allowing bath ends of the cloth to fall down at 
the front and back (Leon-Portilla, 1987: 383). 



"Weil we [ourselves] are like this." 

The Lord then said: 

"You have awaken a yearning in my daughter. 

you will cure her." 

The Tohuenyo answered: 

"Foreigner, my lord, 

That cannot be. 

Kill me. finish with me, 

death to me! 

What are you telling me? 

1 am but a poor seller of chile." 

Then the Lord told him: 

"No. you will cure her, 

do not be afraid." 

And soon after they cut his hair, 

they bathe him and after this, 

they anointed him, 

they put a made, they tied on a cloth. 

And when they lefi him groomed like chat, 

the Lord told him: 

"Look at my daughter, 

there she is secluded [gtrardada] ." 

And when the Tohuenvo went in to see her, 

then he cohabited with her, 

and with this she was cured in an instant. 



At once. the Tohrrrnyo was converted into the son-in-Iaw of the Lord. 

But there was a price to pay. The story continues on. Huémac is ridiculed by his 

people because a '-foreigner" has become his son-in-law. To appease his critics. the king 

uses treachery in an attempt to get the Tohuenvo killed. He sends him into battle with an 

army made of crippled and dwarfs but the Tohuenvo wins the battle and Huémac is forced 

to honour him, now as a war hero. The events described in the story will be blamed many 

years later for the tragedies that Tula was to suffer in her decline as the hub of regional power 

in the 1 2h and 1 3'h centuries. 

Five hundred years have passed since the story of the Tohuenvo was first told by 

Nahua elders to the Spanish Conquistadors. In the Sierra Popoluca of today, amictions 

similar to the one suffered by the maiden princes of long ago are not uncommon. The 

existence of this illness first surfaced during field work, just as with susto. when talking to 

people about hurnan wastes. Luis, a Popoluca comrnunity leader, was describing the 

different types of diarrheas cornrnon in his village. One of thern,p~n>Cti~~~,  is accompanied 

with abundant mucus in watery stools and is typically associated with the hot season (tiempo 

de calor). "According to the elders of the village" said Luis. "if you have seen a meal and 

did not [could not] eat it, you cm also get it". Luis is a literate. Protestant leader in the 

village. He explained he did not think much of these old ideas, but continued: "Or, if you 

"p&'tiii is composed by the words: pgnk =pus (pus or mucus), p. 84; [ni= agwi 
(water), p. 75 ; puc =podrir (to rot, p. 84), injëcrar (become infected, p.2311 and 'th = mierdo 
(feces), p. 93; Elson & Gutiemz (1995). The word refers to feces accompanied with pus. a water 
resulting from rotting or infection. 



bought a kilo of meat and it did not go far enough (no Io alcanro), because the hem asked 

Cor it. you will get it [the diarrhea with mucus]'"". Right then he switched his conversation 

to a disease that they cal1 in the area "Mal Amor" ("bad love") or "moya cacuy" [literaly: 

"Jlor enfermedud" or "flower disease"]. "You get it when a guy (muchacho) sees a girl 

(muchacha) that he Iikes to the point of wanting to talk to her. If she raises her face and 

looks at you and you bow your head down - if you do not look at her, you get hot [te da 

calor]." Luis called this heat "mal de ojo" (illness of the eye). The eye becomes red and the 

face and head begins to hurt "as if it was broken". A mucus @gn*l) "more yellow than the 

one in the feces" cornes out of the eyes. "You lose the bird [the penis]. It disappears. They 

say that there are many that have a pain in the chest and then try to feel [their crotch] and 

they have no more bird." Luis went on to tell a story about his grandfather: 

People Say that my grandfather lost his bird. Down there in the city there are 
centres of vice, but not here. Here. if you are going to have a lover [querida 
= dear one], you go to the mountain. He was with one. and another [person] 
suddenly appeared. He [the grandfatheri kind of became ashamed [como que 
se avergonzb] and lefi her. He went away ruming. His bird disappeared. A 
short time later, he died. ... The old folks know how to cure it. Soon the 
same woman m u t  wash her can (female genitals) and keep the water for the 
man to drink: or else the urine of the woman: or if not, they steal the dress [of 
the woman] and they boil it and they give this "water fiom the women" ( "el 
aguu de la rnujer") to him. The water hrlps [case] the pain of the heat (dolor 
de calor) and r e m s  the bird. He drinks it and rubs it in the head so the heat 
goes away.12 

Inquiring if this could only happened to men. he replied: 

In [the village] it happened also with a man [he knew]. [The woman] saw 

" lnterview with Popoluca community leader: i l903an.94: 2. 

'* Interview anonymous community leader i 1903an.94: 2-3 (reproâuced from notes taken 
during the interview; my own translation from Spanish). 



someone she liked and her con went away [se lefide el cm], only the lips 
were left behind. She began to cal1 his name. They went to look for him: 
"she is dying because you gave her the heat [le diste el calor]. After he gave 
it to her (showing with his hands the act of sexual penetration) it [the female 
genitals] retumed to the woman. But if the man does not want to [have 
intercourse], his urine is given to her so she heals." 

The Popoluca narratives contain striking similarities with the ancient story of the 

Tohuenvo. First, we encounter a sexual desire that goes unfulfilled and produces a state of 

illness. The victim is invaded by an intense heat and anxiety, a sexual yeaming for the 

missed lover. The forms of healing are also compatible and even identical in one case. Luis 

describes two types of cures. One involves collecting "water from the wornan". be it urine. 

wash water from the genitals or from a dress, and having the man drink fiorn it and rub it on 

his head. The other cure, just as in the seven-century-old story, involves sexual intercourse. 

This one seems to be the prefened solution in spite of its social cost. King Huémac suffered 

public ridicule by having "a foreigner" copulate with his daughter. Popoluca men and womrn 

who agree to sexual intercourse as a form of healing must suffer the consequences of this 

remedy, albeit physicai recovery is in al1 cases irnrnediate. 

What prompted Luis to talk about Mal Arnor was the idea that came up during an 

earlier conversation about having an unfulfilled desired, a yeaming for something that is so 

strong as to cause disease. The yearning for food that cannot be gotten will cause a watery 

diarrhea accompanied with mucus. The yearning for a sexual relation that is not possible 

will lead to the disease of love. in both cases, the impossibility of satisQing a strong desire 

43 ibid 
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belongs to the realm of social relations: a campesino that aches for the riches of othersu: 

men and women that long to satisQ their sexual needs outside the officiai norrns of society? 

There are other interesting parailels between diarrhea and Mal Amor. Luis's 

narratives point to two possible ways of getting il1 in both cases: one is the longing (for food 

or sex) pmduced through a person's sight (looking at a meal. or looking at a woman); the 

other is a yearning caused by an interruption (food that is not sufficient for a particular 

occasion. or the sudden stop of a sexual act). The yearning for food that was never eaten 

results in mucus coming out as bodily waste. The yearning for sex thüt began through a 

person's sight and was never fulfilled results in mucus coming out of the eyes. "A mucus that 

is yellower than that in the stools" we are told. yellower than the p&'tifi or "feces with 

pus". We encountered in C hûpter 4 the association between pus and solar heat. The yellow 

mucus or pus excreted with the stools or from the eyes are in both cases linked to the heat 

that invades the body from that unfulfilled desire. This association (unmet strong desire - 

heat - excretion of yellow mucus) can also be found in a form of mal de ojo reported in 

neighbouring cornmunities to the Sierra, to which we now tum. 

W A campesino that lived in the poorest section of Soteapan (the head town of the 
Municipio) once told me a very similar cause of diarrhea to that given by Luis. He referred to 
dolor de c o r d n  (ache of the heart) as a reason for getting diarrhea when he was unable to eat 
something that he saw othen had. It is interesting that when taiking with Luis about Mal Amor, 
he mentioned how people first feel a pain in the chest before noticing the disappearance of their 
penis. A link between an unmet strong desire, the heart, and an eventual harm to the body 
appears to exist in both instances. 

'' With respect to Md Amor, we will note in coming paragraphs the element of shame 
that qualifies that sexual yeaming. Luis' grandfather, for example, became il1 as he tan away, 
"ashamed" of king caught in the act. 
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Luis called "mal de OJO" the heat that invades the afflicted. Interestingly. he did not 

refer to the overall illness of Mal Amor with this name but only to the resulting disease of the 

eyes. Another campesino narned a closely related eye condition w'iircuypij'&", meaning 

literally "the eye is becoming Hotydb. This condition cm happen to a boy who sees a girl he 

likes but is unable to embrace. The girl will become il1 with "hot eye". She will get a fever 

and her eyes will cry but without pus excretions. The campesino was refemng in this 

particular case to younger children and a situation not involving a sexual angst. However. 

"Ojo Caliente" (Hot Eye) seems to be a more appropriate description of the eye affliction 

occurring with Mal Amor. The Spanish narne "mal de ojo" and its comrnon translation as 

"evil uye" are both problematic because they have corne to encompass different types of 

ailments having different causes and modes of treatment'". For the area of Los Tuxtla. 

Olavarietta is careful to make the distinction between unlike phenornena often slated with 

the same Spanish narne. One is an act of witchcrafi in which harm to the eye is purposefully 

caused by one penon to another. The other is an ailment that is caused involuntarily by a 

person with a "strong gaze" ("vistafierte ") when suddenly seeing something that he or she 

particularly desires but is unable to touch. This cm happen, for example, when an older 

person loo ks at a child. If not touched by the person with the strong gaze. the child becomes 

restless, eventuaily develops a fever and cries continually. The ideal cure is for the mother 

" Interview with anonymous campesino: i29 1 1 ml.94: 8-9. Also from Elson and 
Gutiérrez ( 1 995): irevy = ojo (eye), p.60; piji = calor (heat), p.8 1 ; and -'& = substantive sufix 
forming verb; ie. "se caiienta el ojo" or " the eye is becoming hot". 

" L O ~ Z  Austin ( 1  996: 296-300) notes also how the term mol de ojo was used by the 
Spaniards early in the conquest to indixriminately group together many different ailments. 
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to identifi the culprit and have him or her caress and talk to the child. If the person 

responsible for the illness cannot be found. an alternative is to rub and cover the child with 

a used piece of garment from the victim's father that contains his sweat. If not treated. the 

eye disease can result in death. When the disease is in an advanced stage, the child secretes 

a yellow mucus from the mouth (1989: 81-83). Similarly, Lopéz Austin distinguishes a 

particular case of "mal de O@" arnong the ancient Nahua, different from many other types 

of ailments called by the same narne by the Conquistadors, and which he assigns to strong 

feelings of covetousness or envy. We are told that in ancient times, when a person had an 

intense desire for someone or something, he or she becarne very sad and melancholic. This 

state could produce h m  to othea. plants and animals included , particularly when the 

person was considered to have a strong gaze ("vista fuerte"). The condition of sadness 

produced a negative form of energy that rmanated from the body and was transmitted 

through the sight to the living thing that was close by. The emanation was so strong that it 

could produce the death of a coveted child or srna11 animal. Plants were said to become dry 

( 1996: 298). 

The parallels between these foms of "Hot Eye" and the eye affliction that 

accompanies Mal Amor are interesting. They al1 involve a strong feeling of desire that cannot 

be satisfied. They al1 result in a dangerous condition of illness that may lead to death. In al1 

cases a strong heat invades the body. In al1 cases, the person that becomes il1 is not 

necessarily the one with the strong unfulfilled desire, but the one that appears to be the 

weaker of the two. This is the coveted child, the princess that hides ashamed in the palace, 



the man that lowers his sight away from the woman he desires. or the father that runs away. 

ashamed aFter being caught in the act. In a similar way. we shall read in a coming story about 

a young married man becoming il1 with Maf dmor when abandoned during foreplay by an 

assertive would-be lover who disliked the rough and nished treatment she was receiving. 

In the following paragraphs we will further explore the symptoms and treatments of 

bfal Amr by presenting other accounts of the illness from different Popoluca campesinos 

and campesinas. Each narrative brings particular nuances that contribute to create a more 

complete depiction of peoples' beliefs. The stories were recorded in three different villages. 

We begin by presenting an occurrence that happened not long before the time of the 

narration. Part of this story is told by Luis. It involved his brother Juan and his son-in-law. 

Pedro. 

Pedro was on his way to the milpa one day when he met a young wornen that 
was recently married. She told him. "1 want to accompany you". His answer 
was "No because you are m m i e d .  She got the heat and ached al1 over ["le 
di6 caior. le dolia todo"]. Her father-in-law later asked her why she was ill. 
She told him that she had seen badly at the boy and got the heat ["el 
muchacho vi mal y me di6 caior"] . The father-in-law [of the girl] went to see 
the boy and warned him that if she died. he was going to kill him. Then Juan 
anived. He doesn't believe in that type of illness4'. The father-in-law 
wanted the boy to sign a paper that would commit him to pay for the wake in 
case she died. Juan got into a verbal fight with the girl's relative but 
eventuaily agreed to a settiement. Juan was going to use an old cure in a last 

'' Both Luis and Juan convened not too long ago to a Protestant religion. and now 
oficially reject most traditions and old beliefs as "superstitions". Their rejection is particularly 
strong when outsiders are present. I met an elder relative of them that was also oflicially 
Protestant and denied to me any beliefs related to traditional medicine. but as confidence in our 
acquaintance grew, the perron eventually revealed to me that he-she was a well respected healer 
and aiIl practiced the ensaho and other old cures. 1 was helped in my dixovery by the fact that 
1 arrived one day to this person's house in the middle of a healing session. 



attempt to heal the girl. He went to Pedro and asked him: 9-Iave you no 
esteem for her?' Pedro replied: "Father. 1 didn't do anything!" Juan insisted: 
"You are going to cure her. Pee in this bonle!" Juan had washed the bottle 
beforehand. He coliected one litre and then went very early in the morning 
to the house of the girl who had lost her tots (genitals). The father-in-law 
divided the content of the bonle in two. Juan said:"This is the last try [ul~imo 
intento], drink half a litre and wet your head a bit [with the rest]." The girl 
was heaIed."9 

When Juan was asked about Mal hnor in a different conversation. he recounted 

several stories. One of them was the same incident involving Pedro. his son-in-law. Below 

is his version of events: 

Excerpt from field notes: 20-03-94, pp. 8-10 
[File: i2003pe.94. story reconstnicted from a taped interview. rny own 
translation] 

Yes ... but if a woman has a husband then it is very hard. very hard because 
the husband gets angry. It has not been too long since 1 ... I have a son-in-law 
but 1 did not know [what was happening] since I live here ... they had been 
living for a year 1 think. in the house of his father. d o m  there. And one 
morning 1 went for a stroll .. my brother-in-law Mario lived in that house with 
the laminated roof ... I always go to see him, sometimes in the evening, 
sometimes in the moming. 1 got out of bed early in the moming, went out 
and 1 went there. When I arrived, he was not in. Only rny sister was there. 
she was grinding [maize]. "My brother-in-law?'I said. "He went out. He 
went for a stroll". I i  was seven o'clock. At seven thirty he arrived. He said: 
"Did you make something to eat for my brother-in-law?"e woman said 
no. "Oh!" he said, %ive him something to eat now, lets eat because 1 am 
hungry. Corne to the table, we are going to eat". She made chicken soup. 

But he had come down [to the village earlier]. He said to me: '*Don't you 
know anything about it?' 1 reply "No!" "Well, your son-in-law has k e n  
accused, they are going to consign him today to Soteapan." 1 asked: "What 
did he do?" He says: "Well I don't know very much, but a women accused 
him. That sometime ago, about six months [back] she wanted to embrace 

" The story was reconstructed from filed notes taken during the interview with an 
anonymous community leader, interview: i l903an.94: 3. All the narnes in the story are 
pseudonyms. 



hirn and now the woman says she feels very ill" ... with fever. And he said 
that the wornan had lost the organ [el miembro]. And so they blamed my 
son-in-law that it was him, that because of hirn her organ fell down [se le 
cayb el miembro], because she wanted to embrace hirn and she couldn't. but 
six months past. He said: "Well. they are about to hand him over, her father- 
in-law is very angry ... he presented the accusation. They already went to 
look for a rope to tie him, to take hirn consigned to Soteapan". 

I said: "How did it happen? Did he grab her or did he not grab her? How cm 
they take him tied? 1 also know the law ... it says that if a woman, 1 am 
going to speak [to her] fiom two metres or five metres, the law does not 
charge you because you are going to talk to her from a distance. That is not 
an offence." "Yes" he said "But you see what difference that makes!" 1 tell 
him: "Well. 1 am not going to eat, 1 am going to see. to see what is 
happening". 

And 1 went into the agencia [municipal house]. "What are you doing here?" 
[he asks to the people inside]. "Well, we are here. we are going to consign 
your son-in-law". 1 tell them: "But ... what is the accusation?"en spoke 
the man of the woman: "My daughter-in-law is very ill". he said. '-Because 
of him, because she wanted to embrace hirn on the road and they couldn't". 
1 said: "But there is no justice for this ... 1 tell you this frankly, because 1 was 
once in Soteapan. 1 was standing there and someone came to Say that a man 
had died, he came to inform that the son-in-law of Aurano had died several 
days ago because of witchcrafi. And the sindico [the receiver of legal 
complaints] said: "Look 1 am very sony. very sorry as a fnend". The man 
answered: "1 am only reporting the news". [The sindico replies:] "But we 
cannot report that point. That point, the govenunent does not ... does not get 
involved in Acayucan" [nearby city outside the Sierra]. In the opinion of the 
lawyer there, this can not be registered [no entra]. If it was a cut. a bullet 
shot or a beating ... yes, but not this. [The man replied:] "So, you are not on 
my side?' b'Yes, 1 am on your side, 1 don? said it did not [happen]. But it 
cannot be entered."" [The man:] "So what do we do?" [The sindico:] "Well 
go pay, but down to Acayucan. we cannot acknowledge that notice. That 
man was not killed with blows, yes ... he was killed by witchcraft. That ... we 
disavow witchcraft". [The man replied:] " Oh, Okey ..." 

So 1 told them about that instance, and said: "They don't record these things. 
They don' t acknowledge this illness. They don? know about it". And then 

50 The discussion centres around the impossibility of the local authorities to register 
witchcraft as a cause of death in the records of the legal office o f  the Munic@io.. The local 
authorities accept the cause but cannot oficially recognize it. 



1 said: "Yes. but if you are going to accuse my son-in-law, you are not going 
to take hirn tied. 1 will take hirn down myself, like that, without being tied. 
1 will take him to Soteapan and we will inquire there. Yes. I know that 
surely the authority will disavow this matter. 1 am sure!" 

[Once in the head town, they go before the local judge:] "Judge" said the 
man. "1 accuse him. lets tie hirn up!" 1 tell him: "Well if you are going to tie 
... tie.. tie me up also. but I am going to get it off'. The judge stated his 
opinion, he said: "No, you can not grab hirn because of this motive". Then 
1 said to him [to the father-in-law 1: "Look, if you feel that 1 ... if you are 
angry because 1 am getting involved in these matters, I will go out, but you 
also go out [of the room] ... let them [judge and accused] intervene." He then 
said: "Well .. no .. look because this man.. . well ... we are looking for a way 
for hirn to cure her ... because 1 am looking for that to curc." [Juan replied:] 
"Well. that is another matter!" 

The end of the story was not taped. But from field notes, the following reconstruction cm 

be made: Juan told the father-in-law that if nothing had worked in trying to heal her. he had 

a last cure. The man agreed to try it. Juan went to Pedro and asked hirn to give hirn his 

undenvear and to wet it with his urine. "Very wet". Don't ask. You give it to me." He 

then made a "tes" with the undenvear (soaked the underwear in water) and went to see the 

girl. She asked her to dnnk some. She drank it and said: "What are you giving to me that 

is so refreshing [que refesca tunto]? " and she asked for more. Juan noted: "Yes it 

refreshes! 1 gave her a bit ... and she asked for more. She finished the bottle! People ask for 

more when you give them some, and with that she was cured." 

Juan's narrative corroborates not only Luis's story, but also many previous 

interpretations of the illness. Noi recognized by the laws of the countxy, wr by the official 

heaith services of the area, Mal Amor is an illness about human relationships that is dealt 

with through local remedies. In this sense, it is not surprising to see Juan equate its rejection 
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by the outside world to that of witchcraft. It is something that the people of the Sierra 

believe in. but others fiom the outside don't. including outside officiais fiom the 

rnunicipality and State. in this particular occurrence described by Luis and Juan. both the 

boy and girl are married. The option of sexual intercourse is never considered. Instead. 

recourse is made to a form of treatment that was also presented in earlier accounts. Water 

from the sexual organs, in this case a mixture of water and urine from the boy, is used to 

cool off the heat that invaded the young married woman. The urine is collected from the 

boy's undenvea?'. But why not collect the urine directly in a bonle or gourd? Perhaps using 

this piece of cloth to make the curing potion or ~ e a "  introduces an element of pudency into 

the sexual nature of the cure. This piece of clothing (used for the prude covering of the 

genitals) brings to mind the ordea of King Huérnac to put a m d e  and a cloth on the naked 

Tohirenvo before sending him to have sex with his daughter. The bath and anointing could 

have sufficed given the naked ways of the Tohueryo, but before he was sent in to see the 

maiden princess, he was required to clothe himself. 

Maria is a co rnun i t .  worker and campesina who lives in a neighbouring village. 

She had tangentially referred to a "hot disease" in a previous talk. Probing now M e r  in 

light of the information fiom the preceding stones lead to the following discussions. 

" Münch (1983) briefly refers to mal de ojo in the S i e m  de los Tuxtla as a disease 
caused by people with a strong sight (miradufierte) that affects children. One of the possible 
cures he recorded was the use of a dirty underwear of a family member to mb the child's face (p. 
202), another is the application of saliva fiorn the person with the strong gaze in the front of the 
child (p. 222). 



Excerpt from field notes: 25-03-94, pp. 2-3 
[File: iZ503me.94. story reconstructed from a taped interview, my o m  
translation] 

You also had talked previously about a hot illness or piji cucuy. What is 
pw 
Piji is hot, like fever [calentura]. That happens to you when a man is 
cheating on a woman. When she is hot, and at that moment she has a 
headache. When a man likes a woman and did not talk to her. But this 
is a story that some Say exist. but I do not believe it. They get il1 because 
they don? have the faith of god". A healer told me about the heat of a 
man or a woman. They become weak. the organ disappears [el brgano 
se le va]. 

[Maria becornes ashamed and does not go on] 

I've heard about that illness. but they cal1 it moya cucuy. 
It is the same one. moya is a flower. because of the woman. Its [called 
like that] when it happens to the man. But p w  cucuy is the sarne for 
both man and woman. 

Three months later. Maria was more comlonable in discussing various topics with 

a male outsider. In the following excerpts we l e m  more about the social implications of the 

illness and how people deai with them. 

Excerpt from field notes: 13-06-94, pp. 1-3 
[File: i1306me.94, story reconstructed from a taped interview, my own 
translation] 

Q: Do you remember that you talked to me about the disease of Mal Amor? 
If a woman gets il1 with it, and she is not rnarried, would her parents get 
mad at her? 

M: 1 know of an experience. There was a young boy that people cafled the 
"sapito" [small fiog] and a very young girl. of about 1 5 years [of age]. 
They say that she went out to play and met the boy who she liked. She 
decided to have him closer to her. to ernbrace him, but they could not do 

'' Maria is a devout Catholic. Her fint reaction, just as that of Luis and Juan, is to 
distance herself from what she is about to tell me. assigning such beliefs to others. But as 
conversations follow, the distancing seems to disappear. 



it because people were coming by. She wanted him. She wanted to have 
sex. So she went home. [The story was told to her by the girl's mother.] 
When she arrived home. her head began to ache and [she] began to 
gesture. She began to call him with her hand and to call for the name of 
the boy. The mother tried to ignore her condition so that people would 
not find out and begin to defame her girl. But time passed and they 
decided to go and find people that can cure that. The man [healer] 
checked her over and took her clothes off. She was not naked when he 
was close [to her]. He saw her fiom far away, and the organ [female 
genitals] she did not have it anymore. He said that she only had a hole. 
the illness was in a very advanced state. The healer went to look for the 
boy so he would make love to her and heal the girl. But the boy had lefi 
to go and work far away because he felt ashamed. The girl could not be 
healed and she died. ... 

Once more we encounter the same causes, the sarne symptoms. the same cures: a 

sexual yeming that goes unfùlfilled. a sentiment of sharne. a headache. an intense heat. the 

disappearance of the genitals. sexual intercourse as the solution. and death as the end result 

if the illness is lefi untreated. We noted in Chapter 3 that people in the Sierra consider long 

penods without sexual relations to be hamiful, leading to headaches and pain in the eyrs 

from an intemal buildup of heat. Not unlike Maria's story. Olavarietta also reported a case 

in los Tuxtlas where a healer was treating a young woman that had continuous headaches. 

explaining that she suffered fiom "accumulated sexual energy" in her body due to a state of 

"sexual deprivation" (1989: 66). ï he  author remarks that afier a certain age, the body is 

thought to become surcharged with heat energy if sexual impulses do not find a normal 

outlet. Lopéz Austin similarly notes that the Ancient Nahua considered the lack of sexual 

relations when needed by the body to be a cause of illness. Widowers, for example, had to 

consume ocelot meat to "cool the bodies in need of semai relations" in order to avoid 

becoming il1 (1 9%: 333). 



In the story told by Maria, the social stigma was too much for the mother to bear until 

it was too late. By the time the healer was called in. the sexual organs of the girl had 

vanished. The healer concluded that fùlfilling the girl's sexual desire was the only hope for 

survivd. just as the ancient King Huémoc must have reasoned of her daughteros condition. 

The conversation with Maria continued: 

Q: So when one becomes il1 with it, others think it's bad? 
M: Yes, people begin to whisper and make gossip instead of looking at 

how to help. 
Q: If the woman is married and fa1ls il1 with iMul Amor, would her 

husband get angry? 
M: Yes, he gets angry . He would help her to heal but the husband would 

abandon her iater. 
Q: And if this happens to the man, would the woman get angry? 
M: They also fight, yes they fight because of that. ... [She was told of 

another case by a healer fiom a different village. They are very close 
friends. this is why he tells her these stories.] A boy and a girl liked 
each other very much although both were married. One time they met 
each other by the Stream. She was carrying a bucket because she 
went to fetch water. He was going to his milpa. The woman stopped 
hirn and pulled hirn to the side of the path. They boy was too mshed 
and kind of rough, so she lefi. She grabbed her bucket and left. She 
left hirn there lying on the ground. So the boy got up and went home. 
His wife was there sweeping the house and when she saw him, she 
asked: "What's with you? Why are you sad?"e man said that 
nothing had happened, but she insisted and touched his face and told 
hirn he was too hot. He negated that something had happened. So his 
wife went to bring the healer. And he came to see him. nie boy said 
that he had a hot illness, like the illness fiorn a lightning [enfermedad 
de rayo]. The healer looked at him. He gave hirn water to drink. 
The boy drank a lot of water. nie healer did not believe what the boy 
was telling him. When the illness of Mal Amor grabs you, the il1 
drinks a lot of water, his mouth is somewhat going inward and very 
dry, and one has a very bad ache of the head and is very hot. That's 
why the heaier already knew what had happened to the boy. The boy 
did not want to confess. The healer told him: "send your wife to do 
an e m d  to the milpa or the river." The husband then asked the 
woman to go to the river to fetch water for the horse. "Yes, 1 will go" 
said the woman. When she was not there, the healer told the boy: 



"Now. tell me what happened." And yes. the boy did tell the healer. 
So the healer went secretly to see the other woman and asked her to 
wash her organ and to give him her juice in a bucket [M blushes and 
says:] That's very dirty [bien cochino] but he said that this is how it 
rnust be done. Then the healer made seven srnail poso/esS3 with that 
and with the saliva of the woman and went to give them to the boy to 
cure him. 

Q: And what did the husband of the woman think? 
M: No, he did not know. He came home and asked her what was the 

healer doing around here. She answered that he only came to visit. 
This is why the healer is good, because he did it secretly. to avoid any 
more pro blems. 

The heaier in this story plays a role of social mediator. He intercedes in favour of the 

il1 in a way as to prevent a social conflict between and among the couples and relatives. His 

cure also includes obsexual waters" from the wornan. but this tirne he adds her saliva and uses 

bath to prepare a drink with maize dough served in seven" small earthen pots. We noted 

earlier how mothers use saliva to counter a hot condition from "mal de ojo" in their children. 

The "juice". the saliva. the earth pot, are al1 Cold elements used to counter the Hot condition 

of the man afflicted with lMu1 Amor. The sexual nature of the 'juice" helps appease the 

sexual yeaming. 

A healer fiom yet another village gave remarkably consistent answers when asked 

about Mu1 Amor. The following excerpt is from a conversation in which the topic is 

broached for the first time. 

'' Drinks made from maize dough usually served in small earthen pots 

" We have encountered the numkr 7 in many healing rituals of the Zoque-Popoluca 
before. Münch ( 1983: 1 88) notes that ideas of illness in the area a n  related principally with 
seven dieties: the Sun, the rnoon, the Earth, the lightening, water, wind, and rnaize. 



Excerpt from field notes: 10-06-94, pp. 16-17 
[File: i1006je.94. story reconstructed from a taped interview. my own 
translation] 

People tell me that urine is used in curing Mal Amor. 
Well. about Ma/ Amor ... that happens when for example one is 
walking and you see a girl so beautifbl! A gorgeous woman! And you 
wished to call her. you wished to talk to her but you have no courage 
to do it. and she likes you and just because you can't get to her at that 
moment, that is when the disease sets in after a while. After a while 
you get like a fever, and then other ills get to you, until at the end, 
when you are bedridden you then begin to call the name of the girl. 
By then you are lost, you are ill. When a person is in that state, you 
must call the girl. The girl must corne and sit with the young man to 
talk about the way in which the boy or the girl got ill, and if they felt 
affection or did not feel affection [for each other]. And then. so as 
not to use the urine, then you can make a small posole for him to 
drink. Or if not, she can give him seven times her saliva from the 
mouth. with that is enough to heal. 
Seven what? I' m sorry? 
Seven salivas, she must give him seven little salivas, or ... she can 
make him seven tortillas. the girl must eat a piece and the boy must 
eat a piece [of each]. 
Does the saliva refreshes? 1s it cold? 
It's fiesh! It's fresh. 
I am trying to understand why would the urine need to be used in the 
last case, if ... 
It's because many do it with the end of .. so that the person becomes 
refieshed, because the thing of the man [he touches his penis] one 
doesn't have it [anyrnore], it goes away from you. Yes. so he 
becomes well, it is better to call the girl. Because sometimes one 
does it in secret, so the father or the mother don? get to know. 
Because sometimes it can be even dangerous because they can have 
a problem with the father or the mother. Sometimes you tell the girl: 
"Look so-and-so is like that , he is found il1 becûuse of you. Go and 
talk to him to see what did he want to Say, what does he have". And 
so if she has good faith. the girl goes. But if not, if the girl does not 
go .... there are many that have died like that. Many have died like 
that. There are sorne that cannot stand it, they die. It is like that. We 
have seen it. Or else, another way to deal with it, you have to take out 
seven cups of water fiorn each well that is abandoned ... the wells 
must be abandoned, they must have been abandoned for a while. 
And fiom there you take the water out and you take it to give it to that 



man. he must drink it from the side. from the side and [must bel 
ensolmado and this is how he c m  be healed. but the girl must 
sometimes be there. at the time of the sahumacion. she must be there. 

This was the most abstlact conversation that was recorded on Muî Amor in the sense 

that it did not involve the narntion of a particular life occurrence of the illness. The healer 

refers in his explanations to young would-be lovers that are unmarried. Once again we hem 

about a sexual desire. a moment of weakness (lack of "courage" to cal1 the girl), fever. and 

the disappearance of sexual organs. The healer also brings up his role as mediator. 

interceding in secret to prevent social conflict. this time between parents. We find again. as 

we did in al1 previous cases. the involvement of the person causing the strong desire in the 

cure itself. The use of urine is also acknowledged. so is the use of saliva and the presence 

of the number 7; but other elements not rncountered before are also present. Two 

alternatives to the use of sexual waters are described. One is the sharing of seven tortillas. 

the h i t  of a man's and women's labour. an act that could symbolize a marital union 

between the couple (the chaneques would never tolerate the sharing of this precious product 

between an unfaithful spouse and lover). This act of sharing possibly legitimizes the sexual 

desires of the unmarried youths. The second alternative is the drinking of seven cups of 

water fiom abandoned wells. These are fertile waters fresh from the Earth, un-polluted by 

humans*? In this case, the healer also mentions the traditionai rituals of e d m o  and 

1 had the opportunity to interview a "~Vfujer Rayo" (Lightning Women), a powerful and 
tespected healer in the Sierra. During rny visit, she talked about a young boy she was treating 
from a constant painful headache, a Hot condition. As pan of thecure, the boy's head is 
refreshed with water that cornes from a well. The water is collected very early in the moming, 
"before people take from it". She must be the tirst person in the new day to collect water from 
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snhirmar performed in the presence of the person eliciting the strong sexual yearning. But 

the water must be drank from the side. as if its Cold fenility was too strong to be faced 

directly. Both alternatives bring out the presence of the spirituai world into the healing 

process, albeit in a convoluted manner. 

With Susto. healing was guided mainly by the need to re-establish harmony; to 

provide the affiicted with that which was taken away and is now lost. When the sou1 of a 

person is snatched, the body is drained From its solar energy and reverts to a state of Coldness 

and hurnidity. This is a state where the blood has disappeared. depriving the body from its 

source of vitality. Unable to mature, the body is destined to die by rotting in an excess of 

water. Healing rituals seek to retrieve the lost source of solv energy so that the normal body 

functions cm resume. With Mal Amor. the various forrns of healing described aiso seek to 

regain a harmony lost. This loss becomes manifest in the body as a state of rmptiness. a 

sexual yearning that remains unfilfilied and leads to the disappearance of the reproductive 

organs. The disease is a break in the cycle of regeneration of life. The human body is now 

at the other end of the spectnim, deprived of its source of fertility, withered and parched. 

If left untreated, its fate will be certain death from an excess of heat. 

These concepts can again be traced to ideas existing long ago arnong indigenous 

populations. IUor de Alva (1 993: 188-9) writes that for the Nahua of the Colonial period, 

a person's weil-king, or harmony with the cosmos, could oniy be maintained through a 

the well for it to be used in the healing [i1505fer.94: 8-10]. 
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rigorous regime of self-control. self-denial and self-sacrifice. Sexual transgressions or over 

excitation produced an excess of sexual "forces" that would break down the balance required 

to maintain a healthy state. The excess energy was associated with a form of contamination 

known as tluzolmipuizfîi, meaning "death or disease from refuse, From what is wom outo'. 

The author writes: 

This suggests that disease or death produced by a breach of sexual conduct 
is the product. like garbage itself, of a physical wearing down or the result of 
something superfluous - an excess that, again, pollutes the transgressor dong 
with the bystander (p. 188). 

Like the Popoluca of today. the breach in moral conduct and guilt (sharne) did not reside in 

the idea of having offended the divine, but rather in the loss of self-control and selfdenial 

that breaks the harmony between the individual and the cosmos. Allowing oneself to become 

ovenuhelmed by sexual desire is an act of irresponsibility and weakness that brings 

emptiness to the body, depriving it of its source of fertility, leaving it wom out as the dry and 

empty stalks of maize in the field d e r  the harvest. The cure for the Popoluca (and for the 

ancient people of Tula) is very much at odds with the teachings of Spanish Catholicism or 

those of humoral medicine. It consists in re-establishing the harmony lost within the body 

by satiating the sexual angst. This is a feat that may be achieved with the consummation of 

intercourse or with drinking the "sexual waters" of the one desired. Figure 5.3 summarizes 

the various elements involved in people's explanations. 
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Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks 

The last century in particular brought radical changes to the Sierra Popoluca. The 

State and outside economic interests became progressively involved in shaping people's 

modes of production, drawing indigenous campesinos/as into a capitalist economy and the 

private ownership of resources. This increased contact also led to M e r  economic 

dependency and the loss of local political autonomy. In the realm of health, however, a 

strong native character was retained in the acculturation of the Popoluca. to the point that 

we can discern today with linle diffculty two distinct but CO-existing health cultures: one 

indigenous, based on ancient beliefs and practices particular to the native view; the other one 

founded on Western medicine, mediated through govemment and private health clinics, the 

sale of patent dmgs in local stores, and the health curriculum in schools. Syncretism of the 

old and the new is on-going. It is a complex process of negotiation. rejection. 

accommodation and synthesis. In this CO-existence of health cultures, people can draw 

from indigenous and Western traditions simultaneously. At times these complement each 

other. as in the case of an accident, where the injured is first taken to the health clinic to treat 

the physical wound, and then to a salmera to heal the susto caused by the accident At other 

times, the old and the new can challenge each other or work at cross purposes, as in the 

case of a medical doctor irnpeding the offering of a sacrificial chicken by a midwife. or a 

mother giving her child a single antibiotic pi11 handed by a fiiendly neighbour to stop a bout 

of diarrhea. 
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New practices emerge. old ones are abandoned. while still others persist. Similar 

processes of cultural borrowing and blending were likely at play during the Colonial and 

Post-Colonial periods. In these earlier times, the main confronting influences in the Sierra 

were Popoluca and Nahuatl health traditions and the Hippocratic Humoral medicine of the 

Conquistadors. From these many interactions between Western, Colonial and pre-Hispanic 

traditions derive what we cm c haracterize today as the indigenous health beliefs and healing 

practices of the Zoque-Popoluca. The data presented in this thesis suggest that prehispanic 

influences remained very strong within this mingling of traditions? Yet, these propositions 

are in direct contradiction with the diffisionist hypotheses of Foster that portray a "folk 

variant of Greek humoral pathology" as the "dominant nonscientific"conceptual Framework 

of traditional medicine in MexicoJ7. What is striking in Foster's generalizations is that the 

author himself canied out his doctoral research sixty years ago in the same Popoluca villages 

of this stüdy, at a time where ancient traditions were probably much stronger given that 

neither Western medicine nor Protestant religions had made much inroads into the Sierra 

before then. 

I6 In support of this argument we refer to Lopez-Austin who proposed that the Spaniards 
tolerated the survival of indigenous ideologies of the more isolated groups as long as the people 
showed a modicum of conversion. and traditions did not represent scanda1 or a danger of 
subversion or resistance to oppression. The resuiting incongruence that penisted between the 
worldviews of the conquerors and the conquered protected on the one hand the dominated groups 
through the cohesive function of their indigenous ideology, but also served the actions of the 
Spaniards, as it ensured the political and economic marginalization of these same indigenous 
groups, and perpetuated the myth of the need for tutelage ( 1996:25). 

" See Foster G. M. Tzinttllntzan: Mexican Peasunts in a Chonging Worid, pp. 1 85 - 1 86. 
Little Brown, Boston, Mass., 1967. 



Disagreement with many of Foster's humoral arguments lead to the different themes 

of inquiry of this study. First, a brief exploration into native ethics showed that there is no 

arbitrary separation between contemporary indigenous medicine, native morals, and ancient 

spiritual traditions as Foster's humoral postulates suggest. Even though the author accounted 

for the obvious presence of Christian elements in folk medicine as illustrated in the excerpt 

below, he views these elements as peripheral to the conceptualizing logic of an illness. its 

symptomatic expression and treatment included. He writes: 

Humoral medicine was even versatile enough to cope with Christianity's 
teaching that disease was sent as punishment, by a wrathful God. a 
personalistic view of causality diametrically opposed to the naturalistic bais  
of humoral pathology . God, savants argued, obviously sent disease, but he 
did it through nanual means, thus Ieaving unscathed the primary Greek 
premise of naturalistic causality (Foster, 1 996: 1 86). 

In his view, Christian spirituality could only justify the occurrence of disease but could not 

explain its i ~ e r  workings, nor the human attempts to fight it - those roles were reserved 

solely to humoral theory. Little or no room was allowed for the expression of a native 

worldview. Contrary to this position. we argue in Chapter 3 that the moral of self-sacrifice. 

a logic of self-mastery and abnegation rooted in ancient spiritual tradition, is strongly 

manifest in health beliefs and practices of the Zoque-Popoluca today. Spiritual elements 

predating the Conquest are ofien explicit in the ways people perceive or expenence 

symptoms of an illness, the rneanings they amibute to its cause, or the practices they use to 

prevent and treat it. In other instances, these spiritual elements seem absent in people's 

accounts but a native sacrificial logic distinct fiom Christian ascetic values rernains ever 

present nonetheless. 
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The second theme of inquiry was the exploration of prehispanic and contemporary 

Hot-Cold belief systems and their interrelationship with health matters. Here again. the 

arguments for the diffusion of Greek humoral pathology were challenged and attention was 

drawn to the relevance of an ancient complex code of Mesoamerican cultures dealing with 

notions of equilibrium and the cyclic movement between Hot and Cold. Inferences by 

several researchers (Foster included) about conditions of static equilibrium between the 

human body and Hot or Cold influences are contested. A healthy body is presented instead 

as an ensemble of physiological cycles in hamony. characterized by movement between 

Coldrr and Hotter States (e.g.. birih-death, young-old. rest-work, feeding-hunger, 

menstruation, and pregnancy cycles). 

Lastly, the congruency between pre-Colonial ideological elements and contemporary 

health beliefs and practices of the Zoque-Popoluca was illustrated through the exploration 

of two particular illnesses, Susto and Mal Amor. The analyses depict the holistic and 

dynamic essence of native health traditions. Contrary to Western and humoral rnedicine 

which draw an overly rigid line between biological (natural) and psychological elements, the 

indigenous culture approaches health as a coherent set of physical, emotional, and social 

interrelations grounded on native moral teachings. Health and disease for the Popoluca 

cannot be understood in isolation fiom spirituality. Its omnipotent presence is very explicit 

in our examination of Susto. With Mal Amor it becomes conceaied in the self-mastery and 

abnegation demanded of every human king by native ethics. Hot and Cold elements appear 

prominently in peoples accounts, but links to some form of humoral reasoning are highly 
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unlikely. Tedlock's suggestion of a traditional form of medicine founded prirnarily on the 

empincal knowledge of plant remedies does not apply here either. Susto and itfaI Amor 

bnng out the richness and diversity of concepts in native health traditions. One disease has 

been amply reported in the literature for different indigenous groups; the other appears 

concealed inside the Sierra Popoluca. One centres almost exclusively on relationships of 

exchange between human beings and the spiritual world; the other on the desires of the 

flesh between men and women. and the moral teachings of self-denial and self-control. One 

involves death fiom an excess of humidity; the other from an rxcess of heat. And yet. in 

spite the rnultiplicity of concepts and the particularities of both illnesses, many elements in 

people's explmations point to consistent systems of logic that are of a very remote origin. 

Highlighting these has been in essence the main purpose of this investigation into native 

symbolism. Many associations between ideas in people's accounts have been identified and 

the principles that guide their interna1 consistency and coherence are presented as hypotheses. 

Their similarities to relationships that go back for many centuries have been traced in a 

nurnber of' historical records. The analysis of these two quintessential ills of the Popoluca, 

in particular, helped us brhg to the fore something that Foster ardently tried to deny of 

Mesoamerican Peoples: the relevance of ancestral prehispanic thought in their contemporary 

health beliefs and practices. 
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Appendix: The Discovery of Maize 

There are several reasons for presenting the following materials in this appendix. 

First, 1 have not corne across any other wrinen records on the Zoque-Popoluca myth 

describing scenes on how Homshuk, the corn-god, made maize plentifid enough to sustain 

humanity. These scenes were recorded in Ocotal Chico during my field work in 1994. 

Several elements in them came up in discussions with autochthonous heales fiom the Sierra. 

indicating to me that the knowledge about them may not be uncornmon, even though they 

have not k e n  recorded on paper. What is remarkable about the nanation is the many 

striking parallels with the Nahua myth on the discovery of maize by Ouetialcoatl transcribed 

hundreds of years ago. In addition to enriching the written accounts of the corn-god myth. 

the material presented here also provides a vivid example of the robustness of oral tradition 

among the Popoluca of the Sierra, and reinforces the validity of a basic premiss of my 

investigation: the existence of a common cultural Mesoamencan heritage between the 

Popoluca and their Nahua neighbours in the Sierra Santa Marta. 

The fint part of this appendix presents a translation of the ancient Nahua text 

describing the discovery of maize. This myth foms part of the document known as the 

"Legend of the Suns", a manuscnpt belonging to the Cbdice Chimalpopoca. It is an 

anonymous manuscript mitten in nahuatl with the Spanish alphabet. and dated 1558. The 

following translation into Spanish is given by Miguel Leon-Portilla ( 1987: 166-7 1). The 

translation into English is my own. 



El descubrimiento del mak 

.isi pires de nirevo dveron (los dioses): 
'> @ré corneran (los hombres). oh dioses? 
;Que descienda el mai:, nuestro sustento!" 

Pero enfonces la hormiga va a coger 
el maiz desgranado. dentro del Monte de 
nitestro sustenta 
Qitefzalcoatl se cncuentra a la hormigu, 
le dice: 
"; Wnde  fuiste a tomar e f maiz?. 
dimelo. " 
Mas la hormiga no quiere decirselo. 
Quefzalcoatl con insistencia le hace 
pregtrntas. 
A 2 cab0 dice la horrniga: 
"En verdad alli. " 
Entonces p i a  a Quetziac6atl. 
este se transforma enseguidd en hormiga 
negra. 
La hormiga roja 10 guia. 
lo imroduce hego al Monte de nuestro 
sustento. 

Enfonces arnbos sacan y sacan mai=. 
Dizque la hormiga roja 
grio a Quetzaicbatl 
hasta la orilla del monte, 
donde estuvieron colocando el mai= 
desgranado. 

Luego Questzulc~atl io Ilevo a cuestas o 
Tamoanchan. 
A Ili abundantemente cornieron los dioses, 
después en nzrestros labios puso mai= 
Que tdacoatl, 
para que nos hiciéramos fuertes. 
Y litego dijeron los dioses: 
"iQué haremos con el Monte de nuestro 
sustenfo? " 

The discovery of maize 

So then they again said (the gods): 
" What will they eat (the humans), oh gods? 
Let maize descend, ow sustenance!" 

But then the ant goes and takes 
the threshed corn, inside the rnountain of 
OUT sustenance. 
Quetzalcoatl meets the ant, 
he says to it: 
" Where did you go to get the corn?, 
tell me." 
Yet the ant does not want to tell him. 
Quetzalcoatl questions it with insistence. 

At last the ant said: 
"Truly there." 
It then guides Quetzalcoatl, 
he transforrns himself at once into a btac k 
ant. 
The red ant guides him. 
it introduces him then to the Mountain of our 
sustenance. 

Then both remove and remove corn. 
tt is said that the red ant 
guided Quetzalcoatl 
to the side of the mountain, 
where they were depositing the threshed 
corn. 

Then Quetzalcoatl carried it on his back to 
Tarnoanc han. 
There the gods ate abundantly, 
after Quetzalcoatl placed corn on our lips. 

so that we would become strong. 
And then the gods said: 
"What shall we do with the Mountain of our 
sustenance?" 

Mas el monte alli quiere quedarse. But the Mountain wants to remain there, 



Quetzalcbatl Io uta. 
pero no puede moverlo. 

Entre tanto echaba stiertes ûxomoco, 
y también echaba suertes Cipactbnal. 
la mujer de Oxomoco. 
porque era mujer Cipuc~onal: 
"Tan d o  si Zama un rayo Nanuhuafl. 
quedurri abierto el Monte de nuestro 
sustento. " 

Entonces bajaron los tlaloques [dioses de la 
lluvia]. 
los tlaloques mules. 
los tlaloques blancos. 
los tlaZoques amarillos, 
los tlaloques rojos. 

iVancihualt IanzO enseguida un rayo 
entonces tuvo iugor el robo 
del rnaiz, nuestro sustento, 
por parte de los tlaloques. 
El maiz blanco, el oscuro, el amarillo, 
el mai2 rojo. los fiijoles. 
la chia, los bledos, 
[OS bledos de pez, 
nuestro suslen fo, 
fueron robados para nosotros. 

Quetzalcoatl ties it [with a rope], 
but c m  not move it. 

in the mean time trying his luck was 
Oxomoco, and also trying her luck was 
Cipactonal, the woman of Oxomoco, 
because it was a woman Cipactonal: 
"If only Nanahuatl throws a thunderbolt, 
the Mountain of our sustenance will become 
open." 

Then the tlaloques [gods of min] descended. 

the blue tlaloques. 
the white tlaloques, 
the yellow tlaloques, 
the red tlaloques, 

Nanihuatl threw at once a thunderbolt 
then took place the theft 
of corn, OUT sustenance, 
by the tlaloques. 
The white corn, the black one. the yellow 
one, the red corn, beans. 
chia, amaranth, 
arnaranth fish. 
our sustenance, 
they were stolen for us. 

The transcription of the Zoque-popoluca version now follows. I t was tape-recorded 

in Spanish, during the sarne interview in which I recorded the "egg" and the "bath" scenes 

of the corn myth that are presented in the body of the thesis. The nanator is Pedro Gonsalez 

Santiago (P). The transcription of the scenes and their translation into English are my own. 



Excerpts from filed notes: 08-06-94 
[File: i0806pe.94. pp. 18-29] 

P: Y otra historia mis afiadido, dice que 
habia un cerro. un cerro ahi. Enfonces, el 
[Homshuk] dice que le dijo a un pajaro. ese 
no se como se le llama en Espaiiol. 

d : ; Y en Popoluca? 

P: En Popoluca se llama ut tut, se llarna un 
pujaro asi, iguulito como el pichon pero 
esta mus grande que el pichon. Se ve, 
bueno, es uzul. ami, pero la cola iarga, 
ahi se ve la cola, que como que se habia 
comido la cola. No lo ha visto, verdad? 

P: No, nosotros si Io conocemos. Lo 
conocemos en popoluca. se llama ut tut. 
Entonces porque dice que ahi, rodas las 
mafianas encuentran maiz tirado asi, en el 
cumino. ahi. hay un carnino. Se fo 
encuentran ahi tirado. Entonces le dvo: 
"Hora. usred va a dur como vigilante. 
Fijele bien, no se vayu a dormir! Fijate que 
animales van a sacar el maiz. Porque ahi io 
llevan el ma idToda  la noche. 

il: ;Yquién 10 rego? ~ H o ~ s ~ u & ?  

P: fiese que el maiz estabu guardado en 
una bodega, en un cerro! en un cerro! Ahi 
estu, en un cerro, pero de pura roca, si. 
Entonces, esta guardudo el maiz. Pero 
dicen que el arriero, como es canijo ese. se 
rnete y van a sacar. El arriero si encuentran 
afgo de corner, se 10 llevan, el arriero ... se 
10 lleva. 

Entonces le ordenaron al pajuro que se 10 
cuidara, y que se fije de donde 10 saca. 

P: There is another story added, there was a 
hi11 there. Then, he [Homshuk] told a bird. 
1 don't know its name in Spanish. 

A: And in Popoluca? 

P: In Popoluca it is called ut tut, just like 
the pigeon but bigger. It is blue but its tail 
is long. The tail looks like it has been eaten 
somewhat. Have you seen it? 

A: No. 

P: We do know it. In Popoluca it is called 
ut tut. The story tells that every moming 
corn could be found scattered on the road. 
there on a road. It could be found there 
scattered. He [Homshuk] then said: "Now 
you are going to be a watch person. Watch 
carefully, dont fa11 asleep! Watch which 
animals are taking the corn out. Because 
they take the corn with them." Al1 night .... 

A: And who scattered it? Homshuk? 

P: look the corn was being kept in a 
warehouse, in a hill! A hill! There it was, 
in a hill, but one made of pure rock. The 
maize was stored there, but it was said that 
the urrieru ants, since they are very sneaky, 
they get in and carry it away. If the artiera 
finds something to eat, it will take it away, 
. . . the urriera will take it away. 

So he ordered the bird to take care of it, and 
watch where it [the corn] is taken out kom. 



Entonces dijo: "Si me voy a quedur." 
Entonces. toùuvia qiredo en ser la tarde. Ya 
es de noche. ilguanto. hastu las nueve, 
durmio. Pero. se par6 en el mero camino 
en donde pasan los arrieros. Entonces, y 
corno estaba dormido. la hormiga esa se le 
comio la cola. La colita se le comio. 
Entonces. y no se fijaba. 

Y ul dia siguiente, vin0 yu el Homshuk. 
dice: ''L Te fijaste donde salio el mah? " 'Si, 
si .. " dice el mentiroso. "LA donde?" " 
.4lki!" Dice: "ûye? y la cola, que te pasa?" 
"Mira!" Yfjese que le habia cornido la cola. 
y no sintid. no habia visto. Pero Homshuk 
se /O vio! "Mire y en la cola. que le pasO?" 
"No" dice, "lVo. no tiene nadu. " "No! " 

dice, "Esta comida la cola! se cornieron 
moche. " Entonces, 20 volteuron, "Hu. Si!" 
Ir;  Y quién?" dice. "Pus me dormi" 
"Entonces, no fuiste un buen veludor!" 
"Pus, no. Me dormi. No aguanto. " ''No 
sirve para nadu, lo voy a buscar oiro." 
Entonces busco al tapa-caminos ;Lo 
conoce? 

P:  NO? Es un pujaro también. Si, ese 
grita de noche. no duerme. Si. y se llamu 
tapa-caminos porque el .. ese siempre nos 
espera en el camino. Se levanta a cada rato 
y se cae. Si, el tapa -carninos. Entonces, 
tantito voy a hablarle esta noche. "se va a 
quedar vigilando. porque yu se 20 mandé a 
aquel y se le cornici la cola y sin cuidar 
donde salit3 el mari. " 

";Ah bueno!" Dice: "Usted. fijese bien, 
porque mafiana te voy a preguntar." 'Ah 
bueno" dice. Entonces, se quedb en el 

The bird replied: "Yes. 1 will stay ." It was 
then the afiemoon. Now it's night. He 
lasted until nine. he fell asleep. But it was 
standing in the middle of the path of the 
arriera ants. So, because it was asleep. 
those ants ate its tail. The little tail was 
eaten. And it did not noticed. 

The next day Homshuk arrived. he 
said:"Did you watch where the corn came 
from?" "Yes, yes ..." replied the liar. 
" Where?" "There!" It said. "Listen, and 
your tail?, What happened to it?" "Look!" 
His tail had been eaten, and he did not feel 
it. he had not seen. But Homshuk noticed 
it! "Look. what happened to your tail?" 
"No" he replied, "no, it had nothing." "No! 
your tail was eaten! Last night it was eaten." 
He rhen turned the tail around [to show the 
birdl. "Ha. yes!" "And who?" "Weil. 1 fell 
asleep." "So you were not a good 
watcher!""Well. no. 1 went to sleep. 1 
could not stand it.""You are good for 
nothing. I shall go and look for someone 
r Ise." He then looked for the tapa-cuminos 
["path-stopper"]. Do you know it? 

A: No. 

P: No? It is a bird also. That one yells at 
night. it does not sleep. Yes, it's called the 
tcipa-carninos because it is always waiting 
for us on the road. He flies for a bit and then 
lands* Yes. he stops in [blocks] your path. 
So [Homshuk] talked to hm brîefly that 
night: "you will keep watch, 1 already asked 
that other one and his tail was eaten, he 
didn't watch where corn came fiom." 

"Good!" [Homshuk] said: "You pay 
attention, because tomorrow 1 will inquire 
with you." "Fine" [the bird] replied. He 



camino. pero como el no dzrerrne. entonces. 
czrando todus se salieron, enfonces el les 
dejo pusur. Entonces. el los siguio. Si. se 
encontro al tapa carninos. El tapa-caminos 
los fie cl seguir hasta el lugur donde ellos se 
meren a sacar el maiz Enfonces, el le vio. 
Y ai dia siguiente, ya vin0 el Homshuk. el 
dios del maiz, ya 10 vino a preguntar: 

''L Y usted. vistes? " Dice. "Si. si. " "i Y a 
donde?" "Por allu, allu en el cerro. Ahi 
donde esta partida la roca, ahi se meten. 
Sacan puro maiz. " Ahi era un banco de 
maiz. '2 h. bueno. " Dice: "Y ahora. que 
vamos o hacer?" Entonces, el dice que 
busco un sefior. era el rnismo rayo. Como 
ri renia potier. hablaba con el. Dice. le 
dijo: "Mira, mira que aguef hgar era un 
banco. hay que abririo. " Pero. corno? " 
Dice: "Usted 10 puede partir." Entonces el 
hombre como era el rayo, hizo un 
relumpugaso y llego en el mero cerro, se 10 
trono ahi, se Io partio! Y dice que como era 
puro pedregai, un pedazo de piedra. dice. 
se le Ilego en la rodillu, se le hirib. 
entonces, sangrd el mair. Porque ahora, 
hay un maiz. Yo no 10 tengo, pero he visto 
donde Io tienen, ese mai2 esta pintado como 
Je sangre. Lo ha visto usted? 

A: Si, si, como rayitas ... 

P: Si, unas rayitas. Entonces, dicen que 
esa es la sangre del que parti6 la roca ahi 
Si, fa sangre del mismo rayo. Dice que una 
piedm ... siahise prendio como una bomba, 
y entonces, un pedaro de piedra se le llego 
a la rodiIfu, entonces chorreo el mai= ahi la 
sangre, entonces dice que ahora signifca el 
nuc rimiil. El que partio ah[ se le lIama en 

stayed on the road. but because he doesn't 
sleep. when al1 of them came out. the bird 
let them by. It then followed them. Yes 
they [the ants] found the tapa-carninos. The 
tapa-cuminos followed them to the place 
where they go in to remove the corn. So it 
saw this place. And the next day. Homshuk 
arrived, the God of corn, he came and 
asked the bird: 

"And did you see it?" [the bird] replied. 
"Yes, yes." "And where?" "Around there. 
there in the hill. There, where there is a 
crack in the rock. there they go in. They take 
out only corn." There was a bank of corn. 
"Alright." "And now. what shall we do?" 
The story says that he then went to look for 
a man. it was the thunder himself. Since he 
had power, he spoke to him. He told him: 
"Look. that place there is a bank. it must be 
opened." "But. how?" [Homshuk] replies: 
"You can brake it." Then, since the man was 
the thunder, he threw a thunderbolt to the 
middle of the hill, it blasted there, it broke it 
into pieces! And [the story] says that since 
the hi11 was made of rocks. one piece of 
rock came and hit the knee [of the thunder] 
injuring him. he bled on the corn. Because 
now, there is a [type of] maize. I do not have 
it. but I've seen places where people have it. 
that maize is coloured as if with blood. 
Have you seen it? 

A: Yes. yes, with streaks ... 

P: Yes, some streaks. So, people Say it is 
the blood of the one who broke the rock 
there. Yes, the blood of the thunder 
himself. They Say a rock ... it biasted as if 
with a bomb, and then, a piece of rock hit 
his knee, and so he dripped his blood on the 
corn, so it is said that today it means ngc nr 
piil. The one who broke it there it is called 



popoZtm. el rayo: nu cuyu 

P: ngc nr pifi . NE dice ngcuya, el 
misrno rayo se llama iig cuya. Porque ese 
ruyo parece que ahora por eso, ahorira no 
llueve. porque yo he visto cuando Ilueve, el 
prirnero que tiene que fronarparu abajo. Si, 
truena. si tiembla la tierra entonces es 
cuando yu viene la lluvia. Pero ese no lo 
escucho rodavia. Por eso no ha llovido. 
Entonces, dice que es poderoso, y que el 
mismo ... el rnismo le dio poder el Homshuk 
Si. usred va a quedur aqui, en el tiempo de 
lluvia tuted va a anuncriur. Enfonces, ese 
f ie cl que parti6 el Cerro ese. y ahi 10 
descubrio el rnar'z. Y dice, habia mucho 
rnaiz. 

in popoluca. the thunder: nu cuya. 

A: What is n g  nr pifi ? 

P: nue n l  pifi. It's ngcuya. the thunder 
itself is called ngcuya. Because that 
thunder. right now is not the niny season. 
but I have seen when it's due to min, first 
thunder d o m  below must be heard [in the 
valley]. If it thunders, if the earth trembles, 
then it's when the rain is coming. But 1 have 
not heard it yet. That's why it has not rained. 
So. it is said that he is powerfùl , and that 
himself, himself was given power by 
Homshuk. If you stay here during the rainy 
season, you will hear the announcernent [of 
the rain]. So he was the one that broke in 
parts that hill, there corn was discovered. 
And they say that c o n  was plentifil. 

No in-depth analysis of either myth will be attempted here since such a task lies 

beyond !he scope of the study. There are however several comrnents that are worth noting. 

Both myths share many fundamental elements. They both deal with the preoccupation of 

gods in providing for the sustenance of humankind. In both, the gods that represent wisdom 

and self-sacrifice. Homshuk and Quetralcoatl, take on the task of searching for this source 

of sustenance. In both myths, corn is the nourishment that will give strength to human 

beings. 

The idea of corn king  the nourishment and source of strength for people is very 

explicit in the Nahua myth. We see Quetzaicbatl put grains of  corn on the lips of the first 
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human beings. Oxornoco and Cipact8nal, the nahuatl couple "equivalent to the Adam and 

Eve of the hebrew Bible"; the text specifies that this was for the purpose of them becoming 

strong t leon-Portilla, 1987: 170). In the Popoiuca myth, Homshuk creates corn for her 

mother to eat aller her request for help: "because she was very poor" tells the story reported 

by Münch (1983: 167); in the version transcribed by Lopez Arias. Homshuk's rnother tells 

him: "1 am dying because 1 hardly eat". The corn-god responds to her plea by asking her 

to give him the sacred bath from which corn will be created (Culturas Populares, #25, 1983: 

1 4). 

Also in both myths. the gods know the arriera ant holds the secret to human 

sustenance. Borh gods have to find a way for the ant to reveal its secret. The arriera ant in 

the end guides them both to the Mountain that withholds the sacred nourishrnent. This 

creature plays a very important role in the mythology of both cultures. In this Nahua myth. 

Quetzalcoatl converts himself into a black ant and is guided by the red urriera ant into the 

mountain of our sustenance. Marching side by side are the red and black colours that 

represented wisdom for the ancient nahua (Leon-Portilla, 1987: 169). With regard to the 

Popoluca, we cm recall in the first scene of HomshuKs story how a corn child was crushed 

in the Stone into a dough and placed in a womb-like container inside the arriera ant hiIl. The 

corn-god-child emerged fkom this ant hill, transported on the backs of the arriera ants to 

the watering place where his journey in life would begin. 

As both myths progress, we find Quetralcoatl going inside the mountain and taking 
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some corn to present to the gods and to Oxomoco and Ci~actonal. In the Popoluca myth. 

Hornshuk has already introduced corn as the nourishment of life to his mother. in the earlier 

"bath" scene (descnbed in the main tea). What the gods ponder now. in both myths, is how 

they can becorne the owners of the mountain of sustenance. The gods saw that it was not 

enough to have a few grains of corn, but that it was necessary to own it in abundance to be 

able to cultivate it and ensure the sustenance of people forever (Leon-Portilla. 1987: 170). 

In both myths. the gods resort to the lord of thunder who with a thunderboit breaks open the 

mountain, giving humans access to the nourishment that will give them strength from that 

day forward. 

In the ancient Nahua myth, Nonahuatl or Nanahuatzin takes on the image of the god 

of thunder. Gods in pre-Hispanic Mexico were often referred to by different names 

depending on the particular actions that the deities were performing, or in order to 

emphasize some particular characteristic quality of the Gods. Nanahuatsin is the god with 

the pustules, the symbol of humility and self-sacrifice, who in Teorihuucan casted himself 

into the fire and was converted into the sun Tonatiuh (Leon-Portilla, 1987: 170). 

The names given by our Popoluca narrator to the lord ofthunder (nycuycr) and to the 

corn sprinkled with the thunder's blood (ngcnrpiit) are very interesting'. Both contain the 

Elson also translates ngcnqi~moc as "moi. rayudo" (streaked corn) [nqria = blood 
(p.76); moc = maize (p.7 l)], giving the example: Jim n~crupiiirnoc wiii 'tipc muc or "El mair 
r q d o  es el mai' original" (The st~aked maize is the original maize), just as our nanator 
rematks at the end o f  his story [ J h  = el, lu (the), p.64; wirl 'iigr = el primer0 (the first one), 
p.98); wiri'tî = primero. ontes (finf before), p.98 1. 
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word "ngcu" which literally means "arriera ant" (B.Elson. 199977). Also. Elson (p. 77) 

includes in his dictionary, the word: ngcuwr 'day which he translates as "ser de cltento 

(arcaismo~" or in English: "a king or character from old stones (tales) - archaism" [wr 

'd& = envejecer (to grow old); ar 'dga = esposo (husband) or viejo (old man) p.991. 

Could the name ngcuya, used by Pedro to address the lord of thunder, be a derivation of 

this ancient narne? Perhaps this old mythical character can be associated and described with 

the words "old-husband-arriera ant". The urriera ant and the thunder are two mythical 

creatures closely link to the origin of corn. The myth itself weaves together several 

associations that suggest such relationships. The thunder, the story tells. shall announce 

the rains. that sacred liquid which will fertilize the canh and allow the corn-god to grow. As 

we noted earlier, the corn-god child itself gestates inside the urrieru ant hill, and it is the 

ants themselves that bring the corn-god-child out of the womb-like (ant) hole into this 

world. 

Just before braking the mountain open. the ancient Nahua myth has the rlalques 

descending fiom the mountains. These are the gods of min that corne fiom the four points 

of the universe to fertilize with their rain the corn that is about to be endowed to human 

beings. The myth describes them as the blue. white. yellow, and red rlalwues'. In the 

Leon-Portilla gives us the ancient nahua colours and origins of each tldoque. The blue 
rlalocrues came from the South, the white ones from the East, the yellow ones from the West 
and the red ones from the Nonh ( 1987: 170). Lopez Austin notes, however, that the distribution 
of coiours was not the same throughout Mesoamerica. In what he calls "the most fkquent 
division in the central high plateau", he assigns the blue colour to the South, white to the West, 
black to the Nonh, and red to the East (1989: 65). For the region of los Tuxtlas (our area of 
study) Münch gives us the following colour associations: black-West, yellow-South, red-East, 
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Popoluca myth. this fertilization took place also in the earlier bath scene. when Homshziks 

mother poured water on the corn-god's head creating with this act maize of every colour. the 

one that is black, the yellow one, the red and the white. Both myths make perfectly clear 

that the lord of thunder will bring the rains that will ailow the corn to grow. 

Four hundred and forty years separate both transcriptions, the first one recorded by 

Nahua scholars in the early years of the colonisation. the second one narrated by a Popoluca 

campesino that doesn't know how to read or write. His skill as a narrator is nonetheless 

outstanding, so is that of his father Don Frumencio fiom whom he iearned these passages. 

Equally remarkable is the narrative excellence of their forbearers who kept the story of 

Hornshuk alive from generation to generation, going back for centuries. 

and white-Nonh (1983: 154-55). These are the same coloun of corn created as water poured 
down from H o m h K s  head in the mythical bath. The sequence of appearance follows a rotation 
around the cardinal points in a counterclockwise direction (West-South-East-North). 




